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“All models are wrong, but some are useful.” 

George Box, statistician at the University of Wisconsin 
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Résumé (French) 
 

La couche limite planétaire est la couche atmosphérique la plus basse qui est en interaction 

directe et constante avec les surfaces terrestres et marines sur lesquelles se concentrent les 

activités humaines, les cultures et divers écosystèmes. Comprendre l’origine de sa 

composition à la fois chimique et microbiologique est fondamental dans notre étude 

approfondie de la biosphère. Alors que les microorganismes de la couche limite planétaire – 

retrouvés jusqu’à 106 cellules par mètre cube d’air – semblent varier significativement à 

l’échelle spatiale et temporelle en termes de concentration et de diversité, ils restent 

largement méconnus. L’objectif principal de cette thèse est de comprendre comment se 

structurent les communautés microbiennes dans la troposphère, et en particulier dans la 

couche limite planétaire, ainsi que d’identifier les facteurs de contrôle majeurs. En travaillant 

sur des échantillons collectés pendant plusieurs semaines sur neuf sites répartis sur la planète, 

et en utilisant les technologies de séquençage ADN haut-débit, nous avons étudié la 

composition taxonomique et fonctionnelle des communautés microbiennes de la phase 

gazeuse et solide de l’atmosphère (c’est-à-dire non associés aux nuages). 

Nos premiers résultats sur la taxonomie des communautés microbiennes révèlent que les 

surfaces proches des sites sont les contributeurs principaux de distribution des communautés 

microbiennes atmosphériques, malgré l’occurrence potentielle du transport longue-distance 

des microorganismes atmosphériques. Egalement, les conditions météorologiques combinées 

à la diversité des surfaces locales terrestres ou océaniques jouent un rôle important dans la 

variation temporelle de la structure des communautés microbiennes de la couche limite 

planétaire. Une deuxième étude nous a permis d’étudier davantage la variation temporelle 

des communautés microbiennes atmosphériques sur un site continental montagneux en 

France (1465 m d’altitude) sur une année complète. Cette étude révèle l’importance des 

conditions de surface des paysages aux alentours dans la composition taxonomique des 

communautés atmosphériques. L’évolution au cours de l’année des terres agricoles et de la 

végétation, qui composaient en majeure partie le paysage du site, était responsable du 

changement temporel observé dans la composition taxonomique des communautés 

microbiennes atmosphériques. Finalement, nous avons étudié la composition fonctionnelle 

des communautés microbiennes de la couche limite planétaire afin d’identifier si les 

conditions physiques et chimiques de l’atmosphère jouaient un rôle dans la sélection ou 
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adaptation microbienne des microorganismes atmosphériques. L’analyse comparative de 

données métagénomiques ne révèle pas de signature atmosphérique spécifique du potentiel 

fonctionnel des communautés microbiennes atmosphériques. La composition fonctionnelle 

semble avant tout liée aux écosystèmes locaux. Toutefois, nous avons observé que les 

champignons étaient plus dominants relativement aux bactéries dans l’air comparativement 

aux autres écosystèmes. Ce résultat suggère un processus de sélection des champignons 

durant l’aérosolisation et/ou le transport aérien. Les champignons pourraient survivre 

davantage l’aérosolisation et le transport aérien comparativement aux bactéries du fait de 

leur résistance naturelle aux conditions physiques stressantes de l’atmosphère. Nos résultats 

ont apporté une meilleure compréhension des facteurs déterminants (c’est-à-dire les surfaces 

locales, les sources distantes, les conditions météorologiques locales, les conditions physiques 

stressantes de l’atmosphère) et de leur contribution dans la structuration des communautés 

microbiennes de la couche limite atmosphérique. Nos investigations constituent une base 

importante pour de nouvelles études sur la prévision et le contrôle des communautés 

microbiennes atmosphériques, afin de répondre à des questions majeures dans les domaines 

de la santé publique et de l’agronomie. 

 

Mots clefs : communautés microbiennes de la couche limite planétaire, microorganismes 

atmosphériques, transport longue-distance, potentiel fonctionnel, métagénomique 

comparative, séquençage ADN haut-débit, séquençage MiSeq Illumina, sélection physique, 

adaptation microbienne, aérosolisation 
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Abstract 
 

Up to 106 microbial cells per cubic meter are found in suspension in the planetary boundary 

layer, the lowest part of the atmosphere. Direct influences of the planetary boundary layer on 

humans, crops and diverse ecosystems like soils and oceans make the full understanding of its 

composition, both chemical and microbiological, of utmost importance. While microbial 

communities of the planetary boundary layer vary significantly at different temporal and 

spatial scales, they remain largely unexplored. The main goal of this thesis was to understand 

how airborne microbial communities are structured in the troposphere with special emphasis 

on the planetary boundary layer and to identify their main controlling factors. We investigated 

both the taxonomic and functional composition of airborne microbial communities in the dry 

phase (i.e. not cloud-associated) over time at nine different geographical sites around the 

world using high throughput sequencing technologies. 

Our investigation that focused on microbial taxonomy showed that local landscapes were the 

main contributors to the global distribution of airborne microbial communities despite the 

potential occurrence of long-range transport of airborne microorganisms. We also observed 

that meteorology and the diversity of the surrounding landscapes played major roles in the 

temporal variation of the microbial community structure in the planetary boundary layer. We 

further explored the temporal variation of airborne microbial communities at a continental 

and mountainous site in France (1465 m above sea level) over a full-year. This study 

demonstrated the importance of the surface conditions (i.e. vegetation, snow cover etc.) of 

the surrounding landscapes on the taxonomic composition of airborne microorganisms. The 

seasonal changes in agricultural and vegetated areas, which represented a significant part of 

the site’s surrounding landscape, were correlated to the shifts in the taxonomic composition 

of airborne microbial communities during the year. Finally, we investigated the functional 

composition of microbial communities of the planetary boundary layer to identify whether 

the physical and chemical conditions of the atmosphere played a role in selection or microbial 

adaptation of airborne microorganisms. The comparative metagenomic analysis did not show 

a specific atmospheric signature in the functional potential of airborne microbial communities. 

To the contrary, their functional composition was mainly correlated to the underlying 

ecosystems. However, we also showed that fungi were more dominant relatively to bacteria 

in air as compared to other (planetary bound) ecosystems. This result suggested a selective 
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process for fungi during aerosolization and/or aerial transport and that fungi might likely 

survive aerosolization and/or aerial transport better than bacteria due to their innate 

resistance to stressful physical conditions (i.e. UV radiation, desiccation etc.). Our results 

provide a clearer understanding of the factors (i.e. surrounding landscapes, distant sources, 

local meteorology, and stressful physical atmospheric conditions) that control the distribution 

of microbial communities in the atmospheric boundary layer. Our investigations provide a 

basis for further studies on the prediction and even control of airborne microbial communities 

that would be of interest for public health and agriculture. 

 

Keywords: airborne microbial communities, atmospheric microorganisms, planetary 

boundary layer, long-range transport, functional potential, high throughput sequencing, 

MiSeq Illumina sequencing, physical selection, microbial adaptation, aerosolisation, 

comparative metagenomics  
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Chapter 1: Bibliography - Airborne microbial communities of 

the troposphere 
 

Introduction 

The study of microorganisms in the atmosphere goes back to the 19th century when Pasteur 

cultivated microorganisms from the air. At that time, the principal issue was tracing the spread 

of diseases to the aerial dispersion of bacterial pathogens. Later, in the late 20th century, with 

the discovery of a rich airborne microbial world, attention broadened to the origin, transport 

dynamics, survival, as well as the airborne microorganism’s role in air quality, meteorology 

and chemical cycles within the atmosphere. 

 

The lowest part of the atmosphere that surrounds the Earth’s surface is the troposphere. It is 

the densest and most dynamic layer in terms of chemistry and physics of aerosols (i.e. 

atmospheric particles). It represents a large volume of 6.6 billion cubic kilometers that is five 

times larger than that of oceans (1.3 billion cubic kilometers). The troposphere harbors 

complex chemical reactions and meteorological phenomena that are intricately linked and 

lead to the coexistence of gas, solid (i.e. particulate matter from a size of a few nanometers 

to millimeters like sand dust) and liquid phases (i.e. clouds, rain, fog). 

These phases represent different potential biological niches (Fig. 1) that are all studied in 

aeromicrobiology (supplementary Table S1). Based on the literature1–3, these niches harbor 

different microbial communities (Fig. 2) and different airborne microbial concentrations that 

might be due to significant differences in physico-chemical characteristics that constrain 

either microbial life within the niches or the destruction of specific members from their 

source. For example, liquid-phase associated microorganisms (i.e. cloud, rain and fog water) 

might be particularly different from microorganisms in the dry phase of the atmosphere (i.e. 

free microorganisms suspended in the gas phase and microorganisms attached to particulate 

matter such as sand dust) (Fig. 2). 
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Figure 1: The different biological niches existing in the troposphere. Airborne microorganisms 
have been observed in the liquid phase (i.e. cloud, fog and rain water), gas phase (as free cells) 
and solid phase (as cells attached to aerosols from a microscopic to macroscopic size such as 
sand dust). These different niches might exchange microorganisms and represent different 
physico-chemical conditions for airborne microorganisms. 
 

 
 

 
 
Figure 2: PCoA analysis of the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix based on the bacterial 
community structure (amplicon sequencing) of samples coming from cloud water, rain, fog, 
planetary boundary layer and free troposphere particulate matter. The corresponding studies 
are listed in supplementary Table S2. 
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In addition to their aqueous nature, clouds are characterized by specific chemistry and physics 

compared to the dry troposphere. Clouds dissolve chemical species in water and support new 

and/or faster chemical reactions4 that lead to an enhanced formation of secondary organic 

aerosols as well as strong oxidants like H2O2 and radicals5,6. Clouds are at the heart of current 

investigations on airborne microbial metabolism. In the laboratory, several culture-based and 

microcosm studies have shown that cloud-associated microorganisms can degrade the main 

carboxylic compounds found in cloud water (i.e. formate, acetate, formaldehyde7). Microbial 

communities were shown to influence the oxidative capacity of clouds through the reduction 

of oxidants like H2O2
6. These chemical specificities are associated with physical processes like 

the ongoing presence of successive condensation-evaporation cycles and freeze-thaw cycles 

of the cloud water8–12. These processes create a highly specific biological niche in clouds that 

might constrain microbial life13. Clouds might themselves be formed on microbial cells 

originating from the dry troposphere as they offer a surface for the condensation of water 

vapor and act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). The role of microorganisms as CCN and ice 

nuclei in cloud formation has been intensively investigated14–18.  

 

Cloud-associated microbial communities and more generally liquid-phase associated 

microorganisms are not the center of interest of this PhD. Rather, we focused on free and 

particulate-matter associated microorganisms found in the dry phase of the troposphere (i.e. 

gas and solid phases). Moreover, we were specifically interested in the lower part of the 

troposphere (i.e. the planetary boundary layer – Fig. 3) representing the atmosphere that 

directly surrounds us. The way the planetary boundary layer interacts with humans, crops and 

diverse ecosystems like soils and oceans makes the understanding of its microbial composition 

of utmost importance. While planetary boundary layer microorganisms (from the dry phase) 

seem to vary significantly over space and time, the number of investigations remains limited 

(supplementary Table S1). Moreover, investigations on planetary boundary layer 

microorganisms are mainly of small spatial-scale (Fig. 4) and use different sampling strategies 

(supplementary Table S1) making them difficult to compare. 
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Figure 3: Vertical stratification of the first layers of the atmosphere and concentration range 
of the number of bacterial cells per cubic meter of air based on qPCR data in these layers. 
*Free troposphere related studies: Tanaka et al. (2019)19, Zweifeil et al. (2012)20, DeLeon-Rodriguez et al. (2013)21. 
Boundary layer related studies: Bertolini et al. (2013)22, Zhen et al. (2017)23, Genitsaris et al. (2017)24, Gandolfi et 

al. (2015)25, Cho et al. (2011)26, Park et al. (2018)27. 

 

 

Figure 4: Grouping of the investigations on the airborne microbial community taxonomic 
structure using high through put sequencing (not cloning – see supplementary Table S1) 
depending on the atmospheric niche studied (i.e. liquid versus dry phase, planetary boundary 
layer versus free troposphere) and the scale of the study (i.e. small or large scale studies; only 
for the dry phase of the planetary boundary layer related studies). Small scale studies include 
studies at one or a few sites; large scale studies include studies at several sites (regional or 
continental scale). The number of studies per group is indicated under the group name. 
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This Chapter will review knowledge and knowledge gaps regarding major questions in 

microbial ecology of the troposphere such as “Are airborne microorganisms undergoing a 

selective process during aerosolization?”, “Is airborne microbial functional composition related 

to the physical and chemical conditions characterizing the atmosphere?”, “Are airborne 

microorganisms metabolically active?” and “What factors structure airborne microbial 

communities at varying temporal and spatial scales?” with a special interest for the dry 

troposphere. When necessary, we will present data and hypotheses obtained from 

investigations of airborne microbial communities from other atmospheric biological niches 

like clouds. We will discuss their relevance and their potential inference to airborne microbial 

communities of the dry troposphere. 

 

We will start by describing the microbiological characteristics of the troposphere, especially 

in the gas and solid phases (i.e. the dry troposphere). We will then present potential 

interactions between airborne microbial communities and their physico-chemical 

environment as well as the potential contribution of airborne microorganisms to 

biogeochemical cycles and the role of the physico-chemical environment on constraining 

airborne microbial life. Finally, we will identify the main factors potentially responsible for the 

geographical distribution and temporal dynamics of troposphere microbial communities. The 

review will be followed by an outline of the objectives, hypotheses and relevance of the thesis 

work in this context. 

 

Microbiological characteristics of the troposphere 

Bioaerosols in the troposphere 

The atmosphere consists of a layer of gases that is retained around the Earth by gravity. It is 

vertically stratified from the Earth’s surface to the exosphere, which is the upper layer 

separating the Earth’s atmosphere from space. The first layer that immediately surrounds the 

Earth is called the troposphere (Fig. 3). The troposphere is the densest layer in terms of 

aerosols and, consequently, the most dynamic layer in terms of aerosol physics and chemistry. 

Aerosols are tiny particles floating in the air and created either by condensation of gases or 

directly emitted by the Earth’s surface. We will use either the term particulate matter (PM) or 

aerosols to refer to atmospheric particles, although aerosols consist of both the suspended 

particles (i.e. particulate matter) and their surrounding gas. The troposphere is also the layer 
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with the largest concentration of bioaerosols. Bioaerosols can represent around 30% of the 

atmospheric aerosol load (aerosols > 1 µm) in urban and rural air, and up to 80% in pristine 

rainforest air28–32. Bioaerosols are aerosols of biological origin and include plant debris, pollen, 

microorganisms (bacteria, fungal cells and spores, viruses as well as larger eukaryotic 

microorganisms like protozoans), and biological secretions. In the tropospheric layer, 

microbial cell concentrations can reach up to 106 cells per cubic meter of air in its lowest and 

densest part close to the ground (Fig. 3). The troposphere height extends up to ten to fifteen 

kilometers above sea level and the stratosphere is above it. The stratosphere is a layer of free 

atoms in which radical chemical reactions occur and is commonly called the ozone layer4. It is 

a layer with low air density and is composed of low particulate matter and ion concentrations 

and likely very low microbial concentrations33. Microorganisms have been isolated from as 

high as 77 km in the stratosphere34, although it might represent the upper altitudinal limit. 

These microorganisms found in the stratosphere remained viable35,36, even though the 

stratosphere combines challenging conditions, such as cold temperatures down to -70°C, 

exposure to destructive UV radiations, intense desiccation due to the extremely low relative 

humidity (down to 0%), high radical concentrations, hypobaric conditions, and low nutrient 

concentrations etc. 

Tropospheric aerosol properties, mainly number and mass concentration, size distribution, 

chemical composition, over time, space and geography have been thoroughly studied37. 

Although investigations on the concentration and diversity of airborne microbial communities 

are becoming more numerous, their distribution on particulate matter remains unknown. 

Airborne microbial cells might exist mainly as aggregates or attached to particulate matter, 

while airborne fungi might exist mainly as single spores38. Particulate matter size range is 

broad, starting from less than one nanometer (example of secondary aerosols created by the 

condensation of gases) up to hundreds of micrometers like sand dust. Microbial cells entering 

freely in the atmosphere might attach to existing particulate matter or other microbial cells39. 

Conversely, particle-attached microbial cells might detach from their support in the air. Based 

on a compilation of data from more than one hundred investigations, Clauss et al. (2015)38 

determined that 15% of cultivable airborne bacterial cells were on particles < 2.1 µm (size) 

and 25% on particles > 7.2 µm, and that cultivable airborne fungal spores and cells were mainly 

distributed on particles between 1 and 3.2 µm (median-based values) on average in outdoor 

air. The distribution size was shown to depend on aerosolization processes occurring and 
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different meteorological conditions at the time of aerosolization such as air relative 

humidity38. Using a culture-independent concentration estimation approach, Sippula et al. 

(2013)40 also observed that 77% of total bacteria were found in the size fraction > 2.4 µm. 

Airborne microbial concentrations tend to show a vertical gradient with high concentrations 

near the Earth’s surface and decreasing concentrations with altitude up through the 

troposphere and into the stratosphere2,19 (Fig. 3). Simultaneous airplane samples collected at 

690, 1000 and 3127 m altitude above sea level showed decreasing numbers of cultivable 

microorganisms per cubic meter of air with increasing altitude41. While airborne microbial 

concentrations have been repeatedly measured in the lower troposphere around our planet 

using culture-dependent and molecular analyses23–27,42–44, cell concentrations in the upper 

troposphere and stratosphere remain unknown. To date, only one culture-independent 

investigation has been carried out in the stratosphere33. Transport of particles and microbial 

cells might be restricted between the upper troposphere and the stratosphere. While the 

upper troposphere supplies the stratosphere in microorganisms and chemical species 

involved in global ozone depletion, the stratosphere is a source of free radicals for the upper 

troposphere4. Although unknown, the stratosphere might support a low microbial diversity 

formed of microorganisms resistant to the extreme environmental conditions33 (see next 

section). Current knowledge about stratospheric microorganisms is scarce and almost 

exclusively based on culture-based approaches, which limits investigations to a small fraction 

(< 1%) of the whole community. In-flight collection of stratospheric microorganisms remains 

expensive and an engineering challenge, which due to the very low concentration of cultivable 

cells in the stratosphere suffers from aircraft-associated contamination. 

 

Planetary boundary layer versus free troposphere and vertical distribution of airborne 

microbial communities 

The troposphere is itself divided in two layers, the planetary boundary layer and the free 

troposphere (Fig. 3). The planetary boundary layer interacts with the Earth’s surface and 

represents the densest layer harboring the largest concentration of particulate matter and 

bioaerosols4. This PhD will focus specifically on the planetary boundary layer because it has 

the highest concentration of bioaerosols and it is the layer that surrounds most of the human 

population. Air mass dynamics within the planetary boundary layer are subject to mechanical 

and thermal convective turbulence that is controlled in part by the ground roughness and 
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Earth’s surface heat4. As a consequence, the boundary layer’s height changes according to 

location and even time of day throughout the year. In contrast, the free troposphere is driven 

horizontally by geostrophic wind and is vertically stable. 

Aerosolized microbial cells generally enter the lowest layer of the atmosphere, the planetary 

boundary layer, from which an as yet unknown quantity might be transferred to the free 

troposphere. Some microbial inputs from the Earth’s surface could directly reach the free 

troposphere during specific and violent meteorological events like dust storms or volcanic 

eruptions. The free troposphere can also be in direct contact with the Earth’s surface. For 

example, surfaces of mountain peaks like Storm-Peak (+ 3220 m, Colorado, USA) and Pic-du-

Midi (+ 2876 m, France) can at times be in the free troposphere during the night. Puy-de-Dôme 

site (+ 1465 m; France) is known to be influenced by free tropospheric air masses during 

certain meteorological conditions (more often in winter). 

Once in the planetary boundary layer or the free troposphere, microbial cells will be 

transported over short or long distances depending on the meteorological conditions (windy, 

wet and dry precipitation), and if they travel freely or attached to a bigger particle. In the 

planetary boundary layer, airborne microorganisms have been shown to have a residence 

time of a few days before returning to the Earth’s surface due to gravitation or precipitation 

if they behave like non biological aerosols45. In the free troposphere, their residence time 

might be several days during which they might be transported over thousands of kilometers46. 

Despite an obvious continuum of the troposphere and because of differences in aerosol 

dynamics, chemical composition and physical conditions, the planetary boundary layer and 

the free troposphere might support different microbial communities2,19 (Fig. 2). The free 

troposphere is more stable than the planetary boundary layer in terms of physics and aerosol 

dynamics and might also be more stable in airborne microbial concentration and composition. 

Studies on the structure of oceanic microbial communities reported a biogeography and a 

vertical distribution of the microbial diversity47–51. Like the atmosphere, the ocean represents 

a continuous fluidic environment that is vertically stratified. Some microbial oceanographic 

studies showed that microbial community structure and abundance in the surface layers are 

less stable than those in the mesopelagic zone (the layer under the surface layer) due to 

abiotic and biotic perturbations that make the marine surface layer environment less 

stable49,52. Some studies on the vertical distribution of airborne microbial communities 

showed different communities in the planetary boundary layer and the free troposphere, and 
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suggested that some microbial taxa might be filtered out during vertical transport2. Due to 

their size, the largest and densest airborne microbial cells might be less prone to reaching the 

free troposphere than lighter cells. This hypothesis was supported by the observed increase 

in the ratio between bacteria and fungi at a remote mountain site in Austria (+ 3106 m)2. 

Another explanation could be that microbial cells floating in the free troposphere have more 

time to undergo selection and adaptation to the abiotic conditions as compared to those in 

the planetary boundary layer, so that only the microorganisms that are the most resistant to 

the harsh tropospheric conditions (UV radiation, cold temperature, radicals etc.) survive. 

Thermophilic strains with high resistance towards extreme conditions, which are often 

identified in heavy dust events, were shown to be ubiquitous and significantly increased in 

relative abundance in the free troposphere as compared to the planetary boundary layer at a 

remote mountain site in Austria (+ 3106 m)2. 

 

Interactions between physico-chemical characteristics and airborne microorganisms in the 

troposphere 

Physico-chemical characteristics of the atmosphere that might constrain microbial life 

A variety of chemical substances interact with tropospheric microorganisms and subsequently 

might have an effect on them. Solid and liquid aerosols can be composed of essential nutrients 

(carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus, sulfur, hydrogen, trace minerals) that could be used 

as source of energy and matter for microbial metabolism. The troposphere also contains free 

radical species (the hydroxyl radical OH is the most common and reacts with nearly every 

chemical species) and compounds at potential toxic concentrations (heavy metals, persistent 

organic compounds, antibiotics) that may have negative effects on microbial development 

and survival. Temperature and photochemical processes constantly alter the aerosol 

properties as well as their chemical composition. The physical and chemical characteristics of 

the atmosphere that we think constitute the main constraints of microbial life in the dry 

troposphere are presented below. 

 

UV radiation. UV radiation levels can be extremely high and destructive in the atmosphere. 

The highly energetic wavelengths (UV-C ~190-290 nm and UV-B ~290-320 nm) are responsible 

for direct DNA damage that could be lethal. Longer wavelengths (UV-A ~320-400 nm and 

visible light ~400-800 nm) contribute to intra-cellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
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production that can cause subsequent oxidative damage to DNA, RNA, lipids and proteins, 

altering microbial metabolism and survival53,54. Some microorganisms have developed a range 

of protection mechanisms against UV radiation. Cell aggregation, association with particles 

and production of carotenoid pigments to scavenge ROS are all mechanisms used by 

environmental microorganisms to reduce the effects of destructive UV radiation. The 

stratosphere supports by far the highest levels of UV radiation found on Earth as levels 

increase by around 11% with every 1000 m in altitude (WHO). Data on the impact of UV 

radiation on airborne microorganisms comes mainly from investigations using high UV levels 

such as those found in the upper troposphere or stratosphere layer. Smith et al. (2011)36 

showed that UV radiation was the most biocidal factor in the low stratosphere, and could kill 

up to 99.9% of Bacillus subtilis spores after 96 h. However, the authors pointed out that spore 

resistance might be dependent on the environment the cells germinated in55–57. 

Consequently, UV resistance might have been higher if the spores were directly isolated from 

the stratosphere and not germinated in culture media like was done in the study. Microbial 

strains isolated from the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere exhibited a higher 

resistance to UV radiation as compared to those from the troposphere at ground level58. Some 

Deinococcus and Streptomyces strains showed an extreme UV resistance and tended to form 

aggregates in culture medium. These aggregates were suggested to be a protection 

mechanism58. With the exception of sporulation and cell aggregation, no other protective 

mechanism against UV radiation has been observed in airborne microbial communities. UV 

radiation levels and consequently the need for UV protection mechanisms might depend on 

the height of the troposphere (i.e. planetary boundary layer or free troposphere height), 

geography (for example the tropics harbor higher UV levels) and surface conditioning (i.e. 

surface reflectance)59. 

 

Temperature shock and freeze-thaw cycles. At the same altitude, atmospheric temperature 

is highly dependent on the latitude and longitude of the site. It also decreases by 0.6 to 1°C 

for every 100 m increase of altitude and can reach -70°C in the upper stratosphere. Upward 

aerial transport of microorganisms with high-speed winds could occur rapidly and airborne 

microorganisms might suffer large temperature shocks. Airborne microorganisms present in 

an air parcel transported from the surface to 1 km altitude can undergo a temperature 

decrease of 5 to 10°C and a substantial increase in relative humidity4. Cold temperature and 
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freeze-thaw cycles generally occur at high latitudes, high altitudes and/or in clouds and so do 

the resulting impact. They slow down microbial metabolism, decrease membrane fluidity, and 

influence protein refolding. Freeze-thaw cycles could additionally lead to mechanical stress 

that might damage the cell membrane60–62. Freeze-thaw cycles were shown to alter the 

survival of microbial strains following UV radiation, H202 exposure and osmotic shock when 

these factors were tested individually on strains isolated from clouds belonging to 

Pseudomonas, Sphingomonas, Arthrobacter and the yeast Dioszegia8. To date, no specific 

mechanism of protection against cold temperature and freeze-thaw cycles known to be used 

by environmental extremophile microorganisms63 has been observed in airborne microbial 

communities. 

 

Relative humidity and condensation/evaporation cycles. The troposphere harbors the whole 

range of relative humidity (RH) values, from values near 0% in the upper troposphere up to 

100% above ground level. Investigations on the survival of aerosolized microorganisms under 

different RH showed different results depending on the species. While the survival of airborne 

Flavobacterium was not affected by RH ranging from 25 to 99% at 24°C64, mid-range RH 

negatively impacted mycoplasma survival but not RH values outside of this range65. In the 

environment, desiccation resistance is generally associated to ionizing radiation resistance66–

70. Yet, the mutual nature of the underlying mechanisms remains unknown. In the 

environment, the molecular mechanisms underlying desiccation resistance remain poorly 

defined and seem to involve wax ester biosynthesis71 and DNA reparation mechanisms. 

Desiccation, like radiation, tends to induce DNA damage70,72. 

Evaporation/condensation cycles of water vapor occur in the troposphere, both in the dry 

troposphere and in clouds. In a water droplet, evaporation can concentrate metabolites in the 

near environment of the cells by up to 1000 times8. Evaporation/condensation cycles induce 

osmotic changes, leading to water fluxes between the intracellular and extracellular 

compartment of the cell to maintain osmolarity. These water fluxes can provoke cell damage, 

increase the concentration of metabolites in cells, and increase the concentration of 

compounds like radicals and metals around the cell73,74. Alsved et al. (2018)75 showed that 

during evaporation, Pseudomonas syringae survival was enhanced when the relative humidity 

rapidly reached the level where salts become solid. Hence, small and salty liquid droplets were 

suggested as a more suitable environment when exposed to evaporation than large and 
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slightly salty liquid droplets75. Microbial cells could use compatible solutes that are 

osmoprotectants to control water fluxes. However, the effect of deleterious 

evaporation/condensation cycles on for airborne microbial communities and the mechanisms 

they use to protect themselves are unknown. 

 

Concentration of radicals. The potential impact of the oxidizing nature of the atmosphere that 

is characterized by an enhanced presence of radicals (OH, O2
-), nitrate radicals and OH 

precursors such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)4,11 on airborne microorganisms has been mainly 

investigated in cloud water. Joly et al. (2015)8 tested the effect of different concentrations of 

hydrogen peroxide on the survival of different microbial strains isolated from cloud water. 

They showed that the 50% lethal concentration of H202 was different among the strains, and 

ten times higher than the typical concentration found in Puy-de-Dôme cloud water. Increases 

in ROS (reactive oxygen species) could occur during other environmental stresses, like UV 

radiation, as discussed above. They could be deleterious to DNA, RNA, proteins, lipids in cells 

and can lead to cell death. Anti-oxidant molecules such as vitamins, glutathione, carotenoid 

pigments and specific enzymes could help deal with an excess of radicals. Yet, the mechanisms 

involved in the resistance of airborne strains to high concentration of radicals remain 

unknown8. 

 

Physical selection versus microbial adaptation of airborne microbial communities 

The question as to whether atmospheric chemistry and physics might be controlling factors in 

leading to the survival and/or development of microbial taxa with specific functions in the 

atmosphere remains open. On the one hand, the harsh physical and chemical conditions of 

the troposphere might cause the death of non-resistant cells, a process we consider as 

physical selection. Resistant cells might survive, and even develop if they are active and 

growing (discussed in a following section). On the other hand, microbial adaptation (i.e. 

genetic changes in the genome in response to the physical and chemical conditions) might 

also occur. This would increase adaptation to the tropospheric environment.  

In the troposphere, microorganisms in the gas and solid phase face UV radiation, low 

temperature, low relative humidity and the presence of radicals which can all affect microbial 

survival or metabolism as discussed above. These conditions become more and more intense 

as altitude increases and are considered as extreme at the top of the troposphere36. UV 
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radiation levels can be both extremely high (stratosphere) and relatively low (planetary 

boundary layer) at different heights. While UV radiation might be a critical factor in shaping 

airborne microbial communities through the selection of resistant microorganisms over a 

certain height of the troposphere, this remains unknown for the lower troposphere. Survival 

studies have mainly been done under simulated cloud and stratospheric conditions, and on 

isolated cultivable microorganisms of an atmospheric origin. While Smith et al. (2011)36 

showed that UV radiation was the most biocidal factor in the low stratosphere, Joly et al. 

(2015)8 suggested that freeze-thaw cycles and osmotic shock were the most damaging factors 

for microorganisms in clouds when these factors were tested individually on isolated strains. 

Survival mechanisms such as dormancy, sporulation, aggregation between cells or with 

particulate matter, and microbial resistance to the extreme conditions encountered in the 

atmosphere are relatively common in the environment8. Fungal spores have evolved to 

survive and disseminate through the troposphere. They are known to be particularly resistant 

to atmospheric conditions, and especially to desiccation, UV radiation and oxidative stress76. 

Yet, their resistance might have been selected for on Earth surfaces before being aerosolized. 

Some might resist the physical selection but might not adapt while suspended in the air. While 

resistant microbial cells were observed in the air, the question about whether these resistant 

cells represent the majority of the airborne microbial cells remains. Little is known about the 

survival mechanisms of both airborne bacterial and fungal cells, and the ratio between 

resistant and sensitive cells in the air. We expect a higher abundance of resistant cells as 

conditions are more intense as altitude increases in the troposphere. Yang et al. (2008)58 

showed that microbial strains isolated from the upper troposphere exhibited a higher 

resistance to UV radiation as compared to strains from the atmosphere at ground level.  

Microbial cells resistant to extreme conditions exist in the major sources of airborne microbial 

cells, (e.g., in soil and water). Survival of airborne cells might be the result of an innate 

resistance (like fungal spores) or a resistance acquired while aerially transported. Genetic 

changes in airborne microbial genomes allowing a better survival and/or metabolism (and 

even development) in the atmosphere might be expected. However, microbial cells might face 

constantly changing conditions during aerial transport (i.e. changes in temperature, UV 

radiation, condensation/evaporation of water etc.), which could prevent their adaptation. In 

the ocean, a faster evolution of microorganisms than ocean currents can disperse them has 

been suggested in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans (oceanic surface current speed around 0.05 
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m/s;77,78). However, air currents could be 100 even 1000 times faster than surface oceanic 

currents. Inputs of new cells through aerosolization from Earth surfaces are large and 

continuous in the planetary boundary layer. The free troposphere might receive less cells than 

the layers close to the ground, and these cells might have initiated a selection process within 

the planetary boundary layer. We can thus expect to observe the effects of physical selection 

and microbial adaptation more in the free troposphere as compared to the planetary 

boundary layer2. 

Physical selection and microbial adaptation in the troposphere, if occurring, might lead to a 

functional differentiation of airborne microbial communities in response to atmospheric 

conditions as compared to their source environments. The impact of these processes on the 

functional potential of airborne microbial communities will be addressed in Chapter 5 of this 

thesis.  

 

Metabolic activity and growth of airborne microbial communities 

Activity and growth. Airborne microbial cells might be a mix of dead and living cells. The 

atmosphere harbors carbonaceous sources and inorganic components essential for microbial 

metabolism, but the stressful conditions (i.e. UV radiation, radicals, desiccation, low 

temperature etc.) might affect the microbial metabolic potential of the living cells. UV 

radiation in particular has been shown to be a critical factor restraining microbial activity of 

the oceanic surface bacterioplankton79–84. It has been shown that irradiance affected 

bacterioplankton more in spring and summer83 and that the activity could be suppressed up 

to 40% in the top five meters of the water column in near shore waters80. Metabolic activity 

in the atmosphere could be restricted to specific microbial cells resistant to the atmospheric 

conditions, as well as cells embedded in particulate matter and protected from the potential 

selective conditions (UV radiation, radicals, desiccation etc.)85. The first to date and still one 

of the rare functional metagenomic studies on airborne microorganisms from the dry 

troposphere was conducted in New York City and San Diego (USA), and revealed that airborne 

microorganisms carry a rich panel of putative functional genes86. Planetary boundary layer 

and cloud isolated microbial strains have been shown to metabolize the carbonaceous 

compounds found in the atmosphere5,87,88. rRNA-based studies identified the taxonomy of the 

potential active microbial taxa in the dry troposphere and cloud water7,89,90. Epiphytic, 

parasitic and endosymbiontes bacterial taxa (i.e. Sphingomonas, Methylobacterium, 
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Acidiphilium, Pseudomonas, Comamonas) have been suggested as the most active organisms 

due to their physiological properties (resistance to temperature and humidity shifts, high 

levels of UV radiation etc.) compatible with their maintenance in the dry troposphere and 

clouds89,91. The same was observed for fungi with plant pathogens and saprophytic taxa 

(Pleosporales, Magnaporthales, Xylariales, Conioscyphales etc.) potentially showing the 

highest activities89,91. In clouds, it has been suggested that bacteria might be more active than 

fungi based on a transcriptomic study13. 

Airborne microbial growth and reproduction have been suggested in cloud water. Half of the 

tested strains (11 out of 20) originating from Puy-de-Dôme (France) cloud water have been 

able to grow at 5°C, which is the average temperature of Puy-de-Dôme clouds7. Sattler et al. 

(2001)92 suggested that bacterial production in cloud water might range from 3.6 to 19.5 days 

(production measurement at 0°C), which was comparable to those of phytoplankton in the 

ocean, i.e. about a week93. Temperature in the planetary boundary layer might be higher than 

0°C; consequently, microbial replication time might be less than 4 days. Residence time in the 

air might be a critical factor for airborne microorganisms to reproduce, as microbial replication 

time might be of the same order as residence time. 

 

Role in atmospheric chemistry. Airborne microorganisms might transform atmospheric 

chemical compounds and play a role in biogeochemical cycles17,87. In clouds, microorganisms 

have been shown to use the main carboxylic compounds (monoacid and diacid compounds: 

formate, acetate, lactate, succinate, formaldehyde and methanol), organic nitrogen as well as 

the radical precursor H202 after cultivation5–7,12,88. Using a liquid medium mimicking the 

composition of cloud water and a temperature at 5°C (average temperature of low-altitude 

clouds), biological activity was shown to drive the oxidation of carbonaceous compounds 

during the night (90 to 99%), while contributing 2 to 37% of the reactivity during the day 

alongside radical reactions mediated by photochemistry5. Studies on the metabolic activity of 

airborne microbial cells in situ present major technical issues. Most of the studies evaluating 

the metabolic potential of airborne microbial communities are based on cultivable 

microorganisms, and in this way are studies whose conditions (physics and chemistry) are far 

from those found in the atmosphere. Given the high taxonomic and functional microbial 

diversity found in the troposphere, we suppose that airborne microorganisms could have an 

impact on different biogeochemical cycles. The potentially significant contribution of chemical 
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transformations mediated by airborne microorganisms might explain the inconsistencies 

observed in some chemical cycles in the atmosphere, such as the cycle of secondary organic 

aerosols94,95. Reviews on the role of airborne microorganisms in atmospheric chemistry and 

more generally on the reactivity of bioaerosols in the air can be found in Ariya et al. (2002)87, 

Delort et al. (2010)14 and Estillore et al. (2016)96. 

 

Distribution factors of airborne microbial communities (geography and time) in the 

troposphere 

Research on the temporal and spatial distribution of microbial communities of the 

troposphere (in both the liquid and dry phases) based on studies that took place mainly at 

ground level have revealed that local or regional surfaces42,97, meteorology (or ground air 

circulation)23,98–100, seasons42,97,100,101 and global air circulation (that is, inputs from distant 

surfaces)25,44,100,102,103 are partly responsible for the observed composition of airborne 

microbial communities. However, there is a lack of understanding of the relative contribution 

of these driving factors on the composition of the tropospheric microbial community. 

 

Surface characteristics 

Airborne microorganisms are emitted mainly by Earth surfaces, i.e. from natural (for example 

forests, oceans, deserts) and urbanized surfaces (agricultural fields, waste water treatment 

plants, cities). Burrows et al. (2009)104,105 constrained a general atmospheric circulation model 

using data from the literature and estimated that 1024 bacteria are emitted into the 

atmosphere each year at a global scale. Microscopic and molecular biology analyses showed 

that bacterial cells are generally in higher concentration compared to fungal cells and spores 

in the troposphere2,7,19,44,106,107. Observations of the microbial diversity in the planetary 

boundary layer showed that airborne microorganisms from one atmospheric sample might 

come from many different ecosystems (plants, soil, ocean etc.) that might explain the 

observed large taxonomic diversity of airborne microbial communities. Aerosolization from 

Earth surfaces depends mainly on the landscapes (i.e. forest, grassland, ocean etc.), as well as 

the current meteorological conditions. Oceanic surfaces were shown to emit less than 

terrestrial surfaces105. Among terrestrial surfaces, grasslands might be the most effective 

emitters of microorganisms, while ice potentially emits 100 times less microbial cells105. 

Meteorological conditions would impact the aerosolization mechanism of the surfaces. 
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Different processes can lead to the uplifting of microbial cells and more generally particulate 

matter from surfaces to the air. Wind turbulence, blasting and splashing raindrops might also 

introduce microbial cells into the air. Strong wind speeds during storms can lift dust-associated 

microorganisms high in the troposphere108,109. Over oceanic surfaces specifically, sea spray 

and bubble-bursting in whitecaps (sea foam crest over the waves) and breaking waves are 

critical processes in emitting microbial cells in the atmosphere110–112. It is not clear in which 

conditions rain droplets contribute more to aerosolization or washout of microbial cells from 

the air113 and seems to be highly dependent on the surface temperature, composition and 

relative humidity as well as rain intensity. During drier weather, wind direction (vertical 

direction) and speed might impact aerosolization fluxes. Alongside passive aerosolization 

mechanisms, active mechanisms used by many fungal species allow for a controlled 

aerosolization and dissemination of fungal spores30,114. 

Besides being deposited on the ground through precipitation (collision and combination of 

neighboring water droplets in clouds which create larger and larger water droplets that 

become too heavy to be suspended and fall), airborne microorganisms also settle back to the 

Earth’s surface by dry deposition. Dry deposition or gravitational settling is size-correlated, 

with the bigger cells and particulate matter being preferentially deposited on the ground. Dry 

deposition might depend on meteorology, and specifically wind direction, wind speed and air 

relative humidity. The modeled residence time of airborne microbial cells defined as a round 

and free aerosol of 1 µm of diameter was estimated to be 3.4 days on average104. 

 

Physical selection of airborne microorganisms during aerosolization 

Aerosolization might be a critical step that partly controls the observed composition of 

airborne microbial communities. Aerosolization might mediate the ratio between bacterial 

and fungal cells observed in the air as well as influence the ratio between the different 

populations within these kingdoms in acting as a filter. The ratio between airborne bacterial 

and fungal cells (hyphal fragments and spores) based on qPCR data and the number of 16S 

and 18S rRNA gene per bacterial and fungal cell, respectively, generally suggests that there 

are more bacteria in air (example of a ratio of 10 at a high-altitude site and 6.5 at a suburban 

site, if we consider that bacteria and fungi contain between 10 and 50 rRNA gene copies per 

cell, respectively19). This same ratio is much higher in soil (up to 100 times higher)115 (and 
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personal data) and suggests that airborne microbial cells might be the reflection of selective 

processes that occur during aerosolization. 

Small-sized cells, such as bacterial cells that are usually ten times smaller in size than fungal 

cells, might be preferentially aerosolized. Womack et al. (2015)116 observed that the 

Amazonian forest air was more loaded in Ascomycota than Basidiomycota fungi. They 

suggested that Ascomycota fungi might be preferentially aerosolized because of their single-

celled and filamentous vegetative growth forms that are much lighter than Basidiomycota 

spores. Low wind speed might be more effective in lifting light cells and light particulate 

matter while strong wind speed might also lift macroscopic dust and associated 

microorganisms. Aerosolization could also depend on the physiological properties of the cell 

membrane. Specific bacterial taxa (e.g., Actinobacteria and some Gammaproteobacteria) and 

lipid-enveloped viruses have been proposed to be preferentially aerosolized from oceans 

through bubble-bursting, as a result of hydrophobic properties of their cell envelope117. 

At a given site, aerosolization specificity might depend on the current meteorology and 

surface conditioning (soil moisture, presence of plants, season etc.) (see 118 for fungi). On-site 

studies showed that the ratio between fungal fragments (hyphae fragments) and spores from 

soil might be of one, and tightly dependent on meteorological conditions (wind speed and 

direction) and fungal species119. Aerosolization of spores from many fungi could also be an 

active mechanism that depends on season, relative humidity, temperature and/or the time of 

day (day/night)116,118. 

 

Only a few studies investigated the selective propriety of aerosolization mechanisms, yet 

aerosolization might be the first critical process controlling which microorganisms are present 

in the air117,120. The aerosolization of microorganisms from a surface might depend upon the 

surface conditioning (i.e. vegetation, snow cover etc.), meteorological conditions, cell size, cell 

membrane characteristics as well as the mechanism of aerosolization (active versus passive 

mechanisms); and the different mechanisms of aerosolization as stated above (wind 

turbulences, blasting and splashing raindrops, sea spray and bubble-bursting) might be 

specific each in their own way. 

Newly aerosolized microorganisms might then be affected by other processes like death, rapid 

deposition or growth which will consequently change the ratios between the different 

microbial species obtained just after aerosolization. Aerosolization might be stressful and 
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even lethal for microorganisms. Laboratory studies on E. coli showed that up to half, and even 

99% depending on the aerosolization mechanism and intensity, of the aerosolized bacterial 

cells suffered from cell membrane damage after 10 min of aerosolization121, which might lead 

to subsequent death. Another study showed that the viability of Pseudomonas fluorescens 

bacteria decreased by over 50% after 90 min of continuous aerosolization122. The sublethal 

damages occurring during aerosolization were associated to a differential gene expression of 

respiratory, cold-shock, metabolism and more generally stress-response genes121–124. Alsved 

et al. (2018)75 showed that a faster drying (with complete removal of liquid water) of small 

and salty liquid droplets at low relative humidity increased the survival rate of Pseudomonas 

syringae. They suggested that, because these kind of liquid droplets are mainly formed from 

liquid environments like oceans, aerosolization from oceans might promote the survival of 

cells as compared to dry environments like soil. 

 

Long-range transport of airborne microorganisms and contribution of local versus distant 

sources 

It is mainly within the planetary boundary layer that gases and particulate matter are emitted, 

dispersed, transformed and deposited since it in direct interaction with the Earth’s surface. 

Gas and particulate components are continuously exchanged with vegetation, oceans and 

biological organisms. Short-lived chemical species (for example methyl iodide CH3I: 3.5 days 

or dimethylsulfide: 1 day) will mainly residence in the planetary boundary layer, while some 

long-lived substances might eventually pass into the free troposphere and enter global 

circulation. 

Large and visible particles such as sand dust have provided evidence for long-range transport 

of aerosols (i.e. transport over hundreds of kilometers), including bioaerosols. Aerial long-

range transport of microorganisms was particularly studied during dust storm events 

originating from Asian and African deserts46. Powerful natural events like dust storms, volcano 

eruptions and forest fires can lift microorganisms up into the high troposphere and 

stratosphere, and lead to the aerial transport of microorganisms far away from their source 

environments. Asian dust storms can take from seven to nine days to cross the Pacific Ocean; 

African dust storms can take from three to five days to reach the Caribbean and the USA125. 

Interactions between dust and microorganisms of the troposphere during transport remain 

unknown. Some studies observed a complete change of the tropospheric microbial 
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community abundance and structure of the downwind sites3,27,106,126–129. Dust-associated 

microbial communities seem to be taxonomically different from the ones of the troposphere 

(culture-based approach) and in higher concentration (up to ten times higher27,106,128,129). 

Culture-independent studies showed that dust-associated microbial diversity was high and 

that microorganisms might have both the original desert soil and the troposphere as origins. 

The capacity of microorganisms to be transported over long distances through the air has 

raised concern about the role airborne microorganisms might have on both the ecology of 

downwind ecosystems and public health with the potential dissemination of plant and human 

pathogens as well as allergens and genetic material3,46,108,125,130. Aerial dissemination of 

human and plant pathogens between regions separated by thousands of kilometers has been 

suggested in several disease outbreaks131. 

At a given sampling location, airborne microbial communities that are collected might be a 

mix of microbes originating from local sources and distant sources. Spatial-scale studies 

showed that the surrounding surface conditioning might be a critical factor42,97,132. Other 

studies, using backward trajectories and microbial bioindicators of specific ecosystems (for 

example, marine-associated microorganisms), showed the importance of the global air 

circulation and long-range inputs in the overall composition of the airborne microbial 

communities at specific sites25,44,100,102,103.  

The relative contribution of the local or regional and distant sources in controlling airborne 

microbial communities is poorly understood. Their relative contribution might be dependent 

on the geographical site (altitude from sea level, surface conditioning) and global 

meteorological characteristics (influence of the free-troposphere). Investigations are 

technically difficult and may need large-scale investigations of airborne microorganisms 

(Chapter 3). 

 

Meteorology 

Of the meteorological factors, wind, temperature and relative humidity have been shown to 

be partly responsible for troposphere microbial community composition23,133. Local 

meteorology can have an impact on the existing microbial communities by forcing the 

deposition of airborne cells on the Earth’s surface during precipitation events or strong wind. 

They can also impact aerosolization and thus inputs of microbial cells from the different 

surfaces, with the change of wind direction for example. Meteorology is responsible for the 
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transformation of the surface conditioning (i.e. vegetation, snow cover etc.) throughout the 

year and especially over the seasons. Thus, meteorological conditions might be critical in the 

temporal distribution of microbial communities in the troposphere. A change in the surface 

conditioning might lead to a change in the Earth’s surface microbial communities and thus a 

change in the diversity of the aerosolized microbial cells. Many studies showed a strong 

seasonal shift in airborne bacterial populations42,97,100,132. The wind speed might be able to act 

on the distant sources, by increasing the inputs from the distant sources in high-wind 

conditions. Separating the effect of meteorology from the effect of the surface conditions is 

difficult, as meteorological conditions correlate with surface conditioning (i.e. vegetation, 

snow cover etc.) over the year. 

The relative contribution of the surrounding landscapes, meteorology and inputs from long-

range transport (i.e. sources distant from hundreds of kilometers) could be different 

depending on the characteristics of the geographical site, and could change over the year. 

While the latitudinal and longitudinal position of the site could lead to changes in 

meteorological activity and diversity of the local sources, the height, latitude and remoteness 

of the site could have an impact on the influence of the free-troposphere and inputs from 

distant sources. Using a worldwide-scale approach, part of this thesis addressed geographic 

and temporal distribution of airborne microbial communities and identified the main 

controlling factors (Chapter 3 and 4). Better understanding the controlling factors of airborne 

microbial communities is critical for anticipating the effect of global warming and land use 

changes in the distribution of microbial communities of the troposphere. 

 

PhD objectives, approach and working hypotheses 

The objective of my PhD was to increase our understanding of some of the major processes in 

the microbial ecology of the dry troposphere. Especially, we wanted to provide elements of a 

response to questions such as “What drives airborne microbial community composition?” and 

“Can we predict airborne microbial composition?”. 

A limited number of studies investigated the structuring factors of microbial communities in 

the dry troposphere using a multidisciplinary approach (e.g., investigation of meteorological 

conditions23,25,100,132 and/or atmospheric chemistry23,25,100,134 and/or the landscapes42,132 in 

addition to airborne microbial communities). Moreover, the majority of these investigations 

were carried out on individual or few sampling sites23,25,42,100,132. However, the use of a 
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multidisciplinary approach works better if associated with a global-scale approach in order to 

get a large range of the microbial, chemical, meteorological and/or landscape conditions using 

the same methodology. To our knowledge, no currently published studies used this global-

scale approach. 

Our multidisciplinary and global-scale approach is presented in Chapter 2. Both airborne 

bacterial and fungal communities were investigated at different meteorological stations 

around the globe over two months or more to gain insight on the temporal variability of the 

microbial composition at each site. Sites were chosen based on their different latitudinal 

positions, altitude from sea level, local meteorology and surrounding landscapes (marine, 

terrestrial, polar, urban etc.). 

Our main interest was to investigate the distribution of troposphere microbial communities 

and identify the main sources and factors responsible for the observed composition of 

airborne microbial communities both in terms of taxonomy and functional potential using this 

global-scale approach (Chapter 2). By improving knowledge on the distribution of airborne 

microbial communities, we wanted to study the relative importance of the local and distant 

sources of airborne microorganisms and the factors that structure airborne microbial 

communities (Chapter 3), what drives the seasonal shift in airborne microbial community 

composition (Chapter 4) and the potential functional selection and/or adaptation of airborne 

microbial communities in response to atmospheric abiotic conditions (Chapter 5). 

We suggest that local sources and local environmental factors like local meteorology would 

have a greater contribution to the distribution of microbial communities of the dry 

troposphere of planetary boundary layer than distant sources. Thus, we expect that the 

surrounding landscapes (marine, terrestrial, polar etc.) would drive both the taxonomic 

structure and functional potential of planetary boundary layer microbial communities at a 

global scale. We suggest that airborne microbial communities are a subsample of the surface 

microbial communities that underwent a selective process during both aerosolization and 

aerial transport. We suggest that microorganisms harboring specific physical characteristic 

(i.e. spore, membrane characteristics, aggregation of cells etc.) and/or genetic and enzymatic 

microbial properties (i.e. efficient DNA repair mechanisms etc.) might be more likely to survive 

the adverse environmental conditions (UV radiation, desiccation, etc.) of the troposphere. The 

set of our assumptions are summarized in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Sources and processes driving the composition of airborne microbial communities 
based on the PhD’s hypotheses, in relative order of expected importance (“1” is the most 
important to “4” the less important).  
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Chapter 1: Bibliography - Airborne microbial communities of 

the troposphere 

 

 

Supplementary Information 

 

Table S1: List of investigations on the airborne microbial community taxonomic structure using 
high through put sequencing (not cloning) to date to the best of our knowledge. The type of 
samples, sampling strategy and sequencing technology are presented. We tried to be as 
exhaustive as possible. 
 

Studies using amplicon sequencing (high throughput, not cloning)     
Study Year Type of samples (atmospheric niche) and 

location 
Sampling strategy Sequencing 

technology 
Triado-Margarit et al., 20191 2019 troposphere PM* Sierra Nevada, USA passive automatic sampler 454 
Liu et al., 20192 2019 troposphere PM Hangzhou, China glass fiber filter, impactor Ion 
Maki et al., 20193 2019 troposphere PM over deserts, China polycarbonate filter, air pump MiSeq 
Uetake et al., 20194 2019 troposphere PM Tokyo, Japan quartz filter, impactor MiSeq 
Evans et al., 20195 2019 fog Namibia and Maine passive fog collector 454 
Els et al., 20196 2019 troposphere PM  Mount Sonnblick, Austria liquid impingement MiSeq 
Archer et al., 20197 2019 troposphere PM  Antarctica liquid impingement MiSeq 
Tanaka et al., 20198 2019 troposphere PM  Japan vacuum pump, polycarbonate filter MiSeq 
Jiaxian et al., 20199 2019 cloud water Southern China cloud water collector MiSeq 
Cáliz et al., 201810 2018 rain and snow Central Pyrenees, Spain wet and dry passive sampler Miseq 
Park et al., 201811 2018 dust Beijing, China glass fiber filter, impactor Ion 
Zhu et al., 201812 2018 cloud water Mount Tai, China cloud water collector MiSeq 
Yan et al., 201813 2018 troposphere PM  Beijing, China impingement MiSeq 
Smith et al., 201814 2018 troposphere PM  high troposphere, USA aircraft bioaerosol collector, 

gelatinous filter membrane 
MiSeq 

Du et al., 201815 2018 troposphere PM  Beijing, China quartz filter, impactor MiSeq 
Woo et al., 201816 2018 troposphere PM  Seoul, South Korea anderson sampler, glass fiber 

substrate 
MiSeq 

Fang et al., 201817 2018 troposphere PM  urban ecosystems 
Hangzhou, China 

liquid impingement MiSeq 

Amato et al., 201718 2017 cloud water Puy-de-Dôme, France cloud water sampler MiSeq 
Zhen et al., 201719 2017 troposphere PM  Beijing, China glass fiber filter, impactor HiSeq 
Maki et al., 201720 2017 dust Japan vacuum pump, polycarbonate filter MiSeq 
Gat et al., 201721 2017 dust Eastern Mediterranean quartz filter, impactor MiSeq 
Innocente et al., 201722 2017 troposphere PM  Milan and Venice, Italy quartz filter, impactor HiSeq 
Genitsaris et al., 201723 2017 troposphere PM  Urban Mediterranean area vacuum filtration, liquid medium 454 
Mayol et al., 201724 2017 troposphere PM  over oceans liquid impingement 454 
Cuthbertson et al., 201725 2017 troposphere PM  arctic different techniques MiSeq 
Mhuireach et al., 201626 2016 troposphere PM  Oregon, USA vacuum pump, cellulose ester filter MiSeq 
Gandolfi et al., 201527 2015 troposphere PM  Milan and Venice, Italy quartz filter, impactor MiSeq 
Barberan et al., 201528 2015 dust on USA houses dust collection Miseq and 

HiSeq 
Be et al., 201529 2015 troposphere PM  urban areas, USA sampling unit filter GAIIx and 

HiSeq 
Seifried et al., 201530 2015 troposphere PM  over ocean liquid impingement 454 
Womack et al., 201531 2015 troposphere PM  Amazon forest liquid impingement MiSeq 
Maki et al., 201532 2015 dust Noto Peninsula, Japan vacuum pump, polycarbonate filter 454 
Barberan et al., 201433 2014 dust Pyrenees, Spain passive collector GF/F filter 454 
Dannemiller et al., 201434 2014 troposphere PM  Israel quartz filter, impactor 454 
Katra et al., 201435 2014 dust Israel dust collector, quartz filters 454 
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DeLeon-Rodriguez et al., 201336 2013 troposphere PM  Mediterranean Sea vacuum pump, cellulose nitrate 
membrane 

454 
Bertolini et al., 201337 2013 troposphere PM  Milan, Italy quartz filter, impactor Illumina GA-IIx 
Bowers et al., 201338 2013 troposphere PM  Denver and Greeley, USA quartz filter, impactor 454 
Bowers et al., 201239 2012 troposphere PM  Storm-Peak, USA vacuum pump, cellulose nitrate 

filter 
454 

Franzetti et al., 201140 2011 troposphere PM  Milan, Italy quartz filter, impactor 454 
*PM=particulate matter 
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Table S2: List of investigations whose datasets have been used to do the multivariate analysis 

PCoA in Figure 2.  

Name on the PCoA Study Atmospheric niche and 
location 

Sampling strategy Sequencing 
technology 

fog_1 to 3 Evans et al., 20195 fog Namibia and Maine passive fog collector 454 
FT_Austria_1 to 5 Els et al., 20196 PM Mount Sonnblick, Austria liquid impingement MiSeq 
rain_Pyrenees_1 to 4 Cáliz et al., 201810 rain and snow Central 

Pyrenees, Spain 
wet and dry passive 
sampler 

Miseq 
sand_dust_1 to 3 Park et al., 201811 dust Beijing, China glass fiber filter, impactor Ion 
cloud Zhu et al., 201812 cloud water Mount Tai, 

China 
cloud water collector MiSeq 

BL_Beijing Yan et al., 201813 PM Beijing, China impingement MiSeq 
FT or ascent_Smith_1 to 2 Smith et al., 201814 PM high troposphere, USA aircraft bioaerosol 

collector, gelatinous filter 
membrane 

MiSeq 

cloud_water_1 to 3 Amato et al., 201718 cloud water Puy-de-Dôme, 
France 

cloud water sampler MiSeq 
BL_Beijing_1 to 2 Zhen et al., 201719 PM Beijing, China glass fiber filter, impactor HiSeq 
dust_1 to 3 Gat et al., 201721 dust (PM!) Eastern 

Mediterranean 
quartz filter, impactor MiSeq 

BL_Milan_1 to 3 Gandolfi et al., 201527 PM Milan and Venice, Italy quartz filter, impactor MiSeq 
upp_troposphere_marine_1 to 3 DeLeon-Rodriguez et al., 

201336 
PM Mediterranean Sea vacuum pump, cellulose 

nitrate membrane 
454 
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Abstract  

The interplay between microbes and atmospheric physical and chemical conditions is an open 

field of research that can only be fully addressed using multidisciplinary approaches. The lack 

of coordinated efforts to gather data at representative temporal and spatial scales limits 

aerobiology to help understand large scale patterns of global microbial biodiversity and its 

causal relationships with the environmental context. This paper presents the sampling 

strategy and analytical protocols developed in order to integrate different fields of research 

such as microbiology, –omics biology, atmospheric chemistry, physics and meteorology to 

characterize atmospheric microbial life. These include control of chemical and microbial 

contaminations from sampling to analysis and identification of experimental procedures for 

characterizing airborne microbial biodiversity and its functioning from the atmospheric 

samples collected at remote sites from low cell density environments. We used high-volume 

sampling strategy to address both chemical and microbial composition of the atmosphere, 

because it can help overcome low aerosol and microbial cell concentrations. To account for 

contaminations, exposed and unexposed control filters were processed along with the 

samples. We present a method that allows for the extraction of chemical and biological data 

from the same quartz filters. We tested different sampling times, extraction kits and methods 

to optimize DNA yield from filters. Based on our results, we recommend supplementary 

sterilization steps to reduce filter contamination induced by handling and transport. These 

include manipulation under laminar flow hoods and UV sterilization. In terms of DNA 

extraction, we recommend a vortex step and a heating step to reduce binding to the quartz 

fibers of the filters. These steps have led to a 10-fold increase in DNA yield, allowing for 

downstream omics analysis of air samples. Based on our results, our method can be integrated 

into pre-existing long-term monitoring field protocols for the atmosphere both in terms of 

atmospheric chemistry and biology. We recommend using standardized air volumes and to 

develop standard operating protocols for field users to better control the operational quality. 

 

Introduction 

Biological particles are known to represent a significant fraction (~ 20-70%) of the total 

number of aerosols > 0.2 µm, with large spatial and temporal variations1–4. Among these, 

microorganisms are of particular interest in fields as diverse as epidemiology, including 
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phytopathology5,6, bioterrorism, forensic science and public health7, and environmental 

sciences, like microbial ecology8–10, meteorology and climatology11,12. More precisely 

concerning the latter, airborne microorganisms contribute to the pool of particles nucleating 

the condensation and crystallization of water and they are thus potentially involved in cloud 

formation and in the triggering of precipitation13,14. Additionally, viable microbial cells act as 

chemical catalyzers interfering with atmospheric chemistry15. The constant flux of bacteria 

from the atmosphere to the Earth’s surface due to precipitation and dry deposition can also 

affect global biodiversity, but they are rarely taken into account when conducting ecological 

surveys16–19. As stressed by these studies attempting to decipher and understand the spread 

of microbes over the planet13,20,21, concerted data are needed for documenting the abundance 

and distribution of airborne microorganisms, including at remote and altitudes sites. 

Airborne bacteria are emitted by most Earth surfaces (plants, oceans, land and urban areas) 

to the atmosphere via a variety of mechanical processes such as aeolian soil erosion, sea spray 

production, or mechanical disturbances including anthropogenic activities9,22. Due to their 

relatively small size (the median aerodynamic diameter of bacteria-containing particles is 

around 2-4 µm23, these can then be transported upward by turbulent fluxes24 and carried by 

wind to long distances. As a consequence, bacteria are present in the air up to at least the 

lower stratosphere25–27. Given that the atmosphere is a large conveyor belt that moves air over 

thousands of kilometers, microorganisms are disseminated globally28–30. Airborne transport of 

microbes is therefore likely pervasive at the global scale, yet there have been only a limited 

number of studies that have looked at the spatial distribution of microbes across different 

geographical regions30,31. One of the main difficulties is linked with the low microbial biomass 

associated with a high diversity existing in the atmosphere outdoor (~ 102-105 cells/m3 21,32,33), 

thus requiring reliable sampling procedures and controls. Furthermore, the site location and 

its environmental specificities have to be accounted for to some extent by considering chemical 

and meteorological variables34.  

While these studies have led to novel findings regarding the link that may exist between 

airborne bacteria and their source and receptacle environments, the lack of uniform sampling 

and analysis methodology weaken the conclusions that can be drawn from independent 

studies. Here we aimed to provide sample collection and preparation methods intended to 

generate reproducible data, applicable to most sampling locations. This should allow the 
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investigation of long-range transport, surface ecosystem interconnectivity and distribution of 

microorganisms in relation to meteorological and chemical contexts. Here, we present a 

method that allows simultaneous -sampling for chemical and microbiological characterization 

of aerosols, which can be deployed for long term monitoring at atmospheric observation sites 

throughout the planet. This has only been carried out previously in urban areas and the 

methods were not developed or optimized for non-urban environments35 or for subsequent 

chemical analysis36,37. The main objectives were to: 1) define appropriate sampling methods 

and duration; 2) set up quality controls in order to improve the detection limit for various 

chemical species; 3) improve DNA extraction methods from low biomass samples; 4) ensure 

data intercomparability and 5) develop simplified experimental workflows that can easily be 

carried out by non-specialist onsite technical staff. These protocols were tested at 10 distinct 

sites covering various geographic regions of the globe. The need for a coordinated network 

for global monitoring of aerobiology has recently been identified in a number of recently 

published studies28,38,39, however, a standardized sampling method has yet to be proposed.  

Based on our results, our method can be integrated into pre-existing long-term monitoring 

field protocols for the atmosphere both in terms of atmospheric chemistry and biology, and 

could be included in future projects.  

 

Material and Methods 

Experimental strategy 

A variety of methodologies for bioaerosol sampling, including passive sampling, filtration and 

impaction techniques exist40, however these have yet to be harmonized for concerted studies. 

In order to deal with the equipment available at most international monitoring stations, a 

sampling protocol that could be carried out by non-specialized personnel using on-site 

sampling equipment needed to be designed; these conditions constrained the choice of our 

bioaerosol sampling strategy toward high-volume samplers (high air flow-rate) on large 

diameter/size quartz fiber filters. Sampling time as well as DNA extraction protocols were 

improved for ensuring obtaining sufficient biological material for analyses from these types of 

filters, while maintaining the sampling time as short as possible for allowing detecting 

variations in connection with environmental variables. The sampling strategy and protocol 

development are outlined in the following section. 
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Filter selection and development of sterilization protocols  

The analysis for chemical compounds and elements (e.g., elemental carbon (EC) and organic 

carbon (OC)) requires the combustion of a quartz fiber filter, which constrained the choice of 

sampling material. Depending on the sampler model, two filters sizes were used (5.9” round 

filter and 8”x 10” rectangular types) with filtration surface areas of 163 and 526 cm2, 

respectively. Several sterilization methods were tested to improve the biological quality of the 

filter without altering the detection limits of the chemical parameters. A standard method for 

in atmospheric chemistry protocols is to dry heat the quartz filters at 500°C for at least a few 

hours41.  We tested additional heating and sterilization steps in laminar flow hoods or UV-

exposure (10 minutes) on both filters and storage material. By adding these supplementary 

steps, we were able to significantly reduce the background OC concentrations of our blank 

filters as compared to the standard method (standard method OC concentration=0.93 ± 0.35 

µg/cm² of filter, new method OC concentration=0.55 ± 0.26 µg/cm², p = 0.0009, Student T 

test).  

Based on our results, the following protocol was defined: filters were heated to 500°C for 8 

hours in order to remove traces of organic carbon including DNA. Filters were then handled 

within a laminar flow hood (UV sterilized, 254 nm, PSM – ESI FLUFRANCE BIOCYT 120, 10 

minutes on each filter side) and individually stored in a folded aluminum foil and a thermally-

sealed plastic (PE) bag or a zip-lock bag. All the material including foils, plastic bags, tweezers 

that would be in contact with the filters was UV-sterilized (2 J/cm2 for 2 minutes, 254 nm, 

CrossLinker, Bio-Link BLX). The filter holders were also UV-sterilized and stored individually in 

sterile bags. At the sampling sites, the field operators were trained and were given a detailed 

protocol (see SI for detailed protocol) in order to replace and handle the filters properly at 

defined sampling times. After collection, filters were sealed in a folded sterile aluminum foil 

and plastic bags and stored at -20°C. At most sites, no microbiological safety cabinet was 

available; thus clean benches were made using pre-UV-sterilized plastic sheets in order to 

minimize contamination. All the sterile material was provided in sufficient quantity to the field 

operators. After sampling, filters (exposed and controls) were shipped to France for analysis 

from each sampling site at below zero temperature.  
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Optimization of DNA extraction 

While quartz filters have been used for microbial studies in the air36,42,43, limitations exist 

regarding the integrity of the samples collected (DNA degradation, cell mortality37). In 

addition, classic DNA extraction methods need to be improved for investigations in remote 

sites with low biomass. Since we were constrained by the choice of quartz filters for chemical 

analysis, we tested different extraction protocols in order to optimize DNA extraction yield 

from these filters. We tested different DNA extraction kits developed for environmental 

samples, (e.g., DNeasy PowerWater, DNeasy PowerSoil and DNeasy Blood & Tissue kits from 

Qiagen). To do so, we set up a size selective high volume air sampling instrument (DIGITEL) 

equipped with a PM10 size-selective inlet in order to collect airborne particulate matter 

smaller than 10 µm (cut-off aerodynamic diameter) from the roof of the laboratory in 

Grenoble (France) to mimic field conditions. An atmospheric sample was collected for 24 

hours on a large filter. Nine sub-samples were collected from this filter and DNA was extracted 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions with the following modification: after the lysis 

step, the lysate was centrifuged in a syringe for four minutes at 1000 rcf to drain filter debris 

that tended to absorb the lysis solution. This additional centrifugation step increased lysate 

volume recovery by more than five-fold, potentially increasing DNA recovery. DNA 

concentrations were compared following quantification with a fluorometric method (Qubit 

dsDNA HS Assay Kit from Thermo Fisher Scientific, manufacturer’s instructions on 10 µL of 

sample) and 16S rRNA gene copy numbers were compared following quantification using 

qPCR. Briefly, the V3 region of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified using the SensiFast SYBR No-

Rox kit (Bioline) and the following primers sequences: Eub 338f 5’-

ACTCCTACGGGAGGCAGCAG-3’ as the forward primer and Eub 518r 5’-

ATTACCGCGGCTGCTGG-3’ as the reverse primer44 on a Rotorgene 3000 machine (Qiagen). The 

reaction mixture of 20 µL contained 10 µL of SYBR master mix, 2µL of DNA and RNAse-free 

water to complete the final 20 µL volume. The 2-step qPCR program consisted of an initial step 

at 95°C for 2min for enzyme activation, then 35 cycles of 5 sec at 95°C and 20 sec at 60°C for 

hybridization and elongation, respectively. A final step was added to obtain a denaturation 

from 55°C to 95°C with increments of 1°C. The amplicon length was around 200 bp. PCR 

products obtained from DNA from a pure culture of E.coli were cloned in a plasmid (pCR™2.1-
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TOPO® vector, Invitrogen) and used as standard after quantification with the Broad-Range 

Qubit Fluorometric Quantification (Thermo Fisher Scientific).   

The DNA concentrations measured were not significantly different among the three DNA 

extraction kits (Soil 0.008 ± 0.005 ng/µL, Water 0.010 ± 0.005 ng/µL, Tissue 0.012 ± 0.002 

ng/µL, P>0.22, One-way Anova, Tukey tests). However, the number of 16S rRNA gene copies 

per cubic meter of air was on average ten times higher with DNeasy PowerWater and 

PowerSoil kits than it was with DNeasy Blood & Tissue kit. Differences in extraction efficiency 

have been previously observed for several metagenomic and taxonomic studies and it is 

suggested that a variety of methods be tested to optimize results before studying new 

environments45,46. Based on these results and for practical reasons, we chose to use the 

DNeasy PowerWater kit. The DNeasy PowerBead tubes of the DNeasy PowerWater kit are 5 

mL tubes (compared to the 2 mL PowerBead tubes of the DNeasy PowerSoil kit) allowing 

extraction of a larger filter surface. 

The second series of extraction tests were carried out to determine whether the filter handling 

protocol had an effect on extraction efficiency. We tested 4 different treatments in triplicate: 

blank filters (processed and brought to the field but unexposed), filters that were passively 

exposed to the atmosphere for 5 minutes, filters that collected atmospheric samples during 

24 hours without heat treatment and filters that collected atmospheric samples during 24 

hours with heat treatment. DNA was extracted from filters using the protocol outlined above 

and quantified using Qubit. Based on the results of our test, heating the quartz filters at 500°C 

for 8 hours before sampling has a significant impact on DNA extraction efficiency and reduced 

yield by up to 10-fold (24 hours no heating 0.33 ± 0.16 ng/µL, n=3, 24 hours heating 0.038 ± 

0.005 ng/µL, n=3, P<0.05, Student t-test), but this is a critical step to ensure that trace carbon 

is removed from the filters prior to sampling. Therefore, we needed to further optimize our 

method to increase DNA extraction efficiency from heat sterilized quartz filters. Different 

options were tested, such as modifying the pH by addition of 1 M CaCO3 and shaking, as 

described in Bertolini et al. (2013)35, as well as adding a sonication step37, Neither of these 

methods increased yield significantly and we preferred to avoid adding a solution to our 

samples. Considering that high temperatures help desorbing DNA from the silica in the quartz 

filter47, we also tested the efficiency of a 1 hour thermal treatment at 65°C during the lysis 

step36,37 on DNA yield  using eleven samples. We obtained four to five times higher DNA 
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concentrations and 100 to 1000 times higher 16s rRNA gene copies per cubic meter of air using 

this optimized lysis technique. The final protocol is summarized in Figure 1 and was applied to 

all the filters collected during the sampling campaign. 

 

Figure 1: Summary of the modified DNA extraction protocol developed for quartz filters. 

 

Optimization of sampling time for DNA analysis 

Once the filter treatment and DNA extraction protocols were validated, we carried out 

different tests to optimize sample collection duration. We used the same sampling set-up on 

the roof of the laboratory in Grenoble to collect atmosphere samples. Several different 

sampling times were considered: 5 minutes, 1 hour, 24 hours and 72 hours. DNA was extracted 

from filters using the protocol outlined above and quantified using Qubit. Filters analyzed in 

triplicate at 5 minutes and 1 hour where found to be below the detection limit of the 

apparatus (0.01 ng/µL). Filters collected at 24 hours showed a significantly lower yield than 

those collected at 72 hours (24 hours=0.02 ± 0.01 ng/µL, 72 hours=0.08 ± 0.03 ng/µL, n=3, 

P<0.05, student t-test), which suggests that sampling duration impacts DNA yield. Based on 

the results of this test and considering the remoteness of the sites, we decided to sample 

continuously for 7 days. 

 

Protocol testing and deployment 
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Ten sites were chosen based on latitudinal positions, known chemical characteristics, historic 

atmospheric data and logistical support. The characteristics for each site are described in 

Table 1 and the geographic distribution can be seen in Figure 2.  Sites included Arctic and 

Antarctic stations as well as mid-latitude stations. In order to access information on long range 

transport of aerosols, dusts and airborne microorganisms, three sites that are frequently in 

the free troposphere were selected. Temporal variability is an important but poorly 

understood factor of microbial community diversity35, so we completed the dataset with 

continuous sampling for more than one entire year at a 1-week resolution at a single reference 

site: Puy-de-Dôme, France. To avoid snap-shot sampling, each site was sampled for a 

minimum of 2 months, so manned research sites were selected. At all sampling sites, 

meteorological parameters, such as wind speed and direction, rainfall, temperature, humidity, 

air pressure, and solar radiation were systematically recorded. Depending on the site, 

continuous measurements providing additional information for data interpretation were also 

collected. These included aerosol properties (size, concentration) and gas concentrations 

(ambient O3, nitrogen species, CO, CO2, CH4, H2O, O2, and volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs). Finally, total gaseous mercury (TGM) concentration was also continuously monitored 

by our collaborators at Cape Point Station, Nam Co, Amsterdam Island and Villum Research 

Station. 

 
Figure 2: Global distribution of the sampling sites and their respective elevation above sea 

level. 
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Table 1: Summary of sampling sites characteristics. Column 4 describes the high volume 
sampler as well as the quartz fiber filter size and type. Column 8 gives the number of filters 
(samples + blanks) collected at each sampling site. Volume are expressed at standard ambient 
temperature and pressure (SATP). 
 

Sampling 

site code 

Sampling site 

location 

Coordinate

s and 

altitude 

 

Site characteristics Sampler 

model 

Collection period 

(dd/mm/yyyy) 

Sampling 

duration 

Mean air 

volume per 

filter (SATP 

approx.) 

Number 

of 

samples  Start Stop 

AMS Amsterdam 
Island, France 

37°47’82”S 
77°33’04’’E 
59 m asl 

remote and natural 
background of marine 
environments48 

Customma
de 
PM10 
5.9”  size 

07/09/2016 10/11/2016 1 week 

5000 m3 

9  

CAP Cape Point 
Station, 
South Africa 

34°21’26”S 
18°29’51’’E 
230 m asl 

South Atlantic Ocean, 
greater Cape Town and 
other continental 
sources49 

Digital 
DA77 
PM10 
5.9”  size 

11/10/2016 05/12/2016 1 week 

4600 m3 

7 

CHC Chacaltaya, 
Bolivia 

16°20’47”S 
68°07’44’’
W 
5380 m asl 

tropical free troposphere 
local urban pollution50,51 

Customma
de 
PM10 
5.9”  size 

27/06/2016 11/11/2016 1 week * 

2000 m3 

16 

DMC Concordia 
Station, 
Antarctica 

75°06’00”S 
123°19’58’’
E 
3233 m asl 

Cold environment, polar 
boundary layer52 

TISCH 
TSP 
8”x10” size 

19/12/2014 31/01/2015 2 weeks 

16000m3 
3 
 

GRE Grenoble, 
France 

45°11’38”N 
05°45’44’’E 
210 m asl 

Urban air, European air 
masses 

Digital 
DA77 
PM10 
5.9”  size 

30/06/2017 14/09/2017 1 week 

4700 m3 

10 

NCO NamCo, 
China 

30°46’44”N 
90°59’31’’E 
4730 m asl 

Tibetan Plateau, no major 
anthropogenic sources, 
cold and dry conditions, 
intense solar radiation53 

Chinese HV 
PM10 
8”x10” size 

16/05/2017 28/07/2017 1 week 

5300 m3 

9 

PDD Puy-de-
Dôme, France 

45°46’20”N 
02°57’57’’E 
1465 m asl 

Urban, oceanic, 
continental air masses, 
free troposphere at 
times54–57 

Customma
de 
PM10 
5.9”  size 

23/06/2016 23/08/2017 
1-2 
week(s) 

10000 m3 

53 

PDM Pic du Midi, 
France 

42°56’11”N 
00°08’34’’E 
2876 m asl 

Mountain top, North 
Atlantic Ocean, European 
continent and 
anthropogenic air 
masses58–60 

TISCH 
PM10 
8”x10” size 20/06/2016 04/10/2016 1 week 

8000 m3 

13 

STN Villum 
research 
Station, 
Station Nord, 
Greenland 

81°34’24”N 
16°38’24’’E 
37 m asl 

emission from sea-ice, 
form the Arctic Ocean and 
from long-range transport 
from northern Eurasia61 

Digital 
DA77 
PM10 
5.9”  size 

20/03/2017 29/06/2017 1 week 

5200 m3 

13 

STP Storm Peak 
Laboratory, 
USA 

40°27’18”N 
106°44’38’’
E 
3220 m asl 

Free troposphere, westerly 
winds, urban pollution 
during the day62,63 

TISCH 
PM10 
8”x10” size 

11/07/2017 04/09/2017 1 week 

5700 m3 

7 

*Nighttime only 

 

Several brands of size selective high volume air sampling instruments (TISCH, DIGITEL, home-

made) were used in the present study. All these samplers are based on the same physical 

principle. Air was drawn into the sampler and through a large quartz fiber filter by means of a 

powerful pump, so that particulate material impacted the filter surface. All the samplers, but 
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one (at Concordia station in Antarctica -DMC), were equipped with a PM10 size-selective inlet 

in order to collect particulate matter smaller than 10 µm (cut-off aerodynamic diameter). The 

use of the PM10 inlet was an important aspect in order to guarantee that both chemical and 

microbial data could be compared among the sites and to prevent rain and hydrometeors 

from reaching the filter and modifying its porosity and air flow rate properties. At DMC, total 

suspended particles were collected (median aerodynamic diameter of 20 µm approx). 

Sampling air flow rates were between 30 and 70 m3/h (± 2%) and collected volumes ranged 

from 2000 m3 to 10000 m3 over a one-week period (except at DMC, where the samples were 

collected over a two-week period). Flow regulation of the pump was controlled with a flow-

meter that was regularly checked and calibrated. The total volume of air was subsequently 

corrected to standard ambient temperature and pressure (SATP, 298K, 101.325 kPa) to 

standardize air collection at all the sites (Table 1). For some mountain sites (PDM, CHC, STP), 

we generally sampled at nights in order to limit the sampling of the planetary boundary layer 

air. 

 

Quality control  

In addition to the 140 samples, we also collected 38 blank filters named “transportation 

blanks” (TB, 18 filters) and “field blanks” (FB, 20 filters) in order to monitor and check the 

quality of the sampling protocol (Fig. 3). The transportation blanks were filters shipped back 

and forth to the sampling sites but without any manipulation. The field blanks were exposed 

for 24 to 72 hours without switching on the high-volume sampler and then processed and 

stored similarly as the actual samples. The field blanks had significantly higher OC 

concentrations as compared to the transportation blanks, but these were in the same range 

as the values obtained for blank filters using the standard sterilization technique (without 

subsequent sterilization steps). 
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Figure 3: Organic concentrations on different types of filters:  field blanks (FB), transport 

blanks (TB) and filters treated using the standard method (Std method). Significance was 

tested using One-way Anova and Tukey tests. 

 

Chemical analyses 

Elemental carbon (EC), organic carbon (OC), sugar anhydrides and alcohols, major soluble 

anions and cations as described by Waked et al. (2014)64 as well as total mercury were 

systematically analyzed in all the quartz fiber filters (including blank filters). EC and OC were 

analyzed from a 1.5 cm2 punch sample using a thermo optical transmission method on a Sunset 

Lab analyzer65. Punches of 38 mm-diameter from each samples were extracted using ultrapure 

water under mechanical agitation for a period of 30 minutes. The extracts were then filtered 

with 0.22 µm Nucleopore filters before injection in the instruments66. The extracts were used 

for quantification of sugar anhydrides and alcohols (levoglucosan, mannosan, galactosan, 

inositol, glycerol, erythriol, xylitol, arabitol, sorbitol, mannitol, trehalose, rhamnose, glucose, 

fructose and sucrose) by HPLC-PAD using a set of Methrom columns (MetroSep A Supp 15 and 

Metrosep Carb1) in a Thermo Scientific™ Dionex™ ICS-5000+ Capillary HPIC™ system. Soluble 

anions (MSA, SO42-, NO3-, Cl-, Ox) and cations (Na+, NH4+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+) were analyzed by ion 

chromatography (IC, Dionex ICS3000) on the same extracts. AS/AG 11HC and CS/CG 12A 

columns were used for anions and cations analyses, respectively. Finally, twenty-five low 

molecular weight organic acids (C3-C9) were analyzed from the same extracts by LC-MS (DX500 

– LCQ Fleet with an inverse phase C18 column). On some of the filters, more than twenty-five 

organic components were detected (glycolic acid, glyoxylic acid, tartaric acid, malic acid, lactic 

acid, malonic acid, succinic acid, hydroxybutyric acid, methylmalonic acid,  fumaric acid,  
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ketobutyric acid,  maleic acid,  glutaric acid,  oxoheptanedioic acid,  citraconic acid,  

methlysuccinic acid, methylglutaric acid, adipic acid, pimelic acid, phtalic acid, pinic acid, 

isophtalic acid, suberic acid, benzoic acid, azelaic acid, and sebacic acid). Total mercury 

measurements from filter samples were performed with a DMA-80 (Milestone) analytical 

system based on the principles of sample thermal decomposition, mercury amalgamation and 

atomic absorption detection. Additionally, filters collected at AMS, CAP, PDD and PDM 

sampling sites were analyzed by LC-MS technique. Except for total mercury measurements 

(which were performed at GET, Toulouse), all analyses were performed at the AirOSol chemical 

analytical platform facility at IGE, Grenoble, France. 

 

Results  

For most of the sites, the TB were in the range of 101-102 16S rRNA copies per mm² (Table 2). 

A few high outliers remained and they could be attributed to the cleaning and packing 

procedures, and to the DNA extraction (including possible cross contamination during the 

subsampling phase). FB consisting of filters exposed to the atmosphere for up to one week 

but with no air forced to pass through, had, as expected, 16S rRNA gene concentrations one-

to five-fold higher than the TB. These combined the passive contribution of the atmospheric 

environment and the DNA contamination occurring during the different phases of filter 

handling in the field. Except for the polar sites and CHC, the concentration of 16S rRNA gene 

copies in blank samples were < 0.3 % that in the corresponding atmospheric samples. The 

blanks at CHC were up to 7% of the average number of copies in the atmospheric samples, 

due to the low concentrations of DNA sampled from air at this high altitude site. At both polar 

sites (DMC and Villum) the 16S rRNA gene concentrations were similar to controls, indicating 

very low biomass.  
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Table 2: Number of 16S rRNA gene copies per mm2.  TB=Transportation blanks, FB 72h=Field 
blanks exposed for 72hours. NA indicates non available measurements. 

Site 

code 

Sampling site 

location 

Type of sample 

 

n Minimum value Maximum 

value 

Mean SD 

AMS  Amsterdam Island, 

France 

TB 2 29 41 35 8 

  FB 72 h 2 85 115 100 21 

  Samples 9 2941 82353 45686 26521 

CAP Cape Point Station, 

South Africa 

TB 2 29 65 47 25 

  FB 72 h 2 41 47 44 4 

  Samples 7 4118 94118 42689 39281 

CHC Chacaltaya, Bolivia TB 2 79 274 176 137 

  FB 72 h ;  FB 168 h  3 588 1088 838 354 

  Samples 16 353 32353 11928 10088 

DMC Concordia Station, 

Antarctica 

FB 2 41 76 59 25 

  Samples 3 29 71 53 21 

GRE Grenoble, France TB NA NA NA NA NA 

  FB 72 h 2 31 126 79 68 

  Samples 10 12647 705882 326242 270626 

NAM NamCo, China TB 2 941 1471 1206 374 

  FB 24 h 1 - - 233 - 

  Samples 9 21765 882353 355686 304699 

PDD Puy-de-Dôme, 

France 

TB 8 21 1765 477 639 

  FB 48 h ; FB 144 h  2 143 882 401 417 

  Samples 63 94 58823529 1418588 7510189 

PDM Pic-du-Midi, France TB 3 40 94 58 31 

  FB 168h 1 - - 107 - 

  Samples 14 1176 64706 21443 18917 

STN Villum research 

Station, Station 

Nord, Greenland 

TB 2 74 235 154 114 

  FB 72 h 2 59 529 294 333 

  Samples 13 29 882 222 299 

STP Storm-Peak 

Laboratory, USA 

TB 2 44 88 66 31 

  FB 72 h 2 176 471 324 208 

  Samples 7 706 441176 230353 177472 
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Organic carbon (OC) results (Table 3) also confirmed that the sampling protocols were 

adequately designed with a mean OC value of 0.55 ± 0.26 µg/cm2 for all the transportation 

blanks, and of 0.85 ± 0.32 µg/cm² for the field blanks. In the case of the PDD samples, TB or 

FB represented less than 1.5% of the OC content in a sample. At remote sites with a very low 

OC concentration such as at AMS, the FB fraction reached up to 30% of the value in samples, 

but was thus still clearly distinct. Based on our experience in atmospheric chemistry field 

programs49–51, these are low concentrations for blank series. As shown in Figure 3, our 

protocols significantly lower the transportation blank regarding OC. Inevitably, the handling 

of the filter clearly induces some contamination. This contamination can be significantly 

reduced when using a laminar flow hood, as in Grenoble (field blank of 0.49 µg/cm²) and PDD. 
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Table 3: Organic carbon concentrations expressed in µg per cm2. TB=Transportation blanks, 
FB 72h=Field blanks exposed for 72hours. NA refers to non available data due to the absence 
of analytical data for this particular filter. 
 

Site Type of sample 

 

n Minimum value Maximum 

value 

Mean SD 

AMS TB 2 0.45 0.51 0.48 0.04 

 FB 72 h 2 0.54 1.10 0.82 0.39 
 Samples 9 2.13 3.89 2.83 0.63 

CAP TB 2 0.69 0.72 0.71 0.01 
 FB 72 h 2 0.87 1.29 1.08 0.29 
 Samples 7 5.77 10.69 7.93 2.20 

CHC TB 2 0.21 0.23 0.22 0.01 

 FB 72 h ;  FB 168 h  2 0.49 0.59 0.54 0.05 
 Samples 16 4.53 12.09 8.10 2.34 

DC FB 2 NA NA NA NA 

 Samples 3 NA NA NA NA 
GRE TB 2 0.27 0.28 0.28 0.01 

 FB 72 h 2 0.37 0.61 0.49 0.17 

 Samples 10 73.50 145.65 105.10 21.87 

NAM TB 0 NA NA  NA 
 FB 24 h 1 NA NA 0.99 NA 
 Samples 9 3.97 12.09 8.50 2.87 

PDD TB 6 0.45 1.02 0.67 0.21 
 FB 48 h ; FB 144 h  5 0.53 1.28 0.90 0.25 

 Samples 63 13.63 166.50 68.53 35.91 
PDM TB 2 0.74 0.84 0.80 0.05 

 FB 168h 1 - - 1.22 - 
 Samples 14 4.47 32.47 19.02 7.02 

STN TB 2 0.64 1.04 0.83 0.10 
 FB 72 h 2 1.20 1.34 1.27 0.28 
 Samples 13 1.87 9.66 5.01 2.41 

STP TB 2 0.29 0.32 0.31 0.01 

 FB 72 h 2 0.25 0.75 0.50 0.25 
 Samples 7 3.18 108.75 70.10 36.82 

 

Figure 4 reports the range of OC and 16S rRNA gene concentrations measured at the different 

sampling sites. As expected, the urban site (Grenoble) had the highest OC values (3.63 ± 0.78 

µg/m3) and 16S rRNA gene concentrations, of around 106 copies/m3 of air (1.1 ± 0.9x106). 

Comparable gene copies concentrations were observed at Storm-Peak (1.6 ± 1.1x106 

copies/m3), NamCo (3.6 ± 3.1x106 copies/m3), but lower OC values comparatively to the 

Grenoble site.  
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Figure 4: OC and 16S rRNA gene concentrations (mean ± SD) measured at the different 

sampling sites. 

 

This indicates that DNA material has, at least in part, sources distinct from OC. Puy-de-Dôme 

station, where 53 samples were collected over one year, showed a range of gene copies from 

104 to 108 copies/m3 (3.4 ± 18x106 copies/m3 in average (± standard deviation) illustrating the 

great temporal variability of airborne biological material in the air a single site. This is to be 

related with the wide diversity of air masses and meteorological conditions that can occur at 

a given site over a year (see for example34). More remote sites had all 16S gene concentrations 

one order of magnitude lower than at Puy-de-Dôme, such as Chacaltaya (1.6 ± 1.3x105 

copies/m3 - night samples only), Cape-Point (1.9 ± 1.4x105 copies/m3), Pic-du-Midi (1.4 ± 

1.3x105 copies/m3) and Amsterdam-Island (1.5 ± 1.0x105 copies/m3). In turn, the OC 

concentrations were clearly distinct between the sites, with Amsterdam Island showing the 

lowest OC levels of this study 0.09 ± 0.02 µg/m3. The arctic site had a very low 16S rRNA gene 

concentration of 102/m3 for corresponding average OC concentrations of 1.6 ± 0.9 µg/m3, 

while the Antarctic site on the plateau showed gene copies similar to the blank.  

Conclusion 

We developed suitable easy-to-use and standardized protocols that generated consistent 

microbial and chemical datasets from the same samples at concentrations high enough for 

confident analysis. The validity of these protocols was then tested by deploying them on 10 
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sites over the globe and collect samples to explore atmospheric bacteria, fungi, or viruses over 

large spatial scales. For large scale studies coupling chemical measurements to biological 

measurements, we were able to demonstrate that quartz filters can be used, but that the 

extraction protocols must be optimized to maximize DNA yield. In addition to using the 

protocol outlined here, we also recommend the following: 

 carefully prepare the filter and all the material using a combination of heating (500°C) 

and UV treatment (254 nm) 

 provide detailed protocols intended to limit contamination (SOP, see SI for an 

example) to field users  

 include enough control samples (including transportation and field work blanks) to 

monitor the quality of the sampling procedure  

 carefully design atmospheric sampling at peak stations in order to take into account 

vertical turbulent mixing, and night-time hours (in general) should be preferred to 

avoid the influence of local sources of aerosols. 

 Correct sampling times for the remoteness of the sites and for the measurements to 

be carried out. For example, a one week sampling with a volume of around 5000 

(normalized) m3 is sufficient for amplicon and metagenomic sequencing for most 

remote sites, except Antarctica, where the biomass is too low for DNA investigations 

even from total filtered volumes of 16000 m3. 

 Collected volumes should be normalized using STP or SATP standards. 

One of the main disadvantages of a weekly sampling is the loss of information regarding rapid 

atmospheric chemistry processes and rapid changes in terms of aerosol sources. In turn, it has 

the advantage to smooth the data and avoid the stochastic-like behavior of biological content 

in the air often observed. With the development of better extraction protocols and more 

sensitive sequencing techniques, this limitation could be overcome, allowing for daily 

sampling in the future. 
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Chapter 2: Methods to investigate the global atmospheric 

microbiome 

 

Section 2: Molecular biology analyses 
 

We proposed a sampling strategy and experimental protocol to study the atmospheric 

microbiome and atmospheric particulate matter chemistry at a global scale. We discussed our 

choices regarding the sampling method on quartz filters. We explained the different steps that 

have led us to develop an optimal DNA extraction method for airborne microorganisms 

collected on quartz filters. 

In the second part of Chapter 2, we will present the other molecular biology analyses used to 

estimate bacterial and fungal cell concentrations as well as the taxonomic diversity and 

functional potential of airborne microbial communities. 

 

Real-time quantitative PCR method (qPCR) 

To estimate bacterial and fungal cell concentration, we used real time qPCR analysis on the 

total DNA extracted from quartz filters. Concentrations were reported in number of cells per 

cubic meter of air.  

16S rRNA gene qPCR. The bacterial cell concentration was approximated by the number of 

16S rRNA gene copies per cubic meter of air, which is a gene present in every prokaryotic cell. 

The V3 region of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified using the SensiFast SYBR No-Rox kit (Bioline) 

on a Rotorgene 3000 machine (Qiagen). The primer pair Eub 338f/Eub 518r were chosen for 

their sensitivity and specificity1. Still, in silico ncbi PCR analysis revealed that archaeal 

sequences might amplify using these primers (without mismatch). 

18S rRNA gene qPCR. The fungal cell concentration was approximated by the number of 18S 

rRNA gene copies per cubic meter of air, which is a gene present in every eukaryotic cell. The 

region located at the end of the SSU 18S rRNA gene, near the ITS1 region, was quantified using 

the primer pairFR1/FF390 which is specific to fungi2. In silico analysis revealed that 18.2% of 

the sequences matched with non-fungal eukaryotic sequences (considering no mismatch)2.  

 

Amplicon and metagenomic MiSeq Illumina sequencing 

Investigation on the relative importance of sequencing depth and DNA extraction method on 

the observed microbial richness (Sanchez-Cid et al. (submitted), in Side Publications) 

While culture-based methods access roughly 1% of the diversity of a sample, culture-

independent methods access to a larger part of the diversity, although still far from the actual 

diversity3,4. We used high throughput DNA sequencing to investigate airborne microbial 
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diversity. Bacterial and fungal amplicon sequencing was based on the sequencing of a region 

of the 16S rRNA gene and ITS region, respectively. The produced reads were then annotated 

to specific taxa based on their nucleotide sequence and public protein databases (see Material 

and Methods section in Chapter 3 for details). The taxonomic diversity is dependent on the 

size and accuracy of the databases. Metagenomic sequencing was based on sequencing of 

genomic DNA, then annotation of the produced reads to putative functional genes using 

databases (see Material and Methods section in Chapter 5 for details). 

Due to the bias inherent to the DNA extraction method, sequencing and read annotation5–7, 

the taxonomic and functional microbial diversity identified using high throughput sequencing 

is still partial. It is also of an unknown accuracy from the actual diversity, both in terms of the 

number of taxa or functions observed (richness) and their relative abundance (evenness). The 

DNA extraction method has been shown to have a critical impact on the observed microbial 

community diversity of a sample5,7. Depending on the method employed (physical versus 

chemical cell lysis, bead-beating step or not etc.), the lysis step would be more or less efficient 

and specific. More violent lysis techniques have been suggested to extract DNA from cells 

difficult to lyse. The sequencing technology (i.e. read length, error rate, sequencing depth) has 

also been shown to affect the observed microbial community diversity. Furthermore, within a 

sequencing technology, the sequencing depth has been correlated to the observed richness 

of a sample6. The larger is the sequencing depth, the higher the number of different taxa or 

functions are detected6. In Sanchez-Cid et al. (see the paper in SI), we evaluated the relative 

contribution of the sequencing depth and the DNA extraction method on the taxonomic and 

functional richness observed after amplicon and metagenomic sequencing, respectively. We 

used the MiSeq Illumina technology. 

The different DNA extraction methods used (QIAGEN DNeasyPowerSoil kit, ZymoBIOMICS 

DNA Mini kit, Phenol/Chloroform extraction, Maxwell PureFood 1 and 2) did not all work on 

our INHALE air samples (quartz filter samples). To get enough DNA to do the subsequent 

molecular biology analyses from the air samples, we needed to set up an adapted DNA 

extraction method, as presented above in this Chapter8. Thus, to do our investigation on the 

relative importance of the sequencing depth and DNA extraction method on the observed 

taxonomic and functional richness of a sample, we used two soil samples (Scottish agricultural 

and Côte Saint-André soils). We showed that sequencing depth had a greater influence than 

the DNA extraction method on bacterial richness discovery at both taxonomical and functional 

levels. Furthermore, at an equal sequencing depth, the differences observed between 

methods in both soils were more likely a product of random subsampling than that of the DNA 

extraction itself. 

This study allowed me to develop an expertise in MiSeq Illumina sequencing technology, from 

library preparation to the use of the machine and analysis of data. I leveraged this expertise 

to the metagenomic investigation and interpretation of airborne microbial community 

diversity. 
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Amplicon sequencing 

Library preparation. The V3-V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified using the Platinum 

Taq Polymerase (ThermoFisher Scientific) and the primer pair recommended by Illumina 

library preparation protocol (“16S Metagenomic Sequencing Library Preparation”). To test the 
reproducibility of the molecular biology analyses, we divided by two (technical duplicates) two 

samples and did the different analyses from the DNA extraction to the 16s rRNA gene 

sequencing separately. We validated that the structure of the two duplicated samples was 

much more similar between each other based on the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity value than with 

any other sample (see Chapter 2). The ITS2 region was amplified using the primer pair 

ILL_5.8S_Fun/ILL_ITS4_Fun9. 

The other steps of the library preparation (amplicon PCR clean-up, index PCR, index PCR clean-

up, normalization and pooling) were performed following the Illumina library preparation 

protocol. The amplicons were sequenced by a paired-end MiSeq sequencing using the 

technology V3 (16S rRNA gene) and V2 (ITS) of Illumina with 2 x 250 cycles. 

Reads quality filtering and taxonomic annotation. The base quality of the reads 1 and reads 2 

was controlled using the FASTX-Toolkit software. PANDAseq10 was used to assemble the read 

1 and the read 2 for each sample. The resulting sequences were annotated at the genus or 

species level by RDP Classifier11 using the RDP 16srrna and fungallsu databases for 16S rRNA 

gene and ITS sequencing, respectively. The RDP 16srrna database includes archaeal sequences 

which represented maximum <0.1% (average under 0.05%) of the annotated sequences in our 

dataset. 

 

Metagenomic sequencing 

Metagenomic library preparation. Metagenomic libraries were prepared from 1 ng of DNA 

using the Nextera XT Library Prep Kit and Indexes, as detailed in Illumina’s “Nextera XT DNA 
Library Prep Kit” reference guide with some modifications for samples whose DNA 

concentration was < 1 ng as follows. The tagmented DNA was amplified over 13 PCR cycles 

instead of 12 PCR cycles, and the libraries (after indexing) were resuspended in 30 µL of RBS 

buffer instead of 52.5 µL. DNA sequencing was performed using the technology V2 and MiSeq 

system of Illumina with 2 x 250 cycles. 

Reads quality filtering and taxonomic and functional annotation of the metagenomic reads. 

The read 1 and read 2 for each sample were not assemble but merge in a common file before 

filtering them based on read quality using the software FASTX-Toolkit 

(http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/). Filtered reads were functionally annotated using 

Diamond and the NR (non-redundant) database.  Functions were then grouped by the SEED 

last level functional class (around 7000 classes) using MEGAN612 (see Chapter 3 for details). 

We also annotated the filtered reads using the eggNOG-Mapper software13 (using Diamond 

and specific databases; see Chapter 3 for details).  
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Abstract 

The atmosphere is an important route for transporting and disseminating microorganisms 

over short and long distances. Understanding how microorganisms are distributed in the 

atmosphere is critical due to their role in public health, meteorology and atmospheric 

chemistry. In order to determine the dominant processes that structure airborne microbial 

communities, we investigated the diversity and abundance of both bacteria and fungi from 

the PM10 particle size (particulate matter of 10 micrometers or less in diameter) as well as 

particulate matter chemistry and local meteorological characteristics over time at nine 

different meteorological stations around the world. The bacterial genera Bacillus and 

Sphingomonas as well as the fungal species Pseudotaeniolina globaosa and Cladophialophora 

proteae were the most abundant taxa of the dataset, although their relative abundances 

varied greatly based on sampling site. Bacterial and fungal concentration was the highest at 

the high-altitude and semi-arid plateau of Namco (China; 3.56x106 ± 3.01x106 cells/m3) and at 

the high-altitude and vegetated mountain peak Storm-Peak (Colorado, USA; 8.78x104 ± 

6.49x104 cells/m3), respectively. Surrounding ecosystems, especially within a 50 km perimeter 

of our sampling stations, were the main contributors to the composition of airborne microbial 

communities. Temporal stability in the composition of airborne microbial communities was 

mainly explained by the diversity and evenness of the surrounding landscapes and the wind 

direction variability over time. Airborne microbial communities appear to be the result of large 

inputs from nearby sources with possible low and diluted inputs from distant sources. 
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Introduction 

Microbial transport in the atmosphere is critical for understanding the role microorganisms 

play in meteorology, atmospheric chemistry and public health. Recently, studies have shown 

that up to 106 microbial cells can be found in one cubic meter of air1 and that they might be 

metabolically active2,3. Different processes, including aerosolization and transport, might be 

important in selecting which microorganisms exist in the atmosphere. For example, specific 

bacterial taxa (e.g., Actinobacteria and some Gammaproteobacteria) have been proposed to 

be preferentially aerosolized from oceans4. Once aerosolized, microbial cells enter the 

planetary boundary layer, defined as the air layer near the ground, directly influenced by the 

planetary surface, from which they might eventually be transported upwards by air currents 

into the free troposphere (air layer above the planetary boundary layer) or even higher into 

the stratosphere5–8. Microorganisms might undergo a selection process during their way up 

into the troposphere and the stratosphere9. Studies from a limited number of sites have 

investigated possible processes implicated in the observed microbial community distribution 

in the atmosphere, such as meteorology1,2,10–12, seasons11,13–16, surface conditions12–14,16 and 

global air circulation11,17–20. Most research has described the airborne microbial communities 

at one specific site per study. Airborne fungal communities (not only fungal spores) have 

frequently been overlooked, despite constituting a significant health concern for crops21,22 and 

in allergic diseases23. A few have initiated the investigation of microbial geographic 

distribution by examining regional and even continental patterns10,16,19, although in most 

cases at a only few time points. Some long-range transport has been reported between 

regions separated by thousands of kilometers5,6. Several factors, such as the local landscapes, 

local meteorological conditions, and inputs from long-range transport have all been cited as 

partially responsible for the composition of airborne microbial communities11,14,17,24–26, but 

their relative contribution remains unclear. Probabilistically, proximity should have an effect, 

and therefore, local Earth sources of microorganisms should contribute significantly to 

atmospheric microbial communities especially in the planetary boundary layer. In addition, 

meteorological conditions (e.g., wind speed and direction) might lead to different temporal 

variability of airborne microbial communities by mediating the relative inputs of microbial 

populations from the different surrounding landscapes. Our goal was to evaluate the relative 

importance of environmental processes on the geographical and temporal variations in 
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airborne microbial communities. This was carried out by following changes in community 

structure and abundance of both airborne bacteria and fungi as well as particulate matter 

chemistry and local meteorological characteristics over time at nine sites around the world. 

 

Material and Methods 

Air samples (seven to sixteen per site) were collected in 2016 and 2017 at nine sites from 

different latitudes (from the Arctic to the sub-Antarctica) and elevations from sea level (from 

59 m to 5230 m; Fig. 1 and supplementary Table S1). We collected particulate matter smaller 

than 10 µm (PM10) on pre-treated quartz fiber filters using high volume air samplers (TISCH, 

DIGITEL, home-made) equipped with a PM10 size-selective inlet. Quartz fiber filters were 

heated to 500°C for 8 hours to remove traces of organic carbon including DNA. All the material 

including the filter holders, aluminium foils and plastic bags in which the filters were 

transported were UV-sterilized as detailed in Dommergue et al. (2019)27 (Chapter 2). A series 

of field and transportation blank filters were done to monitor and check the quality of the 

sampling protocol as presented in Dommergue et al. (2019)27 (Chapter 2). 

 

 

Figure 1: Map showing the geographical location and elevation from sea level of the nine 
sampling sites. 
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The collection time per sample lasted one week. Depending on the site, the collected volumes 

ranged from 2000 m3 to 10000 m3 after standardization using SATP standards (Standard 

Ambient Pressure and Temperature) (supplementary Table S1). The environment type varied 

from marine (Amsterdam-Island) to coastal (Cape-Point), polar (Station-Nord) and terrestrial 

(Grenoble, Chacaltaya, Puy-de-Dôme, Pic-du-Midi, Storm-Peak and Namco) (Table 1). For 

mountain peaks, we sampled at night to minimize sampling in the planetary boundary layer 

(the filter was left in the sampler during day time). Detailed sampling protocols are presented 

in Dommergue et al. (2019)27. Elemental carbon (EC), organic carbon (OC), sugar anhydrides 

and alcohols (levoglucosan, mannosan, galactosan, inositol, glycerol, erythriol, xylitol, 

arabitol, sorbitol, mannitol, trehalose, rhamnose, glucose), major soluble anions 

(methylsulfonic acid [MSA], SO4
2-, NO3

-, Cl-, oxalate) and cations (Na+, NH4
+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+) 

were analyzed27.  

At all sampling sites, meteorological parameters (i.e. wind speed and direction, temperature 

and relative humidity) were collected every hour. Meteorological data were used to produce 

wind roses using the openair R package28. For each sample, backward trajectories of the air 

masses were calculated over 3 days (maximum height from sea level: 1 km) using HYSPLIT29 

and plotted on geographical maps using the openair R package. 

We extracted DNA from 3 circular pieces (punches) from the quartz fiber filters (diameter of 

one punch: 38 mm) using the DNeasy PowerWater kit with the following modifications as 

detailed in Dommergue et al. (2019)27. During the cell lysis, we heated at 65°c the PowerBead 

tube containing the 3 punches and the pre-heated lysis solution during one hour after a 10-

min vortex treatment at maximum speed. We then centrifuged the mixture at 1000 rcf during 

4 min to separate the filter debris from the lysate using a syringe. From this step, we continued 

the extraction following the DNeasy PowerWater protocol. DNA concentration was measured 

using the High Sensitive Qubit Fluorometric Quantification (Thermo Fisher Scientific) then 

DNA was stored at -20°C. Real-time qPCR analyses on the 16S rRNA (data previously published 

in Dommergue et al. (2019)27 or Chapter 2) and 18S rRNA genes were carried out (regions, 

primers30,31 and protocols in Supplementary Information) to approximate the concentration 

of bacterial and fungal cells per cubic meter of air. Although bacteria and fungi might have 

more than one copy of 16S rRNA and 18S rRNA gene per genome, respectively, attempts to 

correct for metagenomics datasets are unproductive32. Microbial community structure was 

obtained using MiSeq Illumina amplicon sequencing of the bacterial V3-V4 region of the 16S 
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rRNA gene and the fungal ITS2 region. The library preparation protocol, read quality filtering 

and taxonomic annotation of every sequence using RDP Classifier33 are detailed in 

Supplementary Information.  RDP classifier was used in part to avoid errors due to sequence 

clustering. The raw read number per sample and the percentage of sequences annotated 

using RDP Classifier for both the 16S rRNA gene and ITS sequencings are presented in 

supplementary Table S1.  

All graphical and multivariate statistical analyses were carried out in the R environment, using 

the vegan34, pvclust35, ade436 and Hmisc37 R packages. The raw abundances of the bacterial 

genera or fungal species were transformed in relative abundances to counter the 

heterogeneity in the number of sequences per sample and then standardized using Hellinger’s 

transformation. Chao1 estimations of the richness for both bacterial and fungal communities 

were calculated and averaged for each site. MODIS (Moderate resolution imaging 

spectroradiometer) land cover approach (5’x5’ resolution)38,39 was used to quantify 

landscapes in a diameter range of the sampling sites (50, 100 and 300 km). The perimeter of 

50 km was chosen because the landscapes were best correlated to airborne microbial 

community structures. The different MODIS land covers are described in supplementary Table 

S2. We weighted these relative surfaces by their associated bacterial cell concentration 

reported by Burrows et al. (2009)40,41 (supplementary Table S3) to predict the relative 

contribution of each landscape to the aerial emission of bacterial cells. 

Hierarchical clustering analyses (average method) were carried out on either the Bray-Curtis 

dissimilarity matrix (bacterial and fungal community structure) or the Euclidean distance 

matrix (PM10 chemistry, landscapes and the relative contributions of the landscapes). A 

Mantel test was used to evaluate the similarities in the distribution of the samples in the 

different data sets. Distance-based redundancy analyses (RDA) were carried out to evaluate 

the part of the variance between the samples based on the microbial community structure 

explained by chemistry. Prior to the cluster analysis based of the chemical dataset, chemical 

concentrations were log10-transformed to approach a Gaussian distribution. SIMPER analysis 

was used to identify the major bacterial or fungal contributors to the difference between the 

detected groups. 

Spearman correlations were calculated to test the correlation between microbial abundance 

and richness and quantitative environmental factors like chemical concentrations or 

meteorological parameters. ANOVAs were used to test the influence of qualitative factors 
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such as localization on both bacterial and fungal abundance and richness and TukeyHSD tests 

to identify which group had a significantly different mean. To compare the temporal variability 

in microbial communities at each site, we interpreted both the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity value 

averaged per site and the associated standard deviation. We calculated a new statistic, i.e. a 

similarity index, as follows. We averaged the values of dissimilarity obtained from the Bray-

Curtis matrix for each pair of samples from the same site. Then we subtracted these values 

from 1 to get similarity values and finally we divided the similarity values by the standard 

deviation (
1 − 𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑦 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑦 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ). The higher is the similarity in 

microbial community structure between the samples, the higher is the similarity index. A 

multiple linear regression model was used to test the influence of wind and surrounding 

landscape characteristics (number of different landscapes and landscape evenness) of the 

sites on the temporal variability of both the fungal and bacterial community structure 

(evaluated by the similarity index). Pielou’s evenness was used to determine how similar the 

different relative surfaces of each landscape surrounding the sites were. The temporal 

variability of meteorological parameters was calculated both within weekly samples (average 

variance of hourly data for one week) and between weekly samples of the same site (standard 

deviation of the above average variance over weeks).  

 

Results 

Geographical distribution of airborne microbial communities 

Airborne microbial concentrations varied between 9.2x101 to 1.3x108 cells per cubic meter of 

air for bacteria and from not detectable (< 2x100) to 1.9x105 cells per cubic meter of air for 

fungi. A high correlation was observed between the bacterial and the fungal concentrations 

from all the sites and all sampling times (N = 95, R = 0.85, P = 2.2x10-16). The average bacterial 

and fungal concentrations per site varied from 7.3x102 to 3.6x106 and from 5.2x100 to 8.8x104 

cells per cubic meter of air, respectively, and were different between the sites (P = 2.2x10-11 

and P = 5.7x10-15 for bacteria and fungi, respectively; Table 1). The polar site Station-Nord and 

the high altitude plateau site of Namco had the lowest and highest average bacterial 

concentration, respectively. The highest average fungal concentration was observed in 

atmospheric samples from the urban site of Grenoble and the mountain site of Storm-Peak, 

while the lowest was from Station-Nord (Table 1).
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Table 1: Summary of bacterial and fungal abundances and bacterial (genus level) and fungal (species level) Chao1 richness estimations averaged 
per site and associated to a standard deviation. Reference letters indicate the group membership based on Tukey’s HSD post hoc tests. The 
environment type, coordinates, elevation from sea level, collection start and end per site and the number of samples collected per site are shown. 
The 16S rRNA gene qPCR data was previously published in Dommergue et al., 2019 (Chapter 2). 
 

Site Name Environment type 

Coordinates and 
elevation from sea 

level 

Collection 
start and end 

Number 
of 

samples 

16S rRNA gene 
copies/m3

 

18S rRNA gene 
copies/m3

 

Bacterial Chao1 
richness estimation 

Fungal Chao1 richness 
estimation 

AMS 
Amsterdam-

Island, France 
Marine, remote 

37°47’82”S 
77°33’04’’E 59 m asl 

07/09/2016 - 
10/11/2016 

9 
1.49x10

5
 ± 

9.17x10
4 a

 

7.51x10
3
 ± 6.96x10

3 

a'd'e'
 

7.15x10
2
 ± 1.33x10

2 

a
 

2.25x10
2
 ± 4.52x10

1 a
’ 

CAP 

Cape-Point 
Station, South 

Africa 

Coastal 
34°21’26”S 

18°29’51’’E 230 m 
asl 

11/10/2016 - 
05/12/2016 

7 
1.89x10

5
 ± 

1.39x10
5 a

 

1.74x10
3
 ± 1.21x10

3 

a'e'
 

7.64x10
2
 ± 4.39x10

2 

a
 

4.40x10
2
 ± 1.52x10

2 b’ d’
 

STN 
Station-Nord, 

Greenland 
Polar 

81°34’24”N 
16°38’24’’E 37 m asl 

20/03/2017 - 
29/06/2017 

13 
7.34x10

2
 ± 

9.22x10
2 b

 

5.24x10
0
 ± 1.11x10

1 

b'
 

2.17x10
2 
± 7.66x10

1 

b
 

1.04x10
2
 ± 5.15x10

1 d’
 

GRE 
Grenoble, 

France 
Terrestrial, urban 

45°11’38”N 
05°45’44’’E 210 m 

asl 

30/06/2017 - 
14/09/2017 

10 
1.20x10

6
 ± 

9.38x10
5 ac

 

5.28x10
4
 ± 3.61x10

4 

d'
 

7.54x10
2
 ± 1.05x10

2 

a
 

7.44x10
2
 ± 1.06x10

2 c’
 

PDD 
Puy-de-Dôme, 

France 

Terrestrial, 
continental, 

mountain peak 

45°46’20”N 
02°57’57’’E 1465 m 

asl 

23/06/2016 - 
21/09/2016 

12 
3.04x10

5
 ± 

4.65x10
5 a

 

4.82x10
3
 ± 1.03x10

4 

a'e'
 

5.77x10
2
 ± 1.41x10

2 

a
 

3.70x10
2
 ± 1.21x10

2 a
’
b
’ 

PDM 
Pic-du-Midi, 

France 

Terrestrial, high-
altitude mountain 

peak 

42°56’11”N 
00°08’34’’E 2876 m 

asl 

20/06/2016 - 
04/10/2016 

13 
1.51x10

5
 ± 

1.27x10
5 a

 

6.40x10
3
 ± 5.86x10

3 

a'd'e'
 

5.78x10
2 
± 1.48x10

2 

a
 

5.14x10
2
 ± 1.49x10

2 b’
 

CHC 
Chacaltaya, 

Bolivia 

Terrestrial, high-
altitude mountain 

peak 

16°20’47”S 
68°07’44’’W 5380 m 

asl 

27/06/2016 - 
11/11/2016 

16 
1.62x10

5
 ± 

1.35x10
5 a

 

1.05x10
3
 ± 1.02x10

3 

e'
 

6.63x10
2
 ± 2.05x10

2 

a
 

3.59x10
2
 ± 7.98x10

1 a
’
 b’

 

NAM Namco, China 
Terrestrial, high-
altitude plateau 

30°46’44”N 
90°59’31’’E 4730 m 

asl 

16/05/2017 - 
14/09/2017 

9 
3.56x10

6
 ± 

3.01x10
6 c

 

4.97x10
3
 ± 3.44x10

3 

a'd'e'
 

6.67x10
2
 ± 7.48x10

1 

a
 

4.00x10
2
 ± 9.08x10

1 a
’
 b’

 

STP 

Storm-Peak 
Laboratory, 

USA 

Terrestrial, high-
altitude mountain 

peak 

40°27’18”N 
106°44’38’’E 3220 m 

asl 

11/07/2017 - 
04/09/2017 

7 
1.63x10

6
 ± 

1.15x10
6 ac

 

8.78x10
4
 ± 6.49x10

4 

a'd'
 

6.62x10
2
 ± 1.18x10

2 

a
 

3.52x10
2
 ± 2.21x10

2 a
’
 b’
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The most abundant bacterial genera overall for all the samples were Bacillus (8.23%), 

Sphingomonas (5.62%), Hymenobacter (4.32%), Romboutsia (2.77%), Methylobacterium 

(2.63%), and Clostridium (2.18%) (a list of the highest 50 genera is shown in supplementary 

Table S4), although their relative contribution to each site varied. A heatmap of the relative 

abundances of the fifty most abundant bacterial genera in each site is represented in Figure 

2. For example, Bacillus averaged 15.63% relative abundance in Puy-de-Dôme samples, but 

only 0.03% in the marine Amsterdam-Island samples. Average bacterial Chao1 richness 

estimations varied between 577 +- 141 (Puy-de-Dôme) and 217 +- 76 (Station-Nord). They did 

not differ significantly (P > 0.05) between sites with the exception of Station-Nord which 

showed the lowest Chao1 value (P = 4.9x10-11) (Table 1). The most abundant fungal species in 

the whole dataset were Pseudotaeniolina globosa (5.44%), Cladophialophora proteae (3.67%), 

Ustilago bullata (3.22%), Alternaria sp (2.60%), and Botryotinia fuckeliana (Botrytis cinerea) 

(2.47%) (a list of the highest 50 species is shown in supplementary Table S5), although their 

relative contribution to each site varied. A heatmap of the relative abundances of the fifty 

most abundant fungal species in each site is represented in Figure 2. For example, 

Pseudotaeniolina globosa averaged 11.47% relative abundance in Puy-de-Dôme samples, but 

less than 0.01% in Station-Nord and Storm-Peak samples. Average fungal Chao1 richness 

estimations were different between the sites (P = 9.5x10-14) with the highest value from 

Grenoble (742 +/- 106) and lowest values from Cape-Point (440 +/-152), Amsterdam-Island 

(225 +/- 45) and Station-Nord (104 +/- 51). The bacterial and fungal Chao1 richness 

estimations correlated with the bacterial and fungal concentrations, respectively (N = 81, R = 

0.61, P = 1.0x10-9 and N = 79, R = 0.58, P = 2.0x10-8, respectively). 
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Figure 2: Heatmaps of the relative abundances (the relative abundances are centered and 
scaled) of the fifty most abundant bacterial genera (a) and fungal species (b) in the dataset. 
The fifty bacterial genera and fungal species are in order of decreasing relative abundance 
from top to bottom. 
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The different temporal samples grouped mainly by their site of origin using the hierarchical 

cluster analyses based on both their bacterial and fungal community structure (Fig. 3; for an 

expanded view see supplementary Fig. S1) and using the bacterial and fungal community 

profiles averaged over the multiple samples per site (Fig. 4 and supplementary Fig. S2). The 

sites grouped into three distinct clusters on both the bacterial and fungal-based trees: one 

cluster included the marine site Amsterdam-Island, the second the polar site Station-Nord and 

the third one included all the terrestrial and non-polar sites including the coastal site Cape-

Point (Fig. 4 and supplementary Fig. S2). The different sites or groups of sites were 

characterized by bacterial genera and fungal species known to be associated to the 

environment type of the site in most cases (supplementary Table S6). The temporal variability 

of the composition of the bacterial and fungal communities at each site was different between 

the sites (P < 2x10-16 for both bacterial and fungal communities; Table 2). Temporal variations 

in the bacterial community structure were not correlated to the variations in the fungal 

community structure (R = 0.13, P = 0.74). The highest temporal variability of the composition 

of the bacterial communities was observed in Cape-Point (similarity index of 3.9), Chacaltaya 

(5.4) and Station-Nord (5.5), while the lowest temporal variability was observed in 

Amsterdam-Island (17.5), Storm-Peak (17.4) and Namco (20.8). The highest temporal 

variability of the composition of the fungal communities was observed in Station-Nord 

(similarity index of 1.6), Puy-de-Dôme (2.95) and Storm-Peak (4.7), while the lowest temporal 

variability was observed in Amsterdam-Island (9.3), Cape-Point (9.3) and Pic-du-Midi (9.6; 

Table 2). We observed eight “outlier” samples (i.e. samples which did not group with the other 

samples of their respective site) out of eighty-two samples using the hierarchical cluster 

analysis based on the bacterial community structure of the individual samples (Fig. 3). Only 

one outlier was observed using the hierarchical cluster analysis based on the fungal 

community structure (Fig. 3). 
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Table 2: Temporal variability of the microbial community structure and meteorological conditions at each site. The similarity index was 
calculated as following: (1 – Bray-Curtis dissimilarity value averaged per site) / standard deviation. The maximum wind speed (m/s) per site, the 
variability of the wind direction (degree), relative humidity (%) and temperature (°C) within a week and between the weeks, the number of 
different landscapes within a perimeter of 50km and the landscape evenness are shown. 

 

Site 

Bacterial 
community 
structure 
similarity 
between 

weeks 
(similarity 

index) 

Fungal 
community 
structure 
similarity 
between 

weeks 
(similarity 

index) 

Number of 
different 

landscapes 
within a 

50km 
perimeter 

Landscape 
evenness 
(Pielou’s 

evenness) 

Maximum 
wind 
speed 
(m/s) 

Wind 
direction 
variability 

within weeks 
(degree) 

Wind 
direction 
variability 
between 

weeks 
(degree) 

Relative 
humidity 
variability 

within 
weeks (%) 

Relative 
humidity 
variability 
between 

weeks (%) 

Temperature 
variability 

within weeks 
(°C) 

Temperature 
variability 
between 

weeks (°C) 

  

AMS 17.5 9.3 1 1 22 62.3 29.8 10.7 4 1.2 1 
CAP 3.9 9.3 4 0.47 26.7 79.5 33.4 11.8 5.6 2.2 1 

GRE 12.5 7.6 5 0.65 9.6 94.5 15.3 17.8 5.8 4.9 2.9 

STN 5.5 1.6 2 0.80 12.1 81.9 28.6 7.7 5.3 2.7 19.4 
PDD 6.81 2.95 4 0,71 31.1 91 34.6 17.6 11.1 3.92 23 

PDM 9.6 9.6 4 0.76 32.5 81.8 32.4 20.3 13.4 2.9 3.3 

CHC 5.4 7.2 6 0.59 20.1 85.3 47.6 21.6 22.4 1.2 1.2 

NAM 20.8 5.3 2 0.66 6.1 29.9 23.2 8.2 6.9 1.2 2.3 

STP 17.4 4.7 3 0.84 13 111.1 37 19.5 10.1 3 2.1 
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Figure 3: Hierarchical cluster analysis (average method) of the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity 
matrices based on the V3-V4 region of (a) the 16S rRNA gene (genus level) and (b) ITS region 
(species level). Colored rectangles correspond to samples of the same site or group of sites 
stated beside the rectangles. Outlier samples (samples which were outside their expected 
group) are circled in grey. Samples are named as follows: site_date.of.sampling. 
 

Potential factors driving chemistry and microbiology 

Samples from the same site tended to group together based on the PM10 chemistry using 

hierarchical cluster analysis (supplementary Fig. S3). Therefore, we calculated the average 

chemical profile for each site and redid the cluster analysis (Fig. 4). The sites were separated 

into three main clusters using a hierarchical cluster analysis based on the average chemical 

profiles (Fig. 4): the first cluster (Amsterdam-Island, Cape-Point) was characterized by high 

relative concentrations of sea salts (Cl, Na), the second (Puy-de-Dôme, Grenoble, Pic-du-Midi, 

Chacaltaya, Namco, Storm-Peak) by higher concentrations of organic carbon, polyols and 

sugars, and the third (Station-Nord) by very low relative concentrations of polyols and sugars 

and lower relative concentrations of sea salts compared to the first cluster (supplementary 

Table S7). The PM10 chemistry was correlated to the bacterial and fungal community 
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structure averaged over the multiple samples per site (Mantel test R = 0.79 P = 0.007 and R = 

0.68 and P = 0.02, respectively) (see RDA figures in supplementary Fig. S4). The differences 

between the marine site (Amsterdam-Island), coastal site (Cape-Point), polar site (Station-

Nord) and terrestrial sites in terms of PM10 chemistry and microbial communities might 

create this correlation. Thus, we looked at the correlation using only the terrestrial sites and 

the correlation between the PM10 chemistry and the bacterial and fungal community 

structure was weaker (R = 0.16, P = 0.33 and R = 0.51, P = 0.03 for bacterial and fungal 

community structure, respectively). 
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Figure 4: Distribution of the sites based on the different data sets (bacterial community 
structure, PM10 chemistry, landscapes, relative contributions of the different landscapes in 
the aerial emission of bacterial cells). 
(a) Hierarchical cluster analysis (average method) on the Euclidean distance matrix based on 
the PM10 chemistry. 
(b) Relative surfaces of the different landscapes surrounding the sites (perimeter of 50 km) 
based on the MODIS land cover approach. 
(c) Relative contributions of the different landscapes in the aerial emission of bacterial cells 
(based on the study of Burrows et al., 2009). 
(d) Hierarchical cluster analysis (average method) on the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix based 
on the bacterial community structure (genus level). 
Bootstrap values in percentage are indicated over each node on both cluster analyses. 
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The different landscapes (e.g., forest, cropland, ocean, etc.) surrounding the sites were 

identified using the MODIS land cover approach (Fig. 4). We weighted the relative surface of 

the different landscapes by their associated bacterial cell concentration reported by Burrows 

et al. (2009)40,41 to predict the relative contribution of each landscape to the aerial emission 

of bacterial cells at each site (Fig. 4). Terrestrial sites grouped together based on the high 

contribution of their terrestrial landscape to the aerial emission of bacterial cells. The average 

PM10 chemical profile for the different sites was only correlated to the relative surfaces of 

the different landscapes when considering all the sites (R = 0.77, P = 0.001), but not when 

considering only the terrestrial sites (R = 0.32, P = 0.1). Both the bacterial and fungal 

communities were correlated to the landscapes over all the sites (R = 0.80, P = 0.001; R = 0.64, 

P = 0.003, respectively). However, unlike the chemistry, the bacterial community structure 

averaged over the multiple samples was correlated to the relative surfaces of the different 

landscapes for the terrestrial sites (R = 0.65, P = 0.004). The same was observed for the fungal 

community structure averaged over the multiple temporal samples which was also correlated 

to the landscapes of the terrestrial sites (R = 0.47, P = 0.05). Although the bacterial community 

distribution was correlated to the fungal community distribution (R = 0.82, P = 0.006), some 

differences were observed. The mountain sites (Namco, Chacaltaya, Storm-Peak and Pic-du-

Midi) grouped together in the cluster analysis based on their bacterial community structure, 

while the sites characterized by croplands as one of their surrounding landscapes (Grenoble, 

Pic-du-Midi, Puy-de-Dôme and Cape-Point) grouped together in the cluster analysis based on 

the fungal community diversity (Fig. 4 and supplementary Fig. S2 for the cluster analysis based 

on the bacterial and fungal diversity, respectively). 

Meteorological characteristics (wind speed and hourly variations in wind direction, relative 

humidity, and temperature over one week and between weeks) were different between the 

sites (Table 2). Puy-de-Dôme, Pic-du-Midi and Cape-Point showed episodes of high wind 

speeds (between 26 and 32 m/s), while the wind speed did not reach 10 m/s in Grenoble and 

Namco. The wind direction varied within the weeks of sampling and also between the multiple 

weekly samples per site, and these variations were not necessarily correlated. For example, 

the wind direction in Grenoble varied continually within the weeks (mean variability within 

weeks: 94.5°), and this variability did not change much between the weeks (mean variability 

between weeks: 34.6°). The wind direction in Chacaltaya changed less within the weeks (35.3°) 

than between the weeks (47.6°). The different temporal variability of both the wind speed and 
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direction led to different wind roses and backward air mass trajectories with different 

directions and lengths at each site (supplementary Fig. S5 and S6). The relative humidity and 

temperature also showed a different temporal (within and between weeks) variability 

depending on the site (Table 2). Multiple linear regressions between the level of temporal 

variability of both the bacterial and fungal community structures at each site and the 

meteorological and surrounding landscape characteristics (number of different landscapes 

and landscape evenness) were calculated. For the variation of bacterial composition over 

time, the regression included the wind direction variability within and between weeks, the 

temperature variability between weeks and the landscape evenness (R squared = 0.93, 

adjusted R squared = 0.82, P = 0.06). For the variation of fungal composition over time, the 

wind speed and temperature variability between weeks were the best parameters (R squared 

= 0.87, adjusted R squared = 0.83, P = 0.002) (supplementary Table S8 and Fig. S7). 

 

Discussion 

Airborne particulate matter (PM) is thought to undergo both short and long-range transport 

(i.e. transport over hundreds of kilometers) depending mainly on particle size42–44. Airborne 

microbial cells might exist both as free cells and in association to PM in the atmosphere45–47. 

This means that the sources, transport duration and deposition processes could be different 

between PM and microbial cells, especially if their size distribution is different. Furthermore, 

the potential transformation processes that they might undergo during atmospheric transport 

are likely to be different. While photochemistry and gas condensation will change the 

chemical composition and size distribution of PM48, selective processes associated mainly to 

UV radiation, desiccation and cold temperatures could lead to the death, sporulation and 

genetic mutations of microbial cells, although the occurrence of these processes in the 

atmosphere have been rarely explored17,49. Thus, a correlation between airborne microbial 

community structure and the chemical composition of PM is unlikely due to their expected 

differential fate during transportation in the atmosphere. So while PM10 chemistry correlated 

to both the bacterial (R = 0.79, P = 0.007) and fungal (R = 0.68, P = 0.02) community structures 

over all the sites, the correlation was considerably less for the terrestrial sites for bacteria (R 

= 0.16, P = 0.33) and fungi (R = 0.51, P = 0.03). The strong correlation observed when 

considering all the sites might be more indicative of strong differences between the different 

ecosystems (marine, polar, coastal and terrestrial) in terms of chemistry and microbial 
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communities than a similar behavior and/or driving processes of the PM10 and microbial cell 

distribution. 

This weak correlation between PM10 chemistry and airborne bacterial communities over the 

terrestrial sites has been observed previously1,18, but certain chemicals might affect specific 

microbial populations without influencing the overall correlation. For example, methylsulfonic 

acid (MSA) was correlated to the genus Acholeplasma (R = 0.88, P = 1.7x10-3). Certain polyol 

concentrations were correlated to the relative abundance of specific fungi (e.g., mannitol-

arabitol and the species Zalerion arboricola R = 0.85, P = 3.9x10-3). Polyols can be major 

components of fungal biomass and have been proposed as a suitable marker for fungal 

spores50. We currently do not know whether these chemistry-microbial genera/species 

correlations are due to similar sources for both PM10 and microorganisms or that the 

chemistry is selecting for these microorganisms during atmospheric transportation.   

The similarity of the sites based on the PM10 chemistry globally matched the similarity of the 

sites based on the characteristics of the landscapes surrounding the sites (Fig. 4). However, 

since the correlation between the chemistry and the characteristics of the surrounding area 

was not very high when considering only the terrestrial sites (R = 0.32, P = 0.1), distant sources 

and/or photochemical transformations (formation of secondary aerosols) likely also 

contribute to the PM10 chemistry distribution. A strong correlation was observed between 

both airborne bacterial (R = 0.80, P = 0.001 with all the sites; R = 0.65, P = 0.004 with only the 

terrestrial sites) and fungal community structure (R = 0.64, P = 0.003 with all the sites; R = 

0.47, P = 0.05 with only the terrestrial sites) and the landscapes (Fig. 4 and supplementary Fig. 

S2). This correlation illustrates the important contribution of the local landscapes to the 

geographical distribution of airborne microorganisms. The landscapes with the most impact 

on the distribution of atmospheric microorganisms between the sites were ice, water, forest, 

grassland and cropland. These landscapes might emit distinct communities as compared to 

the others such as urban landscapes which did not seem to significantly contribute to the 

observed geographical microbial distribution of the sites. Regional environmental factors, and 

specifically, a combination of climate and soil characteristics (but no effect from urbanization) 

have been reported to correlate to the geographical distribution of dust-associated microbial 

communities10. Reports of other smaller-scale studies2,13,16,18 suggested a strong influence of 

the local sources in the spatial distribution of airborne microbial communities. Airborne 

microbial community structure at the coastal site Cape-Point was more similar to that for 
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terrestrial sites than those from marine or polar sites. This might reflect that terrestrial 

landscapes contribute more biomass to airborne microbial communities than oceanic 

landscapes, as was proposed by Burrows et al. (2009)40,41. 

Our airborne bacterial concentrations were mainly correlated to the surrounding landscape. 

We observed the highest atmospheric bacterial concentrations at the grassland sites (Namco, 

Storm-Peak) and urban and cropland sites (Grenoble, Puy-de-Dôme), followed by the coastal 

site (Cape-Point), marine site (Amsterdam-Island) and polar site (Station-Nord). We did not 

observe the highest average concentration of bacteria at the most urban site (Grenoble) as 

expected based on the study of Burrows et al. (2009)40,41, although Grenoble might not be as 

industrial as others reported in the literature1,11. Instead, the highest average concentration 

of bacteria was observed at Namco, which is a remote high-altitude and semi-arid grassland 

site (grassland covers > 80% of the surrounding landscape over 50 km of diameter). Pic-du-

Midi (cropland/vegetation) and Chacaltaya (grassland), which are two high-altitude mountain 

peaks, had relatively low average bacterial concentrations that were comparable to the 

average bacterial concentration of the coastal site Cape-Point. The elevation and steep slopes 

of Pic-du-Midi and Chacaltaya could explain the relatively low airborne bacterial 

concentrations, since they might limit upward migration of aerosolized bacteria from land 

surfaces to peaks. Another explanation could be that Chacaltaya and Pic-du-Midi aerosols 

were sampled mainly from the free-troposphere that has fewer microorganisms than the 

planetary boundary layer. At the Namco site, the calm meteorological conditions (low wind 

speed, low relative humidity and a low precipitation rate), in association with the high dust 

content of the surrounding landscape could explain its high bacterial concentrations. The 

effect of meteorological conditions on airborne microbial concentrations have been 

investigated previously51–53, but the wind speed, for example, could lead to either an increase 

or a decrease in the bacterial concentration depending on its direction, speed and site 

characteristics. 

We hypothesized that meteorological conditions could have an influence on the temporal 

variation of airborne microbial community structure by affecting the relative inputs of 

different microbial populations from different surrounding landscapes. Our data showed that 

the temporal variability of microbial community structure was significantly different between 

the sites and could be correlated (R > 0.80) with wind condition variability, temperature 

variability and/or landscape characteristics (number of different landscapes and landscape 
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evenness). Wind conditions and temperature are both known to affect the aerosolization 

process54,55. The wind speed was an important factor explaining fungal variability as different 

wind speeds might lift up different fungal spore sizes and weights56,57. The characteristics of 

the surrounding landscape (number of different landscapes and landscape evenness) were 

also important factors determining the temporal variability of airborne microbial 

communities. Namco and Amsterdam-Island had relatively low temporal variability of 

airborne bacterial community structure in concordance with their relatively monospecific 

landscapes, grassland and oceanic, respectively. Although Amsterdam-Island site is 

characterized by high wind speed, the presence of an oceanic surface over a large perimeter 

around the site imposed a predominance of homogeneous atmospheric microbial 

communities. Consequently, wind speed and direction could be of importance when the 

surrounding landscape is diverse. Although Grenoble has five different surrounding 

landscapes, the low wind speed (< 9.6 m/s) in Grenoble would lead to a relatively low temporal 

variability of the airborne bacterial community structure. Conversely, the association of 

different surrounding landscapes and a medium (between 12 m/s and 13 m/s) or high wind 

speed (> 22 m/s), as found at the other sites would increase the variability of the composition 

of bacterial communities over time as a function of the wind speed, wind direction variability 

and the number of different landscapes. We think that the changes in the composition of 

airborne bacterial communities might be due to the combined effect of changes in landscapes 

and local meteorological conditions. Changes in seasons will likely affect landscapes and 

meteorological conditions and, therefore, influence microbial community composition13–

16,18,58. 

 

Conclusion 

This is the first worldwide-scale study investigating airborne microbial communities at diverse 

sites in terms of latitudinal position, type of ecosystem, surrounding landscapes and local 

meteorological conditions. We also investigated the atmospheric particulate matter, 

surrounding landscapes via the MODIS land cover approach, and local meteorology to assess 

their role in defining the atmospheric microbial communities. We observed that airborne 

microbial communities were correlated to the surrounding landscapes, although some (minor 

fraction) of the microbial cells might travel over long distances. While two sites sharing similar 

surrounding landscapes will likely get a similar airborne microbial profile, different local 
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meteorological conditions will control the stability of this microbial profile through time. In 

the context of global warming and land use changes atmospheric microbial (including viruses) 

communities should be continually monitored around our planet. 
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Supplementary Information 

Supplementary Information Text 

Material and Methods 

Real-Time qPCR analyses 

16S rRNA gene qPCR. The bacterial cell concentration was approximated by the number of 16S 

rRNA gene copies per cubic meter of air. The V3 region of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified using 

the SensiFast SYBR No-Rox kit (Bioline) and the following primers sequences: Eub 338f 5’-

ACTCCTACGGGAGGCAGCAG-3’ as the forward primer and Eub 518r 5’-ATTACCGCGGCTGCTGG-3’ 

as the reverse primer1 on a Rotorgene 3000 machine (Qiagen). The reaction mixture of 20µL 

contained 10µL of SYBR master mix, 2µL of DNA and RNAse-free water to complete the final 20µL 

volume. The qPCR 2-steps program consisted of an initial step at 95°C for 2min for enzyme 

activation, then 35 cycles of 5sec at 95°C and 20sec at 60°C hybridization and elongation. A final 

step was added to obtain a denaturation from 55°C to 95°C with increments of 1°C.s-1. The 

amplicon length was around 200 bp. PCR products obtained from DNA from a pure culture of 

Escherichia coli were cloned in a plasmid (pCR™2.1-TOPO® vector, Invitrogen) and used as 

standard after quantification with the Broad-Range Qubit Fluorometric Quantification (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific). 

18S rRNA gene qPCR. The fungal cell concentration was approximated by the number of 18S rRNA 

gene copies per cubic meter of air. The region located at the end of the SSU 18S rRNA gene, near 

the ITS1 region, was quantified using the SensiFast SYBR No-Rox kit (Bioline) and the following 
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primers sequences: FR1 5’-AICCATTCAATCGGTAIT-3’ as the forward primer and FF390 5’-

CGATAACGAACGAGACCT-3’ as the reverse primer 2 on a Rotorgene 3000 machine (Qiagen). The 

reaction mixture of 20µL contained 10µL of SYBR master mix, 2µL of DNA and RNAse-free water 

to complete the final 20µL volume. The qPCR 2-steps program consisted of an initial step at 95°C 

for 5min for enzyme activation, then 35 cycles of 15sec at 95°C and 30sec at 60°C hybridization 

and elongation. A final step was added to obtain a denaturation from 55°C to 95°C with 

increments of 1°C.s-1. The amplicon length was around 390 bp. PCR products obtained from DNA 

from a soil sample were cloned in a plasmid (pCR™2.1-TOPO® vector, Invitrogen) and used as 

standard after quantification with the Broad-Range Qubit Fluorometric Quantification (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific). 

 

MiSeq Illumina amplicon sequencing 

Library preparation. The V3-V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified using the Platinum Taq 

Polymerase (ThermoFisher Scientific) using the following primer sequences: 5'-

TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGCCTACGGGNGGCWGCAG-3’ as the forward primer 

sequence, and 5'-TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGCCTACGGGNGGCWGCAG-3’ as 

the reverse primer sequence. The PCR program used was: 95°C for 3 minutes, 35 cycles of 95°C 

for 30 seconds, 55°C for 30 seconds and 72°C for 30 seconds, then a final step of 72°C for 5 

minutes. The average amplicon size was 550 bp. 

To test the reproducibility of the molecular biology analyses, we divided by two (technical 

duplicates) two samples (AMS_10.09.2016 and PDD_21.12.2016) and did separately the different 

analyses from the DNA extraction to the 16s rRNA gene sequencing. 

The ITS2 region was amplified using the Platinum Taq Polymerase (ThermoFisher Scientific) using 

the following primer sequences: ILL_5.8S_Fun 5' 

TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGAACTTTYRRCAAYGGATCWCT 3’ as the forward 

primer sequence, and ILL_ITS4_Fun 5' 

GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGAGCCTCCGCTTATTGATATGCTTAART  3’ as the 

reverse primer sequence3. The PCR program used was: 95°C for 3 minutes, 35 cycles of 95°C for 

30 seconds, 56°C for 30 seconds and 72°C for 60 seconds, then a final step of 72°C for 10 minutes. 

The average amplicon size was 510 bp. 

The other steps of the library preparation (amplicon PCR clean-up, index PCR, index PCR clean-up, 

normalization and pooling) were performed following the Illumina library preparation protocol 
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(“16S Metagenomic Sequencing Library Preparation”). The amplicons were sequenced by a 

paired-end MiSeq sequencing using the technology V3 (16S rRNA gene) and V2 (ITS) of Illumina 

with 2 x 250 cycles. The adapter sequences were removed by internal Illumina software at the 

end of the sequencing. Samples under 6000 raw reads were removed from the dataset with the 

exception of the arctic Station-Nord samples.  

Reads quality filtering and taxonomic annotation. The base quality of the reads 1 and reads 2 

was controlled (quality filtering using Q20) using tools of the FASTX-Toolkit software 

(http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/). PANDAseq4 was used to assemble the read 1 and the 

read 2 using the RDP algorithm, a minimum and maximum length of the resulting sequence of 410 

bp and 500 bp for 16S rRNA gene sequencing, and 390 bp and 500 bp for ITS region sequencing, 

a minimum and maximum overlap length of 20 bp and 100 bp. The resulting sequences were 

stripped out from the primers and annotated at the genus or species level by RDP Classifier5 using 

the RDP 16srrna and fungallsu databases for 16S rRNA gene and ITS sequencing, respectively, and 

an assignment confidence cutoff of 0.6. Sequence analyses were done on the Newton 

supercalculator of the Ecole Centrale de Lyon. The number of sequences per sample and the 

percentage of sequences annotated at the genus (bacteria) and species (fungi) level were 

evaluated using a home-made R script (Supplementary Table S1). The sequences annotated as 

chloroplasts were removed.  

 

Supplementary Information Figures  
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Figure S1: Hierarchical cluster analysis (average method) of the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrices 
based on the V3-V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene (a) and ITS region (b). Samples are named as 
follows: site_date.of.sampling. 
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Figure S2: Distribution of the sites based on their (a) average chemical profile, (b) average 
fungal community profile, (c) relative surfaces of the different landscapes surrounding the 
sites, (d) relative contributions of the landscapes in the emission of bacterial cells based 
on the concentration estimates per landscape reported in Burrows et al. (2009)6. 

(a) Hierarchical cluster analysis (average method) on the Euclidean dissimilarity matrix 
calculated on the average composition in chemical species at each site. 

(b) Hierarchical cluster analysis (average method) on the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix 
calculated on the average composition in fungal species at each site. 

(c) Hierarchical cluster analysis (average method) on the Euclidean distance matrix 
calculated on the relative surfaces of the different landscapes 

(d)Hierarchical cluster analysis (average method) on the Euclidean distance matrix 
calculated on the relative contributions of the different landscapes in the aerial emission 
of bacterial cells. The expected average bacterial concentrations found above each 
landscape are based on the study of Burrows et al. (2009)6.  

Bootstrap values in percentage are indicated over each node. 
  

a 

d 

c 
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Figure S3: Hierarchical cluster analysis (average method) on the Euclidean distance matrix 
calculated on the PM10 chemistry data. Color rectangles correspond to the samples of 
the same site or group of sites stated beside the rectangles. 
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Figure S4: Distance-based RDA analyses. Part of variation in the distribution of both the 
bacterial (a) and fungal (b) community profile averaged by site explained by several 
chemical variables (non collinear variables having a VIF > 10) on the first two axes.  
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Figure S5: Wind roses covering the sampling time at each site. 
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Figure S6: Backward trajectories calculated over 3 days (maximum height from sea level: 
1 km) at each site using HYSPLIT.
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Figure S7: Q-Q plots of the multiple linear regressions. (a) Comparison between the 
observed temporal variability values based on bacterial communities and the theoretical 
model (explaining variables: wind direction variability between and within weeks, 
temperature variability between weeks and landscape evenness); (b) Comparison 
between the observed temporal variability values based on fungal communities and the 
theoretical model (explaining variables: maximum wind speed and temperature 
variability between weeks). 
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Supplementary Information Tables 

 

Table S1: Sampling starting date, collected volume, raw read number and percentage of 
annotated sequences using RDP Classifier for both 16s rRNA gene and ITS sequencings for 
each sample. Blank cells indicate that the sample was removed from the dataset because 
of low read number (<6000 reads, except arctic Station-Nord samples which might have 
<6000 reads). 

        16s rRNA gene sequencing ITS sequencing 

Sample name Site number 

Standardized 

collected air 

volume (m
3
) 

Sampling starting date 

(ending date 7 days after, 

same hour) 

(month/day/year) 

Raw read 

number 

Percentage of 

filtered sequences 

annotated to the 

genus level using 

RDP Classifier (%) 

Raw read 

number 

Percentage of filtered 

sequences annotated to 

the species level using 

RDP Classifier (%) 

AMS_10/09/2016 AMS S1 5232 09/10/16 62953 61.5 36823 41.8 
AMS_17/09/2016 AMS S2 5266 09/17/16 12741 58.9 37244 42.7 
AMS_24/09/2016 AMS S3 4985 09/24/16 78891 50.7 6534 40.8 
AMS_01/10/2016 AMS S4 5182 10/01/16 45843 46.9 21370 40.7 
AMS_08/10/2016 AMS S5 4449 10/08/16 85337 51.5 31399 33.1 
AMS_14/10/2016 AMS S6 5282 10/14/16 58765 49.2 29509 43.6 
AMS_21/10/2016 AMS S7 5059 10/21/16   31671 41.5 
AMS_28/10/2016 AMS S8 5153 10/28/16 83908 43.4 26055 42.1 
AMS_04/11/2016 AMS S9 5035 11/04/16 26816 54.7 20906 42.8 
CAP_14/10/2016 CAP S1 4630 10/14/16 29049 64.6 14092 55.3 
CAP_21/10/2016 CAP S2 4679 10/21/16 126203 54.9 36185 49.7 
CAP_28/10/2016 CAP S3 545 10/28/16 109434 57.8 32413 50.5 
CAP_04/11/2016 CAP S4 4695 11/04/16 150604 55.7 35135 58.2 
CAP_11/11/2016 CAP S5 4667 11/11/16 108178 63.0 34074 47.4 
CAP_18/11/2016 CAP S6 4673 11/18/16 108286 61.3 20212 47.8 
CAP_25/11/2016 CAP S7 4668 11/25/16 129262 58.1 22404 41.1 
CHC_01/07/2016 CHC S1 1284 07/01/16 90867 57.5 22514 32.4 
CHC_09/09/2017 CHC S10 1157 09/09/17 192437 62.4 24981 31.8 
CHC_16/09/2016 CHC S11 824 09/16/16 8310 64.8   
CHC_23/09/2016 CHC S12 1148 09/23/16 22575 63.3 12635 24.0 
CHC_30/09/2016 CHC S13 1163 09/30/16 189657 58.4 59249 27.2 
CHC_14/10/2016 CHC S14 1151 10/14/16 38877 64.1   
CHC_21/10/2016 CHC S15 1154 10/21/16 90828  35825 23.8 
CHC_28/10/2016 CHC S16 1220 10/28/16 14370  38071 24.5 
CHC_08/07/2016 CHC S2 1284 07/08/16 180240 60.2   
CHC_15/07/2016 CHC S3 1289 07/15/16 89332 61.2 27833 30.5 
CHC_29/07/2016 CHC S4 1155 07/29/16 25325 58.6   
CHC_05/08/2016 CHC S5 1157 08/05/16 90048 61.0 24885 32.3 
CHC_12/08/2016 CHC S6 1160 08/12/16 163307 60.8 26773 28.7 
CHC_19/08/2016 CHC S7 1158 08/19/16 94984 60.4 32254 29.2 
CHC_26/08/2016 CHC S8 1158 08/26/16 112875 59.1 40067 32.5 
CHC_02/09/2016 CHC S9 1156 09/02/16 48009 56.9 32250 30.0 
GRE_03/07/2017 GRE S16 4688 07/03/17 42508 62.5 37691 38.6 
GRE_10/07/2017 GRE S17 4717 07/10/17 50677 63.7 40657 24.8 
GRE_17/07/2017 GRE S18 4677 07/17/17 64385 61.7 35547 34.4 
GRE_24/07/2017 GRE S19 4718 07/24/17 34806 60.9 20997 52.5 
GRE_31/07/2017 GRE S20 4665 07/31/17 53090 68.2 27444 49.3 
GRE_07/08/2017 GRE S21 4762 08/07/17 37646 60.4 27978 48.2 
GRE_14/08/2017 GRE S22 4729 08/14/17 57103 64.5 30992 42.8 
GRE_21/08/2017 GRE S23 4707 08/21/17 35248 65.3 19205 54.0 
GRE_28/08/2017 GRE S24 4744 08/28/17 49012 62.4 37441 51.4 
GRE_04/09/2017 GRE S25 4742 09/04/17 31545 61.8 34026 52.4 
NAM_17/05/2017 NAM S1 5511 05/17/17 44324 50.3 16320 34.4 
NAM_25/05/2017 NAM S2 5503 05/25/17 41233 54.9 19277 32.7 
NAM_02/06/2017 NAM S3 5513 06/02/17 50773 50.2 21024 29.1 
NAM_13/06/2017 NAM S4 4218 06/13/17 47395 51.1 23504 31.8 
NAM_20/06/2017 NAM S5 5418 06/20/17 19614 57.4 19270 34.0 
NAM_29/06/2017 NAM S6 5415 06/29/17   20615 23.8 
NAM_07/07/2017 NAM S7 5483 07/07/17 42211 57.2 21025 19.7 
NAM_14/07/2017 NAM S8 5413 07/14/17 52028 58.5 12525 23.5 
NAM_21/07/2017 NAM S9 5465 07/21/17 48018 55.1 22636 33.6 
PDD_29/06/2016 PDD S1 8610 06/29/16 63115 67.9 15813 48.5 
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PDD_01/09/2016 PDD S10 8610 09/01/16 42068 60.8 25941 17.8 
PDD_07/09/2016 PDD S11 8578 09/07/16 45669 53.3 39370 15.7 
PDD_14/09/2016 PDD S12 8675 09/14/16 59341 56.7 26614 46.3 
PDD_21/09/2016 PDD S13 8463 09/21/16 58601 60.8 42164 12.3 
PDD_06/07/2016 PDD S2 8230 07/06/16 51661 42.2 17016 44.1 
PDD_13/07/2016 PDD S3 8591 07/13/16 51967 61.9 27368 38.8 
PDD_20/07/2016 PDD S4 8769 07/20/16 82471 65.7 31202 54.7 
PDD_03/08/2016 PDD S6 8447 08/03/16 41648 67.1 21891 24.3 
PDD_10/08/2016 PDD S7 8476 08/10/16 50687 65.3 25038 24.4 
PDD_17/08/2016 PDD S8 8552 08/17/16 39687 64.3 24683 20.0 
PDD_24/08/2016 PDD S9 8817 08/24/16 57870 66.3 20751 18.5 
PDM_20/06/2016 PDM S1 9664 06/20/16 51437 82.0 16290 30.3 
PDM_23/08/2016 PDM S10 7956 08/23/16 54036 61.2 27868 18.1 
PDM_13/09/2016 PDM S11 7931 09/13/16 85531 65.1 26033 17.0 
PDM_20/09/2016 PDM S12 7853 09/20/16 28412 62.5 34125 11.7 
PDM_06/09/2016 PDM S13 7867 09/06/16 66574 61.6 20450 15.0 
PDM_27/09/2641 PDM S14 7985 09/27/41 29506 60.7 21092 13.9 
PDM_29/06/2016 PDM S2 6803 06/29/16 22167 70.0   
PDM_12/07/2016 PDM S4 7550 07/12/16 171749 72.0 27356 18.5 
PDM_19/07/2016 PDM S5 8040 07/19/16 38153 64.2 13360 32.2 
PDM_26/07/2016 PDM S6 7794 07/26/16 41907 63.9 29215 18.4 
PDM_02/08/2016 PDM S7 8103 08/02/16 61278 61.4 9943 19.2 
PDM_09/08/2016 PDM S8 7747 09/08/16   8295 25.0 
PDM_16/08/2016 PDM S9 8100 08/16/16 54431 67.1 4386 25.9 
STN_27/03/2017 STN S1 5153 03/27/17 8937 70.7   
STN_29/05/2017 STN S10 5273 05/29/17 155 20.6 2638 43.2 
STN_05/06/2017 STN S11 5333 06/05/17 10926 67.9 3166 25.5 
STN_12/06/2017 STN S12 5319 06/12/17 15440 63.7 25940 29.1 
STN_19/06/2017 STN S13 5315 06/19/17 28385 61.6 17579 30.8 
STN_03/04/2017 STN S2 5130 04/03/17 970 24.5   
STN_10/04/2017 STN S3 5085 04/10/17 8738 66.7   
STN_17/04/2017 STN S4 5128 04/17/17 1315 58.6   
STN_24/04/2017 STN S5 5171 04/24/17 5856 64.4   
STN_01/05/2016 STN S6 5154 05/01/16 2343 64.7   
STN_08/05/2017 STN S7 5186 05/08/17 1744 74.1   
STN_15/05/2017 STN S8 5246 05/15/17 47026 43.1   
STN_22/05/2017 STN S9 5257 05/22/17 1951 64.5   
STP_14/07/2017 STP S1 11213 07/14/17 38363 64.0 17061 17.6 
STP_21/07/2017 STP S2 9333 07/21/17 36037 67.0 23616 13.5 
STP_28/07/2017 STP S3 5702 07/28/17 43072 63.3 30811 18.4 
STP_04/08/2017 STP_S4 5702 04/08/17   13396 30.9 
STP_11/08/2017 STP_S5 5702 11/08/17   15977 24.8 
STP_18/08/2017 STP_S6 5702 08/18/17   26082 29.5 
STP_25/08/2017 STP S7 5702 08/25/17 27320 62.2 33239 34.0 
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Table S2: Presentation of the different MODIS land covers from Friedl et al. (2002)7. 
 

MODIS land cover Definition 

Evergreen needleleaf forest 
Lands dominated by needleleaf woody vegetation with a percent cover > 60% and height 
exceeding 2 m. Almost all trees remain green all year. Canopy is never without green foliage. 

Evergreen broadleaf forest 

Lands dominated by broadleaf woody vegetation with a percent cover > 60% and height 
exceeding 2 m. Almost all trees and shrubs remain green year round. Canopy is never 
without green foliage. 

Mixed forest 
Lands dominated by trees with a percent cover > 60% and height exceeding 2 m. Consists of 
tree communities with interspersed mixtures or mosaics of the other four forest types. 

Closed shrublands 
Lands with woody vegetation less than 2 m tall and with shrub canopy cover > 60%. The 
shrub foliage can be either evergreen or deciduous. 

Open shrublands 
Lands with woody vegetation less than 2 m tall and with shrub canopy cover between 10% 
and 60%. The shrub foliage can be either evergreen or deciduous. 

Grasslands Lands with herbaceous types of cover. Tree and shrub cover is less than 10%. 

Croplands 
Lands covered with temporary crops followed by harvest and a bare soil period (e.g., single 
and multiple cropping systems) 

Urban Land covered by buildings and other man-made structures. 

Cropland or vegetation 
Lands with a mosaic of croplands, forests, shrubland and grasslands in which no one 
component comprises more than 60% of the landscape. 

Snow or ice Lands under snow/ice cover throughout the year. 
Water Oceans, seas, lakes, reservoirs, and rivers. Can be either fresh or salt water bodies. 
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Table S3: Estimation of mean bacterial cell concentration per cubic meter of air in near-
surface air above the different landscapes reported in Burrows et al. (2009)6,8. The « best 
estimates » have been used. 
  

Earth surface 
Bacterial concentration estimation in cells/m

3
 of  air above the 

Earth surface, by Burrows et al. (2009) 

Land ice 5.0x10
3
 

Seas 1.0x10
4
 

Coastal 7.6x10
4
 

Forests 5.6x10
4
 

Crops 1.1x10
5
 

Grasslands 1.1x10
5
 

Urban 1.2x10
5
 

Shrubs 3.5x10
5
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Table S4: Total abundance (number of annotated sequences), contribution in each site and relative abundance per site of the first fifty 
most abundant bacterial genera  
 

        Genus contribution in each site (%) Relative abundance of each genus per site (%) 

Bacterial genus Bacterial family 

Total 

number 

of each 

genus 

Genus 

contributi

on (%) 

AMS_% CAP_% CHC_% GRE_% NAM_% PDD_% PDM_% STN_% STP_% AMS CAP CHC GRE NAM PDD PDM STN STP 

Total number of 
sequences per site 

            220769 419353 810507 232126 172895 1107323 240389 72244 52500 

Bacillus Bacillaceae 273852 8.23 0.03 11.67 13.63 4.07 0.71 63.21 5.44 0.15 1.08 0.03 7.62 4.61 4.8 1.12 15.63 6.2 0.57 5.63 
Sphingomonas Sphingomonadaceae 187036 5.62 6.83 7.86 9.35 15.13 3.75 43.7 9.69 2.12 1.57 5.78 3.5 2.16 12.19 4.06 7.38 7.54 5.48 5.58 
Hymenobacter Cytophagaceae 143844 4.32 3.94 2.29 8.78 4.65 2.83 70.7 3.73 2.42 0.66 2.56 0.79 1.56 2.88 2.35 9.18 2.23 4.82 1.8 
Romboutsia Peptostreptococcaceae 92185 2.77 0.03 3.37 30.62 3.24 1.53 53.89 6.3 0.25 0.77 0.01 0.74 3.48 1.29 0.81 4.49 2.41 0.32 1.36 
Methylobacterium Methylobacteriaceae 87488 2.63 2.1 2.99 9.81 10.16 0.48 64.25 5.57 3.91 0.73 0.83 0.62 1.06 3.83 0.24 5.08 2.03 4.74 1.22 
Clostridium_sensu_str
icto 

Clostridiaceae 72660 2.18 0.07 17.05 17.46 3.78 0.32 46.81 13.08 0.65 0.8 0.02 2.95 1.56 1.18 0.13 3.07 3.95 0.65 1.1 

Thermoactinomyces Thermoactinomycetaceae 62956 1.89 0.1 0.9 1.93 14.45 0.06 80.94 1.33 0.07 0.21 0.03 0.13 0.15 3.92 0.02 4.6 0.35 0.06 0.25 
Segetibacter Chitinophagaceae 50313 1.51 0.03 0.85 80.4 0.33 8.41 3.27 3.45 0.56 2.7 0.01 0.1 4.99 0.07 2.45 0.15 0.72 0.39 2.58 
Turicibacter Erysipelotrichaceae 43272 1.3 0.02 5.08 27.17 3.12 0.67 50.52 11 0.26 2.16 0 0.52 1.45 0.58 0.17 1.97 1.98 0.15 1.78 
Modestobacter Geodermatophilaceae 40533 1.22 0.01 1.1 71.28 1.42 19.63 1.69 2.45 0.41 2 0 0.11 3.56 0.25 4.6 0.06 0.41 0.23 1.55 
Clostridium_XI Peptostreptococcaceae 39826 1.2 0.32 45.31 12.33 0.93 0.41 37.96 2.15 0.01 0.56 0.06 4.3 0.61 0.16 0.1 1.37 0.36 0.01 0.43 
Blastococcus Geodermatophilaceae 37783 1.14 0.17 5.16 45.98 5.17 21.08 5.08 12.27 2.25 2.83 0.03 0.46 2.14 0.84 4.61 0.17 1.93 1.18 2.04 
Sporosarcina Planococcaceae 36476 1.1 0.18 18.53 12.13 2.06 1.44 58.62 5.46 0.61 0.96 0.03 1.61 0.55 0.32 0.3 1.93 0.83 0.31 0.67 
Gemmatimonas Gemmatimonadaceae 33981 1.02 0.05 10.09 41.84 2.81 15.8 7.9 15.01 3.86 2.66 0.01 0.82 1.75 0.41 3.1 0.24 2.12 1.81 1.72 
Nocardioides Nocardioidaceae 32978 0.99 3.13 12.97 35.96 8.92 6.33 15.03 10.29 4.87 2.49 0.47 1.02 1.46 1.27 1.21 0.45 1.41 2.22 1.57 
Arthrobacter Micrococcaceae 31139 0.94 0.2 6.29 55.43 3.16 6.56 11.33 12 1.09 3.94 0.03 0.47 2.13 0.42 1.18 0.32 1.55 0.47 2.34 
Lysinibacillus Planococcaceae 26959 0.81 0 7.12 10.75 7.22 0.76 65.45 7.16 0.02 1.51 0 0.46 0.36 0.84 0.12 1.59 0.8 0.01 0.78 
Pseudomonas Pseudomonadaceae 26068 0.78 2.06 6.5 12.08 10.96 0.85 61.14 4.93 0.33 1.17 0.24 0.4 0.39 1.23 0.13 1.44 0.53 0.12 0.58 
Massilia Oxalobacteraceae 25505 0.77 0.33 3.68 22.55 17.93 2.47 34.12 13 1.76 4.14 0.04 0.22 0.71 1.97 0.36 0.79 1.38 0.62 2.01 
Rubellimicrobium Rhodobacteraceae 25361 0.76 0.02 9 40.2 13.53 14.77 8.98 9.21 2.1 2.19 0 0.54 1.26 1.48 2.17 0.21 0.97 0.74 1.06 
Corynebacterium Corynebacteriaceae 25258 0.76 0.26 8.07 57.17 7.38 6.24 9.16 5.85 3.42 2.46 0.03 0.49 1.78 0.8 0.91 0.21 0.61 1.19 1.18 
Kallotenue Kallotenuaceae 24017 0.72 0.01 1.53 82.41 1.1 6.87 1.74 4.8 0.1 1.44 0 0.09 2.44 0.11 0.95 0.04 0.48 0.03 0.66 
GpI Family I 22539 0.68 0.15 6.15 34.33 6.57 21.62 24.5 1.4 4.32 0.97 0.01 0.33 0.95 0.64 2.82 0.5 0.13 1.35 0.42 
Domibacillus Bacillaceae 21850 0.66 0.01 5.63 6.76 1.37 0.34 72.77 11.64 0.65 0.82 0 0.29 0.18 0.13 0.04 1.44 1.06 0.2 0.34 
Pedobacter Sphingobacteriaceae 21674 0.65 2.69 2.54 13.87 12.28 1.73 56.59 7.01 1.29 1.99 0.26 0.13 0.37 1.15 0.22 1.11 0.63 0.39 0.82 
Aquisphaera Planctomycetaceae 21573 0.65 0.68 4.58 61.16 2.48 11.38 5.99 5.81 5.22 2.7 0.07 0.24 1.63 0.23 1.42 0.12 0.52 1.56 1.11 
Gp6 - 20902 0.63 0.12 13 27.06 6.07 14.4 13.34 17.18 6.06 2.77 0.01 0.65 0.7 0.55 1.74 0.25 1.49 1.75 1.1 
Gp16 - 20886 0.63 0.08 6.45 36.46 4.12 15.01 12.97 16.48 6.64 1.79 0.01 0.32 0.94 0.37 1.81 0.24 1.43 1.92 0.71 
Marmoricola Nocardioidaceae 20014 0.6 2.21 11.98 44.44 6.86 8.87 12.45 8.27 2.58 2.33 0.2 0.57 1.1 0.59 1.03 0.22 0.69 0.72 0.89 
Tumebacillus Alicyclobacillaceae 19727 0.59 0.01 6.34 5.01 3.53 0.2 78.26 5.51 0.03 1.12 0 0.3 0.12 0.3 0.02 1.39 0.45 0.01 0.42 
Anaerobacter Ruminococcaceae 19298 0.58 0.12 15.49 16.58 3.39 0.4 48.8 14.44 0.09 0.69 0.01 0.71 0.39 0.28 0.05 0.85 1.16 0.02 0.25 
Nakamurella Nakamurellaceae 18866 0.57 0.61 1.41 16.44 2.33 0.82 74.03 3.15 0.22 0.99 0.05 0.06 0.38 0.19 0.09 1.26 0.25 0.06 0.36 
Geodermatophilus Geodermatophilaceae 18516 0.56 0.75 5.28 21.72 5.47 27.64 14.23 15.23 2.93 6.77 0.06 0.23 0.5 0.44 2.96 0.24 1.17 0.75 2.39 
Planomicrobium Planococcaceae 18505 0.56 0 1.1 72.73 1.6 7.71 3.27 9.53 0.02 4.03 0 0.05 1.66 0.13 0.83 0.05 0.73 0.01 1.42 
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Terrisporobacter Peptostreptococcaceae 18212 0.55 0.02 8.15 23.01 2.6 0.43 48.91 16.62 0.01 0.24 0 0.35 0.52 0.2 0.05 0.8 1.26 0 0.08 
Kocuria Micrococcaceae 17994 0.54 0.04 6.2 77.68 3.01 1.91 2.36 4.83 0.31 3.66 0 0.27 1.72 0.23 0.2 0.04 0.36 0.08 1.25 
Paenibacillus Paenibacillaceae 17951 0.54 0.03 9.43 13.98 4.95 0.53 65.33 4.92 0.03 0.8 0 0.4 0.31 0.38 0.06 1.06 0.37 0.01 0.27 
Streptomyces Streptomycetaceae 17828 0.54 0.83 61.18 10.07 16.1 2.05 4.52 4.15 0.09 1.01 0.07 2.6 0.22 1.24 0.21 0.07 0.31 0.02 0.34 
Geminicoccus - 17678 0.53 0.53 5.71 23.01 2.73 56.46 2.33 6.68 1.38 1.18 0.04 0.24 0.5 0.21 5.77 0.04 0.49 0.34 0.4 
Roseomonas Acetobacteraceae 17545 0.53 0.56 7.89 38.38 7.31 9.69 14.48 7.19 11.38 3.12 0.04 0.33 0.83 0.55 0.98 0.23 0.52 2.76 1.04 
Microvirga Methylobacteriaceae 17530 0.53 0 6.09 30.29 3.57 35.22 7.42 14.5 0.22 2.69 0 0.25 0.66 0.27 3.57 0.12 1.06 0.05 0.9 
Gaiella Rubrobacteraceae 17391 0.52 0.1 5.52 21.48 6.21 17 17.91 24.18 6.12 1.49 0.01 0.23 0.46 0.47 1.71 0.28 1.75 1.47 0.49 
Rubritalea Rubritaleaceae 16949 0.51 49.96 49.85 0.01 0.03 0 0.11 0 0 0.05 3.84 2.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.02 
Sphingobacterium Sphingobacteriaceae 16777 0.5 0.01 91.94 1.17 2.65 0.46 2.66 0.9 0 0.21 0 3.68 0.02 0.19 0.05 0.04 0.06 0 0.07 
Skermanella Rhodospirillaceae 16319 0.49 0 2.87 45.74 3.59 21.48 5.48 14.07 4.81 1.95 0 0.11 0.92 0.25 2.03 0.08 0.96 1.09 0.61 
Gp3  16292 0.49 0.06 6.3 70.8 1.52 5.71 5.68 6.21 2.12 1.61 0 0.24 1.42 0.11 0.54 0.08 0.42 0.48 0.5 
Paracoccus Rhodobacteraceae 16202 0.49 2.17 22.55 46.54 9.96 2.04 7.65 6.79 1.08 1.22 0.16 0.87 0.93 0.7 0.19 0.11 0.46 0.24 0.38 
Acidisphaera Acetobacteraceae 15887 0.48 0.22 0.36 13.57 0.57 0.14 84.38 0.6 0.09 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.27 0.04 0.01 1.21 0.04 0.02 0.02 
Phenylobacterium Caulobacteraceae 15797 0.47 0.81 11.92 22.74 3.02 1.27 35.85 6.9 16.43 1.06 0.06 0.45 0.44 0.21 0.12 0.51 0.45 3.59 0.32 
Ornithinimicrobium Intrasporangiaceae 15755 0.47 0.06 12.19 66.07 2.93 3.2 3.81 7.88 0.3 3.56 0 0.46 1.28 0.2 0.29 0.05 0.52 0.07 1.07 
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Table S5: Total abundance (number of annotated sequences), contribution in each site and relative abundance per site of the first fifty 
most abundant fungal species 
 

        Genus contribution in each site (%) Relative abundance of each genus per site (%) 

Fungal species Fungal family 

Total 

number 

of each 

genus 

Genus 

contributi

on (%) 

AMS_% CAP_% CHC_% GRE_% 
NAM_

% 
PDD_% PDM_% STN_% STP_% AMS CAP CHC GRE NAM PDD PDM STN STP 

Total number of sequences 
per site 

             98965 97585 108560 135543 51672 507133 39325 14920 39006 

Pseudotaeniolina globosa 
Capnodiales_Incertae 
sedis 

59485 5.44 1.25 0.7 0.22 0.02 0.01 97.77 0.04 0 0 0.75 0.42 0.12 0.01 0.01 11.47 0.07 0 0 

Cladophialophora proteae Herpotrichiellaceae 40075 3.67 0 0 0 0 0 99.99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.9 0 0 0 
Ustilago bullata Ustilaginaceae 35197 3.22 0 0.19 16.23 0.03 0.05 14.11 3.48 0 65.9 0 0.07 5.26 0.01 0.04 0.98 3.12 0 59.47 
Alternaria sp BMP_2012 Pleosporaceae 28415 2.6 0 16.66 0.01 4.58 0 71.68 7 0.05 0 0 4.85 0 0.96 0 4.02 5.06 0.1 0 
Botryotinia fuckeliana Sclerotiniaceae 26986 2.47 3.6 2.87 5.94 10.96 1.16 48.21 8.56 17.27 1.42 0.98 0.79 1.48 2.18 0.6 2.57 5.88 31.23 0.98 
Cladophialophora 
minutissima 

Herpotrichiellaceae 20181 1.85 0 0 0.11 0 0 99.86 0.02 0 0 0 0 0.02 0 0 3.97 0.01 0 0 

Naevala minutissima Dermateaceae 18791 1.72 0.01 0 0.01 6.39 0.45 83.2 4.08 5.1 0.76 0 0 0 0.89 0.16 3.08 1.95 6.43 0.36 
Erysiphe alphitoides Erysiphaceae 15581 1.43 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.03 99.22 0.63 0 0.03 0 0 0 0.01 0.01 3.05 0.25 0 0.01 
Preussia minima Sporormiaceae 15218 1.39 0 0.09 1.89 1.11 0.04 96.15 0.63 0 0.09 0 0.01 0.27 0.12 0.01 2.89 0.24 0 0.03 
Lophodermium agathidis Rhytismataceae 15133 1.38 92.59 0.27 0.11 0.53 0.5 1.08 4.51 0.01 0.39 14.16 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.15 0.03 1.73 0.01 0.15 
Coriolopsis trogii Polyporaceae 14697 1.35 0 1.07 0.33 94.69 0.22 1.51 2.17 0 0.01 0 0.16 0.04 10.27 0.06 0.04 0.81 0 0.01 
Sporidiobolus sp 
JPS_2007a 

Sporidiobolaceae 12897 1.18 7.09 75.21 0.04 3.25 0.01 12.88 1.25 0.01 0.26 0.92 9.94 0 0.31 0 0.33 0.41 0.01 0.09 

Toxicocladosporium 
rubrigenum 

Capnodiales_Incertae 
sedis 

12331 1.13 1.1 13.09 29.25 1.18 40.35 10.99 2.72 0.43 0.89 0.14 1.65 3.32 0.11 9.63 0.27 0.85 0.36 0.28 

Ustilago hordei Ustilaginaceae 11219 1.03 0 9.61 59.06 0.01 10.46 11.28 1.05 0 8.53 0 1.1 6.1 0 2.27 0.25 0.3 0 2.45 

Sarcinomyces petricola 
Pezizomycotina_Incert
ae sedis 

10886 1 0.02 0.12 1.4 0.06 0.45 97.61 0.31 0 0.03 0 0.01 0.14 0.01 0.09 2.1 0.09 0 0.01 

Leptosphaerulina 
chartarum 

Didymellaceae 10866 0.99 0.02 16.54 3.43 5.37 0 69.83 4.77 0 0.05 0 1.84 0.34 0.43 0 1.5 1.32 0 0.01 

Cryptococcus victoriae Tremellaceae 10825 0.99 7.64 12.38 9.53 2.84 1.26 57.93 7.5 0 0.92 0.84 1.37 0.95 0.23 0.26 1.24 2.06 0 0.26 
Microdochium phragmitis Hyponectriaceae 10701 0.98 95.65 0.19 0.61 0 0.02 2.51 0.98 0.04 0 10.34 0.02 0.06 0 0 0.05 0.27 0.03 0 

Epicoccum sp JJP_2009a 
Pleosporales_Incertae 
sedis 

10308 0.94 0.56 0.28 2.58 2.49 0.62 88.32 4.74 0.06 0.34 0.06 0.03 0.25 0.19 0.12 1.8 1.24 0.04 0.09 

Eurotium amstelodami Trichocomaceae 9965 0.91 0 0.09 2.17 2.09 0.17 94.17 1.19 0 0.12 0 0.01 0.2 0.15 0.03 1.85 0.3 0 0.03 
Cladosporium langeronii Mycosphaerellaceae 9854 0.9 0.58 70.13 11.8 9.38 0.73 6.32 0.9 0 0.15 0.06 7.08 1.07 0.68 0.14 0.12 0.23 0 0.04 

Chalara hyalocuspica 
Pezizomycotina_Incert
ae sedis 

9675 0.89 91.49 0.23 0.06 0.6 0.85 5.75 0.81 0.18 0.04 8.94 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.16 0.11 0.2 0.11 0.01 

Aureobasidium pullulans 
var subglaciale 

Dothioraceae 9601 0.88 0.01 0.08 86.67 0.26 5.17 4.67 1.9 0 1.25 0 0.01 7.66 0.02 0.96 0.09 0.46 0 0.31 

Preussia intermedia Sporormiaceae 9413 0.86 0 0 33.72 0 15.97 48.56 0.72 0.01 1.02 0 0 2.92 0 2.91 0.9 0.17 0.01 0.25 
Tranzscheliella hypodytes Ustilaginaceae 9405 0.86 0 0 96.12 0.02 0 1.45 0.52 0 1.89 0 0 8.33 0 0 0.03 0.12 0 0.46 
Sistotrema alboluteum Sistotremataceae 9255 0.85 82.83 0.43 0.02 2.09 0.31 13.31 0.81 0.01 0.18 7.75 0.04 0 0.14 0.06 0.24 0.19 0.01 0.04 
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Baeospora myosura Marasmiaceae 8790 0.8 0 0 0.14 0.22 0 99.28 0.36 0 0 0 0 0.01 0.01 0 1.72 0.08 0 0 
Sistotremastrum 
guttuliferum 

Hydnodontaceae 8695 0.8 86.6 2.4 0 3.75 0.06 6.36 0.54 0.01 0.28 7.61 0.21 0 0.24 0.01 0.11 0.12 0.01 0.06 

Tremella foliacea 
Tremellales_Incertae 
sedis 

8602 0.79 0.02 0 0.17 0.07 0 99.7 0.03 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 1.69 0.01 0 0 

Aspergillus reptans Trichocomaceae 8571 0.78 0.01 0.04 9.61 1.58 0.92 87.06 0.64 0 0.14 0 0 0.76 0.1 0.15 1.47 0.14 0 0.03 
Trichocladium asperum Chaetomiaceae 8265 0.76 0 0.19 15.33 0.22 38.73 44.49 0.92 0.01 0.11 0 0.02 1.17 0.01 6.19 0.73 0.19 0.01 0.02 
Humicola nigrescens Chaetomiaceae 7754 0.71 0.03 0.08 1.99 0.05 59.8 35.79 0.43 1.65 0.19 0 0.01 0.14 0 8.97 0.55 0.08 0.86 0.04 
Ganoderma applanatum Ganodermataceae 7677 0.7 0.01 0.01 0.01 60.79 0.39 10.52 11.84 0 16.41 0 0 0 3.44 0.06 0.16 2.31 0 3.23 
Handkea utriformis Lycoperdaceae 7057 0.65 0 0 0 0.3 0.68 95.32 3.26 0 0.44 0 0 0 0.02 0.09 1.33 0.58 0 0.08 
Aureobasidium pullulans Dothioraceae 7022 0.64 0.68 18.58 0.93 9.87 0 55.72 14 0 0.21 0.05 1.34 0.06 0.51 0 0.77 2.5 0 0.04 
Phaeosphaeria 
herpotrichoides 

Phaeosphaeriaceae 6916 0.63 43.36 0.17 6.84 4.79 7.89 23.15 3.72 2.56 7.52 3.03 0.01 0.44 0.24 1.06 0.32 0.65 1.19 1.33 

Physisporinus 
sanguinolentus 

Meripilaceae 6358 0.58 3.38 0.36 0.66 88.42 0.38 5.65 1.15 0 0 0.22 0.02 0.04 4.15 0.05 0.07 0.19 0 0 

Ganoderma australe Ganodermataceae 6288 0.58 0.02 0 0.06 91.78 0 4.04 4.1 0 0 0 0 0 4.26 0 0.05 0.66 0 0 
Lachnum ciliare Hyaloscyphaceae 6247 0.57 82.52 0.05 0 2.75 0 14.5 0.16 0.02 0 5.21 0 0 0.13 0 0.18 0.03 0.01 0 
Psilolechia leprosa Micareaceae 5876 0.54 0 0 0.02 0 0 99.98 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.16 0 0 0 
Blumeria graminis Erysiphaceae 5794 0.53 0 0.14 0.03 0.05 0 99.69 0.07 0 0.02 0 0.01 0 0 0 1.14 0.01 0 0 
Schizophyllum commune Schizophyllaceae 5635 0.52 0.02 89.55 0.05 7.93 0 1.54 0.91 0 0 0 5.17 0 0.33 0 0.02 0.13 0 0 
Pseudozyma shanxiensis Ustilaginaceae 5235 0.48 4.01 0.08 6.63 0.23 17.94 69.21 1.6 0 0.31 0.21 0 0.32 0.01 1.82 0.71 0.21 0 0.04 
Microdochium majus Hyponectriaceae 5201 0.48 0 0.02 2.75 1.23 0.12 94.81 1.02 0 0.06 0 0 0.13 0.05 0.01 0.97 0.13 0 0.01 
Pleospora alfalfae Pleosporaceae 5177 0.47 1.51 47.94 1.95 0.41 0 32.82 14.93 0 0.44 0.08 2.54 0.09 0.02 0 0.34 1.97 0 0.06 
Podospora pleiospora Lasiosphaeriaceae 4938 0.45 0 0 4.35 0 0.02 95.38 0.22 0 0.02 0 0 0.2 0 0 0.93 0.03 0 0 
Ypsilina graminea Helotiaceae 4785 0.44 95.01 0.02 0.04 0 0.02 4.79 0.1 0.02 0 4.59 0 0 0 0 0.05 0.01 0.01 0 
Ulocladium chartarum Pleosporaceae 4750 0.43 0 0.08 84.91 0.06 8.08 2.27 3.28 0 1.31 0 0 3.71 0 0.74 0.02 0.4 0 0.16 
Peniophora cinerea Peniophoraceae 4564 0.42 0.2 5 0.31 85.78 0 7.32 1.29 0 0.11 0.01 0.23 0.01 2.89 0 0.07 0.15 0 0.01 
Stereum annosum Stereaceae 4360 0.4 0 2.41 0 38.26 0 52 7.04 0 0.3 0 0.11 0 1.23 0 0.45 0.78 0 0.03 
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Table S6: Bacterial genera and fungal species characterizing the different sites or groups of sites identified using hierarchical cluster 
analyses based on both bacterial and fungal community structures. We indicated potential associated environmental sources based 
on articles showing the presence (and mainly isolation) of the bacterial genus/fungal species in these potential sources. 
 
Site or group of 

sites 

Bacterial genera Potential source References Site or group of 

sites 

Fungal species Potential source References 

AMS Aquimarina Sea water 9,10 AMS Lophodermium 

agathidis 
Plants 11 

 Ktedonobacter Soil 12  Microdochium 

phragmitis 
Aquatic, plants 13 

 Cocleimonas Sea water, sand snail 14,15  Chalara 

hyalocuspica  
Plants 16 

 Rubritalea Sea water, marine 
chordates 

17–19  Sistotremastrum 

guttuliferum 
Oceanic islands 20 

STN Methylobacterium Soil, plants 21,22 STN Botryotinia 

fuckeliana (Botrytis 

cinerea) 

Plants 23 

 Sediminibacterium Different environments 
(soil, sediment, reservoir) 

24,25  Bullera variabilis Plants 26 

 Phenylobacterium Soil, rhizosphere, sludge 27,28  Cryptococcus sp 

AL_V 
  

 Bradyrhizobium Plants 29  Penicillium 

corylophilum  
Different 
environments 
(buildings) 

30 

CAP Sphingobacterium Soil, compost 31,32 CAP Cladosporium 

langeronii 
Human skin, 
insects 

33 

 Coraliomargarita Sea water 17  Sporidiobolus sp 

JPS_2007a 
  

 Clostridium XI Feces-associated 34  Entyloma dahlia  Plants  

 Streptomyces Soil 35,36  Cladosporium 

salinae  
Saline 
environments 

37 

GRE/PDD Sphingomonas  Different environments 38,39 GRE/PDD/PDM Alternaria sp 

BMV_2012 
Plants 40 

     Coriolopsis troggi  

(trametes trogii) 
Soil  

CHC/PDM/STP Segetibacter Soil 41 CHC/STP/NAM Ustilago bullata Plants 42 
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NAM Clostridium sensu-

stricto 
Different environments   Ustilago hordei  Plants 43 

 Modestobacter Surfaces, extreme 
conditions 

44–46  Toxicocladosporium 

rubrigenum 
Plants 47 

 Blastococcus Different environments 
(sandstone, sea, soil pland, 
snow) 

48     

  Geminicoccus Biofilter of a marine 
aquaculture system 

49        
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Table S7: Average concentration (and standard deviation) of the chemicals per site in ng/m3 of air. Part of these data was published 
in Dommergue et al. (2019)50 (Chapter 2). 
 

Site 
Organic 
carbon  

Elementa
l carbon 

MSA Cl NO3 SO4 Oxalate Na NH4 K Mg Ca Inositol Glycerol Erythriol Xylitol 
Mannitol 
+ arabitol 

Sorbitol Threalose 
Levoglucosa
n + 
mannosan 

Galactosan 
Rhamn
ose 

Glucose 

AMS 
1.96 ± 
0.09 

0 
1.2 ± 
0.19 

3.99 ± 
0.16 

1.66 ± 
0.16 

3.13 ± 
0.16 

1.05 ± 
0.11 

3.73 ± 
0.15 

0.14 ± 
0.27 

2.27 
± 
0.17 

2.66 ± 
0.16 

2.35 ± 
0.2 

< 0.007 0.08 ± 0.17 
0.02 ± 
0.02 

0 ± 0.01 
0.21 ± 
0.16 

< 0.007 0.1 ± 0.08 < 0.01 < 0.007 < 0.02 
0.34 ± 
0.22 

CAP 
2.4 ± 
0.14 

0.01 ± 
0.01 

1.69 ± 
0.11 

3.71 ± 
0.17 

2.8 ± 
0.2 

3.2 ± 
0.11 

1.72 ± 
0.2 

3.53 ± 
0.11 

2.05 ± 
0.23 

2.11 
± 
0.08 

2.46 ± 
0.11 

2.26 ± 
0.24 

< 0.008 0.56 ± 0.16 
0.16 ± 
0.11 

0.11 ± 
0.09 

0.22 ± 
0.16 

0.28 ± 
0.12 

< 0.02 0.24 ± 0.23 0.01 ± 0.01 < 0.02 
0.21 ± 
0.15 

CHC 
3.04 ± 
0.14 

0.04 ± 
0.01 

0.86 ± 
0.09 

1.06 ± 
0.39 

2.1 ± 
0.6 

2.99 ± 
0.31 

1.85 ± 
0.16 

1.47 ± 
0.45 

2.52 ± 
0.24 

1.77 
± 
0.16 

0.85 ± 
0.25 

1.79 ± 
0.21 

0.14 ± 
0.1 

0.57 ± 0.36 
0.33 ± 
0.11 

< 0.07 
0.55 ± 
0.09 

< 0.06 < 0.035 1.63 ± 0.3 0.62 ± 0.32 
0.01 ± 
0.02 

0.6 ± 0.14 

GRE 
3.55 ± 
0.09 

0.22 ± 
0.05 

1.54 ± 
0.16 

1.03 ± 
0.36 

2.51 ± 
0.22 

3.15 ± 
0.14 

2.29 ± 
0.19 

2.16 ± 
0.27 

2.16 ± 
0.29 

2.02 
± 
0.13 

1.42 ± 
0.19 

2.45 ± 
0.22 

0.24 ± 
0.07 

< 0.30 
0.51 ± 
0.12 

0.13 ± 
0.08 

1.58 ± 
0.22 

0.57 ± 
0.14 

1.07 ± 0.22 0.97 ± 0.24 0.02 ± 0.03 < 0.02 1.3 ± 0.23 

NAM 
2.9 ± 
0.15 

0.04 ± 
0.01 

0.55 ± 
0.11 

0.87 ± 
0.39 

2.33 ± 
0.45 

2.81 ± 
0.29 

2.03 ± 
0.13 

1.81 ± 
0.34 

1.89 ± 
0.3 

1.28 
± 
0.23 

1.19 ± 
0.26 

2.31 ± 
0.41 

0.09 ± 
0.06 

< 0.96 
0.13 ± 
0.05 

< 0.05 
0.51 ± 
0.23 

0.04 ± 
0.11 

0.61 ± 0.15 0.69 ± 0.09 0.06 ± 0.02 < 0.05 1.03 ± 0.3 

PDD 
3.12 ± 
0.11 

0.05 ± 
0.01 

1.4 ± 
0.31 

1.26 ± 
0.63 

2.61 ± 
0.34 

2.98 ± 
0.11 

2.16 ± 
0.12 

2.23 ± 
0.21 

2.42 ± 
0.25 

1.62 
± 
0.13 

1.42 ± 
0.18 

1.97 ± 
0.25 

0.2 ± 
0.16 

< 0.16 
0.39 ± 
0.13 

0.39 ± 
0.16 

1.22 ± 
0.21 

0.88 ± 
0.19 

0.78 ± 0.28 0.62 ± 0.21 0.05 ± 0.07 < 0.01 0.98 ± 0.2 

PDM 
3.06 ± 
0.21 

0.03 ± 
0.02 

0.93 ± 
0.34 

1.05 ± 
0.32 

2.74 ± 
0.3 

2.92 ± 
0.23 

2.15 ± 
0.22 

1.97 ± 
0.2 

2.3 ± 
0.34 

1.48 
± 
0.27 

1.37 ± 
0.23 

2.38 ± 
0.3 

0.19 ± 
0.11 

0.11 ± 0.28 
0.36 ± 
0.18 

0.18 ± 
0.14 

0.72 ± 
0.24 

0.93 ± 
0.25 

0.72 ± 0.25 0.4 ± 0.24 0.03 ± 0.05 < 0.04 
0.64 ± 
0.25 

STN 
2.15 ± 
0.23 

0.01 ± 0 
0.94 ± 
0.23 

1.28 ± 
0.74 

1.51 ± 
0.39 

2.67 ± 
0.35 

0.92 ± 
0.42 

1.72 ± 
0.5 

2.01 ± 
0.24 

0.79 
± 
0.32 

0.94 ± 
0.42 

1.38 ± 
0.38 

0.02 ± 
0.01 

0.1 ± 0.14 0 ± 0.01 
0.01 ± 
0.02 

0.02 ± 
0.04 

< 0.006 < 0.008 0.02 ± 0.05 < 0.006 < 0.02 
0.04 ± 
0.06 

STP 
3.08 ± 
0.5 

0.02 ± 
0.01 

0.85 ± 
0.33 

0.58 ± 
0.34 

2.12 ± 
0.58 

2.3 ± 
1.03 

2.02 ± 
0.48 

1.22 ± 
0.53 

1.98 ± 
0.58 

1.36 
± 
0.57 

1.06 ± 
0.45 

1.83 ± 
0.59 

0.16 ± 
0.1 

0.33 ± 0.27 0.59 ± 0.3 
0.12 ± 
0.1 

1.3 ± 0.6 < 0.05 1.31 ± 0.6 0.74 ± 0.58 0.16 ± 0.18 < 0.05 
0.97 ± 
0.44 
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Table S8: Multiple linear regression results. 

 

Response variable Explanatory variables 
R 
squared 

Adjusted R 
squared  

Pvalue 
(P) 

Airborne bacterial 
community 
temporal 
variability 
(similarity index) 

-Wind direction variability within weeks 
-Wind direction variability between 
weeks 
-Landscape evenness (Pielou’s 
evenness) 
-Temperature variability between weeks 

0.93 0.82 0.06 

Airborne fungal 
community 
temporal 
variability 
(similarity index) 

-Maximum wind speed 
-Temperature variability between weeks 

0.87 0.83 0.002 
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Abstract 

Microorganisms are ubiquitous in the atmosphere. Thousands to millions of diverse microbial 

cells are transported into and through the air. Global investigations on the geographical and 

temporal distribution of airborne microbial communities are critical for determining the 

sources and factors controlling the geographical and temporal composition of airborne 

microbial communities. At mid-latitude sites, a seasonal shift in both the concentration and 

diversity of airborne microbial communities in the planetary boundary layer has been 

systematically observed. While the factors suspected of affecting this seasonal change were 

hypothesized (e.g., changes in the surface conditions, meteorological parameters and global 

air circulation), our understanding on how these factors affect the temporal variation of 

airborne microbial communities, especially at the microbial taxon level, remains limited. Here, 

we investigated the distribution of both airborne bacterial and fungal communities over one 

year. The changes in microbial community structure were correlated to the surrounding 

landscapes, local meteorology and particulate matter chemistry at the mid-latitude and 

continental site of Puy-de-Dôme (France; 1465 m altitude from sea level). The changes in the 

landscapes (cropland and natural vegetation) were correlated to the seasonal shifts in 
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microbial community composition and structure. The microbial taxa that were most affected 

during seasonal changes in airborne microbial communities trended differently trends 

throughout the seasons depending on their trophic mode. In addition, the strong and variable 

local meteorological conditions found in Puy-de-Dôme were likely responsible for the within 

season variability observed in the composition of airborne microbial communities. 

 

Introduction 

Depending on geography and time of year, thousands to millions of a diverse range of 

microbial cells are transported in the air. The global distribution of airborne microbial 

communities is still misunderstood although its understanding is critical to identify how 

airborne microorganisms might impact human and crop health as well as meteorological 

processes. 

Recent geographical and spatial investigations showed that the local landscapes and local 

environmental factors might be mainly responsible for the observed distribution of airborne 

microbial communities of the planetary boundary layer1,2 (Chapter 3). The composition of 

airborne microbial communities might be closely related to the nature of the surrounding 

landscapes (ocean, agricultural soil, forest etc.). Besides, local meteorology might change the 

Earth’s surface conditions (i.e. vegetation, snow cover etc.) as well as control microbial cell 

emission rates from the different surrounding landscapes, impacting the composition of the 

aerosolized microbial cells indirectly and directly, respectively. 

A few experiments of planetary boundary layer microbial communities (both dry phase and 

liquid phase associated microorganisms) at mid-latitude sites over the course of one year 

reported a seasonal change in both the concentration and structure of airborne microbial 

communities3–8. They suggested differing explanations such as changes in surface conditions 

(i.e. vegetation, snow cover etc.)5,6, changes in meteorological conditions3,4 or changes in the 

global air circulation (i.e. air mass origins)4,8. Yet, our understanding on how these potential 

factors affect the changes in the airborne microbial communities, and more specifically the 

microbial taxa individually, remains limited. 

Here, we investigated the distribution of airborne microbial communities and especially 

important microbial taxa in relation to the surrounding landscapes, local meteorology and 

particulate matter chemistry at the mid-latitude and continental site Puy-de-Dôme (France; 
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+1465 m altitude) over an entire year. We monitored the diversity and abundance of both 

bacterial and fungal communities over 2016 and 2017 using Illumina MiSeq amplicon 

sequencing and qPCR analyses. 

Puy-de-Dôme is surrounded mainly by cropland and vegetation (i.e. > 80% of the surrounding 

landscapes in a perimeter of 50 km) whose surface conditions change drastically over the 

different seasons. While the seasonal shift in the composition of airborne microbial 

communities would be expected to be linked to variations in the relative abundance of 

microorganisms associated with specific crops and vegetation (e.g., plant pathogens in 

summer, soil and dead matter associated microorganisms in winter etc.), the within season 

variability of airborne microbial communities is expected to be associated to local 

meteorology. 

 

Material and Methods 

Sites and Sampling 

A size selective high volume air sampling installed at the Puy-de-Dôme (PDD) meteorological 

station terrace was used to collect particulate matter on quartz fiber filters every week from 

June 2016 to August 2017 (supplementary Table S1). The sampler was equipped with a PM10 

size-selective inlet in order to collect particulate matter smaller than 10 µm (PM10) and 

sampling was done as presented in Dommergue et al. (2019)9. The different samples and 

collected volumes are presented in Table S1 in supplementary data. Quartz fiber filters were 

heated to 500°C for 8 hours to remove traces of organic carbon including DNA. All the material 

including the filter holders, aluminium foils and plastic bags in which the filters were 

transported were sterilized using UV radiation as detailed in Dommergue et al. (2019)9. A 

series of field and transportation blank filters were done to monitor and check the quality of 

the sampling protocol as presented in Dommergue et al. (2019)9. PDD is a mid-altitude (+ 1465 

m) site surrounding by croplands, an urban area (Clermont-Ferrand) and forests within a 50 

km perimeter (Fig. 1). Monthly NASA satellite images of Puy-de-Dôme surrounding surfaces 

(https://wvs.earthdata.nasa.gov/) are shown in Figure S1 in supplementary data. The Atlantic 

coast and Mediterranean Sea are at around 320 km and 240 km from PDD, respectively. 

 

https://wvs.earthdata.nasa.gov/
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Figure 1: Central position of Puy-de-Dôme in France and relative surfaces of the landscapes 
surrounding the site in a perimeter of 50 km based on the MODIS land surfaces. Cropland and 
vegetation areas make > 80% of the surrounding landscapes, while forest and urban areas 
(mainly Clermont-Ferrand) make < 20% of the surrounding landscapes.  
 
 

DNA extraction 

We extracted DNA from 3 punches (diameter of one punch: 38 mm) from the quartz fiber 

filters using the DNeasy PowerWater kit as described in Chapter 2. DNA concentration was 

measured using the High Sensitive Qubit Fluorometric Quantification (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) then DNA was stored at -20°C. 

 

Real-Time qPCR analyses 

The bacterial cell concentration was approximated by the number of 16S rRNA gene copies 

per cubic meter of air and the fungal cell concentration was approximated by the number of 

18S rRNA gene copies per cubic meter of air. Primers and methodology are presented in 

Chapter 3. 

 

MiSeq Illumina amplicon sequencing 

16S rRNA gene sequencing: library preparation, reads quality filtering and taxonomic 

annotation. The V3-V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified and libraries were prepared 
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as presented in Chapter 3. The amplicons were sequenced by paired-end MiSeq sequencing 

using the V3 Illumina technology with 2 x 250 cycles. Reads were filtered based on quality 

using FASTX-Toolkit (http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/), assembled using PANDAseq10, 

and annotated using RDP Classifier11 and the RDP 16srRNA database as detailed in Chapter 3. 

The number of sequences per sample and the percentage of sequences annotated at the 

genus level were evaluated using a home-made R script. The sequences annotated as 

chloroplasts were removed.  

ITS sequencing: library preparation, reads quality filtering and taxonomic annotation. The ITS2 

region of the ITS was amplified libraries were prepared as presented in the Chapter 3. The 

amplicons were sequenced by a paired-end MiSeq sequencing using the technology V2 of 

Illumina with 2 x 250 cycles. Reads were filtered based on quality using FASTX-Toolkit, 

assembled using PANDAseq, and annotated using RDP Classifier and the RDP fungallsu 

database as detailed in Chapter 3. The number of sequences per sample and the percentage 

of sequences annotated at the species level were evaluated using a home-made R script. 

The number of reads per sample and per sequencing is presented in the Table S1 in 

supplementary data. Samples with less than 6000 reads were removed. Rarefaction curves 

per season are presented in Figure S2 in supplementary data. 

 

Estimation of the trophic mode of the fungal species 

We used the FUNGuild software12 to assign the trophic mode of the fungal species (RDP 

classifier based annotation). Fungal species annotated to a trophic mode with the level 

confidence “possible” were grouped in the “not classified” fungi. Then, we calculated the 

percentage represented by each trophic mode per sample. Heatmaps were done using the R 

package gplots. 

 

Chemical analyses 

The elemental carbon (EC), organic carbon (OC), sugar anhydrides and alcohols (levoglucosan, 

mannosan, galactosan, inositol, glycerol, erythriol, xylitol, arabitol, sorbitol, mannitol, 

trehalose, rhamnose, glucose, fructose and sucrose), soluble anions (MSA, SO4
2-, NO3

-, Cl-, Ox) 

and cations (Na+, NH4
+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+) concentrations were analyzed as presented in 

Dommergue et al. (2019)9. 
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Meteorological data 

Meteorological parameters such as wind speed and direction, temperature, relative humidity 

and UV were collected. For each sample, the backtrajectories of the air masses were 

calculated over 3 days (maximum height above sea level: 1 km) before the sampling using 

HYSPLIT13. 

 

Graphical and Statistical analyses 

Environmental variables. Values in ng per cubic meter of air were used in the analyses. The 

chemical table was log10-transformed to approach a Gaussian distribution, and a hierarchical 

cluster analysis (average method) was done on the Euclidean distance matrix using the vegan 

and ade4 R packages. Meteorological data were used to do the wind roses using the openair 

R package14. Backtrajectories of the air masses over three days were plotted on maps using 

the openair R package, and the relative surfaces of the landscapes (MODIS land surfaces) air 

masses over flown were calculated. 

Diversity statistics and Multivariate analyses. Before doing the multivariate analyses, the raw 

abundances of the taxa (bacterial genera and fungal species) were transformed into relative 

abundances to counter the heterogeneity in the number of sequences per sample. A 

hierarchical cluster analysis (average metric) on the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix was done 

following Hellinger transformation of the data using the vegan and ade4 R packages15. To 

access the variability of microbial population structure within the seasons (winter: 22th of 

December to 19th of March; spring: 20th of March to 19th of June; summer: 20th of June to 22th 

of September; autumn: 23th of September to 21th of December), we averaged the degrees of 

dissimilarity obtained from the Bray-Curtis matrix for each pair of samples from the same 

season, subtracted these values to 1 to get similarity values and divided the similarity values 

by the standard deviation (as detailed in Chapter 3). Spearman correlations were calculated 

to test the correlation between microbial abundance and richness and quantitative 

environmental factors using the Hmisc R package16. ANOVA analyses were used to test the 

influence of qualitative factors such as season and year on both bacterial and fungal 

abundance and richness using the vegan R package, followed by TukeyHSD tests to identify 

which group revealed a significantly different mean. A distance-based redundancy analysis 
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(RDA – linear or non-linear correlation) was carried out to evaluate the part of the variance 

between the samples explained by the seasons, chemistry, meteorology and/or relative 

surfaces based on the backtrajectories, and an ANOVA was carried out to test each variable 

using the vegan and ade4 R packages. Venn diagrams using the R package VennDiagram were 

done to access the shared and unique bacterial genera and fungal species from each season 

after rarefaction on the raw abundances (rarefaction at the minimum number of reads). A 

Mantel test between the Bray-Curtis matrices based on the bacterial genera and fungal 

species was used to evaluate similarities in the distribution of the samples. A Mantel test was 

done between the Bray-Curtis matrix based on either the bacterial or the fungal diversity and 

the Euclidean distance matrix based on the chemical variables or meteorology or relative 

surfaces to evaluate the similarities in the distribution of the samples.  

 

Results 

Temporal distribution of airborne microbial communities 

Airborne microbial abundance. Airborne bacterial and fungal concentration varied between 

1.8x103 and 2.1x107 cells per cubic meter of air and 3 and 1.0x105 cells per cubic meter of air, 

respectively. A significant correlation was observed between the bacterial and the fungal 

concentrations (r=0.77, pvalue=7.9x10-11). The average bacterial and fungal concentrations 

did not differ significantly among the seasons (pvalues=0.20 and 0.38), although the highest 

values were found in spring and summer for both bacteria and fungi (Fig. 2 and supplementary 

Table S2). 
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Figure 2: Log10 of the bacterial and fungal cell concentration estimated by the number of 16S 
and 18S rRNA gene copies per cubic meter of air and per sample.  
 

 

Airborne microbial richness. The twenty-five most abundant bacterial genera and fungal 

species observed per season are found in Table S3 of the supplementary data. The five most 

abundant bacterial genera were Bacillus (15.6%), Hymenobacter (9.2%), Sphingomonas 

(7.4%), Methylobacterium (5.1%) and Thermoactinomyces (4.6%). Their relative abundance 

varied between seasons; for some seasons they did not appear in the top five genera. For 

example, during the spring, after Bacillus (18.8%), the second and third most abundant genera 

were Romboutsia (8.2%) and Clostridum_sensu_stricto (7%). Sphingomonas was abundant in 

summer (12.5%), but much less abundant in the other seasons (autumn: 3.8%, spring: 3.6%, 

winter: 2.6%). The five most abundant fungal species were Pseudotaeniolina globosa (11.5%), 

Cladophialophora proteae (8.3%), Alternaria sp BMP_2012 (4%), Cladophialophora 

minutissima (4%) and Naevala minutissima (3.1%). Their relative abundance varied seasonally. 

For example, the relative abundance of Cladophialophora proteae was 13.3% in winter and 

0.3% in summer; the relative abundance of Naevala minutissima was 10.1% in spring and 0 in 

winter. 

The number of observed bacterial genera and fungal species varied between 150 and 674 

bacterial genera, and 84 and 649 fungal species. The Chao1 bacterial and fungal richness 

estimation varied between 234 and 897 bacterial genera, and 97 and 820 fungal species. The 

Chao1 bacterial richness estimation was significantly higher in summer compared to winter 
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and autumn (pvalue=4.5x10-4; supplementary Table S1) and the within season variability was 

similar (pvalue>0.005). The Chao1 fungal richness estimation did not differ among the seasons 

(pvalue=0.18; supplementary Table S1) although higher in summer, and the within season 

variability was relatively lower in spring. A significant correlation was found between the 

Chao1 richness estimations and qPCR concentrations for both bacteria and fungi (r=0.41, 

pvalue=3.0x10-3 and r=0.50, pvalue=4.6x10-4, respectively). 

Summer had the highest percentage of unique bacterial genera (16%), followed by autumn 

(4.5%), spring (4.4%) and winter (4.3%) (supplementary Fig. S3). This was also observed for 

unique fungal species, with the highest percentage observed in summer (28.4%), followed by 

autumn (17.4%), spring (14.4%) and winter (8%) (supplementary Fig. S3). The majority of the 

bacterial genera and fungal species observed in each season was shared by all the seasons 

(supplementary Fig. S3). 

Airborne microbial structure. The hierarchical cluster analyses of the samples based on both 

the bacterial and fungal community structures are shown in the Figure 3. The distribution of 

the samples based on the bacterial community structure revealed high similarities with the 

distribution of the samples based on the fungal community structure (r=0.50 and 

pvalue<0.001). The samples tended to group by season (anosim r=0.30 and r=0.49 with 

pvalues=0.001 for bacterial and fungal communities, respectively; Fig. 3), and the season 

explained 17% and 22% of the variability between the samples based on the bacterial and 

fungal community structure respectively over the 2 first components (pvalue=0.001). The 

distribution of the summer samples based on the fungal species were different between 2016 

and 2017 (pvalue=0.001). Temporal variability in bacterial community structure was the 

highest in winter and the smallest in autumn, and the temporal variability in fungal community 

structure was the highest in autumn and the smallest in spring (supplementary Table S4). 
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Figure 3: Hierarchical cluster analysis (average method) on the airborne bacterial community 
structure (16S rRNA gene – a.) and airborne fungal community structure (ITS region – b.) based 
on the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrices. The season to which each sample belongs 
(black=winter, blue=summer, green=spring and brown=autumn) (as well as the mean 

temperature for b.; grey between 0 and 5°C, light blue between 5 and 10°C, blue between 10 

and 15°C and orange between 15 and 20°C) are indicated under each site in a frieze. 
 

 

The relative abundance of fungal saprotrophs and symbiotrophs (like Balospora myosura, 

Strobilurus albipilatus, Pseudotaeniolina globosa) (Fig. 4) was higher in fall and winter, 

although not significative for the latter (pvalue=4.3x10-5 and 0.5 for saprotrophs and 

symbiotrophs, respectively). The relative abundance of fungal pathotrophs was higher in the 
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spring and summer periods although not significant (pvalue=0.51 - Fig. 4). Examples of 

phytopathogens increasing in relative abundance during the summer and/or spring are 

Mycosphaerella graminicola (wheat plant pathogen – supplementary Fig. S4), Microdochium 

majus (cereal pathogen – supplementary Fig. S4), Blumeria graminis (powdery mildew 

pathogen – supplementary Fig. S4), Ustilago hordei (maize pathogen – supplementary Fig. S4), 

Botryotinia fuckeliana (gray mold disease) and Erysiphe alphitoides (powdery mildew on oak 

trees). However, in terms of the number (richness) of fungal species associated to the trophic 

modes, spring and summer showed a higher richness in pathotrophs and saprotrophs; and 

summer and fall showed a higher richness in symbiotrophs (supplementary Table S5). 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Trophic mode of the fungal species. Each fungal species detected per sample was 
associated to either a specific trophic mode, different trophic modes or no trophic mode 
(« noClass ») using the FUNGuild software, then the percentage represented by each trophic 
mode was calculated. 
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When looking at the fifty most abundant bacterial genera and fungal species of the dataset, 

which mainly control the distribution of the samples based on the microbial community 

structures, we observed three different patterns in the temporal variation of their relative 

abundance. 20% (10/50) of the bacterial genera and 34% (17/50) of the fungal species showed 

a higher relative abundance in winter and/or fall compared to the other seasons. This was the 

case with Hymenobacter and Pseudotaeniolina globosa for example, whose relative 

abundances increased during the period between 11/02/2016 and 02/23/2016, and between 

10/19/2016 and 04/26/2016, respectively (Fig. 5). The period during which the relative 

abundance increased varied in length and depended on the microorganism. Fungal taxa 

belonging to this group were almost exclusively saprotroph or pathotroph (supplementary 

Table S6). 42% (21/50) of the bacterial genera and 46% (23/50) of the fungal species had 

higher relative abundances in summer and/or spring and fall. For example, Sphingomonas and 

Alternaria sp BMP_2002 relative abundances started to decrease in summer (08/17/2016) and 

fall (10/12/2016), respectively; and started to increase in the late spring (06/14/2017 and 

06/10/2017, respectively) (Fig. 5). Fungal taxa belonging to this group were pathotroph, 

symbiotroph or saprotroph (supplementary Table S6). Finally, 38% (19/50) of the bacterial 

genera and 20% (10/50) of the fungal species showed no clear pattern in their relative 

abundance (i.e. stable or highly variable over the year), see Bacillus and Phaeosphaeria 

herpotrichoides for example (Fig. 5). Fungal taxa belonging to this group were saprotroph 

(supplementary Table S6). The temporal evolution in the relative abundances centered and 

scales of the fifty most abundant bacterial genera and fungal species is shown on the 

heatmaps of the Figure S5 in supplementary data. 
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Figure 5: Temporal evolution of the relative abundance of several fungal species and bacterial 
genera over the year. 

a) Higher relative abundance in fall and winter: examples of the fungal species 
Cladophialophora proteae and the bacterial genus Hymenobacter 

b) Higher relative abundance in spring and summer: examples of the fungal species 
Alternaria sp BMP 2012 and the bacterial genus Sphingomonas 

c)  No trend of the relative abundance over the year: examples of the fungal species 
Phaeosphaeria herpotrichoides and the bacterial genus Bacillus 
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Controlling factors 

Atmospheric PM10 chemistry. The hierarchical cluster analysis of the samples based on the 

PM10 chemical profile is shown in the Figure S6 in supplementary data. Chemical 

concentrations were significantly different depending on the seasons for all the substances 

except Cl-, NO3
-, NH4

+ and rhamnose (supplementary Table S7). On average, summer showed 

higher concentrations of OC and Ca2+, spring showed higher concentrations of NO3
-, SO4

2- and 

NH4
+ and winter higher concentrations of Cl- (supplementary Table S7). Seasons explained 

38% of the variance in the distribution of the samples based on the chemistry over the first 2 

components (pvalue=0.001). When looking at the weekly variation of the concentration of the 

different chemical substances, we observed two general trends with some chemicals whose 

concentrations increased (galactosan, levoglucosan and mannosan) or decreased (glucose, 

trehalose, sorbitol, xylitol, inositol, SO4
2-, OC, MSA) during the winter (Fig. 6). 

 

 

Figure 6: Temporal evolution of the concentration of chemical species over the year. 
a) Galactosan and erythriol 
b)  MSA and sorbitol 
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Both distributions based on the bacterial and fungal communities were correlated to the 

distribution based on the overall PM10 chemistry (Mantel r=0.25 pvalue=0.001 and 0.41 

pvalue=0.001, respectively) (see RDA analyses in supplementary Fig. S7). Based on the RDA, 

specific chemical compounds (i.e. the polyols, MSA and Na+ for the fungal communities, and 

organic carbon, Na+, Cl- and erythriol for the bacterial communities) were the main 

contributors to these correlations. 

We observed strong correlations between bacterial genera or fungal species, especially from 

the fifty most abundant bacterial genera and fungal species that showed seasonal patterns in 

their abundances, and chemical substances which showed also a general trend over the year. 

For examples, mannitol-arabitol and Alternaria sp BMP_2002 r=0.67 and pvalue=2x10-7 or 

mannitol-arabitol and Pseudotaeniolina globose r=-0.67 and pvalue=3x10-7 (supplementary 

Table S8). 

 

Weather characteristics: local meteorology and air mass backtrajectories (air mass origin). 

Temperature, wind speed and UV radiation averaged per week varied over the year while wind 

direction and relative humidity did not. The mean temperature per week varied between -5.5 

and 17.6°C and was significantly correlated to the seasons (pvalue=1.4x10-11, supplementary 

Fig. S8 and S9). The wind speed varied between 2.8 and 13.5 m/s on average over the week, 

and was significantly higher in winter as compared to summer and spring (pvalue=2.1x10-3– 

supplementary Fig. S9), and significantly more variable in winter compared to the other 

seasons (pvalue=5.4x10-4). The wind speed was positively correlated to the wind direction 

(r=0.44, pvalue=0.001): higher wind speed tended to come from the west of the sampling site. 

The mean direction of the wind varied between 115.4 and 248.8° over the week, and was not 

significantly different between seasons (pvalue=0.11 – supplementary Fig. S9). The wind roses 

and backtrajectories over the seasons are presented in supplementary Figure S9 and Figure 

S10. The variability in wind conditions, as well in temperature and relative humidity for each 

season is shown in supplementary Table S4, in regards to other geographical sites from 

Chapter 2. 

Bacterial concentration best correlated with UV radiation (r=0.38, pvalue=5.4x10-3) and fungal 

concentration best correlated with temperature (r=0.38, pvalue=5.6x10-3) (supplementary 

Table S9). The Chao1 bacterial richness estimation revealed a strong and significant 
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correlation with temperature (r=0.52, pvalue=7.7x10-5), while the Chao1 fungal richness 

estimation showed a strong and significant correlation with the wind direction (r=0.50, 

pvalue=4.6x10-4) (supplementary Table S9). A significant and strong correlation was found 

between the overall meteorology and both the bacterial and fungal community structures 

(r=0.57 pvalue=0.001 and r=0.48 pvalue=0.001). The main contributors were temperature and 

wind speed, followed by wind direction and relative humidity for bacterial communities; and 

the wind direction and speed, temperature and UV radiation for fungal communities. 

The correlation between the overall PM10 chemistry and the relative surfaces corrected by 

the backtrajectories (both calculated over a 50km-perimeter and over 3 days) was weak 

(r=0.10, pvalue=0.001), as were the correlations between both the bacterial and fungal 

communities and the relative surfaces corrected by the backtrajectories (r=0.12 pvalue=0.001 

and r=0.21 pvalue=0.001, respectively). These relative surfaces corrected by the 

backtrajectories were only partially correlated to the seasons (16% and 14% of the variance 

explained, pvalue=0.016 and 0.013 for 50 km backtrajectories and 3-days backtrajectories 

respectively).  

 

Discussion 

Previous investigations on the variation of airborne microbial communities over time have 

consistently shown a seasonal shift in terms of both concentration and structure3–7. This 

seasonal shift was explained mainly by changes in the landscape condition (e.g., vegetation in 

summer, snow cover in winter etc.)5,6, seasonal changes in local meteorology3,4 and/or 

seasonal changes in the origin of the air masses (i.e. changes in the global air circulation)4. Our 

data showed that seasonality might be a significant factor influencing the temporal 

distribution of airborne microbial communities in Puy-de-Dôme in impacting microbial 

structure gradually over the year. The concentration of airborne bacterial and fungal cells 

showed a seasonal variation resulting in higher concentration in spring and lower 

concentrations in winter; and the bacterial and fungal richness varied throughout the year 

with a higher richness in summer, although no significant. Puy-de-Dôme is surrounded mainly 

by cropland and/or vegetation (> 80% in a 50 km perimeter; Fig. 1) which undergo strong 

changes over the year in term of surface conditions (see Puy-de-Dôme monthly satellite 

images in supplementary Fig. S1 for a glimpse). These changes are associated with crops and 
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vegetation (like trees) that cycle through their different phases on an annual basis. These 

changes are also strongly linked to the changes in local meteorology (e.g., temperature and 

precipitation). This has consequently a critical influence on the terrestrial microbial 

communities which would change in parallel17,18. Our data suggest that surface conditions 

might have been critical for explaining changes in the airborne microbial community 

distribution over the year. Over the year, different terrestrial microorganisms of different 

trophic modes were likely aerosolized (Fig. 4). Fungal phytopathogens (like Ustilago hordei) 

and leaf-associated fungi (like Naevala minutissima) increased in relative abundance during 

the spring and summer periods when the crop plants grew and trees were green; while 

saprotrophs (like Cladophialora protea) increased in relative abundance during the fall and 

winter periods after crop harvesting and when dead and decomposing biological material (like 

leaves) covered terrestrial surfaces. Similarly to fungi, soil-associated bacterial taxa (like 

Hymenobacter) were observed in higher relative abundance in fall and winter, and bacterial 

phytopathogens and leaf-associated bacteria (like Pseudomonas) were observed in higher 

relative abundance in spring and summer. Changes in the microbial communities associated 

with specific crops and vegetation might have strongly influenced the composition of airborne 

microbial communities. The observation of three general trends (i.e. an increase of specific 

taxa in fall/winter; an increase of other taxa in summer/spring; stable or highly variable 

microbial taxa over the year – Fig. 5) might have driven the dichotomy (i.e. fall/winter samples 

and spring/summer samples – Fig. 3) observed in the distribution of the samples based on 

both the airborne bacterial and fungal community structures. In addition, the period during 

which we observed an increase in the relative abundance of a winter or summer-associated 

microbial taxon varied in length and might have been specific to the life strategy of the taxon 

(for example, a taxon would increase in relative abundance between June and August while 

another between July and August only). This might have partly driven the high variability 

observed within seasons. Microbial taxa whose relative abundance remained stable or varied 

highly over the year might partly belong to taxa associated to decomposing matter (the 

trophic mode of all the fungal taxa present in this group was saprotroph), which is necessarily 

present the whole year although much more abundant in winter. Airborne fungal community 

structure was more significantly correlated to the seasons than bacterial community 

structure, and a higher number of fungal taxa showed a seasonal pattern over the fifty most 
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abundant taxa as compared to bacterial taxa (40/50 and 31/50 for fungi and bacteria, 

respectively). The stronger seasonal shift for airborne fungi might be explained by a higher 

influence of vegetation on fungi as compared to bacteria19.  

Local meteorology might also have a role in the temporal distribution of airborne microbial 

communities, especially on their within season variability. In a previous study (Chapter 3), we 

highlighted the importance of local meteorology (especially wind speed, wind direction and 

temperature variability over time) in the variability of airborne microbial communities 

especially when the site was enriched in landscapes (i.e. high richness and low evenness). Puy-

de-Dôme is characterized by strong wind speed and highly changing meteorological conditions 

partly explained by its central position and highest elevation in the Chaîne-des-Puys (+1465 m 

from sea level). The wind direction changed rapidly both within and between the weeks. The 

relative humidity and temperature also showed a high variability within and between the 

weeks within the seasons (supplementary Table S4). While the correlation between 

meteorological parameters and airborne microbial communities in Puy-de-Dôme could be 

explained by seasonality, these meteorological parameters might have also affected airborne 

microbial structure at a smaller scale than the seasons in impacting the aerosolisation process 

as discussed in Chapter 3. For example, specific temperatures might activate the sporulation 

of specific fungi20. The high correlation observed between temperature and airborne bacterial 

richness might be explained by the indirect effect of the temperature on the increase of the 

microbial diversity in the sources (i.e. surrounding landscapes)21–24 and also by a more direct 

effect with the enhanced rising of warm air masses which might increase the aerosolisation 

rate of microorganisms. Wind parameters might also have played a role in the high variability 

in the composition of airborne microbial communities observed within seasons, with higher 

wind speeds potentially uplifting heavier cells or bringing cells from more distant sources. 

Wind parameters were the best meteorological parameters correlated to airborne fungal 

richness. 

The wind direction and the backtrajectories did not drastically change throughout the seasons, 

and were highly variable over the year (supplementary Fig. S9 and S10). We did not observe a 

correlation between airborne microbial structure and the origin of the air masses. In winter, 

during which free troposphere air masses have the larger influence25–27 (and thus potentially 

long-range transport), the highest variability in the bacterial community structure was 
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observed, which was consistent with both potential larger inputs from distant sources and 

stronger meteorological conditions. Marine air masses have been shown to contribute the 

most (72%) during winter in Puy-de-Dôme27. Especially the sample which started in February 

the 2nd (2017) showed a marine signature. However, this sample was as concentrated in 

marine bacterial genera (Corialomargarita, Rubritalea, Aquimarina) as other samples which 

did not present a marine signature (March the 8th, March the 14th, May the 24th, July the 12th 

and August the 9th for Corialomargarita). Marine bacterial genera concentrations were very 

low whenever present (they were represented by 2 or 3 sequences over > 20000 sequences 

per sample). Uetake et al. (2019)3 investigated airborne microbial communities in Tokyo 

(Japan) over a year, and have also highlighted the absence of oceanic related bacteria (i.e. SAR 

group, Oceanospirillales) which could have suggested a long-range transport of airborne 

microbial cells from the Pacific Ocean to Tokyo. We looked at the samples which presented 

highly dissimilar bacterial and fungal community structures compared to the other samples 

and tried to link their change in microbial community structure with a change in PM10 

chemistry or a change in the backtrajectories, which might have suggested inputs from a 

distant source. We observed that they were either not correlated to a change in PM10 

chemistry (for example the sample 05/24/2017 which showed a particular bacterial 

community structure) or correlated to slightly changes in PM10 chemistry (for examples the 

samples 07/20/2016 and 10/05/2016 which showed particular bacterial and fungal 

community structures showed also higher concentrations of SO4
2-/NO3

- and NO3
-

/levoglucosan-manosan compared to the samples from the same season, respectively). 

Similarly, a significant change of PM10 chemistry (for example the sample starting in August 

the 3rd 2017 which presented higher concentrations of MSA, NO3
- and NH4

+ compared to the 

other samples of the same season) was not necessarily correlated to a change in microbial 

community structure. 

Thus, our data did not provide evidence that the long-range transport and the microbial inputs 

coming from distant sources had a significant impact on the temporal structuration of 

airborne microbial communities observed in Puy-de-Dôme. However, our sampling strategy 

(one-week sampling) might not have been adapted to identify microbial long-range transport 

events which, if they occurred, might have been greatly diluted in the local sources. 

Investigations on the temporal variability of airborne microbial communities which observed 
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a correlation between backtrajectories, the composition of airborne microbial communities 

and/or PM10 chemical composition suggesting a high contribution of distant sources in the 

composition of airborne microbial communities4,8, had either a different sampling strategy 

then ours (i.e. shorter sampling duration such as 24h)4 or did not sample microorganisms of 

the dry phase of the troposphere as we did8. Indeed, Cáliz et al. (2018)8 investigated rain 

associated microbial communities whose controlling factors might be different than microbial 

communities of the dry phase of the lower part of the troposphere (for example rain 

associated microorganisms that originate from clouds might have travelled long distances in 

the higher part of the troposphere before falling as precipitation). 

We observed a seasonal change in the particulate matter chemistry (PM10 chemistry). In Puy-

de-Dôme, changes in PM10 chemistry through the seasons (for examples higher 

concentrations of SO4
2- and NH4

+ in spring and Na+ Cl- in autumn and winter) have been 

correlated to changes in air mass origins (local and distant) and changes in the vertical 

stratification of the atmospheric layers (i.e. increase of the height of the mixed layer in 

summer)25,26. We observed specific and strong correlations between some chemical species 

and microbial taxa (supplementary Table S8) which could explain the overall correlation 

observed between the overall PM10 chemistry and airborne microbial structure. In particular, 

we observed many correlations between specific microbial taxa and polyols. The 

concentration of atmospheric polyols might be due to the presence of airborne green plant 

debris as well as specific microbial taxa and especially fungal taxa which produce polyols28–31. 

 

Conclusion 

We investigated changes in airborne microbial community concentration and structure at the 

elevated continental site Puy-de-Dôme, highest point of the Chaîne-des-Puys in the Massif 

Central of France (1465 m altitude above sea level) as a function of the surrounding 

landscapes, local meteorology and particulate matter chemistry. Puy-de-Dôme airborne 

microbial community structure shifted throughout the year in relation with the seasonal 

changes in surface conditions of the surrounding landscape of Puy-de-Dôme, characterized 

mainly by cropland and natural vegetation. The microbial taxa that drove the seasonal 

distribution of airborne microbial communities showed different trends throughout the 

seasons depending on their trophic mode. Crop-associated microorganisms, and especially 
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crop pathogens were in higher relative abundance in spring/summer while soil-associated 

microorganisms and dead material-associated microorganisms were found in higher relative 

abundance in fall/winter. Within the seasons, the temporal variability observed in the 

composition of airborne microbial communities was likely associated to the variable and 

strong meteorological conditions observed in Puy-de-Dôme. 
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Table S1: Sampling starting date, collected air volume and number of sequences obtained after the 16s rRNA gene and ITS sequencing and quality 

filtering. Blank cells represent samples which have been removed from the dataset because of low read number (< 6000 reads). 

Sample number Sample name 

Sampling starting date 
(month/day/year). End date: 7 

days later, same hour. 

Collected standardized air 

volume (m
3
) 

Number of sequences for the 
16s rRNA gene sequencing 

after quality filtering 

Number of sequences for the 
ITS sequencing after quality 

filtering 

PDD_S01 PDD_29/06/2016 06/29/16 8610 63115 15813 

PDD_S02 PDD_06/07/2016 07/06/16 8230 51661 17016 

PDD_S03 PDD_13/07/2016 07/13/16 8591 51967 27368 

PDD_S04 PDD_20/07/2016 07/20/16 8769 82471 31202 

PDD_S06 PDD_03/08/2016 08/03/16 8447 41648 21891 

PDD_S07 PDD_10/08/2016 08/10/16 8476 50687 25038 

PDD_S08 PDD_17/08/2016 08/17/16 8552 39687 24683 

PDD_S09 PDD_24/08/2016 08/24/16 8817 57870 20751 

PDD_S10 PDD_01/09/2016 09/01/16 estimated 8600  42068 25941 

PDD_S11 PDD_07/09/2016 09/07/16 8578 45669 39370 

PDD_S12 PDD_14/09/2016 09/14/16 8675 59341 26614 

PDD_S13 PDD_21/09/2016 09/21/16 8463 58601 42164 

PDD_S14 PDD_05/10/2016 10/05/16 8577 17726 81962 

PDD_S15 PDD_12/10/2016 10/12/16 8627 59389 34328 

PDD_S16 PDD_19/10/2016 10/19/16 8787 58277 26900 

PDD_S17 PDD_26/10/2016 10/26/16 8826 63880 8240 

PDD_S18 PDD_02/11/2016 11/02/16 14745 48262 35500 

PDD_2-S01 PDD_16/11/2016 11/16/16 10346 51196 33643 

PDD_2-S02 PDD_24/11/2016 11/24/16 7784 53821 13462 

PDD_2-S03 PDD_30/11/2016 11/30/16 9077 66750 19034 

PDD_2-S04 PDD_07/12/2016 12/07/16 8959 35240 11621 

PDD_2-S05 PDD_14/12/2016 12/14/16 8755 88674 15678 

PDD_2-S06 PDD_28/12/2016 12/28/16 9253 60388 8357 

PDD_2-S07 PDD_21/12/2016 12/21/16 8985 55503 32651 

PDD_2-S08 PDD_04/01/2017 01/04/17 18506 51159 37955 

PDD_2-S09 PDD_19/01/2017 01/19/17 8571 30716 38356 

PDD_2-S10 PDD_25/01/2017 01/25/17 8824 33035  

PDD_2-S11 PDD_01/02/2017 02/01/17 9080 78861  

PDD_2-S12 PDD_08/02/2017 02/08/17 7812 66259 60697 

PDD_2-S13 PDD_23/02/2017 02/23/17 16094 52339  

PDD_2-S14 PDD_08/03/2017 03/08/17 7888 71333 34979 

PDD_2-S15 PDD_14/03/2017 03/14/17 10041 65448  

PDD_2-S16 PDD_22/03/2017 03/22/17 8485 58594  
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PDD_2-S17 PDD_29/03/2017 03/29/17 8967 49703 10955 

PDD_2-S18 PDD_05/04/2017 04/05/17 9345 46706 26383 

PDD_2-S19 PDD_12/04/2017 04/12/17 8244 33819 27646 

PDD_2-S20 PDD_19/04/2017 04/19/17 6377 73626 17930 

PDD_2-S21 PDD_26/04/2017 04/26/17 8841 41224 34559 

PDD_2-S22 PDD_10/05/2017 05/10/17 9091 45674 24725 

PDD_2-S23 PDD_17/05/2017 05/17/17 8652 67192 24698 

PDD_2-S24 PDD_24/05/2017 05/24/17 7415 70375 22394 

PDD_3-S01 PDD_30/05/2017 05/30/17 10232 58483 22260 

PDD_3-S02 PDD_07/06/2017 06/07/17 8761 47217 20653 

PDD_3-S03 PDD_14/06/2017 06/14/17 8360 50094 20060 

PDD_3-S04 PDD_21/06/2017 06/21/17 8672 116853 18010 

PDD_3-S05 PDD_28/06/2017 06/28/17 9012  29150 

PDD_3-S06 PDD_05/07/2017 07/05/17 8034 37218 22442 

PDD_3-S07 PDD_12/07/2017 07/12/17 8713 36945 24629 

PDD_3-S08 PDD_19/07/2017 07/19/17 8620 50864 20170 

PDD_3-S09 PDD_26/07/2017 07/26/17 8664 37942 25343 

PDD_3-S10 PDD_02/08/2017 08/02/17 7399 35652 34048 

PDD_3-S11 PDD_09/08/2017 08/09/17 9926 28142 26101 

PDD_3-S12 PDD_16/08/2017 08/16/17 8657 37329 36039 
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Table S2: Bacterial and fungal concentration (number of 16S rRNA and 18S rRNA gene copies/m3) and richness (number of bacterial genera and 

fungal species) averaged per season. Reference letters indicate the group membership based on Tukey’s HSD post hoc tests.  

Season 

Average bacterial 
concentration (number of 
16S rRNA gene copies/m

3
 

of air) 

Average fungal 
concentration (number of 
18S rRNA gene copies/m

3
 

of air) 

Average Chao1 bacterial 
richness estimation 

(estimated number of 
bacterial genera)  

Average Chao1 fungal 
richness estimation 

(estimated number of 
fungal species) 

PDD summer 8.1x10
5
 +‐ 1.3x10

6
 1.2x10

4
 +‐ 2.0x10

4
 6.2x10

2
 +‐ 1.4x10

2 a
 4.7x10

2
 +‐ 1.8x10

2
 

PDD autumn 1.1x10
5
 +‐ 1.6x10

5
 2.2x10

3
 +‐ 2.9x10

3
 4.0x10

2
 +‐ 1.0x10

2 b
 3.5x10

2
 +‐ 2.0x10

2
 

PDD winter 3.0x10
5
 +‐ 8.1x10

5
 6.9x10

2
 +‐ 8.9x10

2
 4.0x10

2
 +‐ 1.3x10

2 b
 2.8x10

2
 +‐ 1.4x10

2
 

PDD spring 2.9x10
6
 +‐ 6.1x10

6
 1.4x10

4
 +‐ 3.1x10

4
 4.9x10

2
 +‐ 1.5x10

2 ab
 4.6x10

2
 +‐ 1.0x10

2
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Table S3: Top 25 of the bacterial genera and fungal species observed in Puy-de-Dôme, and average percentages of these bacterial genera and 

fungal species per season. 

Bacterial genus 
Percentage of each 

genus (%) 
Autumn 

(%) 
Spring 

(%) 
Summer 

(%) 
Winter 

(%) 
  Fungal species 

Percentage of each 
genus (%) 

Autumn 
(%) 

Spring 
(%) 

Summer 
(%) 

Winter 
(%) 

Bacillus 15.6 13.6 18.8 17 13.9  Pseudotaeniolina.globosa 11.5 16.4 7.7 5.3 18.7 

Hymenobacter 9.2 19.2 3.5 2.7 13.9  Cladophialophora.proteae 7.9 15.6 5.1 0.3 13.3 

Sphingomonas 7.4 3.8 3.6 12.5 2.6  Alternaria.sp.BMP_2012 4 1 1.9 10.8 0.5 

Methylobacterium 5.1 6.4 2.2 2.9 8.9  Cladophialophora.minutissima 4 2.6 7.4 0.3 6.2 

Thermoactinomyces 4.6 7.1 4.6 1.2 8.5  Naevala.minutissima 3.1 0 10.1 1.8 0 

Romboutsia 4.5 4.4 8.2 4.3 3.5  Erysiphe.alphitoides 3 0 4.9 6.1 0 

Clostridium_sensu_stricto 3.1 2.7 7 2.1 3.8  Preussia.minima 2.9 2.6 2.4 2.1 4.7 

Turicibacter 2 1.8 4 1.6 2  Botryotinia.fuckeliana 2.6 0.9 3.2 4.7 0.8 

Sporosarcina 1.9 1.9 2.6 2.1 1.4  Sarcinomyces.petricola 2.1 4.1 1.6 0.1 3.2 

Lysinibacillus 1.6 1.3 1.8 1.7 1.5  Eurotium.amstelodami 1.9 0.6 0.7 0.1 6.4 

Pseudomonas 1.4 0.4 0.3 2.9 0.1  Epicoccum.sp.JJP_2009a 1.8 2.5 0.5 3.6 0.2 

Domibacillus 1.4 0.8 0.4 1.2 2.9  Baeospora.myosura 1.7 6 0 0 1.7 

Tumebacillus 1.4 0.7 1.1 1.9 1.2  Tremella.foliacea 1.7 3.3 0.5 1.1 2.3 

Clostridium_XI 1.4 1.4 2.4 1.3 1.1  Leptosphaerulina.chartarum 1.5 1.6 0.2 3.4 0.3 

Nakamurella 1.3 0.9 1.1 0.3 3.4  Aspergillus.reptans 1.5 0.4 2 0.2 3.6 

Acidisphaera 1.2 0.9 1 0.1 3.7  Handkea.utriformis 1.3 0.1 0.6 1.1 3.5 

Pedobacter 1.1 0.9 0.3 1.8 0.3  Cryptococcus.victoriae 1.2 0.3 0.5 3.4 0.2 

Paenibacillus 1.1 0.9 1.3 1.1 1  Psilolechia.leprosa 1.2 1.2 1.2 1 1.4 

Anaerobacter 0.9 0.8 2 0.6 1  Blumeria.graminis 1.1 0 3.9 0.1 0.6 

Terrisporobacter 0.8 0.7 2 0.5 1.1  Ustilago.bullata 1 0 0.1 3.2 0 

Massilia 0.8 0.5 0.3 1.3 0.3  Microdochium.majus 1 0 0.1 3.2 0 

Rhodopila 0.7 1.6 0.3 0.1 1.2  Podospora.pleiospora 0.9 1.4 1.3 1 0 

Neorhizobium 0.7 0.4 0.2 1.3 0  Preussia.intermedia 0.9 0.5 1.5 0.2 1.4 

Acidicaldus 0.6 1.1 0.3 0.1 1.3  Mycosphaerella.graminicola 0.8 0 0 2.6 0 

Rathayibacter 0.5 0.3 0.1 1 0.1   Aureobasidium.pullulans 0.8 0.2 0.7 1.6 0.3 
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Table S4: Weekly variability of the bacterial and fungal composition per season ((1 – Bray-Curtis dissimilarity) / standard deviation). The maximum 

wind speed (m/s) per season and the variability of the wind direction (degree), relative humidity (%) and temperature (°C) within a week and 

between the weeks in each season are also shown. 

Site 

Bacterial 
populations 

similarity 
between 

weeks 

Fungal 
populations 

similarity 
between 

weeks 

Maximum 
wind 
speed 
(m/s) 

Wind 
direction 
variability 

within weeks 
(degree) 

Wind 
direction 
variability 
between 

weeks 
(degree) 

Relative 
humidity 
variability 

within weeks 
(%) 

Relative 
humidity 
variability 
between 

weeks (%) 

Temperature 
variability 

within weeks 
(°C) 

Temperature 
variability 
between 

weeks 
(°C) 

PDD summer 5.6 3.5 26.7 83.9 34.0 17.0 9.7 3.9 2.6 
PDD autumn 6.2 2.7 26.3 80.8 42.2 20.4 23.2 3.1 3.0 
PDD winter 5.3 4.1 31.1 86.9 38.2 21.3 18.3 3.3 3.1 
PDD spring 5.6 4.4 25.0 94.2 27.6 19.0 9.0 3.9 5.5 
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Table S5: Richness in fungal species annotated as pathotroph, symbiotroph and saprotroph 

averaged per season and according to FUNGuild. 

Season Averaged number of 

pathotrophs 

Averaged number of 

saprotrophs 

Averaged number of 

symbiotrophs 

Fall 39 141 26 

Winter 25 100 10 

Spring 84 165 21 

Summer 92 145 23 
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Table S6: Grouping of the fifty most abundant bacterial genera and fungal species based of the trend of their relative abundance over the year. 

The first trend groups taxa whose relative abundances increase in fall and/or winter; the second trend groups taxa whose relative abundances 

increase in spring and/or summer; and the third trend groups taxa whose relative abundances remain stable or are highly variable over the year. 

For fungal species, the trophic mode of each taxon has been given based on the FUNGuild software. 

Grouping of the fifty most abundant fungal species in three general trends 

Trend 1 Trophic mode Trend 2 Trophic mode Trend 3 Trophic mode 

Pseudotaeniolina globosa symbiotroph Aternaria sp BMP_2012 patotroph Torula caligans pathotroph-saprotroph 

Cladophialophora proteae saprotroph Botryotinia fickeliana patotroph Podospora tetraspora saprotroph 

Cladophialophora minutissima saprotroph Erysiphe alphitoides patotroph Schizopora radula saprotroph 

Sarcinomyces petricola pathotroph-saprotroph Naevala minutissima pathotroph-saprotroph Stereum annosum saprotroph 

Baeospora myosura saprotroph Epicoccum sp JJP_2009a pathotroph-saprotroph Phaeosphaeria herpotrichoides saprotroph 

Tremella foliacea pathotroph Leptosphaerulina chartarum symbiotroph Pyrenochaeta sp CF_2008 saprotroph 

Blumeria graminis pathotroph Cryptococcus victoriae pathotroph Trichocladium asperum saprotroph 

Aspergillus reptans saprotroph Podospora pleiospora pathotroph-saprotroph-symbiotroph Preussia minima saprotroph 

Eurotium amstelodami saprotroph Aureobasidium pullulans pathotroph-saprotroph-symbiotroph Ustilago bullata saprotroph 

Preussia intermedia saprotroph Microdochium majus pathotroph-saprotroph Humicola nigrescens saprotroph 

Psilolechia leprosa symbiotroph Epicoccum nigrum pathotroph-saprotroph-symbiotroph   
Coprinopsis radiata saprotroph Pseudozyma shanxiensis patotroph   
Blumeria graminis f sp hordei pathotroph Handkea utriformis saprotroph   
Strobilurus albipilatus saprotroph Pleospora alfalfae patotroph   
Phlebia radiata saprotroph Dioszegia crocea pathotroph-saprotroph-symbiotroph   
Hyphodontia alutaria saprotroph Mycosphaerella graminicola patotroph   
Sarcomyxa serotina saprotroph Bovista plumbea saprotroph   
  Sporidiobolus sp JPS_2007a pathotroph-saprotroph   
  Phoma paspali pathotroph-saprotroph-symbiotroph   
  Ustilago hordei patotroph   
  Alternaria brassicae pathotroph-saprotroph-symbiotroph   
  Melampsora epitea patotroph   
  Cryptococcus chernovii pathotroph-saprotroph-symbiotroph   
      

Grouping of the fifty most abundant bacterial genera in three general trends 

Trend 1   Trend 2   Trend 3   

Beijerinckia  Brevundimonas  Gaeilla  

Spirosoma  Dyabobacter  Flavobacterium  

Laceyella  Solibacillus  Arthrobacterium  

Acidicaldus  Bradyrhizobium  Planococcus  

Rhodopila  Terrisporobacter  Aureimonas  

Acidisphaera  Gemmatimonas  Sediminibacter  

Nakamurella  Clavibacter  Ammoniphilus  

Thermoactinomyces  Devosia  Caryophanon  
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Methylobacterium  Sodalis  Staphylococcus  

Hymenobacter  Kineococcus  Phenylobacterium  

  Rhdococcus  Gpl  

  Rathayibacter  Nocardium  

  Neorhizobium  Domibacillus  

  Massilia  Paenibacillus  

  Anaerobacter  Tumebacillus  

  Pedobacter  Lysinibacillus  

  Clostridium XI  Pseudomonas  

  Turicibacter  Sporosarcina  

  Clostridium sensu stricto  Bacillus  

  Romboutsia    
  Sphingomonas    
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Table S7: Chemical concentrations averaged per season. 

Chemical compounds (ng/m
3
) spring summer autumn winter 

OC 1222.4 +/- 699.89 1441.9 +/- 451.88 589.51 +/- 228.28 442.05 +/- 165.07 

EC 0.12 +/- 0.05 0.13 +/- 0.04 0.06 +/- 0.02 0.06 +/- 0.04 

MSA 29.95 +/- 16.21 30.01 +/- 16.41 2.57 +/- 1.5 3.85 +/- 3.33 

Cl 43.28 +/- 55.17 37.44 +/- 69.41 35.12 +/- 42.77 65.11 +/- 91.36 

NO3 1049.25 +/- 963.99 566.21 +/- 698.62 587.9 +/- 631.32 989.55 +/- 1544.53 

SO4 986.51 +/- 349.45 960.7 +/- 359.65 489.17 +/- 204.62 496.54 +/- 234.4 

Ox 31.48 +/- 39.01 133.53 +/- 79.81 54.76 +/- 25.79 30.06 +/- 19.49 

Na 143.4 +/- 60.28 191.88 +/- 129.69 78.35 +/- 53.12 116.08 +/- 98.66 

NH4 413.17 +/- 247.85 221.57 +/- 150.61 208.42 +/- 229.22 309.84 +/- 385.57 

K 37.19 +/- 10.02 51.27 +/- 36.69 23.48 +/- 7.79 26.24 +/- 13.88 

Mg 21.12 +/- 8.12 34.68 +/- 32.5 12.61 +/- 9.7 12.79 +/- 11.03 

Ca 92.76 +/- 43.81 146.52 +/- 133.27 44.6 +/- 41.16 37.26 +/- 32.25 

Inositol 3.79 +/- 5.76 1.69 +/- 2.4 0.17 +/- 0.08 0.26 +/- 0.16 

Glycerol 3.94 +/- 4.52 0.64 +/- 1.54 0.11 +/- 0.34 0.32 +/- 0.79 

Erythriol 1.8 +/- 0.73 1.3 +/- 0.7 0.66 +/- 0.57 0.76 +/- 0.64 

Xylitol 0.38 +/- 0.4 1.39 +/- 1.02 0.19 +/- 0.2 0.08 +/- 0.08 

Mannitol+arabitol 14.46 +/- 12.66 20.98 +/- 11.71 2.52 +/- 1.62 2.4 +/- 2.12 

Sorbitol 4.91 +/- 6.72 8.08 +/- 4.78 0.65 +/- 0.31 0.46 +/- 0.44 

Threalose 0.2 +/- 0.67 4.24 +/- 3.24 0.92 +/- 1 0.02 +/- 0.08 

Levoglucosan+mannosan 12.04 +/- 9.69 3.22 +/- 2.68 14.18 +/- 10.36 22.43 +/- 14.89 

Galactosan 0.33 +/- 0.3 0.11 +/- 0.18 0.54 +/- 0.48 0.87 +/- 0.5 

Rhamnose 0.04 +/- 0.07 0.01 +/- 0.03 0 +/- 0 0.04 +/- 0.06 

Glucose 18.8 +/- 11.97 13.83 +/- 9.17 2.55 +/- 1.33 3.15 +/- 3.47 
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Table S8: Output (R2 and pvalue) of the correlation tests between bacterial genera (a.) or fungal species (b.) in relative abundance and chemical 

species (log10 of the concentration in ng/m3). Only the 50 most abundant bacterial genera and fungal species of the dataset have been tested. 

Spearman correlations have been used. Correlations with an R2 superior to 0.5 and inferior to -0.5 have been highlighted in red and yellow, 

respectively. 

a. 

Bacterial genus 
R2 Pvalue 

OC EC MSA Ox K Mg Ca xylitol 
Mannitol 

+arabitol 
sorbitol threalose 

levo,m

anno 
galactosan glucose OC EC MSA Ox K Mg Ca xylitol 

Mannitol 

arabitol 
sorbitol threalose levo,manno galactosan glucose 

Bacillus 0.12 0.15 0.08 -0.16 0.09 0.04 0.08 0.16 0.07 0.16 -0.01 -0.06 -0.04 0.13 4.2E-01 3.0E-01 5.7E-01 2.6E-01 5.2E-01 7.7E-01 5.6E-01 2.6E-01 6.2E-01 2.7E-01 9.3E-01 6.8E-01 7.6E-01 3.6E-01 

Hymenobacter -0.43 -0.38 -0.35 -0.09 -0.31 -0.26 -0.27 -0.38 -0.36 -0.46 -0.18 0.19 0.22 -0.38 1.5E-03 5.8E-03 1.1E-02 5.1E-01 2.8E-02 6.8E-02 5.3E-02 6.0E-03 8.5E-03 6.2E-04 2.0E-01 1.8E-01 1.3E-01 5.7E-03 

Sphingomonas 0.43 0.32 0.42 0.44 0.23 0.24 0.27 0.45 0.48 0.49 0.45 -0.48 -0.53 0.30 1.5E-03 2.2E-02 2.2E-03 1.2E-03 1.1E-01 9.5E-02 5.8E-02 9.5E-04 3.8E-04 2.4E-04 1.0E-03 3.5E-04 6.4E-05 3.2E-02 

Methylobacterium -0.38 -0.30 -0.34 0.03 -0.22 -0.16 -0.20 -0.34 -0.34 -0.41 -0.06 0.12 0.20 -0.36 5.7E-03 3.1E-02 1.4E-02 8.4E-01 1.2E-01 2.6E-01 1.6E-01 1.5E-02 1.4E-02 3.0E-03 6.8E-01 3.9E-01 1.7E-01 9.2E-03 

Romboutsia 0.26 0.32 0.24 -0.24 0.22 0.05 0.15 0.16 0.22 0.29 -0.13 0.08 0.04 0.32 6.3E-02 2.4E-02 8.7E-02 9.1E-02 1.2E-01 7.2E-01 2.9E-01 2.8E-01 1.2E-01 4.0E-02 3.8E-01 5.6E-01 7.8E-01 2.4E-02 

Thermoactinomyces -0.40 -0.22 -0.45 -0.42 -0.33 -0.42 -0.46 -0.48 -0.47 -0.44 -0.44 0.68 0.68 -0.34 3.4E-03 1.1E-01 9.0E-04 2.1E-03 1.9E-02 2.0E-03 7.4E-04 3.9E-04 5.0E-04 1.4E-03 1.4E-03 5.1E-08 5.5E-08 1.4E-02 

Clostridium_sensu_st

ricto 
-0.05 0.05 0.00 -0.38 -0.02 -0.10 -0.09 -0.17 -0.09 -0.07 -0.31 0.34 0.32 0.07 7.3E-01 7.3E-01 9.9E-01 5.7E-03 8.8E-01 4.7E-01 5.5E-01 2.5E-01 5.5E-01 6.4E-01 2.7E-02 1.5E-02 2.3E-02 6.4E-01 

Turicibacter 0.09 0.16 0.11 -0.39 0.13 0.03 0.04 -0.01 0.09 0.09 -0.31 0.25 0.23 0.25 5.4E-01 2.5E-01 4.2E-01 4.7E-03 3.8E-01 8.3E-01 7.7E-01 9.2E-01 5.4E-01 5.4E-01 2.5E-02 7.7E-02 1.1E-01 7.3E-02 

Sporosarcina 0.17 0.21 0.09 -0.20 0.14 0.02 0.12 0.16 0.14 0.19 -0.01 -0.08 -0.10 0.20 2.4E-01 1.5E-01 5.4E-01 1.5E-01 3.3E-01 8.6E-01 4.1E-01 2.5E-01 3.4E-01 1.7E-01 9.5E-01 5.6E-01 4.9E-01 1.6E-01 

Pseudomonas 0.41 0.24 0.49 0.33 0.23 0.33 0.30 0.54 0.54 0.56 0.38 -0.62 -0.61 0.36 3.0E-03 9.0E-02 2.3E-04 1.9E-02 9.8E-02 2.0E-02 3.2E-02 5.0E-05 4.9E-05 2.0E-05 6.2E-03 1.5E-06 1.9E-06 1.0E-02 

Lysinibacillus 0.10 0.17 -0.03 -0.13 0.11 0.00 0.08 0.08 0.00 0.07 -0.08 0.01 0.02 0.03 4.7E-01 2.4E-01 8.4E-01 3.7E-01 4.6E-01 9.8E-01 5.6E-01 5.9E-01 9.8E-01 6.4E-01 5.9E-01 9.6E-01 8.6E-01 8.1E-01 

Clostridium_XI 0.29 0.34 0.27 -0.26 0.21 0.06 0.14 0.16 0.25 0.33 -0.12 0.05 0.01 0.35 3.8E-02 1.5E-02 5.8E-02 6.5E-02 1.4E-01 6.9E-01 3.2E-01 2.7E-01 7.7E-02 1.8E-02 4.2E-01 7.3E-01 9.2E-01 1.1E-02 

Nakamurella -0.43 -0.29 -0.37 -0.34 -0.27 -0.33 -0.31 -0.54 -0.45 -0.52 -0.38 0.38 0.35 -0.33 1.7E-03 4.0E-02 7.1E-03 1.3E-02 5.9E-02 1.8E-02 2.7E-02 3.7E-05 8.2E-04 1.1E-04 6.3E-03 5.9E-03 1.2E-02 1.8E-02 

Acidisphaera -0.55 -0.40 -0.51 -0.51 -0.31 -0.37 -0.35 -0.65 -0.60 -0.69 -0.59 0.58 0.64 -0.39 3.0E-05 4.0E-03 1.1E-04 1.2E-04 2.6E-02 8.1E-03 1.1E-02 3.0E-07 3.8E-06 1.9E-08 6.0E-06 8.9E-06 5.1E-07 5.3E-03 

Tumebacillus 0.25 0.24 0.12 0.01 0.14 0.06 0.12 0.25 0.13 0.22 0.13 -0.06 -0.09 0.13 8.1E-02 8.7E-02 3.9E-01 9.3E-01 3.3E-01 6.9E-01 4.1E-01 8.2E-02 3.6E-01 1.2E-01 3.8E-01 6.8E-01 5.4E-01 3.5E-01 

Pedobacter 0.34 0.24 0.34 0.44 0.15 0.21 0.22 0.42 0.41 0.44 0.48 -0.43 -0.50 0.23 1.6E-02 8.4E-02 1.6E-02 1.3E-03 2.9E-01 1.4E-01 1.2E-01 2.0E-03 3.1E-03 1.1E-03 3.3E-04 1.8E-03 1.9E-04 1.1E-01 

Anaerobacter 0.02 0.10 0.07 -0.44 0.02 -0.07 -0.02 -0.18 -0.04 -0.05 -0.38 0.36 0.33 0.18 9.0E-01 4.9E-01 6.4E-01 1.1E-03 9.0E-01 6.2E-01 8.8E-01 2.1E-01 7.9E-01 7.4E-01 6.2E-03 9.4E-03 2.0E-02 2.2E-01 

Paenibacillus 0.15 0.19 0.13 -0.10 0.07 -0.02 0.01 0.16 0.10 0.19 0.00 -0.04 -0.04 0.11 2.9E-01 1.7E-01 3.8E-01 4.7E-01 6.3E-01 8.8E-01 9.6E-01 2.5E-01 4.8E-01 1.9E-01 9.9E-01 8.1E-01 7.8E-01 4.5E-01 

Domibacillus -0.36 -0.25 -0.37 -0.14 -0.18 -0.18 -0.16 -0.26 -0.34 -0.38 -0.20 0.30 0.36 -0.27 9.3E-03 7.1E-02 8.1E-03 3.3E-01 2.0E-01 2.0E-01 2.6E-01 6.9E-02 1.5E-02 6.7E-03 1.6E-01 3.0E-02 9.4E-03 6.0E-02 

Rhodopila -0.56 -0.47 -0.53 -0.37 -0.37 -0.34 -0.30 -0.60 -0.64 -0.67 -0.47 0.51 0.59 -0.43 1.6E-05 4.8E-04 6.7E-05 7.3E-03 7.0E-03 1.4E-02 3.4E-02 2.7E-06 5.2E-07 6.8E-08 5.1E-04 1.3E-04 6.4E-06 1.5E-03 

Terrisporobacter -0.10 0.00 0.00 -0.37 -0.07 -0.14 -0.17 -0.17 -0.10 -0.07 -0.39 0.39 0.36 0.03 4.9E-01 9.9E-01 9.8E-01 8.2E-03 6.3E-01 3.2E-01 2.3E-01 2.4E-01 5.1E-01 6.0E-01 4.5E-03 4.9E-03 1.0E-02 8.1E-01 

Acidicaldus -0.56 -0.43 -0.51 -0.27 -0.33 -0.27 -0.29 -0.55 -0.58 -0.68 -0.41 0.43 0.48 -0.45 2.1E-05 1.8E-03 1.5E-04 6.0E-02 1.9E-02 5.2E-02 3.8E-02 3.3E-05 7.1E-06 3.0E-08 2.8E-03 1.6E-03 3.8E-04 8.4E-04 

Massilia 0.42 0.34 0.39 0.46 0.27 0.30 0.34 0.50 0.49 0.50 0.49 -0.48 -0.54 0.33 2.2E-03 1.3E-02 4.8E-03 7.6E-04 5.4E-02 3.4E-02 1.6E-02 2.1E-04 2.6E-04 2.2E-04 3.0E-04 4.1E-04 4.8E-05 1.6E-02 

Neorhizobium 0.37 0.28 0.40 0.49 0.30 0.36 0.36 0.49 0.48 0.49 0.61 -0.48 -0.51 0.25 8.4E-03 4.6E-02 3.5E-03 2.5E-04 3.2E-02 9.0E-03 8.6E-03 2.8E-04 3.8E-04 2.6E-04 2.5E-06 3.6E-04 1.2E-04 7.7E-02 

Nocardioides 0.40 0.34 0.29 0.38 0.24 0.27 0.32 0.30 0.36 0.39 0.36 -0.29 -0.37 0.29 3.6E-03 1.6E-02 3.6E-02 6.1E-03 9.7E-02 5.7E-02 2.3E-02 3.1E-02 9.6E-03 5.2E-03 9.4E-03 3.7E-02 7.8E-03 4.0E-02 

Rathayibacter 0.48 0.39 0.41 0.46 0.29 0.26 0.29 0.49 0.50 0.54 0.52 -0.49 -0.54 0.28 3.9E-04 5.2E-03 2.6E-03 7.1E-04 4.2E-02 7.0E-02 3.8E-02 2.4E-04 1.7E-04 5.2E-05 8.6E-05 2.2E-04 4.1E-05 4.4E-02 

GpI 0.22 0.19 0.05 -0.03 -0.01 -0.11 0.05 -0.04 0.02 0.10 0.00 -0.03 -0.06 0.16 1.2E-01 1.8E-01 7.3E-01 8.2E-01 9.5E-01 4.4E-01 7.0E-01 7.8E-01 8.7E-01 5.0E-01 9.9E-01 8.2E-01 6.8E-01 2.8E-01 

Laceyella -0.38 -0.19 -0.42 -0.31 -0.28 -0.37 -0.42 -0.42 -0.44 -0.41 -0.33 0.67 0.64 -0.34 6.1E-03 1.7E-01 2.0E-03 2.5E-02 4.5E-02 8.2E-03 2.2E-03 2.1E-03 1.4E-03 2.7E-03 1.7E-02 9.6E-08 4.9E-07 1.4E-02 

Phenylobacterium -0.53 -0.47 -0.47 0.00 -0.52 -0.51 -0.52 -0.45 -0.57 -0.51 -0.13 0.43 0.45 -0.60 6.5E-05 5.5E-04 5.3E-04 9.9E-01 7.9E-05 1.6E-04 9.9E-05 1.0E-03 1.0E-05 1.5E-04 3.6E-01 1.6E-03 8.3E-04 3.8E-06 

Rhodococcus 0.20 0.16 0.23 0.44 0.21 0.21 0.24 0.37 0.29 0.28 0.35 -0.37 -0.39 0.09 1.6E-01 2.5E-01 9.9E-02 1.3E-03 1.5E-01 1.4E-01 8.7E-02 7.7E-03 3.6E-02 4.8E-02 1.2E-02 7.7E-03 5.0E-03 5.3E-01 

Caryophanon 0.29 0.35 0.10 -0.13 0.23 0.09 0.17 0.21 0.16 0.20 -0.13 -0.10 -0.08 0.24 4.2E-02 1.3E-02 4.9E-01 3.5E-01 9.9E-02 5.4E-01 2.3E-01 1.4E-01 2.6E-01 1.5E-01 3.8E-01 4.9E-01 5.9E-01 9.7E-02 
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Ammoniphilus 0.06 0.10 -0.02 -0.09 0.08 0.04 0.06 0.14 0.05 0.08 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.07 6.6E-01 4.6E-01 9.0E-01 5.1E-01 5.8E-01 8.0E-01 6.7E-01 3.1E-01 7.4E-01 5.9E-01 8.7E-01 9.9E-01 9.2E-01 6.2E-01 

Sediminibacterium -0.42 -0.41 -0.37 0.10 -0.50 -0.48 -0.41 -0.36 -0.50 -0.40 -0.08 0.38 0.40 -0.56 2.0E-03 2.9E-03 7.3E-03 5.1E-01 2.2E-04 3.3E-04 2.5E-03 9.7E-03 2.1E-04 3.6E-03 5.7E-01 5.8E-03 3.9E-03 1.9E-05 

Aureimonas 0.32 0.27 0.32 0.43 0.20 0.24 0.24 0.40 0.38 0.39 0.40 -0.41 -0.46 0.21 2.0E-02 6.0E-02 2.1E-02 1.7E-03 1.6E-01 8.5E-02 9.7E-02 4.0E-03 5.5E-03 4.6E-03 3.8E-03 3.1E-03 7.3E-04 1.4E-01 

Planococcaceae_ince

rtae_sedis 
0.16 0.19 0.01 -0.31 0.13 -0.02 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.09 -0.18 0.13 0.14 0.14 2.6E-01 1.8E-01 9.3E-01 2.6E-02 3.7E-01 8.6E-01 6.7E-01 8.4E-01 7.8E-01 5.1E-01 2.0E-01 3.6E-01 3.4E-01 3.3E-01 

Kineococcus 0.46 0.38 0.38 0.42 0.34 0.38 0.35 0.47 0.53 0.51 0.49 -0.51 -0.53 0.34 6.8E-04 5.8E-03 5.5E-03 2.2E-03 1.4E-02 6.6E-03 1.3E-02 4.6E-04 6.9E-05 1.5E-04 2.5E-04 1.2E-04 6.4E-05 1.4E-02 

Staphylococcus -0.04 -0.12 -0.10 0.18 -0.19 -0.07 -0.12 0.01 -0.05 0.05 0.23 -0.07 -0.12 -0.15 7.8E-01 3.9E-01 4.9E-01 2.1E-01 1.9E-01 6.4E-01 4.1E-01 9.4E-01 7.1E-01 7.1E-01 1.1E-01 6.0E-01 4.1E-01 3.1E-01 

Sodalis 0.21 0.21 0.09 0.57 0.27 0.31 0.33 0.43 0.24 0.28 0.58 -0.38 -0.35 0.04 1.5E-01 1.3E-01 5.4E-01 1.3E-05 5.4E-02 2.8E-02 1.7E-02 1.4E-03 9.7E-02 4.3E-02 7.1E-06 5.4E-03 1.1E-02 7.7E-01 

Devosia 0.37 0.28 0.43 0.42 0.21 0.29 0.30 0.38 0.43 0.41 0.41 -0.39 -0.48 0.30 6.8E-03 4.6E-02 1.7E-03 2.1E-03 1.4E-01 3.8E-02 3.2E-02 5.7E-03 1.7E-03 3.1E-03 2.8E-03 4.5E-03 3.5E-04 3.4E-02 

Spirosoma 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.14 -0.01 0.00 0.03 0.04 0.12 0.17 0.18 -0.22 -0.19 0.05 4.1E-01 3.9E-01 3.2E-01 3.4E-01 9.4E-01 1.0E+00 8.5E-01 7.9E-01 4.1E-01 2.4E-01 2.0E-01 1.3E-01 1.7E-01 7.2E-01 

Arthrobacter 0.32 0.29 0.25 0.28 0.22 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.31 0.31 0.37 -0.26 -0.34 0.19 2.3E-02 3.9E-02 8.2E-02 4.9E-02 1.3E-01 1.4E-01 1.2E-01 1.1E-01 2.8E-02 2.7E-02 6.9E-03 6.5E-02 1.4E-02 1.8E-01 

Flavobacterium 0.40 0.35 0.38 0.24 0.20 0.14 0.21 0.34 0.41 0.47 0.29 -0.36 -0.41 0.29 3.4E-03 1.2E-02 5.5E-03 8.8E-02 1.5E-01 3.1E-01 1.4E-01 1.6E-02 2.6E-03 5.3E-04 3.6E-02 1.0E-02 2.5E-03 3.9E-02 

Clavibacter 0.54 0.48 0.41 0.49 0.39 0.35 0.40 0.60 0.58 0.58 0.59 -0.48 -0.56 0.35 4.8E-05 3.2E-04 2.9E-03 2.4E-04 4.8E-03 1.3E-02 3.5E-03 3.7E-06 7.0E-06 8.0E-06 6.1E-06 4.2E-04 2.1E-05 1.1E-02 

Gemmatimonas 0.30 0.30 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.12 0.15 0.07 0.25 0.22 0.14 -0.11 -0.18 0.24 3.1E-02 3.3E-02 4.3E-01 3.8E-01 3.0E-01 4.2E-01 2.8E-01 6.0E-01 8.1E-02 1.3E-01 3.2E-01 4.5E-01 2.1E-01 8.8E-02 

Gaiella 0.31 0.22 0.29 0.20 0.20 0.22 0.26 0.18 0.32 0.33 0.28 -0.33 -0.40 0.26 2.5E-02 1.3E-01 3.9E-02 1.6E-01 1.7E-01 1.1E-01 6.4E-02 2.1E-01 2.2E-02 1.9E-02 4.9E-02 1.8E-02 3.6E-03 6.7E-02 

Bradyrhizobium -0.19 -0.21 -0.25 0.06 -0.35 -0.35 -0.33 -0.26 -0.30 -0.15 0.04 0.15 0.17 -0.44 1.8E-01 1.5E-01 7.7E-02 6.6E-01 1.3E-02 1.1E-02 1.7E-02 6.8E-02 3.1E-02 3.1E-01 7.6E-01 2.9E-01 2.3E-01 1.1E-03 

Solibacillus 0.29 0.25 0.18 -0.13 0.31 0.25 0.32 0.29 0.26 0.27 0.02 -0.15 -0.14 0.36 3.8E-02 7.1E-02 2.1E-01 3.6E-01 2.9E-02 7.3E-02 2.3E-02 3.6E-02 6.5E-02 5.6E-02 8.6E-01 3.1E-01 3.2E-01 8.5E-03 

Dyadobacter 0.36 0.31 0.27 0.35 0.17 0.19 0.22 0.37 0.38 0.42 0.52 -0.40 -0.48 0.20 9.0E-03 2.8E-02 5.9E-02 1.2E-02 2.2E-01 1.8E-01 1.1E-01 6.8E-03 6.5E-03 2.4E-03 7.8E-05 3.8E-03 3.8E-04 1.6E-01 

Brevundimonas 0.30 0.21 0.31 0.40 0.08 0.18 0.11 0.34 0.37 0.40 0.32 -0.34 -0.41 0.20 3.5E-02 1.4E-01 2.4E-02 3.5E-03 5.6E-01 2.2E-01 4.3E-01 1.4E-02 7.2E-03 3.4E-03 2.0E-02 1.6E-02 2.7E-03 1.6E-01 

Beijerinckia -0.55 -0.51 -0.56 -0.17 -0.38 -0.34 -0.43 -0.42 -0.54 -0.60 -0.41 0.39 0.45 -0.51 3.0E-05 1.3E-04 1.9E-05 2.3E-01 5.4E-03 1.5E-02 1.6E-03 1.9E-03 4.6E-05 3.3E-06 3.1E-03 4.1E-03 9.9E-04 1.5E-04 

 

b. 

fungal species 
R2 Pvalue 

OC EC MSA Cl SO4 Ox Na K Mg Ca 
Inosi

tol 

Glyce

rol 

Erythrio

l 
xylitol 

Mannitol 

arabitol 

sorbi

tol 

threalos

e 

Levo 

manno 

galactos

an 
glucose OC EC MSA Cl SO4 Ox Na K Mg Ca Inositol Glycerol Erythriol xylitol 

Mannitol 

arabitol 
sorbitol threalose 

Levo 

manno 

galactos

an 
glucose 

Pseudotaenioli

na globosa 
-0.53 -0.45 -0.54 0.30 -0.39 -0.44 -0.20 -0.35 -0.27 -0.29 -0.44 0.15 -0.43 -0.62 -0.66 -0.70 -0.49 0.52 0.66 -0.47 

1.3E-
04 

1.4E-03 
1.0E-

04 

3.7E-
02 

6.6E
-03 

2.1E-03 1.7E-01 1.6E-02 
6.3E-

02 
5.1E-02 1.7E-03 3.3E-01 2.9E-03 2.8E-06 5.6E-07 5.8E-08 5.5E-04 1.5E-04 5.2E-07 9.0E-04 

Alternaria sp 

BMP_2012 
0.60 0.53 0.45 -0.11 0.29 0.43 0.33 0.55 0.48 0.47 0.41 -0.15 0.22 0.66 0.73 0.68 0.47 -0.57 -0.64 0.53 

7.2E-
06 

1.2E-04 
1.4E-

03 

4.7E-
01 

5.2E
-02 

2.8E-03 2.5E-02 5.3E-05 
6.3E-

04 
7.7E-04 3.9E-03 3.2E-01 1.4E-01 4.1E-07 4.8E-09 1.5E-07 9.5E-04 2.8E-05 1.1E-06 1.2E-04 

Cladophialoph

ora proteae 
-0.54 -0.47 -0.52 0.17 -0.40 -0.50 -0.31 -0.44 -0.38 -0.38 -0.36 0.18 -0.29 -0.68 -0.66 -0.71 -0.54 0.50 0.61 -0.45 

1.0E-
04 

8.8E-04 
1.7E-

04 

2.6E-
01 

5.4E
-03 

3.9E-04 3.3E-02 2.2E-03 
8.0E-

03 
8.4E-03 1.4E-02 2.3E-01 5.0E-02 1.9E-07 4.6E-07 2.7E-08 8.3E-05 3.3E-04 5.7E-06 1.4E-03 

Botryotinia 

fuckeliana 
0.54 0.42 0.50 -0.07 0.23 0.27 0.35 0.47 0.46 0.44 0.58 0.19 0.36 0.44 0.64 0.59 0.24 -0.47 -0.48 0.59 

1.0E-
04 

3.5E-03 
3.9E-

04 

6.2E-
01 

1.1E
-01 

6.8E-02 1.5E-02 8.7E-04 
1.2E-

03 
1.8E-03 2.0E-05 2.0E-01 1.3E-02 2.0E-03 1.2E-06 1.1E-05 1.1E-01 8.1E-04 6.5E-04 1.2E-05 

Erysiphe 

alphitoides 
0.58 0.41 0.68 -0.21 0.45 0.20 0.13 0.35 0.25 0.30 0.57 -0.20 0.45 0.61 0.68 0.78 0.30 -0.64 -0.66 0.55 

1.9E-
05 

4.0E-03 
1.5E-

07 

1.6E-
01 

1.5E
-03 

1.8E-01 4.0E-01 1.6E-02 
9.2E-

02 
4.1E-02 3.2E-05 1.7E-01 1.6E-03 5.8E-06 1.6E-07 7.5E-11 4.3E-02 1.2E-06 4.1E-07 6.0E-05 

Preussia 

minima 
-0.26 -0.27 -0.24 0.24 -0.16 -0.30 0.05 -0.15 -0.07 -0.17 -0.12 0.20 -0.25 -0.21 -0.15 -0.21 -0.09 0.22 0.29 -0.06 

7.2E-
02 

6.3E-02 
1.0E-

01 

9.9E-
02 

2.8E
-01 

3.8E-02 7.6E-01 3.1E-01 
6.5E-

01 
2.6E-01 4.2E-01 1.9E-01 9.1E-02 1.6E-01 3.3E-01 1.5E-01 5.7E-01 1.4E-01 5.1E-02 7.0E-01 

Naevala 

minutissima 
0.21 0.02 0.38 -0.02 0.10 -0.15 -0.02 0.12 0.05 0.12 0.54 0.24 0.41 0.11 0.24 0.23 -0.29 -0.16 -0.17 0.39 

1.6E-
01 

8.8E-01 
8.1E-

03 

8.7E-
01 

5.1E
-01 

3.0E-01 9.0E-01 4.4E-01 
7.3E-

01 
4.2E-01 8.6E-05 1.0E-01 4.7E-03 4.8E-01 1.0E-01 1.3E-01 4.6E-02 2.9E-01 2.5E-01 6.1E-03 

Epicoccum sp 

JJP_2009a 
0.32 0.30 0.03 -0.14 0.10 0.47 0.23 0.32 0.30 0.26 0.00 -0.17 -0.01 0.47 0.40 0.39 0.50 -0.28 -0.35 0.16 

2.6E-
02 

3.8E-02 
8.2E-

01 

3.5E-
01 

5.1E
-01 

8.1E-04 1.1E-01 2.7E-02 
4.1E-

02 
8.1E-02 9.8E-01 2.6E-01 9.6E-01 9.6E-04 5.4E-03 6.4E-03 3.3E-04 5.5E-02 1.6E-02 2.8E-01 
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Cladophialoph

ora 

minutissima 

-0.40 -0.32 -0.35 0.26 -0.22 -0.50 -0.19 -0.25 -0.27 -0.21 -0.21 0.28 -0.17 -0.60 -0.57 -0.60 -0.67 0.56 0.60 -0.29 
4.9E-

03 
3.0E-02 

1.6E-
02 

7.3E-
02 

1.4E
-01 

3.5E-04 2.0E-01 8.6E-02 
6.8E-

02 
1.5E-01 1.6E-01 6.0E-02 2.5E-01 9.8E-06 3.3E-05 8.4E-06 3.0E-07 4.0E-05 7.4E-06 4.6E-02 

Leptosphaeruli

na chartarum 
0.31 0.30 0.07 0.01 0.10 0.49 0.33 0.39 0.39 0.34 -0.02 -0.16 -0.05 0.44 0.41 0.39 0.54 -0.23 -0.28 0.18 

3.3E-
02 

3.8E-02 
6.5E-

01 

9.3E-
01 

5.1E
-01 

4.6E-04 2.2E-02 6.1E-03 
6.3E-

03 
1.8E-02 8.7E-01 2.8E-01 7.4E-01 2.0E-03 4.2E-03 7.3E-03 1.0E-04 1.3E-01 6.0E-02 2.4E-01 

Cryptococcus 

victoriae 
0.49 0.43 0.43 -0.14 0.28 0.47 0.30 0.47 0.40 0.43 0.33 -0.24 0.26 0.64 0.60 0.64 0.52 -0.56 -0.59 0.35 

4.8E-
04 

2.9E-03 
2.6E-

03 

3.6E-
01 

5.4E
-02 

9.8E-04 4.0E-02 9.0E-04 
4.9E-

03 
2.5E-03 2.2E-02 1.1E-01 7.6E-02 1.0E-06 7.9E-06 1.5E-06 1.6E-04 4.0E-05 1.1E-05 1.6E-02 

Sarcinomyces 

petricola 
-0.50 -0.43 -0.51 0.17 -0.35 -0.51 -0.28 -0.43 -0.38 -0.38 -0.36 0.18 -0.25 -0.68 -0.67 -0.68 -0.55 0.60 0.67 -0.45 

3.4E-
04 

2.8E-03 
2.3E-

04 

2.4E-
01 

1.6E
-02 

2.3E-04 5.8E-02 2.8E-03 
7.8E-

03 
7.7E-03 1.3E-02 2.2E-01 9.4E-02 1.3E-07 3.4E-07 1.2E-07 7.4E-05 9.8E-06 2.2E-07 1.6E-03 

Baeospora 

myosura 
-0.62 -0.49 -0.58 0.19 -0.41 -0.20 -0.12 -0.47 -0.23 -0.38 -0.56 0.04 -0.38 -0.55 -0.63 -0.58 -0.04 0.41 0.54 -0.58 

2.9E-
06 

4.1E-04 
1.6E-

05 

2.0E-
01 

4.0E
-03 

1.8E-01 4.3E-01 8.6E-04 
1.2E-

01 
7.7E-03 4.8E-05 7.7E-01 9.2E-03 6.4E-05 2.5E-06 2.3E-05 7.8E-01 4.0E-03 9.7E-05 2.2E-05 

Ustilago 

bullata 
0.31 0.11 0.33 -0.07 0.13 0.09 0.10 0.14 0.16 0.10 0.48 0.02 0.33 0.32 0.35 0.37 -0.22 -0.40 -0.30 0.33 

3.6E-
02 

4.5E-01 
2.5E-

02 

6.4E-
01 

3.9E
-01 

5.7E-01 5.1E-01 3.6E-01 
2.7E-

01 
4.9E-01 5.8E-04 9.0E-01 2.2E-02 2.8E-02 1.6E-02 1.0E-02 1.4E-01 5.7E-03 3.9E-02 2.6E-02 

Tremella 

foliacea 
-0.25 -0.22 -0.32 0.24 -0.28 -0.07 -0.21 -0.15 -0.13 -0.07 -0.31 -0.03 -0.35 -0.18 -0.35 -0.36 -0.02 0.03 0.15 -0.32 

8.9E-
02 

1.3E-01 
2.6E-

02 

1.0E-
01 

5.7E
-02 

6.5E-01 1.6E-01 3.1E-01 
3.7E-

01 
6.4E-01 3.3E-02 8.6E-01 1.6E-02 2.3E-01 1.4E-02 1.2E-02 8.7E-01 8.4E-01 3.1E-01 3.0E-02 

Podospora 

pleiospora 
0.33 0.25 0.33 0.00 0.38 0.02 0.23 0.34 0.24 0.32 0.35 0.01 0.17 0.41 0.43 0.45 0.16 -0.28 -0.23 0.42 

2.2E-
02 

8.7E-02 
2.6E-

02 

9.7E-
01 

8.5E
-03 

8.9E-01 1.3E-01 2.1E-02 
9.8E-

02 
2.8E-02 1.6E-02 9.5E-01 2.7E-01 4.2E-03 2.7E-03 1.6E-03 2.7E-01 5.5E-02 1.3E-01 3.3E-03 

Aureobasidium 

pullulans 
0.50 0.44 0.47 -0.07 0.38 0.34 0.47 0.54 0.45 0.48 0.32 -0.11 0.20 0.55 0.57 0.61 0.40 -0.51 -0.56 0.41 

3.0E-
04 

1.8E-03 
8.0E-

04 

6.2E-
01 

8.9E
-03 

1.9E-02 7.5E-04 8.6E-05 
1.4E-

03 
6.5E-04 2.8E-02 4.8E-01 1.8E-01 6.5E-05 3.4E-05 6.5E-06 5.9E-03 2.1E-04 3.8E-05 4.1E-03 

Blumeria 

graminis 
0.47 0.49 0.51 0.17 0.54 -0.23 0.32 0.44 0.31 0.44 0.66 0.42 0.51 0.10 0.39 0.37 -0.24 -0.03 -0.09 0.63 

9.5E-
04 

5.5E-04 
2.9E-

04 

2.4E-
01 

9.0E
-05 

1.2E-01 3.0E-02 1.7E-03 
3.7E-

02 
2.2E-03 5.5E-07 3.7E-03 2.7E-04 4.9E-01 7.1E-03 1.0E-02 1.1E-01 8.4E-01 5.7E-01 1.8E-06 

Microdochium 

majus 
0.44 0.51 0.28 -0.09 0.31 0.37 0.21 0.39 0.27 0.37 0.19 0.09 0.27 0.38 0.36 0.39 0.48 -0.27 -0.32 0.25 

2.0E-
03 

2.2E-04 
5.8E-

02 

5.5E-
01 

3.6E
-02 

1.1E-02 1.5E-01 6.6E-03 
6.7E-

02 
1.1E-02 2.1E-01 5.4E-01 6.4E-02 8.6E-03 1.4E-02 6.9E-03 6.1E-04 7.2E-02 2.8E-02 9.3E-02 

Epicoccum 

nigrum 
0.32 0.27 0.08 -0.12 0.12 0.55 0.26 0.31 0.31 0.27 -0.01 -0.18 0.02 0.48 0.40 0.41 0.58 -0.29 -0.36 0.17 

2.9E-
02 

6.7E-02 
5.8E-

01 

4.2E-
01 

4.1E
-01 

6.9E-05 8.1E-02 3.6E-02 
3.6E-

02 
7.0E-02 9.4E-01 2.3E-01 9.1E-01 6.6E-04 4.8E-03 3.8E-03 2.1E-05 4.7E-02 1.2E-02 2.4E-01 

Aspergillus 

reptans 
-0.21 -0.09 -0.27 0.05 -0.10 -0.42 -0.09 -0.19 -0.25 -0.26 -0.06 0.31 0.06 -0.41 -0.32 -0.30 -0.34 0.49 0.42 -0.11 

1.6E-
01 

5.3E-01 
6.8E-

02 

7.6E-
01 

4.8E
-01 

3.0E-03 5.3E-01 1.9E-01 
9.4E-

02 
7.7E-02 6.7E-01 3.4E-02 7.0E-01 3.9E-03 3.0E-02 4.0E-02 1.9E-02 5.4E-04 3.1E-03 4.7E-01 

Pseudozyma 

shanxiensis 
0.41 0.30 0.34 -0.02 0.25 0.03 0.18 0.35 0.31 0.33 0.51 0.12 0.30 0.34 0.47 0.56 0.12 -0.47 -0.40 0.50 

4.5E-
03 

4.1E-02 
2.0E-

02 

8.7E-
01 

8.9E
-02 

8.3E-01 2.3E-01 1.6E-02 
3.6E-

02 
2.2E-02 2.3E-04 4.4E-01 4.3E-02 2.1E-02 8.9E-04 3.8E-05 4.2E-01 9.0E-04 5.7E-03 3.7E-04 

Eurotium 

amstelodami 
-0.36 -0.20 -0.46 0.05 -0.22 -0.36 -0.11 -0.32 -0.29 -0.32 -0.29 0.34 -0.11 -0.55 -0.49 -0.49 -0.25 0.55 0.51 -0.30 

1.3E-
02 

1.8E-01 
1.1E-

03 

7.6E-
01 

1.3E
-01 

1.2E-02 4.8E-01 3.0E-02 
5.1E-

02 
2.9E-02 4.7E-02 1.9E-02 4.6E-01 6.7E-05 5.1E-04 5.0E-04 8.8E-02 5.8E-05 2.5E-04 3.7E-02 

Handkea 

utriformis 
0.16 0.08 0.31 0.15 0.30 -0.25 0.26 0.15 0.22 0.16 0.44 0.34 0.20 0.07 0.28 0.29 -0.16 -0.11 0.01 0.43 

2.7E-
01 

5.7E-01 
3.1E-

02 

3.2E-
01 

3.9E
-02 

8.7E-02 8.2E-02 3.2E-01 
1.5E-

01 
2.8E-01 2.2E-03 1.9E-02 1.7E-01 6.6E-01 6.1E-02 4.7E-02 2.8E-01 4.8E-01 9.7E-01 2.8E-03 

Preussia 

intermedia 
0.00 0.00 0.09 -0.01 0.15 -0.47 0.02 -0.02 -0.04 0.00 0.26 0.51 0.20 -0.24 -0.06 -0.06 -0.42 0.17 0.21 0.19 

9.8E-
01 

9.9E-01 
5.6E-

01 

9.4E-
01 

3.2E
-01 

7.5E-04 8.8E-01 9.2E-01 
8.1E-

01 
9.8E-01 8.2E-02 2.7E-04 1.7E-01 1.1E-01 6.6E-01 7.0E-01 3.1E-03 2.6E-01 1.7E-01 2.0E-01 

Psilolechia 

leprosa 
-0.45 -0.38 -0.40 0.51 -0.32 -0.35 -0.06 -0.23 -0.12 -0.14 -0.29 0.25 -0.31 -0.54 -0.54 -0.59 -0.41 0.44 0.57 -0.33 

1.5E-
03 

8.3E-03 
5.8E-

03 

2.3E-
04 

2.6E
-02 

1.6E-02 6.8E-01 1.1E-01 
4.3E-

01 
3.4E-01 4.8E-02 9.4E-02 3.2E-02 8.1E-05 1.0E-04 1.2E-05 4.4E-03 2.2E-03 3.5E-05 2.3E-02 

Coprinopsis 

radiata 
0.02 0.05 0.01 0.33 0.04 -0.41 0.10 0.05 0.03 -0.01 0.28 0.40 0.21 -0.26 -0.05 -0.08 -0.39 0.32 0.34 0.23 

9.0E-
01 

7.2E-01 
9.6E-

01 

2.5E-
02 

8.1E
-01 

4.3E-03 5.0E-01 7.2E-01 
8.2E-

01 
9.5E-01 5.9E-02 5.9E-03 1.5E-01 7.8E-02 7.4E-01 5.9E-01 6.4E-03 2.9E-02 2.0E-02 1.2E-01 

Mycosphaerell

a graminicola 
0.18 0.25 0.22 -0.04 0.15 0.33 0.10 0.23 0.15 0.21 0.14 -0.23 0.20 0.39 0.29 0.31 0.39 -0.26 -0.31 0.11 

2.3E-
01 

9.7E-02 
1.3E-

01 

8.2E-
01 

3.3E
-01 

2.4E-02 5.1E-01 1.2E-01 
3.3E-

01 
1.5E-01 3.5E-01 1.2E-01 1.9E-01 7.4E-03 4.6E-02 3.2E-02 6.7E-03 7.9E-02 3.5E-02 4.4E-01 

Pleospora 

alfalfae 
0.58 0.55 0.47 -0.07 0.41 0.44 0.55 0.61 0.57 0.56 0.34 -0.01 0.20 0.61 0.70 0.64 0.49 -0.47 -0.56 0.52 

2.0E-
05 

5.6E-05 
9.7E-

04 

6.2E-
01 

3.9E
-03 

2.1E-03 5.5E-05 6.0E-06 
2.8E-

05 
5.1E-05 1.9E-02 9.4E-01 1.7E-01 4.5E-06 5.1E-08 9.9E-07 4.3E-04 9.1E-04 4.4E-05 2.1E-04 

Dioszegia 

crocea 
0.47 0.36 0.57 0.04 0.41 0.28 0.29 0.50 0.38 0.52 0.42 -0.16 0.30 0.61 0.58 0.64 0.47 -0.55 -0.57 0.45 

9.4E-
04 

1.3E-02 
3.2E-

05 

7.8E-
01 

4.5E
-03 

6.1E-02 5.1E-02 3.3E-04 
8.2E-

03 
1.6E-04 3.5E-03 2.9E-01 3.9E-02 5.8E-06 2.1E-05 1.2E-06 8.4E-04 5.6E-05 2.9E-05 1.6E-03 
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Trichocladium 

asperum 
0.13 0.18 -0.02 0.17 0.18 -0.11 0.06 0.05 -0.04 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.04 0.07 -0.11 0.28 0.21 0.05 

3.8E-
01 

2.3E-01 
9.1E-

01 

2.5E-
01 

2.3E
-01 

4.5E-01 6.6E-01 7.2E-01 
8.0E-

01 
9.8E-01 9.0E-01 9.9E-01 8.7E-01 9.8E-01 7.7E-01 6.6E-01 4.7E-01 6.1E-02 1.6E-01 7.2E-01 

Blumeria 

graminis f sp 

hordei 

0.27 0.27 0.35 0.06 0.28 -0.21 0.17 0.19 0.12 0.20 0.41 0.33 0.43 -0.01 0.25 0.27 -0.06 0.10 0.09 0.45 
6.6E-

02 
6.2E-02 

1.6E-
02 

6.7E-
01 

6.1E
-02 

1.7E-01 2.6E-01 1.9E-01 
4.3E-

01 
1.9E-01 3.8E-03 2.3E-02 2.4E-03 9.5E-01 8.7E-02 6.5E-02 7.0E-01 4.9E-01 5.4E-01 1.6E-03 

Pyrenochaeta 

sp CF_2008 
0.30 0.25 0.36 -0.19 0.21 -0.47 -0.07 0.08 -0.10 0.02 0.43 0.23 0.29 -0.13 0.17 0.19 -0.35 -0.10 -0.13 0.39 

4.1E-
02 

8.7E-02 
1.2E-

02 

2.0E-
01 

1.6E
-01 

8.1E-04 6.4E-01 6.1E-01 
5.0E-

01 
9.0E-01 2.3E-03 1.2E-01 5.2E-02 3.8E-01 2.6E-01 1.9E-01 1.7E-02 5.1E-01 3.9E-01 7.4E-03 

Bovista 

plumbea 
0.25 0.21 0.30 0.10 0.30 -0.23 0.25 0.21 0.26 0.15 0.41 0.34 0.21 0.02 0.27 0.30 -0.12 -0.11 -0.01 0.41 

9.3E-
02 

1.6E-01 
4.3E-

02 

5.2E-
01 

4.3E
-02 

1.3E-01 9.1E-02 1.5E-01 
8.3E-

02 
3.3E-01 4.4E-03 1.8E-02 1.5E-01 8.8E-01 6.9E-02 3.8E-02 4.3E-01 4.8E-01 9.4E-01 4.5E-03 

Strobilurus 

albipilatus 
-0.51 -0.39 -0.50 0.02 -0.40 -0.33 -0.21 -0.44 -0.37 -0.39 -0.35 0.21 -0.12 -0.62 -0.66 -0.65 -0.35 0.54 0.53 -0.49 

2.2E-
04 

7.5E-03 
3.8E-

04 

8.7E-
01 

5.4E
-03 

2.4E-02 1.7E-01 2.0E-03 
1.2E-

02 
6.3E-03 1.6E-02 1.6E-01 4.2E-01 3.3E-06 4.5E-07 7.1E-07 1.5E-02 8.4E-05 1.1E-04 5.2E-04 

Phaeosphaeria 

herpotrichoide

s 

0.18 0.15 0.14 -0.28 0.12 0.15 0.13 0.20 0.16 0.19 0.29 0.29 0.32 0.16 0.20 0.28 0.12 -0.21 -0.22 0.24 
2.3E-

01 
3.1E-01 

3.6E-
01 

5.7E-
02 

4.4E
-01 

3.3E-01 3.8E-01 1.7E-01 
2.7E-

01 
1.9E-01 4.7E-02 4.9E-02 2.8E-02 2.9E-01 1.8E-01 5.7E-02 4.3E-01 1.6E-01 1.4E-01 1.0E-01 

Humicola 

nigrescens 
-0.01 0.09 -0.06 0.16 0.13 -0.16 0.01 -0.04 -0.11 -0.05 -0.11 0.18 -0.06 -0.04 -0.15 -0.06 -0.11 0.23 0.17 -0.05 

9.6E-
01 

5.4E-01 
6.9E-

01 

2.8E-
01 

3.8E
-01 

3.0E-01 9.5E-01 7.7E-01 
4.7E-

01 
7.3E-01 4.4E-01 2.2E-01 6.9E-01 7.8E-01 3.2E-01 6.8E-01 4.8E-01 1.3E-01 2.5E-01 7.2E-01 

Sporidiobolus 

sp JPS_2007a 
0.44 0.31 0.39 0.04 0.37 0.39 0.26 0.43 0.35 0.32 0.33 -0.29 0.15 0.61 0.53 0.59 0.30 -0.48 -0.47 0.33 

1.9E-
03 

3.5E-02 
6.1E-

03 

7.9E-
01 

1.0E
-02 

6.7E-03 7.2E-02 2.5E-03 
1.7E-

02 
2.9E-02 2.3E-02 4.5E-02 3.3E-01 4.4E-06 1.5E-04 1.5E-05 4.2E-02 6.8E-04 9.0E-04 2.5E-02 

Stereum 

annosum 
-0.24 -0.25 -0.24 0.22 -0.12 0.05 -0.04 -0.09 -0.01 0.01 -0.14 0.12 -0.27 -0.03 -0.19 -0.15 -0.07 0.05 0.20 -0.18 

1.0E-
01 

9.0E-02 
1.1E-

01 

1.4E-
01 

4.2E
-01 

7.3E-01 8.0E-01 5.6E-01 
9.4E-

01 
9.4E-01 3.3E-01 4.1E-01 6.6E-02 8.6E-01 1.9E-01 3.1E-01 6.3E-01 7.1E-01 1.8E-01 2.2E-01 

Phoma paspali 0.41 0.29 0.43 -0.13 0.21 0.46 0.21 0.41 0.40 0.42 0.31 -0.22 0.13 0.64 0.60 0.62 0.55 -0.77 -0.75 0.35 
4.2E-

03 
4.5E-02 

2.7E-
03 

3.7E-
01 

1.6E
-01 

1.0E-03 1.5E-01 3.9E-03 
5.8E-

03 
3.2E-03 3.4E-02 1.4E-01 3.8E-01 1.4E-06 8.4E-06 4.1E-06 5.3E-05 2.5E-10 1.5E-09 1.5E-02 

Ustilago 

hordei 
0.32 0.13 0.42 -0.14 0.25 -0.10 -0.04 0.10 0.01 0.08 0.55 0.00 0.45 0.22 0.34 0.39 -0.29 -0.26 -0.25 0.37 

2.8E-
02 

3.8E-01 
3.5E-

03 

3.5E-
01 

9.3E
-02 

4.9E-01 7.9E-01 5.1E-01 
9.6E-

01 
6.0E-01 5.9E-05 1.0E+00 1.5E-03 1.3E-01 1.8E-02 7.3E-03 4.4E-02 7.3E-02 8.7E-02 1.0E-02 

Schizopora 

radula 
-0.20 -0.22 -0.18 0.24 -0.19 0.00 0.14 0.03 0.15 0.09 -0.05 0.18 -0.29 -0.10 -0.13 -0.15 -0.11 0.08 0.24 -0.11 

1.7E-
01 

1.4E-01 
2.2E-

01 

1.0E-
01 

2.0E
-01 

1.0E+00 3.4E-01 8.6E-01 
3.1E-

01 
5.3E-01 7.5E-01 2.2E-01 4.7E-02 4.9E-01 3.8E-01 3.2E-01 4.7E-01 5.8E-01 9.8E-02 4.4E-01 

Podospora 

tetraspora 
0.16 0.19 0.13 0.15 0.31 -0.32 0.14 0.16 0.03 0.13 0.26 0.20 0.19 0.07 0.12 0.20 -0.09 -0.04 -0.02 0.27 

2.8E-
01 

1.9E-01 
3.7E-

01 

3.2E-
01 

3.5E
-02 

2.7E-02 3.5E-01 2.9E-01 
8.2E-

01 
3.8E-01 7.4E-02 1.7E-01 1.9E-01 6.6E-01 4.4E-01 1.7E-01 5.5E-01 7.7E-01 9.1E-01 6.6E-02 

Torula 

caligans 
0.33 0.38 0.15 -0.01 0.09 0.24 0.32 0.37 0.41 0.37 0.22 0.13 0.20 0.21 0.35 0.28 0.24 -0.14 -0.22 0.30 

2.4E-
02 

8.7E-03 
3.2E-

01 

9.5E-
01 

5.3E
-01 

1.1E-01 3.0E-02 1.0E-02 
4.2E-

03 
9.9E-03 1.4E-01 3.8E-01 1.9E-01 1.5E-01 1.6E-02 5.8E-02 1.0E-01 3.4E-01 1.4E-01 3.9E-02 

Alternaria 

brassicae 
0.29 0.27 0.26 -0.06 0.01 0.43 0.29 0.32 0.36 0.37 0.13 -0.20 -0.09 0.49 0.46 0.38 0.50 -0.67 -0.70 0.21 

4.7E-
02 

7.1E-02 
7.8E-

02 

6.8E-
01 

9.6E
-01 

2.5E-03 5.1E-02 2.8E-02 
1.2E-

02 
1.0E-02 3.8E-01 1.8E-01 5.5E-01 4.2E-04 1.2E-03 8.7E-03 3.4E-04 2.1E-07 3.9E-08 1.5E-01 

Phlebia 

radiata 
-0.29 -0.26 -0.41 0.15 -0.29 -0.01 0.07 -0.16 0.04 -0.11 -0.30 0.11 -0.42 -0.31 -0.29 -0.29 -0.02 0.10 0.30 -0.32 

4.5E-
02 

7.4E-02 
4.4E-

03 

3.0E-
01 

4.7E
-02 

9.6E-01 6.2E-01 2.8E-01 
7.8E-

01 
4.7E-01 4.2E-02 4.6E-01 3.7E-03 3.5E-02 4.7E-02 4.7E-02 8.7E-01 4.8E-01 4.0E-02 3.1E-02 

Hyphodontia 

alutaria 
-0.26 -0.32 -0.37 -0.02 -0.35 0.19 -0.16 -0.23 -0.18 -0.20 -0.32 -0.08 -0.31 -0.13 -0.28 -0.21 0.03 0.17 0.28 -0.39 

7.6E-
02 

3.1E-02 
1.1E-

02 

8.8E-
01 

1.8E
-02 

2.0E-01 2.9E-01 1.2E-01 
2.3E-

01 
1.8E-01 3.1E-02 6.1E-01 3.2E-02 3.9E-01 5.8E-02 1.5E-01 8.4E-01 2.5E-01 6.1E-02 7.2E-03 

Melampsora 

epitea 
0.49 0.46 0.31 -0.02 0.37 0.49 0.37 0.45 0.40 0.42 0.12 -0.15 0.10 0.57 0.46 0.47 0.46 -0.36 -0.45 0.34 

4.2E-
04 

1.0E-03 
3.1E-

02 

9.0E-
01 

9.8E
-03 

4.4E-04 1.0E-02 1.4E-03 
4.8E-

03 
2.9E-03 4.1E-01 3.2E-01 4.9E-01 2.6E-05 1.3E-03 8.9E-04 1.3E-03 1.3E-02 1.6E-03 1.9E-02 

Cryptococcus 

chernovii 
0.56 0.53 0.41 -0.11 0.37 0.43 0.37 0.53 0.43 0.46 0.33 -0.21 0.35 0.63 0.62 0.65 0.56 -0.47 -0.52 0.39 

4.9E-
05 

1.4E-04 
3.8E-

03 

4.6E-
01 

1.1E
-02 

2.5E-03 9.7E-03 1.3E-04 
2.4E-

03 
1.3E-03 2.3E-02 1.5E-01 1.7E-02 2.3E-06 3.6E-06 6.7E-07 4.4E-05 8.4E-04 1.5E-04 7.4E-03 

Sarcomyxa 

serotina 
-0.43 -0.34 -0.62 -0.13 -0.41 -0.11 -0.27 -0.38 -0.34 -0.46 -0.48 -0.13 -0.20 -0.39 -0.53 -0.50 -0.12 0.35 0.42 -0.54 

2.6E-
03 

2.0E-02 
3.7E-

06 

3.8E-
01 

3.8E
-03 

4.5E-01 6.9E-02 7.7E-03 
1.9E-

02 
1.2E-03 6.4E-04 3.8E-01 1.7E-01 6.9E-03 1.4E-04 3.7E-04 4.3E-01 1.5E-02 3.4E-03 8.2E-05 
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Table S9: Output (R2 and pvalue) of the correlation tests between bacterial and fungal estimated richness (Chao1 value) or concentration (qPCR 

based) and meteorological parameters. Spearman correlations have been used. Correlations with an R2 superior to 0.5 (or inferior to -0.5) have 

been highlighted in red. 

Meteorological 

parameter 

Bacterial estimated richness: Chao1 

value (number of estimated 

bacterial genera) 

Fungal estimated richness: Chao1 

value (number of estimated fungal 

species) 

Bacterial concentration: 16S 

rRNA gene qPCR value (number 

of gene copies per cubic meter 

of air) 

Fungal concentration: 18S rRNA 

gene qPCR value (number of 

gene copies per cubic meter of 

air) 

R2 Pvalue R2 Pvalue R2 Pvalue R2 Pvalue 

Relative Humidity_mean 
(%) -0.41 2.50E-03 0.10 5.14E-01 

-0.20 1.6E-01 -0.16 2.8E-01 

Temperature_max (°C) 0.52 7.75E-05 0.22 1.38E-01 0.23 9.8E-02 0.30 3.2E-02 

Temperature_mean (°C) 0.47 5.53E-04 0.22 1.44E-01 0.21 1.4E-01 0.33 1.7E-02 

Temperature_min (°C) 0.40 3.96E-03 0.21 1.57E-01 0.19 1.7E-01 0.38 5.6E-03 

UV radiation_max 0.28 4.79E-02 0.36 1.30E-02 0.38 5.4E-03 0.27 5.5E-02 

Wind direction_mean (°) 0.06 6.76E-01 0.51 2.91E-04 0.10 4.7E-01 0.22 1.3E-01 

Wind speed_max (m/s) -0.24 8.60E-02 0.21 1.64E-01 0.19 1.8E-01 0.24 8.4E-02 

Wind speed_mean (m/s) -0.16 2.50E-01 0.36 1.24E-02 -0.01 9.2E-01 0.04 7.6E-01 
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Supplementary figures 

 

 

Figure S1: Monthly NASA satellite images of Puy-de-Dôme surrounding surfaces. 
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Figure S2: Rarefaction curves of the number of bacterial genera (a.) and fungal species (b.) per season. 
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Figure S3: Venn diagrams showing the number of shared and unique bacterial genera (a.) and fungal species (b.) between the samples of each 

season after rarefaction. The percentage represented by the numbers of unique bacterial genera and fungal species for each season are 

summarized beside the figures. 
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Figure S4: Temporal evolution of the relative abundance of four fungal phytopathogens over 

the year. 
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Figure S5: Heatmap showing the temporal evolution of the relative abundances (the relative 

abundances are centered and scaled) of the fifty most abundant bacterial genera (a.) and 

fungal species (b.) in the dataset. The microbial taxa are grouped based on the three general 

trends. 
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Figure S6: Hierarchical cluster analysis (average method) on the particulate matter chemical concentrations based on the Euclidean distance 

matrix. The season to which each sample belongs (black=winter, blue=summer, green=spring and brown=autumn) is indicated under each site 

in a frieze. 
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Figure S7: Constrained Analysis of Principal Coordinates. Part of variation in the distribution 

of both the bacterial (a.) and fungal (b.) communities explained by the chemical variables on 

the first 2 axes. The samples are colored depending on the season. 
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Figure S8: Temporal evolution of the temperature (degree celsius) and relative humidity 

(percentage)(averaged over the week) over the year. 
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Figure S9: Meteorological conditions per season. Wind roses covering the sampling time at each season (a) and meteorological parameters 

averaged per season (b). 
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Figure S10: Air mass backtrajectories over 3 days at each season. 
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Abstract 

Microorganisms are ubiquitous in the atmosphere and can reach concentrations up to 106 

microbial cells per cubic meter of air. Some airborne microbial cells were shown to be 

particularly resistant to atmospheric physical and chemical conditions (e.g., UV radiation, 

desiccation, presence of radicals). In addition to surviving, some microorganisms of airborne 

origin were shown to be able to grow on atmospheric chemicals in laboratory experiments. 

Metagenomic investigations have been used to identify specific signatures of microbial 

functional potential in different ecosystems (soil, seawater, feces etc.). These studies have 

reported coherence between both microbial adaptation (e.g., genetic modifications) and 

physical selection (i.e. the death of non-resistant cells) and their physical and chemical 

conditions. We conducted a comparative metagenomic study on the overall microbial 

functional potential and specific metabolic and stress-related microbial functions of 

atmospheric microorganisms in order to determine whether airborne microbial communities 

possess a specific functional potential signature. Air samples collected at nine sites around the 

world and samples from different ecosystems (soil, sediment, snow, feces, surface seawater 

etc.) were compared. While air samples grouped with their underlying ecosystems, they were 

characterized by a relatively high proportion of fungi. Fungal cells and spores are innately 

resistant entities and might likely resist and survive atmospheric physical stress better than 

bacterial cells. The high concentrations of fungi in air resulted in the higher proportion of 
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sequences annotated as genes involved in stress-related functions (i.e. functions related to 

the response to desiccation, UV radiation, oxidative stress etc.). 

 

Introduction 

Microorganisms are ubiquitous in the atmosphere and reach concentrations of up to 106 

microbial cells per cubic meter of air1. Due to their important roles in public health and 

meteorological processes, understanding how airborne microbial communities are distributed 

over time and space is critical. While the dynamics of the concentration and taxonomic 

diversity of airborne microbial communities in the planetary boundary layer has been recently 

described2–5 (Chapter 3), the functional distribution of airborne microbial communities 

remains unknown. Most studies have investigated functions of microbial strains of airborne 

origin after cultivation in the laboratory6–11, which limits their analyses to the roughly 1% of 

easily cultivable microorganisms. Culture-independent techniques and especially 

metagenomic studies applied to air microbiology have the potential to provide additional 

information on the selection and genetic adaptation of airborne microorganisms to the 

atmospheric environment. However, to our knowledge, only three short-scale (i.e. a few 

samples) metagenomic studies on airborne microbial communities exist12–14. Metagenomic 

investigations of the complex microbial communities of many ecosystems have provided 

evidence that microorganism functional signatures reflect the abiotic conditions of their 

environment15–18. These comparative metagenomic studies showed specific microbial 

functional signatures in several ecosystems (for example, soil, seawater, lakes, feces, sludge) 

due to different relative abundances of specific microbial functions. This observed potential 

adaptation of microbial communities to their environment could have resulted from genetic 

modifications (microbial adaptation)14,19–22 as well as the death of sensitive cells and survival 

of resistant cells (physical selection) that usually occurs when microorganisms are exposed to 

adverse conditions. 

The presence of a potential microbial functional signature in the atmosphere has not been 

investigated yet. Microbial strains of airborne origin have been shown to survive and develop 

under conditions typically found in the atmosphere (high concentrations of H2O2, typical cloud 

carbonaceous sources, UV radiation etc.)6–11,23. While atmospheric chemicals, such as high 

concentrations of radicals, might lead to microbial adaptation, physical and unfavorable 
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conditions characteristic of the atmosphere such as UV radiation, low water content and cold 

temperatures might select which microorganisms can survive in the atmosphere. From the 

pool of microbial cells being aerosolized from Earth surfaces, these adverse conditions might 

act as a filter in selecting cells already resistant to unfavorable physical conditions. Fungal cells 

and especially fungal spores might be particularly adapted to survive in the atmosphere due 

to their innate resistance24 and might behave differently than bacterial cells. Still, the 

proportion and nature (i.e. fungi versus bacteria) of microbial cells that are adapted to 

atmospheric conditions within airborne microbial communities are unknown. 

Our objective was to identify whether airborne microbial communities in the planetary 

boundary layer possess a specific functional signature as compared to other environments as 

this might indicate a potential functional adaptation (microbial adaptation and/or physical 

selection) of airborne microorganisms. We used a metagenomic approach to compare the 

differences and similarities of both the overall functional potential and specific microbial 

functions (metabolic and stress-related functions) between microbial communities from air 

and other ecosystems (soil, sediment, surface seawater, river water, snow, human feces, 

phyllosphere, and hydrothermal vent). We sampled airborne microbial communities at nine 

different locations around the world during several weeks to get a global-scale view as well as 

to capture the between and within-site variability in airborne microbial functional potential.  

 

Material and Methods 

Sites and sampling 

Air samples were collected at nine sites in 2016 and 2017. Sites were characterized by 

different latitudes (from the Arctic to the mid-latitude of the southern Hemisphere; Fig. 1), 

different elevations from sea level to high altitude (5380 m; Fig. 1) and different environment 

types (isolated marine site for Amsterdam-Island, coastal site for Cape-Point, polar site for 

Station-Nord and terrestrial sites for Grenoble, Chacaltaya, Puy-de-Dôme, Pic-du-Midi, Storm-

Peak and Namco (Table S1 in supplementary data). The number of samples collected per site 

varied from seven to sixteen (Table S1 in supplementary data). The sampling starting date and 

collected air volume per air sample are presented in Table S2 in supplementary data. We 

collected particulate matter smaller than 10 µm (PM10) on pre-treated quartz fiber filters 

using high volume air samplers (TISCH, DIGITEL, home-made). To avoid contamination, quartz 
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fiber filters as well as all the material in contact with the filters (i.e. filter holders, aluminium 

foils and plastic bags in which the filters were transported) were sterilized using strong heating 

(500°C for 8 hours) and UV radiation, respectively as detailed in Dommergue et al. (2019)25 

(Chapter 2). The collection time per sample lasted one week, and the collected volumes 

ranged from 2000 m3 to 10000 m3 after standardization using SATP standards (Standard 

Ambient Pressure and Temperature). Detailed sampling protocols are presented in 

Dommergue et al. (2019)25. MODIS (Moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer) land 

cover approach (5’x5’ resolution)26,27 was used to quantify landscapes in the 50 km diameter 

area of our nine sampling sites (Fig. S1 in supplementary data). 

 

 

Figure 1: Map showing the geographical location and elevation from sea level of our nine 
sampling sites (in yellow), and the geographical position of whose public metagenomes come 
from (in orange). Abbreviations of our nine sampling sites are indicated in brackets. 
 

Molecular biology analyses 

DNA extraction 

DNA was extracted from three circular pieces (punches) from the quartz fiber filters (diameter 

of one punch: 38 mm) using the DNeasy PowerWater kit with some modifications as detailed 

in Dommergue et al. 201925 (Chapter 2). During the cell lysis, the PowerBead tube containing 

the three punches and the pre-heated lysis solution were heated at 65°C during one hour after 

a 10-min vortex treatment at maximum speed. We then separated the filter debris from the 
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lysate after centrifugation of the mixture at 1000 rcf during 4 min. From this step, we 

continued the DNA extraction following the DNeasy PowerWater protocol. DNA concentration 

was measured using the High Sensitive Qubit Fluorometric Quantification (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). DNA was stored at -20°C.  

 

Real-Time qPCR analyses 

16S rRNA gene qPCR. The bacterial cell concentration was approximated by the number of 16S 

rRNA gene copies per cubic meter of air. The V3 region of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified 

using the SensiFast SYBR No-Rox kit (Bioline) and the following primers sequences: Eub 338f 

5’-ACTCCTACGGGAGGCAGCAG-3’ as the forward primer and Eub 518r 5’-

ATTACCGCGGCTGCTGG-3’ as the reverse primer28 on a Rotorgene 3000 machine (Qiagen). The 

reaction mixture of 20µL contained 10µL of SYBR master mix, 2µL of DNA and RNAse-free 

water to complete the final 20µL volume. The qPCR 2-steps program consisted of an initial 

step at 95°C for 2min for enzyme activation, then 35 cycles of 5sec at 95°C and 20sec at 60°C 

hybridization and elongation. A final step was added to obtain a denaturation from 55°C to 

95°C with increments of 1°C.s-1. The amplicon length was around 200 bp. PCR products 

obtained from DNA from a pure culture of Escherichia coli were cloned in a plasmid (pCR™2.1-

TOPO® vector, Invitrogen) and used as standard after quantification with the Broad-Range 

Qubit Fluorometric Quantification (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

18S rRNA gene qPCR. The fungal cell concentration was estimated by the number of 18S rRNA 

gene copies per cubic meter of air. The region located at the end of the SSU 18S rRNA gene, 

near the ITS1 region, was quantified using the SensiFast SYBR No-Rox kit (Bioline) and the 

following primers sequences: FR1 5’-AICCATTCAATCGGTAIT-3’ as the forward primer and 

FF390 5’-CGATAACGAACGAGACCT-3’ as the reverse primer29 on a Rotorgene 3000 machine 

(Qiagen). The reaction mixture of 20µL contained 10µL of SYBR master mix, 2µL of DNA and 

RNAse-free water to complete the final 20µL volume. The qPCR 2-steps program consisted of 

an initial step at 95°C for 5min for enzyme activation, then 35 cycles of 15sec at 95°C and 30sec 

at 60°C hybridization and elongation. A final step was added to obtain a denaturation from 

55°C to 95°C with increments of 1°C.s-1. The amplicon length was around 390 bp. PCR products 

obtained from DNA from a soil sample were cloned in a plasmid (pCR™2.1-TOPO® vector, 
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Invitrogen) and used as standard after quantification with the Broad-Range Qubit 

Fluorometric Quantification (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

 

MiSeq Illumina metagenomic sequencing 

Metagenomic library preparation. Metagenomic libraries were prepared from 1 ng of DNA 

using the Nextera XT Library Prep Kit and indexes following the protocol in Illumina’s “Nextera 

XT DNA Library Prep Kit” reference guide with some modifications for samples whose DNA 

concentration was < 1 ng as follows. The tagmented DNA was amplified over 13 PCR cycles 

instead of 12 PCR cycles, and the libraries (after indexing) were resuspended in 30 µL of RBS 

buffer instead of 52.5 µL. Metagenomic sequencing was performed using the MiSeq and V2 

technology of Illumina with 2 x 250 cycles. At the end of the sequencing, the adapter 

sequences were removed by internal Illumina software. 

Reads quality filtering. Reads 1 and reads 2 per sample were not paired but merge in a 

common file before filtering them based on read quality using the tool FASTX-Toolkit 

(http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/) using a minimum read quality of Q20, minimum 

read length of 120 bp and one maximum number of N per read. Samples with less than 6000 

filtered sequences were removed of the dataset. 

 

Downloading of public metagenomes 

Public metagenomes were downloaded from the MGRAST and SRA (NCBI) databases as quality 

filtered read-containing fasta files and raw read containing fastq files, respectively. The fastq 

files containing raw reads underwent the same quality filtering as our metagenomes (as 

discussed above). The list of the metagenomes, type of ecosystem, number of sequences and 

sequencing technology are summarized in Table S1 in supplementary data. The sampling sites 

are positioned on the map in Figure 1. 

 

Data analyses 

All graphical and multivariate statistical analyses were carried out using the vegan30, ggplot231 

and reshape232 packages in the R environment. 

Annotation of the metagenomic reads. Firstly, to access the overall functional potential of 

each sample, the filtered sequences per sample were functionally annotated using Diamond, 
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then the gene-annotated sequences were grouped in the different SEED functional classes 

(around 7000 functional classes, referred simply to as functions) using MEGAN633. Functional 

classes which were present ≤ 2 times in a sample were removed of this sample. In parallel, the 

Kraken software34 was used to retrieve the bacterial and fungal sequences separately from 

the filtered sequences using the Kraken bacterial database and FindFungi35 fungal database 

(both databases included complete genomes), respectively. Separately, both the bacteria and 

fungi-associated sequences were also functionally annotated using Diamond and MEGAN6 

(number of sequences functionally annotated in Table S3 in supplementary data). 

Secondly, for specific metabolic and stress-related functions, we annotated the sequences 

using eggNOG-Mapper36 (Diamond option), then examined specific GO (Gene Ontology) 

terms. The different GO terms used were the following: GO:0042744 (hydrogen peroxide 

catabolic activity), GO:0015049 (methane monooxygenase activity) as specific metabolic 

functions and GO:0043934 (sporulation), GO:0009650 (response to UV), GO:0034599 (cell 

response to oxidative stress), GO:0008219 (cell death), GO:0009269 (response to desiccation) 

as stress-related functions. The number of hits of each GO term was normalized per 10000 

annotated sequences and calculated from all sequences, bacteria-associated sequences and 

fungi-associated sequences for each sample. The number of sequences annotated by eggNOG-

Mapper36 was also evaluated (Table S1 in supplementary data). The putative concentration of 

a specific function or functional class in the samples is determined as the concentration of 

sequences annotated as one of the functional genes associated to this function (or functional 

class). 

Statistics. Observed functional richness and evenness were calculated per sample after 

rarefaction on all sequences (rarefaction at 2000 sequences), bacteria-associated sequences 

(rarefaction at 500 sequences) and fungi-associated sequences (rarefaction at 500 

sequences). The distribution of the samples was analyzed based on the SEED functional 

classes. PCoA and hierarchical clustering analyses (average method) were carried out on the 

Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix based on the Hellinger-transformed relative abundances of the 

different SEED functional classes. SIMPER analyses were used to identify the functions 

responsible for the clustering of samples in groups. ANOVA analyses were used to test the 

difference between the percentage of fungi-associated sequences as well as the number of 
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hits of each Gene Ontology term (normalized per 10000 annotated sequences) among the 

different sites and the different ecosystems. 

 

Results 

Percentage of fungi-associated sequences 

The percentage of sequences annotated as belonging to fungal genomes (or fungi-associated 

sequences, as opposed to bacteria-associated sequences) was on average higher in air 

samples compared to soil (P<10-7), snow (P=0.007), seawater (P=0.045) and sediment samples 

(P=0.047; Fig. 2 and Table S1 in supplementary data). Within the air samples, NAM (19%), STN 

(24%) and CHC (27%) showed on average the lowest percentages of fungi-associated 

sequences while STP (88%), GRE (79%), AMS (71%) and PDD (62%) showed the highest 

percentages. For the ecosystems that were only represented by one sample and therefore not 

integrated in the ANOVA test, we observed average percentages of fungi-associated reads of 

3% in feces, 9% in hydrothermal vents, 19% in river water samples and 37% in the 

phyllosphere. Some samples from soil, sediments and seawater such as French agricultural 

soil (61%), Peru sediments (53%) and Celtic seawater (53%) had relatively high percentages of 

fungi-associated sequences while other samples had less than 50%. The number of fungal and 

bacterial cells was estimated using 16S rRNA and 18S rRNA gene copy numbers per cubic 

meter of air, respectively. qPCR results on air samples are available in Chapter 35. Air samples 

showed ratios between bacterial cell and fungal cell concentrations from around 4.5 times up 

to 160 times lower than soil samples (Table S4 in supplementary data). 
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Figure 2: Percentage of fungi-associated sequences and bacteria-associated sequences over 
the total number of sequences annotated as belonging to fungal and bacterial genomes in the 
metagenomes. The mean was calculated for the sampling site including several metagenomes. 
Air sites are distinguished by hatching lines. 
 

Airborne microbial functional profiles 

The fifty most abundant SEED functional classes represented in air samples are listed in Table 

S5 in supplementary data. The 5-FCL-like protein, the long chain fatty acid CoA ligase and the 

TonB-dependent receptor were the top three functions observed in air samples when 

including all the sequences (Table S4 in supplementary data). The airborne microbial 

functional profiles based on the SEED functions were compared between samples from the 

different weeks of sampling and between different locations. The profiles were graphed using 

PCoA multivariate analysis to visualize differences and similarities. The different air samples 

(sampled during sequential weeks) from the same site did not cluster tightly together on the 

PCoA multivariate analysis (Fig. S2 in supplementary data). In order to incorporate weekly 
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variances when comparing sites, we used the microbial functional profile averaged per site in 

the subsequent multivariate analyses done with the samples of the other ecosystems (Fig. 3). 

The PCoA multivariate analysis showed that terrestrial air sites (GRE, NAM, STP, PDD, PDM, 

CHC, New York) grouped with the soil, sediment and snow samples while the marine and 

coastal air sites (AMS, CAP, San Diego) were situated between the soil samples and the 

seawater and river water samples (Fig. 3). The polar air site STN did not group with the other 

air samples. The functions responsible for the differentiation of the groups (Group 1: 

terrestrial air samples, soil, sediment and snow samples; Group 2: marine, polar and arctic air 

samples; Group 3: seawater samples) are presented in Table S6 in supplementary data. When 

considering only the bacteria-associated sequences (not including fungal sequences), the 

distribution of the air terrestrial sites did not change, while the marine AMS, coastal CAP and 

polar STN air sites were further from the seawater and river water samples than when the 

fungi-associated sequences were included (Fig. S3 in supplementary data). The distribution of 

the different samples underwent further changes when considering only the fungal 

sequences. We observed an absence of a clear separation between soil and seawater samples 

which (for the majority) grouped closely together, and air terrestrial samples did not group 

with soil, sediment or snow samples (Fig. S3 in supplementary data). 
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Figure 3: PCoA analysis of the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix based on the functional potential 
structure of each site. For the site including several metagenomes, the average profile was 
calculated. Colors indicate the ecosystems in which the sites belong to. 
 
 

Airborne microbial functional richness and evenness 

Functional richness and evenness were evaluated using the relative abundance of sequences 

in the different SEED categories. The average richness in SEED functional classes (or functions) 

in air was lower than the average functional class richness in soil, surface seawater, 

hydrothermal vents, river water, phyllosphere, and feces (P<0.05) (Table S3 and Fig. S4 in 

supplementary data). Among the air samples, the functional class richness was highest in 

Beijing (4060 +/- 112 functional classes) and New York indoor air samples (3302 +/- 299 

functional classes) (P<0.05), and lowest in STN (956 +/- 547 functional classes). When looking 

at the bacteria-annotated sequences, almost the same trend was observed, i.e. the functional 

class richness in air was lower than in soil, hydrothermal vents, river water, phyllosphere, and 

feces, and not different from the other ecosystems (P<0.05 and >0.05, respectively) (Table S3 

in supplementary data). The functional class richness was higher in Beijing (2835 +/- 59 
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functional classes) and New-York indoor air samples (2183 +/- 387 functional classes) 

compared to the other air samples whose values ranged between 270 +/- 197 functional 

classes in AMS and 1142 +/- 461 functional classes in CHC. For fungi-associated sequences, the 

functional class richness in air was lower than the functional class richness in soil, surface 

seawater, feces, hydrothermal vents, river water and phyllosphere (P<0.05) (Table S3 in 

supplementary data). Within air samples, the functional class richness based on fungi-

associated sequences was higher in Beijing (1129 +/- 92 functional classes) and New York 

indoor air samples (687 +/- 206 functional classes) than in the other air sites (P=10-9) whose 

values ranged from 66 +/- 58 functional classes in AMS and 392 +/- 131 functional classes in 

STP (Table S3 in supplementary data). The functional class evenness in air was on average 

higher than in soil (P=0.03), and not different to the functional class evenness observed in the 

other ecosystems (sediment, seawater, snow). When looking at the bacteria and fungi-

associated sequences separately, the functional class evenness in air was on average higher 

than in soil, feces, phyllosphere and riverwater (P<0.05) (Table S3 in supplementary data). 

 

Concentration of specific microbial functions which might have a role under atmospheric 

conditions 

Two metabolic functions associated with atmospheric abundant chemicals (H2O2 and CH4) 

were examined, hydrogen catabolism and methane monoxygenase activity. The 

concentration of hydrogen peroxide catabolic related functions per 10000 sequences varied 

between air sites (P=1.7x10-9) with highest values for AMS (27 +/- 1) and GRE (27 +/- 1) (Fig. 

S4 in supplementary data). However, there was no difference between all the air samples 

averaged and the other ecosystems (P=0.78). The French agricultural soil showed the highest 

relative abundance (133 +/- 4). When considering the fungi and bacteria-associated sequences 

separately, the concentration in air was on average lower compared to soil (P=2x10-4) and not 

different from all the other ecosystems (P=0.82), respectively (Fig. S4 in supplementary data). 

The number of methane monooxygenase-related functions per 10000 sequences was only 

detectable when considering all the sequences (i.e. bacteria and fungi-associated sequences). 

The number of methane monooxygenase-related functions did not vary between air sites 

(P=0.59) while we observed a high variability between sampling periods within sites (Fig. S5 in 

supplementary data), but on average it was not different from the ecosystems (P=0.76). 
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Different stress response functions (sporulation, UV response, oxidative stress cell response, 

desiccation response, cell death related functions, chromosome plasmid partitioning protein 

ParA and lipoate synthase) were examined. The concentration of sporulation-related 

functions per 10000 annotated sequences largely varied between air sites (P=2.6x10-9), with 

the lowest values observed for STN (7 +/- 9), San Diego (9 +/- 6), NAM (17 +/- 15) and CHC (26 

+/-13), and the highest values observed for STP (120 +/- 18), Beijing (126 +/- 22), GRE (131 +/- 

21) and New York (141 +/- 98) (Fig. 4). It was on average higher in air compared to soil (P=10-

7), sediments (P=8x10-3) and seawater (P=0.04) although the Celtic seawater sample presented 

a very high concentration (127). Snow showed a relatively high average concentration (36) 

which was not different from air concentration (P>0.05). For the ecosystems including one 

value (i.e. one sample, so not integrated in the ANOVA tests), feces showed a relatively high 

concentration of sporulation-related functions (41) while hydrothermal vent, phyllosphere 

and river water showed relatively low concentrations compared to air (<10). When 

considering the fungi-associated sequences separately from the bacteria-associated 

sequences, the same trend was observed, i.e. the concentration of sporulation-related 

functions in air was on average higher compared to soil (P=10-7), sediments (P=10-7), seawater 

(P=4x10-7) as well as phyllosphere, hydrothermal vent and river water. The concentration was 

relatively high in the Celtic seawater (186) and the snow samples (163 +/- 47). We also 

observed a large variability within air sites (P=3.6x10-7). When considering the bacteria-

associated sequences only, this concentration was not different between air and the other 

ecosystems (P>0.05) and showed a smaller variability between air sites. Two samples, the 

phyllosphere (35) and the shrubland soil from Sudan (32) showed high numbers of 

sporulation-related functions per 10000 annotated sequences. 
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Figure 4: Average number of hits of sporulation related functions per 10000 annotated 
sequences from (a) all sequences, (b) fungi-associated sequences and (c) bacteria-associated 
sequences per site. Colors indicate the ecosystems in which the sites belong to. For the sites 
including several metagenomes, the standard deviation was added.  
 
 

The concentration of UV response related functions per 10000 annotated sequences varied 

between air sites (P=9x10-5), with values ranging from 16 +/- 2 in NAM and 19 +/- 4 in STN to 

29 +/- 3 in STP and 36 +/- 6 in AMS (Fig. 5). The concentration was on average higher in air 

compared to sediments (P=3x10-3), and comparable to soil, snow and seawater (P>0.05). The 
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other ecosystems showed lower ratios (feces, phyllosphere) or comparable concentrations 

(hydrothermal vent, river water) compared to air. Within the soil samples, the French 

agricultural soil samples showed a high average concentration (56 +/- 8), which increased the 

average ratio observed in soil samples. When considering both fungi and bacteria-associated 

sequences separately, this ratio was not different between air and the other ecosystems 

(P>0.05). 

 

Figure 5: Average number of hits of UV protection related functions per 10000 annotated 
sequences from (a) all sequences, (b) fungi-associated sequences and (c) bacteria-associated 
sequences per site. Colors indicate the ecosystems in which the sites belong to. For the sites 
including several metagenomes, the standard deviation was added.  
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The concentration of oxidative stress cell response related functions per 10000 annotated 

sequences varied largely between air sites (P=3x10-12), with the lowest values observed for 

STN (23 +/- 5), San Diego (11 +/- 3) and NAM (28 +/- 10), and the highest values observed for 

STP (105 +/- 16), AMS (108 +/- 16) and GRE (119 +/- 19) (Fig. 6). The concentration was on 

average higher in air compared to soil (P=10-7), sediments (P=6x10-4) and seawater (P=0.01). 

Snow showed a relatively high average value (46 +/- 11), not different from air (P>0.05). The 

other ecosystems (feces, river water, hydrothermal vent, phyllosphere) showed lower ratios 

compared to air. When considering fungi-associated sequences separately, the concentration 

of oxidative stress related functions per 10000 sequences was on average higher in air 

compared to soil (P=4x10-6) and sediments (P=10-4). Feces showed a very high average value 

(2237). When considering bacteria-associated sequences separately, this concentration was 

not different between air and the other ecosystems (P>0.05). When considering both fungi 

and bacteria-associated separately, the variability in the concentration oxidative stress cell 

response related functions between air sites diminished and their difference was not detected 

anymore (P>0.05). 
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Figure 6: Average number of hits of oxidative stress cell response related functions per 10000 
annotated sequences from (a) all sequences, (b) fungi-associated sequences and (c) bacteria-
associated sequences per site. Colors indicate the ecosystems in which the sites belong to. For 
the sites including several metagenomes, the standard deviation was added.  
 
 

The concentration of cell death related functions per 10000 annotated sequences varied 

between air sites (P=4x10-9) with values ranging from 6 +/- 7 in NAM and 8 +/- 9 in STN to 32 

+/- 26 in PDD and 88 +/- 7 in San Diego (Fig. 7). The concentration was not different between 
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air and the other ecosystems (P=0.76). When considering fungi-associated sequences 

separately, the concentration of cell death related functions per 10000 sequences was on 

average higher in air compared to sediments (P=8x10-3) and soil (P=2x10-3), and comparable 

to the other ecosystems. Within air samples, the concentration of cell death related functions 

was not different between air sites (P=0.076). When considering bacteria-associated 

sequences separately, the concentration of cell death related functions was different between 

air sites (P=10-3) but was not different between air and the other ecosystems (P=0.35).  

 

Figure 7: Average number of hits of cell death related functions per 10000 annotated 
sequences from (a) all sequences, (b) fungi-associated sequences and (c) bacteria-associated 
sequences per site. Colors indicate the ecosystems in which the sites belong to. For the sites 
including several metagenomes, the standard deviation was added.  
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The concentration of desiccation response related functions per 10000 sequences varied 

between air sites (P=2x10-5), with the highest values in GRE (4 +/- 1), STP (4 +/- 1) and AMS (3 

+/- 3), and the lowest values in STN (0.5 +/- 1) and San Diego (0.1 +/- 0.1) (Fig. 8). It was on 

average higher in air compared to the other ecosystems (P=2x10-5). Still Svalbard snow and 

French agricultural soil showed high values (2 +/- 1 and 3 +/- 1, respectively) (Fig. 8). When 

considering fungi-associated sequences only, concentration of desiccation response related 

functions in air was higher compared to soil (P=5x10-4) and Svalbard snow ratio was high (10 

+/- 10). No difference between the ecosystems was observed when considering bacteria-

associated sequences separately (P=0.97). 
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Figure 8: Average number of hits of desiccation response related functions per 10000 
annotated sequences from (a) all sequences, (b) fungi-associated sequences and (c) bacteria-
associated sequences per site. Colors indicate the ecosystems in which the sites belong to. For 
the sites including several metagenomes, the standard deviation was added.  
 
 

Two proteins (lipoate synthase and chromosome plasmid partitioning protein ParA) related to 

stress response showed high relative concentrations in bacteria-associated sequences of a few 

air samples compared to the other ecosystems (Fig. S7 in supplementary data), although the 

number of sequences related to these proteins was on average in air was not higher than 

other ecosystems (P=0.33 and 0.48 for lipoate synthase and chromosome plasmid partitioning 

protein ParA, respectively). 
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Discussion 

Air metagenomes were characterized by a relatively high percentage of fungi-associated 

sequences. This percentage varied across the different sites with a higher percentage at 

terrestrial sites whose surrounding landscapes were vegetated like Grenoble (GRE), Puy-de-

Dôme (PDD) and Pic-du-midi (PDM) (surrounding landscapes in Fig. S1 in supplementary data). 

This percentage was also relatively high at the marine site Amsterdam-Island (AMS), where 

fungi might come from the ocean and/or the vegetated surfaces of the small island. A high 

percentage of fungi-associated sequences was also observed in air samples from Beijing, New 

York and San Diego retrieved from other aeromicrobiology studies, suggesting that our 

particular DNA extraction method set-up specifically for quartz fiber filter25 was not causing a 

larger lysis of fungal cells and spores. Similarly, the sequencing technology (Illumina MiSeq) 

could not have been responsible for the larger percentage of fungi-associated sequences 

observed in our samples as the Beijing as well as the New York and San Diego air samples 

originate from an Illumina HiSeq and 454 sequencing technology, respectively. qPCR results 

on the 16S rRNA gene (bacterial cell concentration estimation) and on the 18S rRNA gene 

(fungal cell concentration estimation) on our air samples in comparison to soil samples (Côte 

Saint André, France) showed that the ratio between fungal and bacterial cell number was 

much higher (from 4.5 to 160 times higher for the most vegetated site Grenoble) in air than 

in soil (Table S6 in supplementary data). The ratio between fungal and bacterial cell number 

might be higher in air than in other environments like soil37, which might explain the relatively 

higher percentage of fungi-associated sequences observed in air metagenomes.  

Fungi are expected to be found mostly as fungal spores in air, although the relative 

concentration of fungal spores and fungal hyphae fragments in air is unknown. Our results 

showed that the number of sporulation-related functions was higher in air than the other 

ecosystems (with the exception of snow, phyllosphere and Celtic seawater). While fungal 

hyphae are not expected to be particularly resistant to extreme conditions such as UV 

radiation, fungal spores are specifically produced to resist and survive overall adverse 

atmospheric conditions24. Their thick membrane and dehydrated nature make them 

particularly resistant to abiotic atmospheric conditions such as UV radiation, oxidative stress, 

desiccation as well as osmotic stress. Figure 9 presents a conceptual model that could explain 

the higher ratio between fungi and bacteria observed in air. During aerosolization and aerial 
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transport, bacteria and fungi might be under stress and might undergo a physical selection 

with the survival of the most resistant cells to the adverse atmospheric conditions (i.e. UV 

radiation, desiccation etc.) and the death of non-resistant cells. As fungi (and especially fungal 

spores) might be naturally more resistant and adapted to atmospheric conditions than 

bacteria, we expect a larger decline of bacterial cells compared to fungal cells and spores in 

air. This might have as a consequence an increase in the ratio between fungi and bacteria from 

their non-atmospheric origins (i.e. the surrounding ecosystems) (Fig. 9). 

 

 

Figure 9: Conceptual model that might explain the higher ratio between fungi and bacteria in 
air relatively to airborne microbial cell sources such as soil and ocean water. The thickness of 
the arrows represents the impact of the physical selection on airborne microbial cells, that is 
the more microbial cells survive the physical selection (during aerosolization and aerial 
transport), the thicker is the arrow. 
 

 

Metagenomic investigations of different ecosystems revealed a specific functional potential 

signature of their associated microbial communities15,18. These specific signatures are thought 

to result from microbial adaptation and/or physical selection to the environmental abiotic 

conditions17,21,22 and are a reflection of the high relative abundances of genes coding for 

specific functions essential for microorganisms to survive and develop in these environments. 

For example, microbial metagenomes of human feces were characterized by high relative 

abundances of sequences annotated as beta-glucosidases that are associated with high 
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intestinal concentrations of complex glycosides; and microbial metagenomes of oceans were 

enriched in sequences annotated as enzymes catalyzing DMSP (dimethylsulfoniopropionate), 

which is an organosulfur compound produced by phytoplankton15. Our results showed a clear 

separation between seawater, river water, human feces and almost all the soil samples (which 

grouped with the sediment and snow samples at the scale used here) on the PCoA analysis 

based on the microbial functional potential (Fig. 3). For air microbiomes, the PCoA analyses 

showed that the individual air samples did not group for each site (Fig. S2 in supplementary 

data) and that they did not form a cluster separated from the other ecosystems based on the 

overall microbial functional potential averaged per site (Fig. 3). Air samples seemed to group 

with their underlying ecosystems. While terrestrial air samples (GRE, NAM, CHC, STP, PDD, 

PDM) grouped with snow, soil and sediment samples, the marine (AMS), coastal (CAP) and 

arctic (STN) air samples were closer to surface seawater and river water samples. This result 

suggests that airborne microbial functional potential (and especially metabolic functional 

potential as SEED functional classes included mainly metabolic functions and few stress 

response related functions) might be dependent on the ecosystems from which 

microorganisms are aerosolized. Moreover, it seems that bacteria-associated sequences are 

mainly responsible for the distribution of the samples on the PCoA analysis (as we can see 

when we do the PCoA only with the fungi-associated sequences) although they were in smaller 

numbers compared to fungi-associated sequences for many of the air samples (i.e. STP, GRE, 

AMS, PDD, CAP, Beijing etc.). The low statistical weight of fungi-associated sequences relative 

to the overall sequences might be related to their very low richness nt in terms of functional 

genes that might have created the spreading of the samples on the PCoA based on the fungi-

associated sequences (Fig. S3 in supplementary data). 

The high variability between the air sites and between air samples of the same site could be 

explained by the variability in the inputs from the different surrounding landscapes. Our 

previous paper showed that local inputs were the main sources of planetary boundary layer 

microorganisms and that local meteorology (especially the wind direction) had a major impact 

on the temporal variability of airborne microbial communities by affecting which of the 

different local sources were upwind5 (Chapter 3). Our results did not show a specific 

(metabolic) functional potential signature for the atmosphere, which was rather mainly driven 

by the surrounding landscapes. Our results are consistent with both a pre-metabolic 
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adaptation of airborne microorganisms to the chemicals of the sources (i.e. surrounding 

landscapes) and a potential metabolic adaptation to these chemicals in the atmosphere. 

Atmospheric chemistry is dependent on the underlying ecosystem chemistry since the main 

sources of atmospheric chemicals are Earth surface emissions. Yet, the oxidizing conditions of 

the atmosphere38 might lead to rapid transformations of atmospheric chemicals by 

photochemical reactions. These specific atmospheric chemical reactions (i.e. photochemical) 

produce species which, with the gases like CH4, characterize the atmosphere (O3, H2O2, OH 

etc.). Although some strains from cloud water origin have been shown to metabolize and grow 

on culture medium in the presence of H2O2
10, radical species and their precursors are reactive 

compounds and might not easily serve as energy and carbon sources for microorganisms39,40. 

Our results on specific metabolic related functions showed that functions related to methane 

monooxygenase activity (CH4 degradation) and hydrogen peroxide catabolism (H2O2 

degradation) were present in air but not in higher proportion than in other ecosystems (Fig. 4 

and Fig. S6 in supplementary data). Reactive compounds can cause oxidative stress to airborne 

microorganisms. In association to adverse physical conditions like UV radiation and 

desiccation, oxidative compounds might create more of a physical stress than provide a new 

metabolic source for airborne microorganisms. Laboratory investigations of cultivable 

microorganisms of an airborne origin showed the presence of particularly resistant strains 

under stressful conditions similar to the atmospheric ones (i.e. similar UV radiation levels; 

different oxidative conditions)23,41. However, no study has shown whether these apparently 

adapted cells represented the majority of airborne microorganisms. Since the overall SEED 

functional classes included mainly metabolic functions, specific stress related functions using 

GO (Gene Ontology) terms were also evaluated. We observed that on average, air showed 

more stress-related functions (UV response, desiccation, cell death and oxidative stress 

response related functions) than the other ecosystems. However, when the annotated 

sequences were separated to sequences belonging to fungal and bacterial genomes, the 

bacteria and fungi-associated sequences from air samples did not show necessarily a 

significant higher concentration of stress-related functions compared to the samples coming 

from other ecosystems (Fig. 4 to 9). Yet, stress related functions remained present in air and 

when looking at more specific proteins, they were occasionally found in relatively high 

concentration in air samples such as lipoate synthase and chromosome plasmid partitioning 
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protein ParA which might play a role in oxidative stress42,43 and more generally in stress 

resistance and adaptability of microorganisms44,45, respectively (Fig. S7 in supplementary 

data). The detection of metagenomic sequences annotated as specific proteins in air samples 

remains difficult because of the low microbial biomass recovered. That is why we examined 

the presence and concentration of global functions (i.e. UV protection related functions, 

oxidative stress response related functions etc.) rather than specific functional genes. 

The constant and large inputs of microbial cells to the planetary boundary layer as well as their 

relatively short residence time (a few hours to a few days) in the air might have hindered the 

observation of the potential adaptation (physical selection and/or microbial adaptation) of 

airborne microorganisms to the stressful atmospheric conditions as well as to the atmospheric 

chemicals as discussed above. This issue might be addressed by investigating microbial 

functional potential in the free troposphere (preferentially high enough above the ground so 

as not to be influenced by the surface) where the microbial fluxes are smaller than in the 

planetary boundary layer and where microbial airborne residence time might last much longer 

than in the boundary layer. This troposphere approach might help in determining the role of 

stress in the atmosphere and validate our conceptual model on the physical stress of microbial 

cells taking place during aerosolization and aerial transport selecting the resistant cells (Fig. 

10). Another explanation might be due to the metagenomic approach that samples both living 

and dead cells. Aerosolization has been shown to be particularly stressful and even lethal for 

microorganisms46–48. Our results on death-related functions would be consistent with air 

harboring a higher percentage of both bacterial and fungal dead cells compared to other 

ecosystems (Fig. 8). The functional potential from the dead cells in air might have a greater 

weight on the overall functional potential observed and lead to the dilution of the functional 

potential of the actual living cells that have adapted to atmospheric conditions. This might 

apply for both the overall functional potential discussed previously and the stress-related 

functions. 

 

Conclusion 

We conducted the first global comparative metagenomic analysis to characterize the 

microbial functional potential signature in the planetary boundary layer. Air samples showed 

no specific signature of microbial functional potential which was mainly correlated to the 
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surrounding landscapes. However, air samples were characterized by a relatively high 

percentage of fungi-associated sequences compared to the source ecosystems (soil, surface 

seawater etc.). The relatively higher concentrations of fungi in air drove the higher proportions 

of stress-related functions observed in air metagenomes. Fungal cells and specifically fungal 

spores are innately resistant entities well adapted to atmospheric conditions and which might 

survive better aerosolization and aerial transport than bacterial cells. Stress related functions 

were present in airborne bacteria but rarely in higher concentrations compared to the 

bacterial communities in other ecosystems. However, the constant flux of microbial cells to 

the planetary boundary layer might have complicated the determination of a physical 

selection and/or microbial adaptation of airborne microorganisms, especially bacterial 

communities, and further investigations are needed. 
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Table S1: Number of samples, ecosystem, sequencing technology, database and accession number, number of sequences per sample (mean + 
standard deviation), percentage of fungi and bacteria-associated sequences per site and percentage of annotated sequences (mean + standard 
deviation) per site. 
 

Site 
Country/ 
Ocean 

Information on 
the site 

Number 
of 
samples 

Ecosystem 
Sequencing 
technology 

Database and 
reference numbers or 
study 

Total sequence 
number 

Annotated 
sequence 
number by 
eggNOG- 
Mapper 

Fungi-
associated 
sequences 

Percentage of 
fungi-
associated 
sequences 
over total 
read number 

Percentage of 
fungi-
associated 
sequences 
over fungi-and 
bacteria-
associated 
sequence 
number 

Percentage of 
fungi-
associated 
sequences 
annotated by 
eggNOG- 
Mapper 

Bacteria-
associated 
sequence 
number 

Percentage of 
bacteria-
associated 
sequences 
over total 
sequence 
number 

Percentage of 
bacteria-associated 
sequences over 
fungi-and bacteria-
associated 
sequence number 

Percentage of 
bacteria-associated 
sequences 
annotated by 
eggNOG- Mapper 

Air Amsterdam-Island 
(AMS) 

Sub-Antarctica marine, remote 3 air MiSeq our study 97881 +- 93551 17676 +- 15935 4152 +- 4089 4.1 +- 0.2 71 +- 4 60 +- 2 1670 +- 1549 1.7 +- 0.4 29 +- 4 57 +- 2 

Air Beijing China urban 2 air HiSeq 
mgm4516366.3, 
mgm4516459.3 

2248590 +- 177298 141849 +- 9576 250843 +- 91619 11 +- 3.2 52 +- 10 17 +- 1 226290 +- 8208 10.1 +- 1.2 48 +- 10 39 +- 1 

Air Cape-Point (CAP) South-Africa coastal 2 air MiSeq our study 90043 +- 6341 20479 +- 1447 7227 +- 5972 7.8 +- 6.1 56 +- 29 50 +- 12 4530 +- 1286 5.1 +- 1.8 44 +- 29 61 +- 1 

Air Chacaltaya (CHC) Bolivia 
high-altitude 
mountain peak 

9 air MiSeq our study 103239 +- 54187 32699 +- 18131 3479 +- 2580 3.5 +- 1.2 27 +- 24 61 +- 7 11113 +- 6411 10.2 +- 2 73 +- 24 67 +- 2 

Air Grenoble (GRE) France urban 9 air MiSeq our study 248064 +- 158109 42853 +- 30690 24234 +- 15561 9.7 +- 0.5 79 +- 10 48 +- 3 7082 +- 8061 2.7 +- 1.6 21 +- 10 59 +- 5 

Air New York indoors 
(indoors_NY) 

USA indoors 4 air 454 

SRR1000232, 
SRR1000254, 
SRR999213, 
SRR999215 

400997 +- 49680 126245 +- 12742 36858 +- 16604 9.2 +- 4.1 52 +- 17 47 +- 8 32035 +- 10923 8.3 +- 3.7 48 +- 17 70 +- 9 

Air Namco (NAM) China 
high-altitude plateau, 
semi-arid 

9 air MiSeq our study 149952 +- 92976 48012 +- 36340 2958 +- 1910 2.1 +- 1.1 19 +- 12 68 +- 9 15901 +- 13188 10 +- 2.6 81 +- 12 69 +- 2 

Air New York (NY) USA urban, coastal 6 air 454 

SRR1000260, 
SRR1000269, 
SRR999217, 
SRR999218, 
SRR999219, 
SRR999220 

521791 +- 277049 99566 +- 51023 85350 +- 41529 20 +- 11.6 56 +- 8 46 +- 41 69161 +- 38301 18.1 +- 14.5 44 +- 8 37 +- 47 

Air Puy-de-Dôme (PDD) France 
continental, moutain 
peak 

10 air MiSeq our study 396666 +- 364681 65304 +- 68592 25029 +- 32432 5.8 +- 2.5 62 +- 16 50 +- 6 13112 +- 12079 3.9 +- 3 38 +- 16 56 +- 4 

Air Pic-du-Midi (PDM) France 
high-altitude moutain 
peak 

13 air MiSeq our study 186766 +- 197396 33016 +- 31653 8676 +- 8233 5 +- 2.1 50 +- 10 54 +- 4 8115 +- 7687 5.5 +- 2.6 50 +- 10 63 +- 5 

Air San-Diego USA urban coastal 2 air 454 
SRR999211, 
SRR999212  

781206 +- 65608 229544 +- 3651 5960 +- 4678 0.8 +- 0.7 36 +- 1 44 +- 3 10318 +- 7888 1.4 +- 1.1 64 +- 1 54 +- 13 

Air Station-Nord (STN) Greenland polar 2 air MiSeq our study 23463 +- 24385 5935 +- 5528 1276 +- 1702 3.6 +- 3.5 24 +- 18 59 +- 38 2460 +- 2606 10.2 +- 0.5 76 +- 18 65 +- 3 

Air Storm-Peak (STP) USA 
high-altitude 
mountain peak 

6 air MiSeq our study 469168 +- 242715 111530 +- 58582 99110 +- 56113 20.7 +- 2.6 88 +- 4 53 +- 2 12559 +- 7185 2.8 +- 1.1 12 +- 4 59 +- 5 

Human feces Sydney Australia human  feces 1 feces HiSeq mgm4675774.3 2111825 +- NA 503328 +- NA 28357 +- NA 1.3 +- NA 3 +- NA 29 +- NA 929682 +- NA 44 +- NA 97 +- NA 35 +- NA 

Hydrothermal vent 
Pacific 

Pacific Ocean deep sea water 1 
hydrotherm
al vent 

454 mgm4481541.3 758485 +- NA 409294 +- NA 12501 +- NA 1.6 +- NA 9 +- NA 56 +- NA 128294 +- NA 16.9 +- NA 91 +- NA 84 +- NA 

Leaf surface Israel Israel leaf surface 1 
phyllospher
e 

HiSeq mgm4534773.3 12272440 +- NA 3274840 +- NA 460612 +- NA 3.8 +- NA 37 +- NA 23 +- NA 784441 +- NA 6.4 +- NA 63 +- NA 70 +- NA 
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Seawater Atlantic sea 
North Atlantic 
Ocean 

surface sea water 1 seawater MiSeq mgm4719942.3 1198007 +- NA 301519 +- NA 54904 +- NA 4.6 +- NA 36 +- NA 11 +- NA 99510 +- NA 8.3 +- NA 64 +- NA 51 +- NA 

Seawater Balearic sea Balearic Sea surface sea water 1 seawater MiSeq mgm4719938.3 878884 +- NA 531765 +- NA 50995 +- NA 5.8 +- NA 36 +- NA 60 +- NA 89238 +- NA 10.2 +- NA 64 +- NA 88 +- NA 

Seawater Celtic sea Celtic Sea surface sea water 1 seawater MiSeq mgm4719941.3 1702779 +- NA 283691 +- NA 510855 +- NA 11.4 +- NA 53 +- NA 18 +- NA 112212 +- NA 6.6 +- NA 47 +- NA 55 +- NA 

Deep abyss USA USA deep sea water 1 seawater 454 mgm4668304.3 2016153 +- NA 330380 +- NA 1895 +- NA 0.1 +- NA 2 +- NA 68 +- NA 90930 +- NA 4.5 +- NA 98 +- NA 75 +- NA 

Seawater Greenland sea Greenland Sea surface sea water 1 seawater MiSeq mgm4719947.3 1358477 +- NA 687315 +- NA 79494 +- NA 5.9 +- NA 28 +- NA 51 +- NA 200245 +- NA 14.7 +- NA 72 +- NA 77 +- NA 

Seawater Indian sea Indian Sea surface sea water 1 seawater MiSeq mgm4719994.3 126564 +- NA 56086 +- NA 2527 +- NA 2 +- NA 11 +- NA 55 +- NA 21431 +- NA 16.9 +- NA 89 +- NA 89 +- NA 

Seawater Irish sea Irish Sea surface sea water 1 seawater MiSeq mgm4719940.3 1362228 +- NA 538286 +- NA 27051 +- NA 2 +- NA 28 +- NA 21 +- NA 69952 +- NA 5.1 +- NA 72 +- NA 70 +- NA 

Seawater 
Mediterranean sea 

Mediterranea
n Sea, Easterm 
bassin 

surface sea water 1 seawater MiSeq mgm4719936.3 1241549 +- NA 686395 +- NA 17384 +- NA 1.4 +- NA 11 +- NA 43 +- NA 133889 +- NA 10.8 +- NA 89 +- NA 87 +- NA 

River water Colorado USA river water 1 riverwater HiSeq mgm4628878.3 1392059 +- NA 575616 +- NA 39553 +- NA 2.8 +- NA 19 +- NA 31 +- NA 169972 +- NA 12.2 +- NA 81 +- NA 76 +- NA 

River sediments West 
Virginia 

USA river sediments 1 sediments HiSeq mgm4589537.3 2072338 +- NA 569631 +- NA 58672 +- NA 2.8 +- NA 26 +- NA 28 +- NA 166079 +- NA 8 +- NA 74 +- NA 71 +- NA 

Sediments Peru Peru seafloor sediments 2 sediments 454 
mgm4440960.3, 
mgm4459940.3 

126239 +- 35030 3606 +- 829 1780 +- 2323 1.2 +- 1.5 53 +- 47 13 +- 16 539 +- 18 0.4 +- 0.1 47 +- 47 33 +- 11 

Sediments Pond France 
shallow pond 
sediments 

4 sediments MiSeq 
our lab; Sanchez-Cid 
et al., submitted 

44236 +- 17409 15568 +- 7046 1450 +- 991 3.2 +- 1.2 9 +- 3 80 +- 5 16704 +- 12966 36.7 +- 18.1 91 +- 3 56 +- 8 

Snow Svalbard Norway fresh snow, artic 7 snow MiSeq 
our lab; Bergk-Pinto 
et al., under review 

226368 +- 70313 49428 +- 23023 3788 +- 1542 1.7 +- 0.6 18 +- 6 61 +- 12 18469 +- 8699 8.5 +- 3.2 82 +- 6 54 +- 5 

Agricultural soil France France agricultural soil 3 soil MiSeq 
mgm4705012.3, 
mgm4697958.3, 
mgm4697957.3 

8209393 +- 2836681 
5913635 +- 
1326693 

194398 +- 
108165 

2.3 +- 0.5 61 +- 3 60 +- 13 129460 +- 84783 1.5 +- 0.5 39 +- 3 65 +- 11 

Soil Cote Saint Andre France agricultural soil 6 soil MiSeq 
our lab; Sanchez-Cid 
et al., under review 

174898 +- 80968 54841 +- 22225 1638 +- 640 1 +- 0.1 9 +- 1 82 +- 2 16806 +- 6846 9.8 +- 0.6 91 +- 1 67 +- 1 

Soil CraibStone Scottland agricultural soil 5 soil MiSeq 
our lab; Sanchez-Cid 
et al., submitted 

128815 +- 82837 41175 +- 22413 1452 +- 953 1.1 +- 0.1 9 +- 1 78 +- 4 15472 +- 11906 11.5 +- 1.2 91 +- 1 65 +- 1 

Cropland UK 
United 
Kingdom 

cropland 2 soil MiSeq 
mgm4781436.3, 
mgm4781437.3 

485163 +- 163475 
304642 +- 
104503 

9970 +- 3861 2 +- 0.1 13 +- 0 88 +- NA 66040 +- 25119 13.5 +- 0.6 87 +- 0 95 +- 0 

Forest soil Baltimore USA 
temperate deciduous 
broadleaf forest soil 

1 soil MiSeq mgm4819073.3 4600481 +- NA 959764 +- NA 34207 +- NA 0.7 +- NA 12 +- NA 62 +- NA 260826 +- NA 5.7 +- NA 88 +- NA 79 +- NA 

Grassland USA South-Africa tropical grassland 1 soil MiSeq mgm4819072.3 2519738 +- NA 638149 +- NA 22974 +- NA 0.9 +- NA 8 +- NA 63 +- NA 279551 +- NA 11.1 +- NA 92 +- NA 79 +- NA 

Grassland USA USA temperate grassland 2 soil MiSeq 
mgm4623641.3, 
mgm4623640.3 

12195227 +- 1436683 
697967 +- 
122932 

1753640 +- 1903 14.5 +- 1.7 42 +- 1 2 +- 0 
2381163 +- 
99911 

19.6 +- 1.5 58 +- 1 13 +- 2 

Soil Lucknow India India soil 1 soil 454 mgm4461840.3 1187505 +- NA 658023 +- NA 53911 +- NA 4.5 +- NA 14 +- NA 91 +- NA 322160 +- NA 27.1 +- NA 86 +- NA 91 +- NA 

Soil Nevada USA soil 1 soil 454 mgm4451106.3 1248623 +- NA 725892 +- NA 29880 +- NA 2.4 +- NA 8 +- NA 84 +- NA 326929 +- NA 26.2 +- NA 92 +- NA 91 +- NA 

Plant soil USA USA soil 1 soil HiSeq mgm4767414.3 17632266 +- NA 1425603 +- NA 253827 +- NA 1.4 +- NA 15 +- NA 33 +- NA 1473019 +- NA 8.4 +- NA 85 +- NA 52 +- NA 

Prairie Kansas USA prairie soil 1 soil MiSeq mgm4477804.3 5348832 +- NA 343702 +- NA 27412 +- NA 0.5 +- NA 9 +- NA 51 +- NA 270464 +- NA 5.1 +- NA 91 +- NA 56 +- NA 

Soil PuertoRico Puerto Rico subtropical forest 1 soil 454 mgm4446153.3 725275 +- NA 452063 +- NA 10926 +- NA 1.5 +- NA 11 +- NA 88 +- NA 85868 +- NA 11.8 +- NA 89 +- NA 95 +- NA 

Rhizosphere Amazonia Brazil 
tropical broadleaf 
forest 

1 soil HiSeq mgm4723911.3 8884491 +- NA 1415017 +- NA 2075 +- NA 0 +- NA 0 +- NA 52 +- NA 1027815 +- NA 11.6 +- NA 100 +- NA 60 +- NA 

Soil South-Africa South-Africa tropical grassland 1 soil MiSeq mgm4819068.3 2757834 +- NA 759329 +- NA 25123 +- NA 0.9 +- NA 6 +- NA 64 +- NA 414056 +- NA 15 +- NA 94 +- NA 79 +- NA 

Shrubland California USA shrubland 1 soil MiSeq mgm4806895.3 2213724 +- NA 47591 +- NA 3742 +- NA 0.2 +- NA 1 +- NA 11 +- NA 243528 +- NA 11 +- NA 98 +- NA 7 +- NA 

Shrubland Sudan Sudan shrubland 1 soil MiSeq  mgm4806896.3 185966 +- NA 1169 +- NA 1181 +- NA 0.6 +- NA 18 +- NA 7 +- NA 5381 +- NA 2.9 +- NA 82 +- NA 11 +- NA 
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Table S2: Standardized collected air volume and sampling starting date of each air sample that we collected for this study. 

 

site Sample name Standardized collected air volume (m
3
) 

Sampling starting date (ending date 7 days after, same hour) 

(month/day/year) 

AMS AMS_10/09/2016 5232 10/09/16 

AMS AMS_08/10/2016 4449 08/10/16 

AMS AMS_21/10/2016 5059 10/21/16 

CAP CAP_21/10/2016 4679 10/21/16 

CAP CAP_28/10/2016 545 10/28/16 

CHC CHC_23/09/2016 1148 09/23/16 

CHC CHC_21/10/2016 1154 10/21/16 

CHC CHC_28/10/2016 1220 10/28/16 

CHC CHC_01/07/2016 1284 01/07/16 

CHC CHC_08/07/2016 1284 08/07/16 

CHC CHC_15/07/2016 1289 07/15/16 

CHC CHC_12/08/2016 1160 12/08/16 

CHC CHC_19/08/2016 1158 08/19/16 

CHC CHC_02/09/2016 1156 02/09/16 

GRE GRE_03/07/2017 4688 03/07/17 

GRE GRE_10/07/2017 4717 10/07/17 

GRE GRE_17/07/2017 4677 07/17/17 

GRE GRE_24/07/2017 4718 07/24/17 

GRE GRE_31/07/2017 4665 07/31/17 

GRE GRE_07/08/2017 4762 07/08/17 

GRE GRE_14/08/2017 4729 08/14/17 

GRE GRE_21/08/2017 4707 08/21/17 

GRE GRE_04/09/2017 4742 04/09/17 

NAM NAM_17/05/2017 5511 05/17/17 
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NAM NAM_25/05/2017 5503 05/25/17 

NAM NAM_02/06/2017 5513 02/06/17 

NAM NAM_13/06/2017 4218 06/13/17 

NAM NAM_20/06/2017 5418 06/20/17 

NAM NAM_29/06/2017 5415 06/29/17 

NAM NAM_07/07/2017 5483 07/07/17 

NAM NAM_14/07/2017 5413 07/14/17 

NAM NAM_21/07/2017 5465 07/21/17 

PDD PDD_07/06/2017 8761 06/07/17 

PDD PDD_14/06/2017 8360 06/14/17 

PDD PDD_21/06/2017 8672 06/21/17 

PDD PDD_28/06/2017 9012 06/28/17 

PDD PDD_02/08/2017 7399 08/02/17 

PDD PDD_09/08/2017 9926 08/09/17 

PDD PDD_30/05/2017 10232 05/30/17 

PDD PDD_12/07/2017 8713 07/12/17 

PDD PDD_19/07/2017 8620 07/19/17 

PDD PDD_26/07/2017 8664 07/26/17 

PDM PDM_20/06/2016 9664 06/20/16 

PDM PDM_29/06/2016 6803 06/29/16 

PDM PDM_12/07/2016 7550 12/07/16 

PDM PDM_19/07/2016 8040 07/19/16 

PDM PDM_26/07/2016 7794 07/26/16 

PDM PDM_02/08/2016 8103 02/08/16 

PDM PDM_09/08/2016 7747 08/09/16 

PDM PDM_16/08/2016 8100 08/16/16 

PDM PDM_23/08/2016 7956 08/23/16 

PDM PDM_13/09/2016 7931 09/13/16 

PDM PDM_20/09/2016 7853 09/20/16 
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PDM PDM_06/09/2016 7867 06/09/16 

PDM PDM_16/08/2016 8100 08/16/16 

STN STN_27/03/2017 5153 03/27/17 

STN STN_15/05/2017 5246 05/15/17 

STP STP_14/07/2017 11213 07/14/17 

STP STP_21/07/2017 9333 07/21/17 

STP STP_28/07/2017 5702 07/28/17 

STP STP_11/08/2017 5702 08/11/17 

STP STP_18/08/2017 5702 08/18/17 

STP STP_25/08/2017 5702 08/25/17 
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Table S3: Functional richness and evenness after rarefaction per site, based on the SEED functional classes. For site including several samples, 
the mean and standard deviation have been calculated. 
 

Site Ecosystem 

ALL sequences FUNGI-ASSOCIATED sequences BACTERIA-ASSOCIATED sequences 

 Number of 

annotated 

sequences using 

Diamond and 

MEGAN6 

Rarefaction 

Functional 

richness 

after 

rarefaction 

Functional 

evenness after 

rarefaction 

 Number of 

annotated 

sequences 

using 

Diamond and 

MEGAN6 

Rarefaction 
Functional 

richness after 

rarefaction 

Functional 

evenness after 

rarefaction 

 Number of 

annotated 

sequences 

using 

Diamond and 

MEGAN6 

Rarefaction 
Functional 

richness after 

rarefaction 

Functional evenness after 

rarefaction 

air Amsterdam-Island (AMS) air 3927 +- 3321 1737 +- 456 1087 +- 554 0.94 +- 0.02 81 +- 80 81 +- 80 66 +- 58 0.99 +- 0.01 554 +- 480 360 +- 193 270 +- 197 0.96 +- 0.01 
air Beijing air 180196 +- 11408 2000 +- 0 4060 +- 112 0.86 +- 0 5960 +- 214 500 +- 0 1129 +- 92 0.89 +- 0 82004 +- 5643 500 +- 0 2835 +- 58 0.87 +- 0 

air Cape-Point (CAP) air 8176 +- 4856 2000 +- 0 1634 +- 337 0.93 +- 0.02 211 +- 15 211 +- 15 162 +- 6 0.97 +- 0 1890 +- 726 500 +- 0 739 +- 192 0.95 +- 0.01 

air Chacaltaya (CHC) air 15853 +- 8907 1848 +- 456 2062 +- 714 0.92 +- 0.02 380 +- 219 346 +- 175 223 +- 109 0.96 +- 0.02 5268 +- 3052 467 +- 99 1142 +- 461 0.93 +- 0.02 

air Grenoble (GRE) air 5765 +- 6870 1802 +- 297 1256 +- 700 0.94 +- 0.02 412 +- 382 308 +- 156 235 +- 153 0.97 +- 0.01 2193 +- 2949 445 +- 86 658 +- 528 0.96 +- 0.02 
air indoors New York 
(indoors_NY) 

air 
32135 +- 11235 2000 +- 0 3302 +- 299 0.91 +- 0.01 1546 +- 802 500 +- 0 697 +- 206 0.95 +- 0.01 10067 +- 4782 500 +- 0 2183 +- 387 0.93 +- 0.01 

air Namco (NAM) air 23081 +- 19276 2000 +- 0 2280 +- 478 0.91 +- 0.01 596 +- 495 381 +- 114 287 +- 136 0.95 +- 0.02 7600 +- 6515 500 +- 0 1300 +- 372 0.92 +- 0.02 
air New York (NY) air 5481 +- 4324 1639 +- 561 1384 +- 849 0.89 +- 0.04 286 +- 231 275 +- 217 150 +- 109 0.91 +- 0.07 769 +- 622 362 +- 205 446 +- 335 0.94 +- 0.02 

air Puy-de-Dôme (PDD) air 11053 +- 9757 1976 +- 75 1700 +- 775 0.93 +- 0.02 656 +- 748 300 +- 198 297 +- 239 0.96 +- 0.03 4277 +- 4138 500 +- 0 989 +- 617 0.94 +- 0.03 

air Pic-du-Midi (PDM) air 9422 +- 8988 1769 +- 490 1575 +- 778 0.94 +- 0.02 363 +- 354 267 +- 185 218 +- 163 0.98 +- 0.02 3252 +- 3366 460 +- 101 832 +- 511 0.95 +- 0.02 
air San Diego air 14573 +- 8176 2000 +- 0 2021 +- 81 0.9 +- 0 184 +- 191 184 +- 191 91 +- 66 0.96 +- 0.04 1737 +- 1841 468 +- 46 628 +- 429 0.95 +- 0.01 

air Station-Nord (STN) air 2863 +- 2408 1580 +- 594 956 +- 547 0.95 +- 0.02 111 +- 111 111 +- 111 88 +- 81 0.98 +- 0.01 1089 +- 1085 411 +- 127 486 +- 400 0.96 +- 0.01 

air Storm-Peak (STP) air 11763 +- 7684 2000 +- 0 1865 +- 519 0.92 +- 0.01 973 +- 537 476 +- 58 392 +- 131 0.94 +- 0.02 3757 +- 3006 500 +- 0 971 +- 409 0.94 +- 0.02 

human feces Sydney feces 560641 +- NA 2000 +- NA 2802 +- NA 0.82 +- NA 3591 +- NA 500 +- NA 317 +- NA 0.61 +- NA 304338 +- NA 500 +- NA 2557 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 

leaf surface Israel phyllosphere 1042866 +- NA 2000 +- NA 4292 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 10644 +- NA 500 +- NA 1336 +- NA 0.85 +- NA 247373 +- NA 500 +- NA 3165 +- NA 0.88 +- NA 
river water USA river water 295902 +- NA 2000 +- NA 3550 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 6142 +- NA 500 +- NA 1001 +- NA 0.89 +- NA 76857 +- NA 500 +- NA 2497 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 

seawater Balearic sea seawater 340618 +- NA 2000 +- NA 2957 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 17554 +- NA 500 +- NA 1825 +- NA 0.9 +- NA 55185 +- NA 500 +- NA 1823 +- NA 0.86 +- NA 

seawater Celtic sea seawater 335790 +- NA 2000 +- NA 3325 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 11736 +- NA 500 +- NA 1831 +- NA 0.91 +- NA 41271 +- NA 500 +- NA 1964 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 
deep abyss USA seawater 333284 +- NA 2000 +- NA 3649 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 1006 +- NA 500 +- NA 390 +- NA 0.92 +- NA 43055 +- NA 500 +- NA 2590 +- NA 0.9 +- NA 

seawater Greenland sea seawater 417826 +- NA 2000 +- NA 3223 +- NA 0.88 +- NA 21407 +- NA 500 +- NA 2164 +- NA 0.91 +- NA 97826 +- NA 500 +- NA 2376 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 
hydrothermal Vent Pacific 
Ocean 

Hydrothermal 
vent 217796 +- NA 2000 +- NA 3621 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 3855 +- NA 500 +- NA 950 +- NA 0.9 +- NA 62974 +- NA 500 +- NA 2533 +- NA 0.89 +- NA 

seawater Indian sea seawater 40507 +- NA 2000 +- NA 2178 +- NA 0.9 +- NA 799 +- NA 500 +- NA 476 +- NA 0.96 +- NA 12001 +- NA 500 +- NA 1183 +- NA 0.93 +- NA 

seawater Irish sea seawater 287629 +- NA 2000 +- NA 3283 +- NA 0.88 +- NA 2394 +- NA 500 +- NA 662 +- NA 0.89 +- NA 32848 +- NA 500 +- NA 1843 +- NA 0.86 +- NA 

seawater Mediterranean sea seawater 
381180 +- NA 2000 +- NA 3375 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 3999 +- NA 500 +- NA 898 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 74727 +- NA 500 +- NA 2112 +- NA 0.88 +- NA 

seawater North Atlantic 
Ocean 

seawater 
206085 +- NA 2000 +- NA 3143 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 2956 +- NA 500 +- NA 771 +- NA 0.9 +- NA 35702 +- NA 500 +- NA 1663 +- NA 0.89 +- NA 

sediments Peru sediments 6348 +- 1251 2000 +- 0 1138 +- 7 0.92 +- 0 13 +- 4 13 +- 4 13 +- 4 1 +- 0 133 +- 66 133 +- 66 90 +- 33 0.97 +- 0.02 
sediments Pond sediments 10569 +- 5084 2000 +- 0 1791 +- 252 0.92 +- 0.01 647 +- 422 441 +- 106 367 +- 149 0.97 +- 0.01 7038 +- 5091 500 +- 0 1364 +- 392 0.93 +- 0.01 

river sediments West Virginia sediments 315551 +- NA 2000 +- NA 3869 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 10660 +- NA 500 +- NA 1223 +- NA 0.88 +- NA 74774 +- NA 500 +- NA 2381 +- NA 0.88 +- NA 
snow Svalbard snow 26069 +- 15249 2000 +- 0 2243 +- 498 0.91 +- 0.01 648 +- 360 418 +- 152 329 +- 143 0.96 +- 0.02 8702 +- 4544 500 +- 0 1317 +- 356 0.92 +- 0.02 
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agricultural soil France soil 907295 +- 258019 2000 +- 0 764 +- 47 0.72 +- 0.02 8707 +- 6045 442 +- 116 129 +- 74 0.68 +- 0.1 7044 +- 2095 500 +- 0 118 +- 55 0.49 +- 0.05 

soil Cote Saint Andre soil 34947 +- 16517 2000 +- 0 2552 +- 263 0.9 +- 0.01 783 +- 355 491 +- 14 350 +- 92 0.94 +- 0.01 8680 +- 3716 500 +- 0 1418 +- 191 0.91 +- 0.01 
soil CraibStone soil 27629 +- 18784 2000 +- 0 2406 +- 327 0.91 +- 0.01 668 +- 473 465 +- 46 336 +- 127 0.95 +- 0.02 7980 +- 6183 500 +- 0 1346 +- 289 0.92 +- 0.01 
cropland UK soil 122625 +- 44684 2000 +- 0 3490 +- 132 0.87 +- 0 5106 +- 1863 500 +- 0 1001 +- 112 0.89 +- 0.02 34986 +- 13329 500 +- 0 2254 +- 103 0.89 +- 0.01 

forest soil Baltimore soil 
606468 +- NA 2000 +- NA 3998 +- NA 0.86 +- NA 33130 +- 27346 500 +- 0 1438 +- 259 0.84 +- 0.02 

334568 +- 
288964 500 +- 0 2518 +- 4 0.86 +- 0 

soil Puerto Rico soil 170277 +- NA 2000 +- NA 3607 +- NA 0.86 +- NA 6380 +- NA 500 +- NA 971 +- NA 0.88 +- NA 45321 +- NA 500 +- NA 2229 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 

grassland SA soil 
191711 +- 271120 1000 +- 1414 2093 +- 2959 0.43 +- 0.61 14252 +- 9262 500 +- 0 1216 +- 199 0.85 +- 0.01 

305911 +- 
260034 500 +- 0 3147 +- 93 0.9 +- 0.02 

grassland USA soil 926515 +- 144620 2000 +- 0 3496 +- 45 0.86 +- 0 23892 +- 4105 500 +- 0 1539 +- 35 0.84 +- 0 242586 +- 44860 500 +- 0 2332 +- 42 0.86 +- 0 

soil lucknow India soil 303263 +- NA 2000 +- NA 3971 +- NA 0.88 +- NA 19077 +- NA 500 +- NA 1357 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 145062 +- NA 500 +- NA 2707 +- NA 0.89 +- NA 
soil Nevada soil 305066 +- NA 2000 +- NA 3528 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 12931 +- NA 500 +- NA 1324 +- NA 0.85 +- NA 147232 +- NA 500 +- NA 2465 +- NA 0.89 +- NA 
plant soil USA soil 1839508 +- NA 2000 +- NA 3610 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 65330 +- NA 500 +- NA 1663 +- NA 0.84 +- NA 612710 +- NA 500 +- NA 2491 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 

prairie Kansas soil 475235 +- NA 2000 +- NA 3393 +- NA 0.86 +- NA 11087 +- NA 500 +- NA 1155 +- NA 0.85 +- NA 119659 +- NA 500 +- NA 2282 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 

rhizosphere Amazonia soil 1061420 +- NA 2000 +- NA 3330 +- NA 0.81 +- NA 337 +- NA 337 +- NA 157 +- NA 0.91 +- NA 412216 +- NA 500 +- NA 1912 +- NA 0.79 +- NA 
soil South-Africa soil 464748 +- NA 2000 +- NA 4239 +- NA 0.88 +- NA 8883 +- NA 500 +- NA 1092 +- NA 0.85 +- NA 187173 +- NA 500 +- NA 3252 +- NA 0.91 +- NA 

shrubland California soil 65837 +- NA 2000 +- NA 2693 +- NA 0.87 +- NA 298 +- NA 298 +- NA 126 +- NA 0.92 +- NA 14541 +- NA 500 +- NA 1757 +- NA 0.89 +- NA 

shrubland Sudan soil 1751 +- NA 1751 +- NA 864 +- NA 0.96 +- NA 77 +- NA 77 +- NA 68 +- NA 0.99 +- NA 727 +- NA 500 +- NA 437 +- NA 0.97 +- NA 
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Table S4: qPCR on the 16s rRNA gene and on the 18S rRNA gene on air and soil samples, and ratio between these qPCR. Means and standard 
deviations were calculated on three (Cote Saint André), nine (Amsterdam-Island and Namco) and ten (Grenoble) samples. qPCR results for the 
air samples have already been presented in Tignat-Perrier et al. (under review) (Chapter 3). 
 
  qPCR 18S rRNA gene number qPCR 16S rRNA gene number Ratio qPCR16S/qPCR18S 

AIR SAMPLES    

NAM (Namco) 4.97x10
3

 ± 3.44x10
3 

 3.56x10
6

 ± 3.01x10
6

 716 

GRE (Grenoble) 5.28x10
4

 ± 3.61x10
4 

 1.20x10
6

 ± 9.38x10
5 

 23 

AMS (Amsterdam-

Island) 
7.51x10

3

 ± 6.96x10
3 

 1.49x10
5

 ± 9.17x10
4 

 20 

    

SOIL SAMPLES    

Côte Saint André 1.13x10
3

 ± 2.9x10
2

 3.70x10
6

 ± 1.9x10
6

 3265 
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Table S5: Top 50 of the SEED functions observed in the air samples (mean +/- standard deviation) considering all the sequences (i.e. bacteria and 
fungi-associated sequences). 
 

Function air_AMS air_Beijing air_CAP air_CHC air_GRE air_IndoorsNY air_NAM air_NY air_PDD air_PDM air_SanDiego air_STN air_STP 

\5-FCL-like protein\"" 2.01 +/- 0.66 2.04 +/- 0.12 1.6 +/- 0.13 1.9 +/- 0.13 1.84 +/- 0.33 1.62 +/- 0.08 1.97 +/- 0.15 1.53 +/- 0.54 1.68 +/- 0.32 1.78 +/- 0.37 1.41 +/- 0.12 1.47 +/- 0.24 1.81 +/- 0.31 

\Long-chain-fatty-acid--CoA ligase (EC 6.2.1.3)\"" 2.3 +/- 0.09 1.35 +/- 0.3 1.29 +/- 0.47 1.46 +/- 0.25 1.62 +/- 0.27 1.17 +/- 0.2 1.51 +/- 0.12 1.12 +/- 0.53 1.79 +/- 1.2 1.58 +/- 0.22 0.91 +/- 0.02 2.01 +/- 0.45 1.86 +/- 0.42 

\TonB-dependent receptor\"" 1.3 +/- 0.44 0.36 +/- 0.03 1.02 +/- 0.4 0.94 +/- 0.14 1.07 +/- 0.46 0.91 +/- 0.15 0.98 +/- 0.12 0.72 +/- 0.12 0.99 +/- 0.51 1.03 +/- 0.28 0.45 +/- 0.04 1.06 +/- 0.52 0.83 +/- 0.27 

\3-oxoacyl-[acyl-carrier protein] reductase (EC 1.1.1.100)\"" 0.65 +/- 0.28 0.55 +/- 0.02 0.75 +/- 0.01 0.9 +/- 0.11 0.8 +/- 0.26 0.62 +/- 0.06 1.04 +/- 0.11 0.56 +/- 0.17 0.75 +/- 0.25 0.79 +/- 0.24 0.45 +/- 0.05 0.84 +/- 0.09 0.91 +/- 0.21 

\COG2363\"" 0.53 +/- 0.3 0.5 +/- 0.02 0.58 +/- 0.14 0.51 +/- 0.08 0.58 +/- 0.16 0.56 +/- 0.07 0.49 +/- 0.11 0.26 +/- 0.2 0.54 +/- 0.13 0.55 +/- 0.13 0.56 +/- 0.26 0.48 +/- 0.07 0.45 +/- 0.05 

\Aldehyde dehydrogenase (EC 1.2.1.3)\"" 0.43 +/- 0.21 0.4 +/- 0.03 0.44 +/- 0.1 0.31 +/- 0.04 0.58 +/- 0.13 0.29 +/- 0.07 0.39 +/- 0.06 0.68 +/- 1.11 0.42 +/- 0.2 0.35 +/- 0.17 0.29 +/- 0.04 0.25 +/- 0.23 0.47 +/- 0.09 

\Adenylate cyclase (EC 4.6.1.1)\"" 0.26 +/- 0.18 0.17 +/- 0.02 0.18 +/- 0.11 0.36 +/- 0.15 0.27 +/- 0.18 0.29 +/- 0.06 0.79 +/- 0.07 0.25 +/- 0.24 0.41 +/- 0.23 0.46 +/- 0.14 0.23 +/- 0.06 0.53 +/- 0.02 0.32 +/- 0.1 

\Beta-galactosidase (EC 3.2.1.23)\"" 0.15 +/- 0.06 0.23 +/- 0.05 0.34 +/- 0.03 0.34 +/- 0.15 0.25 +/- 0.14 0.22 +/- 0.05 0.3 +/- 0.06 1.41 +/- 2.13 0.28 +/- 0.16 0.3 +/- 0.21 0.22 +/- 0.08 0.18 +/- 0.25 0.35 +/- 0.07 

\DNA-directed RNA polymerase beta' subunit (EC 2.7.7.6)\"" 0.58 +/- 0.13 0.53 +/- 0.03 0.39 +/- 0.07 0.38 +/- 0.07 0.3 +/- 0.13 0.15 +/- 0.04 0.38 +/- 0.04 0.09 +/- 0.08 0.51 +/- 0.42 0.39 +/- 0.11 0.32 +/- 0.11 0.29 +/- 0.17 0.39 +/- 0.07 

\Aspartate aminotransferase (EC 2.6.1.1)\"" 0.53 +/- 0.08 0.39 +/- 0.02 0.35 +/- 0.08 0.38 +/- 0.07 0.35 +/- 0.13 0.43 +/- 0.07 0.33 +/- 0.05 0.4 +/- 0.32 0.35 +/- 0.14 0.34 +/- 0.09 0.29 +/- 0.01 0.37 +/- 0.28 0.33 +/- 0.03 

\Cobalt-zinc-cadmium resistance protein CzcA\"" 0.17 +/- 0.1 0.3 +/- 0.08 0.2 +/- 0.01 0.36 +/- 0.06 0.26 +/- 0.13 0.49 +/- 0.14 0.26 +/- 0.04 0.72 +/- 0.24 0.4 +/- 0.18 0.38 +/- 0.15 0.24 +/- 0.01 0.63 +/- 0.41 0.22 +/- 0.04 

\DNA topoisomerase I (EC 5.99.1.2)\"" 0.07 +/- 0.07 0.17 +/- 0.01 0.08 +/- 0.05 0.12 +/- 0.05 0.08 +/- 0.03 0.12 +/- 0.02 0.16 +/- 0.04 3.08 +/- 4.05 0.14 +/- 0.11 0.1 +/- 0.06 0.16 +/- 0.01 0.27 +/- 0.1 0.1 +/- 0.03 

\High-affnity carbon uptake protein Hat/HatR\"" 0.29 +/- 0.04 0.16 +/- 0.09 0.09 +/- 0.05 0.19 +/- 0.09 1.27 +/- 0.94 0.17 +/- 0.06 0.35 +/- 0.18 0.31 +/- 0.18 0.23 +/- 0.15 0.14 +/- 0.09 0.08 +/- 0.04 0.12 +/- 0.17 0.32 +/- 0.19 

\Beta-lactamase\"" 0.47 +/- 0.18 0.15 +/- 0.01 0.28 +/- 0.04 0.29 +/- 0.12 0.23 +/- 0.12 0.26 +/- 0.06 0.41 +/- 0.09 0.62 +/- 0.64 0.24 +/- 0.1 0.41 +/- 0.11 0.26 +/- 0 0.2 +/- 0.16 0.3 +/- 0.05 

\DNA-directed RNA polymerase beta subunit (EC 2.7.7.6)\"" 0.39 +/- 0.19 0.49 +/- 0.03 0.35 +/- 0.1 0.35 +/- 0.07 0.24 +/- 0.11 0.15 +/- 0.06 0.34 +/- 0.09 0.04 +/- 0.04 0.44 +/- 0.48 0.3 +/- 0.09 0.31 +/- 0.12 0.51 +/- 0.26 0.3 +/- 0.04 

\Butyryl-CoA dehydrogenase (EC 1.3.99.2)\"" 0.34 +/- 0.22 0.29 +/- 0.04 0.31 +/- 0.15 0.3 +/- 0.13 0.36 +/- 0.16 0.19 +/- 0.05 0.33 +/- 0.04 0.21 +/- 0.1 0.3 +/- 0.17 0.3 +/- 0.09 0.19 +/- 0.02 0.36 +/- 0.23 0.35 +/- 0.09 

\Aspartyl-tRNA(Asn) amidotransferase subunit A (EC 6.3.5.6)\"" 0.16 +/- 0.15 0.08 +/- 0 0.04 +/- 0.06 0.1 +/- 0.14 0.04 +/- 0.05 0.04 +/- 0.03 0.06 +/- 0.03 3.02 +/- 4.05 0.04 +/- 0.03 0.06 +/- 0.05 0.11 +/- 0.02 0.11 +/- 0.09 0.07 +/- 0.03 

\FIG039061: hypothetical protein related to heme utilization\"" 0.28 +/- 0.19 0.34 +/- 0.02 0.36 +/- 0.12 0.29 +/- 0.12 0.32 +/- 0.09 0.33 +/- 0.06 0.26 +/- 0.05 0.17 +/- 0.14 0.31 +/- 0.13 0.3 +/- 0.11 0.37 +/- 0.04 0.2 +/- 0.09 0.34 +/- 0.07 

\DNA polymerase III alpha subunit (EC 2.7.7.7)\"" 0.32 +/- 0.11 0.39 +/- 0 0.47 +/- 0.15 0.34 +/- 0.06 0.27 +/- 0.13 0.24 +/- 0.02 0.36 +/- 0.03 0.11 +/- 0.09 0.27 +/- 0.09 0.32 +/- 0.2 0.29 +/- 0.06 0.17 +/- 0.12 0.24 +/- 0.09 

\D-3-phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.95)\"" 0.48 +/- 0.09 0.26 +/- 0 0.27 +/- 0.06 0.29 +/- 0.08 0.3 +/- 0.13 0.29 +/- 0.02 0.3 +/- 0.06 0.1 +/- 0.08 0.29 +/- 0.12 0.3 +/- 0.12 0.27 +/- 0.14 0.49 +/- 0.41 0.25 +/- 0.08 

\3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase (EC 2.3.1.16)\"" 0.43 +/- 0.06 0.41 +/- 0.03 0.24 +/- 0.1 0.28 +/- 0.04 0.31 +/- 0.17 0.19 +/- 0.02 0.3 +/- 0.04 0.16 +/- 0.1 0.25 +/- 0.11 0.29 +/- 0.14 0.23 +/- 0.12 0.37 +/- 0.16 0.34 +/- 0.1 

\Arylsulfatase (EC 3.1.6.1)\"" 0.61 +/- 0.09 0.11 +/- 0.03 1.17 +/- 0.93 0.17 +/- 0.03 0.16 +/- 0.09 0.08 +/- 0.02 0.28 +/- 0.09 0.09 +/- 0.05 0.15 +/- 0.11 0.19 +/- 0.11 2.98 +/- 0.08 0.2 +/- 0.09 0.12 +/- 0.05 

\Enoyl-CoA hydratase (EC 4.2.1.17)\"" 0.31 +/- 0.1 0.24 +/- 0 0.24 +/- 0.05 0.31 +/- 0.12 0.27 +/- 0.11 0.26 +/- 0.07 0.34 +/- 0.07 0.16 +/- 0.06 0.24 +/- 0.06 0.3 +/- 0.11 0.21 +/- 0.04 0.46 +/- 0.04 0.27 +/- 0.04 

\Acetyl-coenzyme A synthetase (EC 6.2.1.1)\"" 0.15 +/- 0.07 0.38 +/- 0.01 0.36 +/- 0.21 0.35 +/- 0.09 0.29 +/- 0.09 0.21 +/- 0.04 0.27 +/- 0.04 0.27 +/- 0.16 0.24 +/- 0.11 0.28 +/- 0.07 0.2 +/- 0.12 0.23 +/- 0.04 0.31 +/- 0.03 

\Copper-translocating P-type ATPase (EC 3.6.3.4)\"" 0.12 +/- 0.05 0.35 +/- 0.05 0.18 +/- 0.04 0.2 +/- 0.09 0.24 +/- 0.17 0.62 +/- 0.21 0.15 +/- 0.04 0.7 +/- 0.23 0.28 +/- 0.18 0.23 +/- 0.14 0.19 +/- 0.14 0.29 +/- 0.17 0.17 +/- 0.08 
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\diguanylate cyclase/phosphodiesterase (GGDEF & EAL domains) with 

PAS/PAC sensor(s)\"" 0.11 +/- 0.14 0.14 +/- 0.01 0.12 +/- 0.07 0.25 +/- 0.08 0.24 +/- 0.14 0.26 +/- 0.02 0.38 +/- 0.06 0.13 +/- 0.08 0.3 +/- 0.18 0.33 +/- 0.14 0.16 +/- 0.08 0.5 +/- 0.1 0.28 +/- 0.08 

\Chaperone protein DnaK\"" 0.29 +/- 0.2 0.34 +/- 0.05 0.26 +/- 0.06 0.24 +/- 0.06 0.3 +/- 0.17 0.17 +/- 0.03 0.28 +/- 0.03 0.16 +/- 0.1 0.3 +/- 0.14 0.29 +/- 0.12 0.29 +/- 0.09 0.37 +/- 0.21 0.23 +/- 0.03 

\UDP-glucose 4-epimerase (EC 5.1.3.2)\"" 0.27 +/- 0.12 0.22 +/- 0.01 0.22 +/- 0.08 0.35 +/- 0.09 0.24 +/- 0.06 0.19 +/- 0.04 0.4 +/- 0.06 0.09 +/- 0.08 0.22 +/- 0.1 0.29 +/- 0.09 0.17 +/- 0.05 0.41 +/- 0.15 0.23 +/- 0.12 

\Excinuclease ABC subunit A\"" 0.11 +/- 0.11 0.35 +/- 0.02 0.4 +/- 0.14 0.33 +/- 0.12 0.21 +/- 0.07 0.22 +/- 0.04 0.28 +/- 0.07 0.2 +/- 0.12 0.18 +/- 0.11 0.37 +/- 0.27 0.34 +/- 0.03 0.2 +/- 0.03 0.2 +/- 0.05 

\Aconitate hydratase (EC 4.2.1.3)\"" 0.27 +/- 0.16 0.39 +/- 0.03 0.34 +/- 0.27 0.26 +/- 0.06 0.32 +/- 0.17 0.17 +/- 0.04 0.27 +/- 0.07 0.19 +/- 0.1 0.28 +/- 0.13 0.27 +/- 0.1 0.19 +/- 0.04 0.09 +/- 0.12 0.26 +/- 0.09 

\Transcription-repair coupling factor\"" 0.11 +/- 0.14 0.33 +/- 0.01 0.29 +/- 0.12 0.27 +/- 0.05 0.13 +/- 0.11 0.22 +/- 0.08 0.22 +/- 0.05 0.64 +/- 0.94 0.26 +/- 0.09 0.25 +/- 0.08 0.18 +/- 0.12 0.23 +/- 0.17 0.25 +/- 0.06 

\Acriflavin resistance protein\"" 0.32 +/- 0.17 0.16 +/- 0 0.41 +/- 0.01 0.26 +/- 0.1 0.16 +/- 0.09 0.32 +/- 0.12 0.23 +/- 0.06 0.23 +/- 0.12 0.2 +/- 0.11 0.31 +/- 0.08 0.5 +/- 0.05 0.33 +/- 0.15 0.2 +/- 0.1 

\Alcohol dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.1)\"" 0.24 +/- 0.24 0.26 +/- 0.01 0.16 +/- 0.08 0.25 +/- 0.05 0.25 +/- 0.09 0.27 +/- 0.04 0.27 +/- 0.07 0.22 +/- 0.16 0.24 +/- 0.09 0.26 +/- 0.1 0.11 +/- 0.02 0.16 +/- 0.11 0.31 +/- 0.05 

\Malonyl CoA-acyl carrier protein transacylase (EC 2.3.1.39)\"" 0.53 +/- 0.11 0.16 +/- 0.01 0.28 +/- 0.14 0.22 +/- 0.11 0.36 +/- 0.17 0.15 +/- 0.05 0.25 +/- 0.06 0.19 +/- 0.12 0.2 +/- 0.08 0.21 +/- 0.11 0.22 +/- 0.04 0.2 +/- 0.03 0.3 +/- 0.07 

\Glutamate synthase [NADPH] large chain (EC 1.4.1.13)\"" 0.45 +/- 0.29 0.38 +/- 0.02 0.34 +/- 0.15 0.26 +/- 0.06 0.2 +/- 0.11 0.17 +/- 0.05 0.27 +/- 0.03 0.1 +/- 0.07 0.19 +/- 0.14 0.26 +/- 0.09 0.2 +/- 0.03 0.28 +/- 0.16 0.24 +/- 0.05 

\Carbamoyl-phosphate synthase large chain (EC 6.3.5.5)\"" 0.14 +/- 0.06 0.38 +/- 0 0.24 +/- 0.09 0.25 +/- 0.07 0.2 +/- 0.05 0.16 +/- 0.03 0.24 +/- 0.04 0.12 +/- 0.07 0.27 +/- 0.28 0.31 +/- 0.17 0.26 +/- 0.08 0.28 +/- 0.16 0.17 +/- 0.1 

\Heat shock protein 60 family chaperone GroEL\"" 0.2 +/- 0.06 0.34 +/- 0 0.48 +/- 0.5 0.28 +/- 0.08 0.2 +/- 0.13 0.14 +/- 0.01 0.28 +/- 0.04 0.08 +/- 0.07 0.26 +/- 0.09 0.23 +/- 0.11 0.48 +/- 0.04 0.15 +/- 0.22 0.2 +/- 0.08 

\Thioredoxin reductase (EC 1.8.1.9)\"" 0.2 +/- 0.19 0.24 +/- 0.01 0.22 +/- 0.11 0.3 +/- 0.08 0.18 +/- 0.11 0.2 +/- 0.02 0.29 +/- 0.09 0.16 +/- 0.08 0.26 +/- 0.07 0.24 +/- 0.1 0.11 +/- 0.03 0.18 +/- 0.02 0.24 +/- 0.03 

\ClpB protein\"" 0.24 +/- 0.12 0.34 +/- 0.02 0.31 +/- 0.1 0.28 +/- 0.08 0.22 +/- 0.08 0.2 +/- 0.03 0.26 +/- 0.05 0.13 +/- 0.08 0.21 +/- 0.09 0.27 +/- 0.11 0.21 +/- 0.04 0.13 +/- 0.19 0.17 +/- 0.09 

\DNA gyrase subunit A (EC 5.99.1.3)\"" 0.33 +/- 0.11 0.3 +/- 0.02 0.32 +/- 0.12 0.25 +/- 0.05 0.21 +/- 0.09 0.16 +/- 0.02 0.19 +/- 0.04 0.16 +/- 0.17 0.22 +/- 0.1 0.22 +/- 0.12 0.37 +/- 0.04 0.3 +/- 0.06 0.2 +/- 0.04 

\Multimodular transpeptidase-transglycosylase (EC 2.4.1.129) (EC 3.4.-.-

)\"" 0.14 +/- 0.05 0.2 +/- 0 0.2 +/- 0.02 0.26 +/- 0.12 0.23 +/- 0.17 0.24 +/- 0.04 0.25 +/- 0.05 0.17 +/- 0.09 0.23 +/- 0.09 0.24 +/- 0.15 0.09 +/- 0.01 0.18 +/- 0.02 0.23 +/- 0.08 

\Alkaline phosphatase (EC 3.1.3.1)\"" 0.21 +/- 0.04 0.07 +/- 0.01 0.19 +/- 0.03 0.18 +/- 0.06 0.16 +/- 0.09 0.24 +/- 0.04 0.35 +/- 0.05 0.19 +/- 0.08 0.2 +/- 0.12 0.24 +/- 0.14 0.4 +/- 0.12 0.29 +/- 0.2 0.18 +/- 0.08 

\Asparagine synthetase [glutamine-hydrolyzing] (EC 6.3.5.4)\"" 0.12 +/- 0.14 0.12 +/- 0 0.13 +/- 0.02 0.15 +/- 0.08 0.31 +/- 0.21 0.13 +/- 0.03 0.17 +/- 0.06 0.16 +/- 0.11 0.25 +/- 0.12 0.29 +/- 0.2 0.07 +/- 0 0.29 +/- 0.07 0.31 +/- 0.17 

\Translation elongation factor G\"" 0.24 +/- 0.17 0.35 +/- 0.03 0.24 +/- 0.11 0.25 +/- 0.11 0.22 +/- 0.05 0.11 +/- 0.04 0.22 +/- 0.04 0.08 +/- 0.06 0.25 +/- 0.21 0.24 +/- 0.16 0.23 +/- 0.08 0.21 +/- 0.29 0.2 +/- 0.05 

\5-methyltetrahydrofolate--homocysteine methyltransferase (EC 

2.1.1.13)\"" 0.14 +/- 0.12 0.3 +/- 0.01 0.27 +/- 0.06 0.24 +/- 0.1 0.19 +/- 0.07 0.13 +/- 0.01 0.29 +/- 0.05 0.11 +/- 0.08 0.19 +/- 0.08 0.25 +/- 0.11 0.16 +/- 0.09 0.27 +/- 0.02 0.2 +/- 0.12 

\Threonine dehydrogenase and related Zn-dependent dehydrogenases\"" 0.13 +/- 0.05 0.37 +/- 0.1 0.16 +/- 0.02 0.27 +/- 0.11 0.15 +/- 0.1 0.1 +/- 0.04 0.3 +/- 0.06 0.21 +/- 0.26 0.17 +/- 0.1 0.25 +/- 0.15 0.01 +/- 0.02 0.07 +/- 0.09 0.29 +/- 0.09 

\Succinate dehydrogenase flavoprotein subunit (EC 1.3.99.1)\"" 0.25 +/- 0.02 0.29 +/- 0.01 0.21 +/- 0.02 0.18 +/- 0.08 0.19 +/- 0.1 0.14 +/- 0.07 0.25 +/- 0.04 0.15 +/- 0.1 0.18 +/- 0.07 0.23 +/- 0.12 0.24 +/- 0.04 0.23 +/- 0.04 0.22 +/- 0.08 

\DNA polymerase I (EC 2.7.7.7)\"" 0.14 +/- 0.03 0.2 +/- 0.01 0.4 +/- 0.03 0.22 +/- 0.05 0.18 +/- 0.13 0.21 +/- 0.02 0.24 +/- 0.06 0.13 +/- 0.11 0.19 +/- 0.04 0.22 +/- 0.15 0.19 +/- 0.01 0.2 +/- 0.03 0.17 +/- 0.09 

\Catalase (EC 1.11.1.6)\"" 0.08 +/- 0.09 0.28 +/- 0.03 0.15 +/- 0.11 0.22 +/- 0.05 0.22 +/- 0.14 0.15 +/- 0.05 0.17 +/- 0.05 0.13 +/- 0.09 0.28 +/- 0.18 0.22 +/- 0.12 0.05 +/- 0 0.05 +/- 0.08 0.21 +/- 0.06 

\Type I restriction-modification system, restriction subunit R (EC 

3.1.21.3)\"" 0.26 +/- 0.14 0.25 +/- 0.01 0.25 +/- 0.03 0.23 +/- 0.04 0.17 +/- 0.04 0.31 +/- 0.09 0.21 +/- 0.03 0.23 +/- 0.1 0.15 +/- 0.14 0.14 +/- 0.07 0.06 +/- 0.03 0.35 +/- 0.13 0.19 +/- 0.08 
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Table S6: SIMPER analysis results on groups identified on the PCoA analysis based on all 
sequences. 
 
G1 = air marine/air polar/air arctic samples 

G2 = soil/sediment/snow/air terrestrial samples 

G3 = surface seawater samples 

Compared groups 
SEED functional functions (comparison of its relative abundance 

between the 2 groups) 

 G1 versus G2 

Arylsulfatase (EC 3.1.6.1) (G1 > G2) 

Long-chain-fatty-acid--CoA ligase (EC 6.2.1.3) (G1 > G2) 

Heme O synthase, protoheme IX farnesyltransferase (EC 2.5.1.-) COX10-

CtaB (G1 > G2) 

TonB-dependent receptor (G1 < G2) 

5-FCL-like protein (G1 < G2) 

G1 versus G3 

Arylsulfatase (EC 3.1.6.1) (G1 > G3) 

Long-chain-fatty-acid--CoA ligase (EC 6.2.1.3) (G1 > G3) 

TonB-dependent receptor (G1 < G3) 

Choline-sulfatase (EC 3.1.6.6) (G1 > G3) 

Heme O synthase, protoheme IX farnesyltransferase (EC 2.5.1.-) COX10-

CtaB (G1 > G3) 

G3 versus G2 

TonB-dependent receptor (G3 > G2) 

Beta-galactosidase (EC 3.2.1.23) (G3 > G2) 

Cobalt-zinc-cadmium resistance protein CzcA (G3 > G2) 

Sarcosine oxidase alpha subunit (EC 1.5.3.1) (G3 < G2) 

Aldehyde dehydrogenase (EC 1.2.1.3) (G3 < G2) 
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Supplementary figures 

 

  

Figure S1: Surrounding landscapes of the sampling sites in a 50 km perimeter based on the 
land cover MODIS approach.  
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Figure S2: PCoA analysis of the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix based on the functional 
potential structure of each air sample. The colors indicate the sites in which samples belong 
to (AMS: black, CAP:red, CHC: green, GRE: blue, NAM: blue-green, PDM: yellow, PDD: pink, 
STN: grey, STP: black). 
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Figure S3: PCoA analysis of the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix based on the functional potential structure of each site. All sequences (a), bacteria-
associated sequences (b) and fungi-associated sequences (c) have been used for functional annotation. For the site including several 
metagenomes, the average profile was calculated. Colors indicate the ecosystems in which the sites belong to. 
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Figure S4: Average number of hits of hydrogen peroxide catabolic process related functions 
per 10000 annotated sequences from (a) all sequences, (b) fungi-associated sequences and 
(c) bacteria-associated sequences per site. Colors indicate the ecosystems in which the sites 
belong to. For the sites including several metagenomes, the standard deviation was added.  
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Figure S5: Functional richness after rarefaction from (a) all sequences, (b) fungi-associated 
sequences and (c) bacteria-associated sequences per site. Colors indicate the ecosystems in 
which the sites belong to. For the sites including several metagenomes, the standard deviation 
was added.  
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Figure S6: Average number of hits of methane monooxygenase process related functions per 
10000 annotated sequences from all sequences per site. Colors indicate the ecosystems in 
which the sites belong to. For the sites including several metagenomes, the standard deviation 
was added.  
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Figure S7: Average number of hits of lipoate synthase (a) and chromosome plasmid 
partitioning protein ParA (b) per 10000 annotated sequences from all sequences per site. 
Colors indicate the ecosystems in which the sites belong to. For the sites including several 
metagenomes, the standard deviation was added.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and perspectives 
 

The troposphere represents an immense volume in which microorganisms are found in the 

gas phase (as free cells), solid phase (as attached to aerosols) and liquid phase (in cloud, rain, 

snow or fog water). These phases constitute potentially different biological niches associated 

with different airborne microbial communities that are, in general, poorly investigated in 

aeromicrobiology (discussion in Chapter 1). This PhD focused on free- and particulate-matter-

associated microorganisms found in the dry phase of the troposphere (i.e. gas and solid 

phases) and the dry phase of the lower part of the troposphere (i.e. the planetary boundary 

layer). The planetary boundary layer interacts with humans, crops and diverse ecosystems like 

soils and oceans and, thus, understanding its microbial composition is of utmost importance. 

While planetary boundary layer microorganisms (from the dry phase) could vary significantly 

through space and time, only a few small spatial-scale studies have addressed local to regional 

scale effects. The most recent studies (using molecular biology tools) investigated the 

structure of microbial communities and sometimes the possible controversial controlling 

factors of airborne microbial communities including the local sources, local meteorology and 

long-range transport (i.e. transport over distances of hundreds of kilometers). The different 

experimental set-ups and sampling strategies that were used hampered a full understanding 

of atmospheric microbial composition distribution (discussion in Chapter 1). 

We investigated both the taxonomic and functional distributions of troposphere microbial 

communities (of the dry phase) using a global-scale and molecular approach (i.e. qPCR, high 

throughput sequencing technologies). Our main objective was to answer the following 

questions: “How is airborne microbial community composition driven?” and “Can we predict 

airborne microbial composition?” We also determined the relative contribution of the 

different structuring factors (already cited above) on microbial communities of the dry 

troposphere. Finally, the physical selection processes and microbial adaptation that might 

occur during aerosolization and aerial transport were also evaluated.  

We collaborated with research teams at atmospheric monitoring stations around the world 

and collected 150 samples and 45 controls at nine sites over a time period of 2 months to up 

to a year (for Puy-de-Dôme in France). For some of the locations, such as at the high altitude 
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station at Chacaltaya in Bolivia (5400 m above sea level) and the very remote site of 

Amsterdam Island in the south Indian Ocean, airborne microorganisms have never been 

explored in such a detailed manner. We designed a sampling strategy in order to access both 

particle (PM10) chemistry and microbiology while guaranteeing the collection of sufficient 

biomass with good efficiency and limited contamination (Chapter 2). A DNA extraction 

technique specific for quartz fiber filters was developed and implemented. It led to sufficient 

DNA yield to perform the subsequent molecular biology analyses, such as amplicon and 

metagenomic sequencing (Chapter 2).  

Our work highlighted the significant contribution of local sources (i.e. surrounding landscapes) 

in the taxonomic and functional composition of microbial communities of the dry troposphere 

(Chapter 3, 4 and 5). The temporal evolution of the microbial composition was strongly 

associated to the surface conditions of the surrounding landscapes (changes in surface 

conditions encountered throughout the seasons, for example) (Chapter 4). Our results also 

showed that aerosolization could select for most resistant microorganisms in the air (Chapter 

5). While mainly aerosolized by the surrounding landscapes, planetary boundary layer 

microbial communities are not the sum of the microbial communities of the different 

surrounding sources (soil, plants etc.), but selected microorganisms that are more resistant to 

atmospheric conditions (i.e. desiccation, UV radiation etc.), more aerosolized (due to 

membrane properties for example) and/or protected in atmospheric particulate matter. 

Microbial cell inputs from the different local sources vary through time and are modulated by 

local meteorological conditions, such as wind direction and speed as they would affect 

aerosolization and deposition of microbial cells (Chapter 3). Contribution of long-range 

transport and, thus, microbial cell inputs from distant sources appeared minor compared to 

inputs from local sources. Yet, our sampling strategy (one-week sampling) was adapted to 

identify large inputs from distant sources. We suggested that inputs resulting from long-range 

transport, whether intermittent or continuous, were not sufficiently large to be detected in 

our samples. Figure 1 presents the role of the different factors in controlling microbial 

communities of the planetary boundary layer. 
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Figure 1: Overview of the role of different factors in controlling microbial communities of the 
planetary boundary layer. 
 

 

As stated before, our studies led to significant results in the field of aeromicrobiology. They 

also highlight remaining gaps of knowledge and open new avenues for future projects. Our 

first geographical investigation on boundary layer microbial community composition (Chapter 

3) showed that local sources and meteorology were the major contributors influencing the 

abundance and taxonomic composition of airborne microbial communities. While our 

investigation highlighted the major role of the surrounding sources in the observed taxonomic 

and functional composition of airborne microbial communities, the exact contribution of the 

local and the distant sources remains unknown and might not be technically possible to 

evaluate at the moment. Long-range transport might be important (both quantitatively and 

qualitatively with the dissemination of pathogens over long distances) during extreme 

meteorological events such as large dust storms and cyclones. A different behavior between 

PM10 chemistry and airborne microbial communities was also observed. During their 

transport in the atmosphere, the dynamic behavior of microorganisms might differ from that 

of the PM10 chemistry, as their sources might be different and/or their fate may diverge due 

to differences in their transformation and deposition while transported in the atmosphere. 

Specific atmospheric chemicals, such as polyols (Chapter 3 and 4), that correlate significantly 
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with airborne microorganisms are components of microorganisms. Atmospheric chemists 

might have overlooked the contribution of microorganisms to the presence and concentration 

of specific atmospheric chemicals. A recent example is the atmospheric sodium salt over the 

central Amazon basin that had been previously reported as salt coming from marine sources 

through air circulation, but was due to the presence of sodium-containing airborne fungal 

spores emitted locally1. Chapter 4 dealt with an annual time-series of boundary layer microbial 

communities and showed that the seasonal changes in the composition of airborne 

microorganisms were linked to changes in the surface conditions of the surrounding 

landscapes. At our continental site at Puy-de-Dôme (France), the structure of airborne 

microbial communities was correlated to the seasonal changes in the relative abundance of 

crop and vegetation-associated microorganisms (higher relative abundance in 

spring/summer) and the relative abundance of soil and dead material-associated 

microorganisms (higher relative abundance in fall/winter).  Agriculture in Puy-de-Dôme area 

represented 241 265 hectares of agricultural land and 7377 farms (data of 20162). The 

potential impact of airborne microorganisms in disseminating diseases between crops in Puy-

de-Dôme should be evaluated in order to prevent and/or control disease transmissions. Our 

global-scale functional study of airborne microbial communities using a MiSeq Illumina 

sequencing approach (Chapter 5) showed no apparent specific signature of planetary 

boundary layer microbial communities in terms of their functional potential. Air samples 

tended to group with their underlying ecosystems. Air metagenomes were characterized by a 

relatively high percentage of fungi-associated sequences compared to the source ecosystems 

(soil, surface seawater etc.). This higher percentage could be explained by a higher survival 

rate of fungi (compared to bacteria) after aerosolization and/or aerial transport due to their 

innate resistance to physical atmospheric conditions. Airborne fungi drove the higher 

proportions of stress-related functions observed in air metagenomes compared to the other 

ecosystems (e.g., soil and oceans). Airborne bacterial communities did not necessarily show 

higher stress or resistance-related functions or functions linked to potential atmospheric 

chemical metabolisms (such as CH4 and H2O2 metabolism). 

The lack of evidence for physical selection and/or microbial adaptation of airborne bacterial 

communities might be due to the large local input of new microbial cells that continuously 

enter the planetary boundary layer. Similar global investigations should be done in the free 
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troposphere using balloon as this layer is not as influenced by the planetary surface as the 

planetary boundary layer and, thus, might harbor microbial cells that have been suspended 

longer. Aerosolization might have an important role in controlling the composition of airborne 

microbial communities by selecting which microorganisms enter the planetary boundary 

layer. A subsequent selective process might occur during aerial transport, but microbial cells 

embedded in particulate matter might survive atmospheric conditions even if they are not 

specifically resistant. Atmospheric chemicals might also affect the structure of airborne 

microbial communities by selecting adapted microorganisms, especially if microorganisms are 

metabolically active and grow in air. Thus, airborne microbial community composition remains 

not fully predictable at the moment, although it is strongly linked to local meteorology and 

the microbial composition of the underlying ecosystems. A better understanding of the 

atmospheric physical selection (how atmospheric chemicals and physics influence airborne 

microbial survival and adaptation depending on microbial taxon) is needed. Complex microbial 

communities (and not individual strains) might be investigated under controlled 

environmental conditions in atmospheric chambers similar to the atmospheric conditions. 

These investigations might help detect if microbial communities (especially bacteria) undergo 

a selective or adaptive process while airborne. The potential selective processes occurring 

during aerosolization should also be further explored in controlled settings. Questions 

regarding which microbial taxa tend to be more aerosolized and more resistant to 

aerosolization in complex microbial communities under different meteorological conditions 

should be addressed. 

Despite the knowledge gained on airborne microbiota in this thesis, the field of 

aeromicrobiology is still emerging with major questions remaining such as “What do 

microorganisms do once in the air?”. “Are they metabolically active?” “If so, do they have an 

impact on atmospheric chemistry and more largely on biogeochemical cycles?” “Do they 

grow?” are all crucial related questions that should be further addressed. The contribution of 

airborne microbial activity in transforming chemical species might be greater than currently 

expected, and might explain inconsistencies found in some atmospheric chemical cycles (for 

example the cycle of secondary organic aerosols3,4). Although the activity of microorganisms 

of airborne origin has been shown on culture medium, airborne microbial activity should be 

evaluated in situ, i.e. in the field or under more controlled settings such as in atmospheric 
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chambers. Field meta-omic investigations, especially metatranscriptomics and 

metaproteomics are currently very limited approaches in aeromicrobiology due to the low 

biomass represented by airborne microorganisms and the sensitivity of sequencing 

technologies. To our knowledge, only one metatranscriptomic investigation has been done on 

cloud water (which required RNA amplification before sequencing5) and one metaproteomic 

investigation (which is a methodology paper6) has been reported. Yet, these approaches might 

be useful for evaluating airborne microbial activity and should be further developed. 
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Abstract 

Soil ecosystems harbour the highest biodiversity on our planet. Although Next Generation 

Sequencing techniques have increased our access to the soil microbiome, each step of soil 

metagenomics presents inherent biases that prevent the accurate definition of the soil 

microbiome and its ecosystem function. Biases related to DNA extraction have been 

particularly well documented with no one method being able to avoid them. In this study, we 

compared the phylogenetic and functional richness detected by five DNA extraction methods 

from two soil samples. The V3-V4 hypervariable region of the 16S rRNA gene was sequenced 

to determine the taxonomical DNA richness measured by each method at the genus level. The 

functional richness was evaluated by metagenomics sequencing. Sequencing depth had a 

greater influence on bacterial richness discovery at both taxonomical and functional levels 

than the DNA extraction methods. Furthermore, at an equal sequencing depth, the differences 

observed between methods in both soils were more likely a product of random subsampling 

than that of the DNA extraction itself. Therefore, an optimization of each step of soil 
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metagenomics workflow is needed in order to sequence samples at an equal depth and to be 

able to perform more accurate metagenomics comparisons. 

Introduction 

The soil ecosystem arguably harbours the highest diversity of microorganisms of any 

ecosystem1. Unravelling the composition and function of the soil microbiome is critical to 

better understanding the role of these microbial communities in soil function and ecosystem 

services. The use of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) techniques has increased our access 

to the microbial communities present in soil, especially to the large proportion of uncultured 

microorganisms2,3. Nevertheless, each methodological step from soil sampling to sequence 

annotation presents inherent biases that limit the depth and reliability of soil microbiome 

analyses4–7. Of all these biases, the ones associated with DNA extraction have been particularly 

highlighted for their effects8,9. DNA can be adsorbed by soil compounds such as clay10,11, which 

when combined with the presence of lysis-recalcitrant bacteria12, reduces DNA extraction 

efficiency. Moreover, organic matter and humic acids, which are known to potentially inhibit 

enzymatic reactions13, are often co-extracted with DNA. Many studies have compared DNA 

extraction methods and documented the biases imposed by lysis procedures14,15. This has 

provoked the proposal of different methods for DNA extraction and purification from soil over 

the past few decades14,16,17 in an attempt to obtain an unbiased picture of soil microbiome 

biodiversity9. Nevertheless, no method has been shown to overcome all the biases described 

above and the debate on the choice of a DNA extraction method is still ongoing.  

The criteria used to define the performance of a DNA extraction method vary between studies 

and range from DNA yield to phylogenetic diversity. However, higher DNA yields, purity, and 

integrity do not always imply an improvement in bacterial diversity discovery4. Analyses of the 

relative abundance of taxonomic groups have a limited potential for selecting DNA extraction 

methods, since the biases associated with soil metagenomics prevent us from determining the 

actual distribution of soil microbial populations within a community. Furthermore, DNA 

extraction methods may modify the relative abundance of detected communities without 

affecting bacterial richness discovery. The goal of this paper was not to resolve the debate 

concerning the use of relative abundance versus richness. We believe that bacterial richness 

measurements provide a more objective comparison of the performance of DNA extraction 

methods, since biodiversity calculations with a limited set of sequences are strongly biased by 
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evenness, which depends on the number of sequences. In addition, the actual relative 

abundances of the soil microbiome remain unknown. 

In this study, we compared the phylogenetic and functional richness detected by two novel 

semi-automated methods for DNA extraction and purification to that measured by two 

commercial kits and the phenol/chloroform method as described by Griffiths et al 18. DNA was 

extracted from two soil samples and the V3-V4 hypervariable region of the 16S rRNA gene was 

sequenced to determine the Operational Taxonomic Unit (OTU). DNA richness measured by 

each method was defined at the genus level for each sequence using the Ribosome Data 

Project (RDP) database and the RDP Bayesian classifier19. Finally, metagenomics sequences 

were annotated using MEGAN620 and the SEED hierarchical subsystems, and the third level of 

the SEED classification was selected for functional richness discovery analysis.  

 

Results 

DNA quantification and quantitative PCR (qPCR) assays 

DNA samples were quantified and amplified before library preparation to assess the 

concentrations and number of copies of the 16S rRNA gene obtained by each method (Table 

1). Both DNA concentrations and 16S rRNA gene copies obtained using the ZymoBIOMICS™ 

DNA Kit were lower than those measured by the other methods for both soils. The highest 

DNA concentrations were obtained from both soils using the Phenol/Chloroform method and 

the DNeasy® PowerSoil® Kit. However, when performing DNA amplification, similar numbers 

of 16S rRNA gene copies were obtained after DNA extraction using the Maxwell 1 and 2 

methods, which are variants of the Maxwell® PureFood GMO and Authentication Kit 

(Promega). Therefore, PCR inhibition was greater in samples with higher DNA concentrations 

(i.e. Phenol/chloroform and Powersoil). In order to reduce amplification biases and normalize 

the amount of starting material for library preparation, all samples were diluted to 2.5 ng/µl 

before 16S rRNA gene PCR amplification and sequencing.  
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Table 1: DNA concentrations and number of copies of the 16S rRNA gene per µl of qPCR 
reaction obtained from 250 mg of soil from the Scottish Agricultural College (Craibstone, 
Scotland) and La Côte de Saint André (France) using different DNA extraction and 
purification strategies. DNA concentrations were assessed using the Qubit™ dsDNA HS 
Assay Kit. 2 µl of DNA were amplified by qPCR using the GoTaq® qPCR Master Mix and 
341F/534R primers. Obtained average and standard deviation values are shown in the table. 
Maxwell 1 and 2: variants of the Maxwell® PureFood GMO and Authentication Kit 
(Promega). N=3. 

 
Soil Method DNA concentration 

(ng/µl) 

16S rRNA gene 

copies/µl 

Scottish 

Agricultural College 

soil 

Maxwell 1 9.05 ± 1.35 153,955 ± 52,412 

Maxwell 2 6.01 ± 1.50 64,279 ± 9,133 

Phenol/Chloroform 

method 

23.40 ± 1.90 189,213 ± 15,036 

DNeasy® PowerSoil® Kit 17 ± 3.12 165,311 ± 65,886 

ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Mini 

Kit 

2.79 ± 0.64 20,056 ± 27,979 

La Côte de 

Saint André 

soil 

Maxwell 1 6.43 ± 0.97 160,608 ± 14,701 

Maxwell 2 5.06 ± 0.54 170,391 ± 16,323 

Phenol/Chloroform 

method 

15.20 ± 2.76 211,949 ± 45,407 

DNeasy® PowerSoil® Kit 22.90 ± 1.15 88,904 ± 25,638 

ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Mini 

Kit 

0.12 ± 0.06 2,557 ± 1,376 

 

Sequencing depth effect on bacterial richness discovery 

In order to assess the relative contribution of sequencing depth and DNA extraction methods 

on taxonomical and functional bacterial discovery, the richness measured in each sample was 

determined and plotted as a function of sequencing depth (Fig. 1). Less than 10000 reads were 

obtained from ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Mini Kit (Zymo Research) triplicate pools after 
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metagenomics sequencing and annotation. Therefore, they were excluded from functional 

richness analysis. Sequencing depth showed a higher influence on bacterial richness discovery 

at both taxonomical and functional levels than DNA extraction methods: measured richness 

increased proportionally with sequencing depth regardless of the method used for DNA 

extraction. Furthermore, DNA extraction triplicates that had been sequenced at different 

depths had access to a different proportion of bacterial DNA richness (Fig. 1). Given these 

findings, we normalized samples by size (sequence or read numbers) before comparing the 

richness measured by different DNA extraction methods in order to limit the effect of 

sequencing depth. After removing singletons and pooling method triplicates, subsamples of 

each method were randomly rarefied at 58645 sequences annotated as genera for the 

Scottish Agricultural College soil, 36311 sequences annotated as genera for La Côte de Saint 

André soil, 32693 sequences annotated as functions for the Scottish Agricultural College soil 

and 159748 sequences annotated as functions for La Côte de Saint André soil, as this 

represented values that all samples could meet, even the samples with the lowest number of 

reads.  
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Figure 1: Effect of sequencing depth on taxonomic (A) and functional (B) richness discovery. 
Maxwell 1 and 2: variants of the Maxwell® PureFood GMO and Authentication Kit (Promega). 
POWERSOIL: DNeasy® PowerSoil® Kit (QIAGEN); ZYMO: ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Mini Kit (Zymo 
Research). The taxonomical and functional richness measured in each sample was determined 
and plotted as a function of sequencing depth. Circles represent samples obtained from the 
Scottish Agricultural College soil, whereas samples obtained from La Côte de Saint André soil 
are represented by triangles. Colours were assigned to different DNA extraction method used 
(blue and orange for Promega’s Maxwell 1 and 2 methods, respectively, grey for the 
Phenol/Chloroform method, yellow for the DNeasy® PowerSoil® Kit (QIAGEN) and green for 
the ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Mini Kit (Zymo Research). For each method/soil pair, triplicates were 
performed and plotted in the graph. Less than 10000 reads were obtained from 
ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Mini Kit (Zymo Research) triplicate pools after metagenomics 
sequencing and annotation. Therefore, they were excluded from functional richness analysis.  
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DNA extraction methods comparison at an equal sequencing depth 

At an equal sequencing depth, genera and functional classes shared by all methods as well as 

those detected by only one method for each of the two soils were represented using Venn 

Diagrams (Fig. 2). The proportion of genera detected by a single method represented 8.29% 

of the Scottish Agricultural College soil pool and 12.84% of the pool from La Côte de Saint 

André soil. Regarding functional classes, the ones measured by a single method represented 

20.22% of the Scottish Agricultural College pool and 12.11% of La Côte de Saint André pool. 

The average relative abundance of the 25 most abundant genera and functional classes and 

their relative abundances in each method subsample were inferred from the rarefied pool 

(Tables S1a, b, c and d in Supplementary Material). Regarding genera, most values fit into the 

average plus/minus one standard deviation for the Maxwell 1 and phenol/chloroform 

methods and the DNeasy® PowerSoil® Kit. The Maxwell 2 method globally showed higher 

relative abundances than the average plus one standard deviation in both soils, whereas the 

relative abundances of the most abundant genera were often lower than the average minus 

one standard deviation in the ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Mini Kit rarefied pools. The most abundant 

functional classes were more likely to be between the average plus/minus one standard 

deviation than the genus distribution. Most of the function values outside one standard 

deviation from the mean belonged to the Maxwell 2 method for both soils.  

Complementary analysis had shown that only a small proportion of annotated genera and 

functional classes are relatively abundant in the analysed ecosystems. Most of the annotated 

genera and functional classes were present at low abundance, with less than 30 associated 

sequences each (see Fig. S1 and S2 in Supplementary Material). Therefore, random 

subsampling of low abundant genera and functional classes could increase the rate of false 

positives by detecting artificially unique genera and functional classes. To determine whether 

the genera and functional classes classified as unique were a product of random rarefaction, 

their distribution between the different methods before rarefaction was determined. A genus 

or functional class was validated as unique when it was detected by only one method both 

before and after rarefaction. Otherwise, it was classified as a false assignation due to random 

rarefaction (Table 2a, b). The percentage of false assignation of unique genera or functional 

classes and its correlation to the number of sequences before rarefaction were assessed. 

Regarding genera, the percentage of false assignment ranged between 33% and 87% and it 
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showed no correlation to the sample size before rarefaction, with R2 values of 0.31 and 0.003 

in the Scottish Agricultural College soil and La Côte de Saint André soil, respectively (Table 2a, 

b). On the other hand, there was a negative correlation between the percentage of false 

assignment of functional classes and the sample size before rarefaction, with R2 values of 0.99 

and 0.96 in the Scottish Agricultural College soil and La Côte de Saint André soil, respectively 

(Table 2a, b). 

Finally, the number of sequences associated with each validated unique genus and functional 

class before sample size normalization was inferred. Most genera detected by only one 

method had less than six annotated sequences before rarefaction (Tables S2a and b in 

Supplementary Material). The only exception was Staphylococcus, which was detected by the 

ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Mini Kit and had 95 and 130 annotated sequences before rarefaction in 

the Scottish Agricultural College soil and La Côte de Saint André soil, respectively. Regarding 

functions, the same tendency was generally observed with less than 6 sequences annotated 

per unique function before size normalization. However, in the Scottish Agricultural College 

soil, more than 6 sequences were associated to half of the functional classes detected only by 

the DNeasy® PowerSoil® Kit, the largest pool of the cohort before rarefaction (Table S3 in 

Supplementary Material). These findings suggest that size normalization was not enough to 

account for the sequencing depth effect on bacterial richness discovery. 
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Figure 2: Venn Diagrams representing shared and unique (A) genera from DNA extracted from 
the Scottish Agricultural College soil; (B) genera from DNA extracted from La Côte de Saint 
André soil; (C) functional classes from DNA extracted from the Scottish Agricultural College 
soil; (D) functional classes from DNA extracted from La Côte de Saint André soil. Maxwell 1 
and 2: variants of the Maxwell® PureFood GMO and Authentication Kit (Promega). 
POWERSOIL: DNeasy® PowerSoil® Kit (QIAGEN); ZYMO: ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Mini Kit (Zymo 
Research). Less than 10000 reads were obtained from ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Mini Kit (Zymo 
Research) triplicate pools after metagenomics sequencing and annotation. Therefore, they 
were excluded from functional richness analysis. Sequences from triplicates for each 
method/soil couple were pooled and singletons removed. Then, a subsample of each method 
pool was randomly rarefied using the vegan package in R at the lowest size of the cohort 
(58645 sequences annotated as genera for the Scottish Agricultural College soil; 36311 
sequences annotated as genera for La Côte de Saint André soil; 32693 sequences annotated 
as functions for the Scottish Agricultural College soil; 159748 sequences annotated as 
functions for La Côte de Saint André soil). Venn Diagrams were obtained using the R package 
VennDiagram. N=3. 
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Table 2a: Percentage of false assignation of unique genera due to sample size normalization 
and correlation to sample size before rarefaction. Maxwell 1 and 2: variants of the Maxwell® 
PureFood GMO and Authentication Kit (Promega). PowerSoil: DNeasy® PowerSoil® Kit 
(QIAGEN); Zymo: ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Mini Kit (Zymo Research). Detected unique genera: 
genera identified in a single method after sample rarefaction at the lowest size of the cohort 
(58645 sequences for the Scottish Agricultural College soil and 36311 sequences for La Côte 
de Saint André soil). Validated unique genera: genera identified in a single method both before 
and after rarefaction. False assignation of unique genera: genera detected as unique after 
rarefaction but detected by more than one method before rarefaction. N=3. 
 

Soil Method 

Sequences 

before 

rarefaction 

Detected 

unique genera 

Validated 

unique genera 

% False 

assignation of 

unique genera 

S
C

O
T

T
IS

H
 A

G
R

IC
U

LT
U

R
A

L  

C
O

LL
E

G
E

 

Maxwell 1 80628 12 8 33 

Maxwell 2 58645 11 4 64 

Phenol 

Chloroform 

64805 6 3 

50 

PowerSoil 76270 10 3 70 

Zymo 82187 13 8 38 

TOTAL 362535 52 26 50 

R2 between sequences before rarefaction and % false assignation of unique genera = 

0.31 

LA
 C

O
T

E
 D

E
 S

A
IN

T
 A

N
D

R
E

 

Maxwell 1 61656 19 3 84 

Maxwell 2 70676 13 3 77 

Phenol 

Chloroform 

77866 15 2 

87 

PowerSoil 108447 10 3 70 

Zymo 36311 22 7 68 

TOTAL 354956 79 18 77 

R2 between sequences before rarefaction and % false assignation of unique genera = 

0.003 
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Table 2b: Percentage of false assignation of unique functions due to sample size normalization 
and correlation to sample size before rarefaction. Maxwell 1 and 2: variants of the Maxwell® 
PureFood GMO and Authentication Kit (Promega). PowerSoil: DNeasy® PowerSoil® Kit 
(QIAGEN). Less than 10000 reads were obtained from ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Mini Kit (Zymo 
Research) triplicate pools after metagenomics sequencing and annotation. Therefore, they 
were excluded from functional richness analysis. Detected unique functional classes: 
functional classes identified in a single method after sample rarefaction at the lowest size of 
the cohort (32693 sequences for the Scottish Agricultural College soil and 159748 sequences 
for La Côte de Saint André soil). Validated unique functional classes: functional classes 
identified in a single method both before and after rarefaction. False assignation of unique 
functional classes: functional classes detected as unique after rarefaction but detected by 
more than a method before rarefaction. N=3.  

 

Soil Method 

Sequences 

before 

rarefaction 

Detected 

unique 

functional 

classes 

Validated 

unique 

functional 

classes 

% False 

assignation of 

unique 

functional 

classes 

S
C

O
T

T
IS

H
 A

G
R

IC
U

LT
U

R
A

L 
C

O
LL

E
G

E
 

Maxwell 1 39204 181 11 94 

Maxwell 2 32693 136 12 91 

Phenol 

Chloroform 

104693 215 21 90 

PowerSoil 644248 188 118 37 

TOTAL 820838 720 162 78 

R2 between sequences before rarefaction and % false assignation of unique functions 

= 0.99 

LA
 C

O
T

E
 D

E
 S

A
IN

T
 A

N
D

R
E

 

Maxwell 1 159748 121 39 68 

Maxwell 2 234007 123 54 56 

Phenol 

Chloroform 

566982 146 95 35 

PowerSoil 296570 134 57 57 

TOTAL 1257307 524 245 53 

R2 between sequences before rarefaction and % false assignation of unique functions 

= 0.96 
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Discussion 

In this study, we compared the bacterial richness detected by two new alternatives for semi-

automated DNA extraction to methods commonly used in soil metagenomics. However, the 

contribution of different DNA extraction methods to bacterial richness discovery was 

relatively low compared to that of sequencing depth (Fig. 1); greater sequencing depth 

increased the discovery of OTUs and functional classes regardless of the method used for DNA 

extraction. In other words, at a cursory level, all methods detected a similar taxonomical and 

functional richness at equal sequencing depths. The main implication of the observed unequal 

sampling depths and their effect on richness discovery was the need for normalizing sample 

sizes in order to be able to perform comparisons between DNA extraction methods. One of 

the most popular approaches for sample normalization is the use of relative abundances6, 

which have often been selected as a criteria to compare the performance of DNA extraction 

methods. However, as soil DNA complete diversity has not been extracted and sequenced 

yet21, the actual relative abundances of soil microbiome cannot be known and the obtained 

profiles cannot be validated. Furthermore, the levels of classification chosen for these 

comparisons are often too high (e.g., phylum level) to be informative. More importantly, 

relative abundances are potentially influenced by sequencing depth, since the probability of 

detecting rare OTUs or functions increases with the number of sequences, and therefore, 

changes the relative proportions of high (and not unique) abundant versus low abundant OTUs 

or functions. Finally, differences in sample lysis and DNA purification may affect the relative 

abundances of the detected communities without modifying measured richness. In other 

words, the use of different DNA extraction methods could detect different proportions of the 

same communities rather than of different OTUs or functions. Altogether, the informative 

potential of relative abundance measurements appears to be considerably limited and the 

performance of DNA extraction methods should be compared using absolute values. Thus, 

after singletons removal and triplicates pooling, we normalized sample size by randomly 

rarefying every method pool at that for the lowest measured sequencing depth.   

Only a few of the genera and functional classes present in the non-rarefied pools were 

abundant (see Fig. S1 and S2 in Supplementary Material) as both genera and function pools 

were mainly composed by low-abundant elements. This pattern of taxonomical distribution 

has already been observed in a study comparing soils from 237 different locations, where only 
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2% of the ensemble of bacterial phylotypes were found to be dominant22. Regarding functions, 

this distribution is consistent with a few functions being shared between different taxa and 

implicated in common bacterial ecology processes, while a large pool of low abundant genes 

confers functions specific to single taxonomical groups. Given this distribution of genera and 

functions, random sub-sampling of pools mainly composed by low-abundant sequences could 

result in the selection of false positives.  

To determine whether the OTUs and functional classes identified as unique were a product of 

sample rarefaction, their presence in a single method was validated in the pools before 

rarefaction. Between 33% and 94% of the genera and functional classes identified as unique 

in the rarefied pool were present in more than one method pool before rarefaction and, 

therefore, were a product of random rarefaction rather than actual differences between DNA 

extraction methods (Tables 2a and b). Furthermore, there was a negative correlation between 

sample size before rarefaction and the percentage of false identification of unique functional 

classes, suggesting that size normalization of unequal pools is not enough to avoid the effect 

of sequencing depth and perform accurate comparisons between DNA extraction methods. 

The number of sequences associated to the OTUs and functional classes that were detected 

by a single method both before and after rarefaction was relatively low, which raises questions 

about their actual uniqueness in extracted DNA samples. Only Staphylococcus by the 

ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Mini Kit from both soils had enough annotated sequences before 

rarefaction to provide a certain confidence on the uniqueness of the genera. Nevertheless, 

the possibility that Staphylococcus was present in DNA eluates extracted using other methods 

and was overseen during any of the steps following DNA extraction cannot be ruled out. Given 

that sequencing itself is a subsampling of extracted DNA, the differences detected between 

DNA extraction methods could be due to any other step of the soil metagenomics workflow, 

from sampling to sequence annotation, rather than DNA extraction. The higher numbers of 

sequences associated to unique functional classes are only observed in the largest pool of the 

cohort and, thus, support this hypothesis.  

Although the effects of sequencing depth on bacterial discovery have been observed before 

23,24, to the best of our knowledge this is the first study comparing the impacts of DNA 

extraction and sequencing depth on bacterial richness discovery. We believe this comparison 

is necessary to decide which investments are more urgently needed to improve the 
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metagenomics workflow. Our results show that sequencing depth has a more determinant 

effect on the bacterial richness measured from the same microbial community than the 

method chosen for DNA extraction. Furthermore, DNA extraction triplicates that had been 

sequenced at different depths had access to a different proportion of bacterial DNA richness. 

Similar results have been reported in a study analysing soil fungi, where higher levels of 

dissimilarity between replicates were found at low sequencing depths25.   Therefore, 

differences found between DNA extraction methods are probably due to DNA subsampling for 

sequencing instead of to the choice of a DNA extraction method, and we are currently unable 

to determine which of these differences account for DNA extraction techniques.  

However, since samples were sequenced at unequal depths, these comparisons needed a 

previous size normalization that inevitably caused a loss of information and the selection of 

false positives due to random subsampling. On the other hand, the effect of sequencing depth 

is still observed in functional analysis after rarefaction, which suggests that size normalization 

is not enough to compensate for the effect of sequencing depth on bacterial richness 

discovery. Whereas DNA extraction methods may affect sequencing depth, other factors, such 

as DNA amplification, library preparation, sequencing techniques and sequence annotation 

may also contribute to this inequality and lead to inaccurate comparisons between methods. 

Therefore, efforts should be made to optimize each of these steps in order to sequence 

representative samples of extracted DNA at a sufficient and equal depth. This would not only 

facilitate the accurate comparison between DNA extraction methods but would also help 

define standard methods for soil metagenomics that would improve metagenomic 

comparison and eventually lead to accurate profiles of soil microbiomes.  

 

Methods 

Soil sampling 

Two soil samples were selected for this study (Table 3). Soils were sampled at an experimental 

farm (Scottish Agricultural College, Craibstone, Scotland, Grid reference NJ872104) and at a 

field planted with mature corn at La Côte Saint Andre, France. All samples were kept at 4°C 

before DNA extraction.  
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Table 3: Physical characterization of samples selected for this study. Details about the Scottish 
Agricultural College soil composition were provided by Kemp et al.26 

 Scottish Agricultural 

College 

La Côte de Saint 

André 

Sand 73.85% 42.9% 

Silt 20.04% 43.6% 

Clay 6.11% 13.5% 

pH 4.5 7.24 

Organic matter 5.97% 2.92 % 

Organic C 7.4% 1.7 % 

Total N 0.38% 0.17 % 

 

DNA extraction and purification 

DNA was extracted from 250 mg of sample using the DNeasy® PowerSoil® Kit (QIAGEN), the 

ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Mini Kit (Zymo Research) and the Phenol/Chloroform extraction method 

described by Griffiths et al 18, as well as a new semi-automated protocol in which the Maxwell® 

RSC Instrument (Promega) and the Maxwell® PureFood GMO and Authentication Kit 

(Promega) are used for DNA purification. Two variants of this protocol were tested, referred 

as Maxwell 1 and Maxwell 2 methods. All DNA extractions were performed in triplicate. In the 

Maxwell 1 method, 250 mg of sample were diluted in 1 ml of CTAB Buffer (Promega) and 

heated for 5 minutes at 95 °C. Samples were bead-beated twice at 5.5 m/s for 30 seconds in 

Lysis Matrix E tubes (MP Biomedicals) and centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 5 minutes. Then, 300 

µl of supernatant were added to 300 µl of Lysis Buffer (Promega) and loaded into a Maxwell® 

RSC cartridge containing magnetic beads for DNA purification on the Maxwell® RSC 

Instrument, according to the Technical Manual TM473. A second purification using the 

ProNex® Size-Selective Purification System (Promega) was carried out to reduce humic acids 

carryover.  In the Maxwell 2 method, two variants were introduced in the previously described 

protocol: 500 µl of CTAB Buffer were mixed with 500 µl of 0.5 M Sodium Phosphate Buffer 

(0.5 M Monobasic Sodium Phosphate; 0.5 M Dibasic Sodium Phosphate; pH 7.0) and added to 

250 mg of sample, and cells were lysed without bead-beating. 

DNA quantification and quantitative PCR (qPCR) assays 
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DNA concentrations were assessed using the Qubit™ Fluorometer and the Qubit™ dsDNA HS 

Assay Kit (ThermoFisher). Then, the size of the total bacterial community was estimated by 

quantifying the V3 region of the 16S rRNA gene by qPCR using the universal primers 341F (5′-

CCT ACG GGA GGC AGC AG- 3′) and 534R (5′-ATT ACC GCG GCT GCT GGC A-3′). qPCR assays 

were carried out using the Corbett Rotor-Gene 6000 (QIAGEN) in a 20 µl reaction volume 

containing GoTaq® qPCR Master Mix (Promega), 0.75 µM of each primer and 2 µl of DNA at 

≤2.5 ng/µl. Two non-template controls were also included in all the assays. Standard curves 

for all the assays were obtained using 10-fold serial dilutions of a linearized plasmid pGEM-T 

Easy Vector (102 to 107 copies) containing the 16S rRNA gene of Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

PAO1. Cycling conditions for qPCR amplification were 95 °C for 2 minutes followed by 30 cycles 

of 95 °C for 15 seconds, 60 °C for 30 seconds and 72 °C for 30 seconds. Melting curves were 

generated after amplification by increasing the temperature from 60 °C to 95 °C.  

16S rRNA gene V3-V4 amplicon sequencing and analysis 

All samples were diluted to 2.5 ng/µl before 16S rRNA gene PCR amplification and sequencing, 

except for some samples extracted using the ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Kit, which were already at 

lower concentrations. The V3-V4 hypervariable regions of bacterial 16S rRNA gene were 

amplified using the Titanium® Taq DNA Polymerase (Takara Clontech) and forward (5’-TCG 

TCG GCA GCG TCA GAT GTG TAT AAG AGA CAG-3’) and reverse (5’-GTC TCG TGG GCT CGG 

AGA TGT GTA TAA GAG ACA G-3’) primers. Cycling conditions for PCR amplification were 95 °C 

for 3 minutes followed by 25 cycles of 95 °C for 30 seconds, 55 °C for 30 seconds and 72 °C for 

30 seconds and a final extension step at 72°C for 5 minutes. DNA libraries were prepared based 

on Illumina’s “16S Metagenomics Library Prep Guide” (15044223 Rev. B) using the Platinum® 

Taq DNA Polymerase (Invitrogen) and the Nextera® XT Index Kit V2 (Illumina). DNA sequencing 

with a 15% PhiX spike-in was performed using the MiSeq™ System and the MiSeq™ Reagent 

Kit v3 (Illumina). Reads were trimmed to meet a quality score of Q20. Then, pair-ended reads 

were assembled using PANDAseq27 at a sequence length between 410 and 500 bp and an 

overlap length between 20 and 100 bp, using the rdp_mle algorithm. Then, each of the DNA 

sequences was annotated using the Ribosome Data Project (RDP) database and the RDP 

Bayesian classifier using an assignment confidence cut-off of 0.619. In order to evaluate the 

effect of sequencing depth in taxonomic richness assessment, the genus richness detected in 

each sample was determined using the vegan package in R and plotted as a function of 
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sequencing depth. Then, after pooling triplicates from each method/soil couple and removing 

singletons, a subsample of each method pool was randomly rarefied at the lowest size of the 

cohort using the vegan package in R. Venn Diagrams were obtained using the VennDiagram 

package in R and the number of sequences annotated as unique genera (i.e., genera detected 

by a single method) were inferred from the rarefied sample. Finally, the distribution of each 

unique genera before rarefaction and the number of sequences associated to those that were 

detected by a single method before rarefaction were determined. 

 

Metagenomics sequencing and analysis 

Metagenomics libraries were prepared from <1 ng of DNA using the Nextera® XT Library Prep 

Kit and Indexes (Illumina), as detailed in Illumina’s “Nextera XT DNA Library Prep Kit” reference 

guide (15031942 v03). DNA sequencing with a 1% PhiX spike-in was performed using the 

MiSeq™ System and the MiSeq™ Reagent Kit v2 (Illumina). Reads were trimmed and filtered 

using USEARCH and sequences with a minimum quality score of Q20, a maximum of one miss-

called base and a minimum length of 120 bp were blasted against the nr database using 

Diamond default parameters and a coverage of 60%. Sequences were functionally annotated 

using MEGAN620 and the SEED hierarchical subsystems. The third level of hierarchical 

functional subsystems classification was selected for richness discovery analysis. Samples 

extracted from both soils using the ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Mini Kit were excluded from the 

analysis, since the ensemble of annotated reads from extraction triplicates did not add up to 

10000. To evaluate the effect of sequencing depth in functional richness assessment, the 

functional class richness detected in each sample was determined using the vegan package in 

R and plotted as a function of sequencing depth. Then, after pooling triplicates from each 

method/soil couple and removing singletons, a subsample of each method pool was randomly 

rarefied at the lowest size of the cohort using the vegan package in R. Venn Diagrams were 

obtained using the VennDiagram R package, and the number of sequences annotated as 

unique functional classes (i.e., functional classes detected by a single method) were inferred 

from the rarefied sample. Finally, the distribution of each unique functional class before 

rarefaction and the number of sequences associated to those that were detected by a single 

method before rarefaction were determined. 
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Figure S2. Total abundance of the ensemble of functional classes classified using SEED from DNA extracted from 

(A) the Scottish Agricultural College soil; (B) La Côte de Saint André soil. The abundance of each measured 

functional class was determined and plotted in a decreasing order using R. N=3. 
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SCOTTISH AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE SOIL 

Genus Number of 

sequences 

Average 

RA 

Standard 

Deviation 

RA 

Maxwell 1 

RA 

Maxwell 2 

RA Phenol/ 

Chloroform 

RA 

PowerSoil 

RA 

Zymo 

Gp1 17018 5,80 1,46 5,31 7,64 5,47 6,76 3,84 

Rhodanobacter 16415 5,60 1,75 4,05 6,46 7,82 6,05 3,61 

Gp2 14188 4,84 1,56 3,73 7,21 4,85 5,22 3,18 

Saccharibacteria genera incertae sedis 10833 3,69 1,56 4,85 5,37 2,58 4,04 1,64 

Bacillus 9385 3,20 1,90 5,58 0,29 2,96 3,53 3,63 

Subdivision3_genera incertae sedis 8834 3,01 1,25 3,86 4,58 2,22 2,94 1,46 

Gp3 8514 2,90 0,71 2,63 4,13 2,45 2,91 2,40 

Gemmatimonas 8012 2,73 2,11 1,38 2,21 5,56 4,16 0,36 

WPS-2 genera incertae sedis 7130 2,43 0,39 2,10 2,00 2,81 2,39 2,85 

Gaiella 6304 2,15 1,35 1,31 1,35 2,64 1,13 4,31 

Conexibacter 5824 1,99 1,64 0,93 0,78 2,11 1,36 4,77 

Rudaea 5821 1,99 0,50 1,48 2,53 1,42 2,30 2,20 

Arthrobacter 5708 1,95 0,97 1,62 0,64 3,08 1,66 2,73 

Rhizomicrobium 5563 1,90 0,37 1,46 2,45 2,03 1,70 1,85 

Spartobacteria genera incertae sedis 5446 1,86 0,34 1,48 1,66 1,71 2,26 2,17 

Candidatus Solibacter 5050 1,72 0,47 1,54 2,54 1,40 1,43 1,70 

Phenylobacterium 4489 1,53 0,71 1,07 2,46 1,12 0,87 2,13 

Roseiarcus 4313 1,47 0,93 0,83 1,56 0,92 0,99 3,05 

Povalibacter 4030 1,37 0,27 1,00 1,64 1,60 1,20 1,44 

Ktedonobacter 3968 1,35 0,89 1,61 0,38 2,55 1,66 0,57 

Mucilaginibacter 3811 1,30 0,61 1,54 1,85 1,01 1,72 0,37 

Parcubacteria genera incertae sedis 3733 1,27 0,48 1,51 1,86 1,14 1,28 0,57 

Rhodoferax 3613 1,23 0,44 1,01 1,69 1,67 1,12 0,67 

Nakamurella 3537 1,21 0,86 0,65 0,09 2,14 1,22 1,92 

WPS-1_genera incertae sedis 3171 1,08 0,30 0,91 1,57 0,99 1,15 0,78 

Table S1a. Average relative abundance (RA) and relative abundances per method of the 25 most abundant genera from the rarefied pool of sequences from 

the Scottish Agricultural College soil. Maxwell 1 and 2: variants of the Maxwell® PureFood GMO and Authentication Kit (Promega). PowerSoil: DNeasy® 

PowerSoil® Kit (QIAGEN); Zymo: ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Mini Kit (Zymo Research). Relative abundances higher than the average plus one standard deviation are 

highlighted in orange, and those lower than the average minus one standard deviation are highlighted in blue. N=3. 
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LA COTE DE SAINT ANDRE SOIL 

Genus Number of 

sequences 

Average RA Standard 

Deviation 

RA 

Maxwell 1 

RA 

Maxwell 2 

RA Phenol/ 

Chloroform 

RA 

PowerSoil 

RA 

Zymo 

Spartobacteria_genera_incertae_sedis 20362 11,22 1,79 9,91 13,50 9,37 10,62 12,68 

Gp1 11785 6,49 1,94 7,52 8,29 5,15 7,73 3,76 

Gaiella 11774 6,49 5,06 3,15 1,72 14,74 6,80 6,02 

Gp6 10806 5,95 1,89 6,68 6,96 6,05 7,39 2,68 

Subdivision3 genera incertae sedis 10177 5,61 2,26 6,08 8,62 2,30 5,17 5,86 

Gp3 9035 4,98 1,02 5,46 6,22 4,20 5,32 3,68 

Bacillus 5040 2,78 2,32 3,53 0,30 2,09 1,57 6,38 

Gemmatimonas 4987 2,75 1,73 3,50 3,15 2,43 4,65 0,01 

Gp2 4807 2,65 1,53 3,57 4,10 1,38 3,55 0,64 

Candidatus Solibacter 4164 2,29 0,28 2,21 2,59 1,88 2,53 2,26 

WPS-1 genera incertae sedis 3450 1,90 0,53 1,91 2,49 1,70 2,27 1,13 

Gp16 3329 1,83 1,26 0,84 0,72 3,75 1,50 2,36 

Saccharibacteria genera incertae sedis 2483 1,37 0,50 1,08 1,67 1,01 0,97 2,11 

Gp5 2440 1,34 0,66 1,53 2,33 0,63 1,37 0,85 

Bradyrhizobium 1981 1,09 0,62 0,90 0,45 1,27 0,78 2,06 

Ktedonobacter 1919 1,06 0,67 1,42 0,23 1,90 1,18 0,55 

Nitrospira 1879 1,03 0,65 1,41 1,74 0,59 1,29 0,14 

Paenibacillus 1872 1,03 0,81 1,24 0,10 0,85 0,69 2,28 

Chryseolinea 1820 1,00 0,51 1,23 1,40 0,44 0,48 1,47 

Rhizomicrobium 1789 0,99 0,05 1,06 0,99 0,94 0,98 0,95 

Candidatus Koribacter 1742 0,96 0,14 1,04 1,09 0,97 0,95 0,74 

Parcubacteria genera incertae sedis 1676 0,92 0,40 0,85 1,58 0,62 0,59 0,98 

Gp4 1675 0,92 0,52 1,01 1,72 0,66 0,88 0,34 

Aridibacter 1645 0,91 0,42 0,87 1,56 0,40 0,76 0,94 

Pirellula 1599 0,88 0,42 0,95 1,45 0,75 0,96 0,29 

Table S1b. Average relative abundance (RA) and relative abundances per method of the 25 most abundant genera from the rarefied pool of sequences from 

La Côte de Saint André soil. Maxwell 1 and 2: variants of the Maxwell® PureFood GMO and Authentication Kit (Promega). PowerSoil: DNeasy® PowerSoil® Kit 

(QIAGEN); Zymo: ZymoBIOMICS™ DNA Mini Kit (Zymo Research). Relative abundances higher than the average plus one standard deviation are highlighted in 

orange, and those lower than the average minus one standard deviation are highlighted in blue. N=3. 
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SCOTTISH AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE SOIL 

Functional class Number of 

sequences 

Average RA Standard 

Deviation 

RA 

Maxwell 1 

RA 

Maxwell 2 

RA Phenol/ 

Chloroform 

RA 

PowerSoil 

5-FCL-like protein 20362 11,22 1,79 9,91 13,50 9,37 10,62 

Long-chain-fatty-acid--CoA ligase 11785 6,49 1,94 7,52 8,29 5,15 7,73 

3-oxoacyl-[acyl-carrier protein] reductase 11774 6,49 5,06 3,15 1,72 14,74 6,80 

TonB-dependent receptor 10806 5,95 1,89 6,68 6,96 6,05 7,39 

Cobalt-zinc-cadmium resistance protein CzcA 10177 5,61 2,26 6,08 8,62 2,30 5,17 

Adenylate cyclase 9035 4,98 1,02 5,46 6,22 4,20 5,32 

COG2363 5040 2,78 2,32 3,53 0,30 2,09 1,57 

Butyryl-CoA dehydrogenase 4987 2,75 1,73 3,50 3,15 2,43 4,65 

Enoyl-CoA hydratase 4807 2,65 1,53 3,57 4,10 1,38 3,55 

Aldehyde dehydrogenase 4164 2,29 0,28 2,21 2,59 1,88 2,53 

Acriflavin resistance protein 3450 1,90 0,53 1,91 2,49 1,70 2,27 

Aspartate aminotransferase 3329 1,83 1,26 0,84 0,72 3,75 1,50 

Beta-lactamase 2483 1,37 0,50 1,08 1,67 1,01 0,97 

UDP-glucose 4-epimerase 2440 1,34 0,66 1,53 2,33 0,63 1,37 

3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase 1981 1,09 0,62 0,90 0,45 1,27 0,78 

DNA-directed RNA polymerase beta' subunit 1919 1,06 0,67 1,42 0,23 1,90 1,18 

Diguanylate cyclase/phosphodiesterase 1879 1,03 0,65 1,41 1,74 0,59 1,29 

DNA-directed RNA polymerase beta subunit 1872 1,03 0,81 1,24 0,10 0,85 0,69 

DNA polymerase III alpha subunit 1820 1,00 0,51 1,23 1,40 0,44 0,48 

Thioredoxin reductase 1789 0,99 0,05 1,06 0,99 0,94 0,98 

FIG039061: hypothetical protein related to heme utilization 1742 0,96 0,14 1,04 1,09 0,97 0,95 

5-methyltetrahydrofolate--homocysteine methyltransferase 1676 0,92 0,40 0,85 1,58 0,62 0,59 

Acetyl-coenzyme A synthetase 1675 0,92 0,52 1,01 1,72 0,66 0,88 

D-3-phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase 1645 0,91 0,42 0,87 1,56 0,40 0,76 

Carbamoyl-phosphate synthase large chain 1599 0,88 0,42 0,95 1,45 0,75 0,96 

Table S1c. Average relative abundance (RA) and relative abundances per method of the 25 most abundant functional classes from the rarefied pool of sequences 

from the Scottish Agricultural College soil. Maxwell 1 and 2: variants of the Maxwell® PureFood GMO and Authentication Kit (Promega). PowerSoil: DNeasy® 

PowerSoil® Kit (QIAGEN). Relative abundances higher than the average plus one standard deviation are highlighted in orange, and those lower than the average 

minus one standard deviation are highlighted in blue. N=3. 
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LA COTE DE SAINT ANDRE SOIL 

Functional class Number of 

sequences 

Average RA Standard 

Deviation 

RA 

Maxwell 1 

RA 

Maxwell 2 

RA Phenol/ 

Chloroform 

RA 

PowerSoil 

5-FCL-like protein 12027 1,88 0,146 1,82 1,70 2,01 2,00 

Long-chain-fatty-acid--CoA ligase 10829 1,69 0,065 1,77 1,62 1,72 1,67 

3-oxoacyl-[acyl-carrier protein] reductase 6756 1,06 0,096 1,08 0,92 1,14 1,08 

Adenylate cyclase 6685 1,05 0,070 1,03 0,96 1,07 1,13 

Cobalt-zinc-cadmium resistance protein CzcA 5687 0,89 0,190 0,96 1,11 0,67 0,82 

COG2363 4041 0,63 0,047 0,65 0,69 0,61 0,58 

TonB-dependent receptor 3978 0,62 0,158 0,68 0,81 0,44 0,56 

Arylsulfatase 2761 0,43 0,021 0,46 0,44 0,41 0,42 

Butyryl-CoA dehydrogenase 2753 0,43 0,051 0,41 0,37 0,49 0,46 

Beta-lactamase 2666 0,42 0,022 0,42 0,44 0,39 0,42 

Acriflavin resistance protein 2666 0,42 0,044 0,44 0,47 0,36 0,41 

UDP-glucose 4-epimerase 2550 0,40 0,015 0,38 0,41 0,39 0,41 

Enoyl-CoA hydratase 2532 0,40 0,041 0,38 0,35 0,41 0,44 

Aldehyde dehydrogenase 2450 0,38 0,039 0,40 0,32 0,41 0,40 

Aspartate aminotransferase 2406 0,38 0,019 0,38 0,40 0,37 0,36 

DNA-directed RNA polymerase beta' subunit 2360 0,37 0,016 0,36 0,37 0,36 0,39 

DNA polymerase III alpha subunit 2290 0,36 0,018 0,34 0,35 0,38 0,36 

DNA-directed RNA polymerase beta subunit 2122 0,33 0,014 0,32 0,35 0,34 0,33 

Excinuclease ABC subunit A 2079 0,33 0,027 0,35 0,35 0,30 0,30 

3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase 2045 0,32 0,040 0,32 0,27 0,36 0,33 

Acetyl-coenzyme A synthetase 2009 0,31 0,038 0,31 0,26 0,35 0,33 

D-3-phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase 1988 0,31 0,022 0,29 0,34 0,30 0,31 

Diguanylate cyclase/phosphodiesterase 1931 0,30 0,018 0,33 0,30 0,29 0,29 

Thioredoxin reductase 1926 0,30 0,020 0,31 0,28 0,30 0,32 

Hypothetical protein related to heme utilization 1908 0,30 0,010 0,29 0,31 0,29 0,31 

Table S1d. Average relative abundance (RA) and relative abundances per method of the 25 most abundant functional classes from the rarefied pool of sequences 

from La Côte de Saint André soil. Maxwell 1 and 2: variants of the Maxwell® PureFood GMO and Authentication Kit (Promega). PowerSoil: DNeasy® PowerSoil® 

Kit (QIAGEN). Relative abundances higher than the average plus one standard deviation are highlighted in orange, and those lower than the average minus one 

standard deviation are highlighted in blue. N=3. 
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SCOTTISH AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE SOIL 

Method Genus Annotated sequences 

after rarefaction 

Annotated sequences 

before rarefaction 

Maxwell 1 Gp22 2 2 

Arenicella 2 2 

Phyllobacterium 2 2 

Falsirhodobacter 2 2 

Hydrogenophaga 1 4 

Geothermomicrobium 2 2 

Curtobacterium 2 3 

Nitrosopumilus 3 4 

Maxwell 2 Parapedobacter 2 2 

Chelatococcus 2 2 

Amantichitinum 2 2 

Leucobacter 4 4 

Phenol/Chloroform 

method 

Acaricomes 2 2 

Sphaerobacter 3 3 

Salinispira 2 2 

DNeasy® PowerSoil® Kit Syntrophobacter 2 2 

Chitinibacter 2 2 

Thermomarinilinea 3 3 

ZymoBIOMICS™ 

DNA Mini Kit 

Fulvimonas 2 2 

Nitratireductor 2 2 

Paenochrobactrum 1 2 

Sorangium 2 2 

Desulfomonile 2 2 

Hungatella 2 2 

Staphylococcus 63 95 

Thermocrispum 2 2 

 

Table S2a. List of genera detected as unique in both rarefied and non-rarefied pools of sequences from the Scottish Agricultural College soil. Maxwell 1 and 

2: variants of the Maxwell® PureFood GMO and Authentication Kit (Promega). N=3. 
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LA COTE DE SAINT ANDRE SOIL 

Method Genus Annotated sequences 

after rarefaction 

Annotated sequences 

before rarefaction 

Maxwell 1 Limnobacter 2 2 

Terribacillus 1 2 

GpXIII 2 3 

Maxwell 2 Epilithonimonas 1 3 

Pseudenhygromyxa 4 4 

Thioreductor 2 2 

Phenol/Chloroform 

method 

Sporomusa 2 2 

Actinocatenispora 3 3 

DNeasy® PowerSoil® Kit Tolumonas 1 2 

Nereida 1 2 

Smithella 1 2 

ZymoBIOMICS™ 

DNA Mini Kit 

Alistipes 2 2 

Desulfomonile 2 2 

Nitrosomonas 6 6 

Gracilibacillus 6 6 

Staphylococcus 130 130 

Anaerosinus 3 3 

Melioribacter 2 2 
 

Table S2b. List of genera detected as unique in both rarefied and non-rarefied pools of sequences from La Côte de Saint André soil. Maxwell 1 and 

2: variants of the Maxwell® PureFood GMO and Authentication Kit (Promega). N=3. 
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Abstract Primary biological aerosols are trans-

ported over large distances, are traveling in various

media such as dry air masses, clouds or fog, and

eventually deposited with dry deposition, especially

for larger particles, or precipitation like rain, hail or

snow. To investigate relative abundance and diversity

of airborne bacterial and fungal communities, samples

have been collected with a liquid impinger (Coriolis l)

from the top of Mount Sonnblick (3106 m asl,

Austrian Alps) from the respective sources under a

temporal aspect over four seasons over the year to

include all climatic conditions. Bacterial and fungal

samples (16S rRNA and ITS) were sequenced using

Illumina MiSeq paired-end sequencing, investigated

for relative abundance by qPCR(16S rRNA and 18S

rRNA) and ice nucleation activity. Results show that

there is no stable free tropospheric air microbial

community and air mass origin was different for the

four sampling periods which exerted influence on the

microbial composition of the atmosphere although a

core microbiome could be identified consisting of 61

bacterial OTUs and eight fungal genera. Differentia-

tion between seasons was stronger pronounced in air

than in precipitation, with rain being most different

and variable of precipitation types, indicating distinct

forces driving microbial fate in the air. Microorgan-

isms precipitated with snow, hail or rain or being

transported by clouds differ in their species compo-

sition from free tropospheric air masses and do not

mirror the air community structure. They were more

diverse, distinct in composition, 16S:18S ratio and

abundance from free-floating PBA. Hence, snow or

cloud samples are not suitable proxies for free

tropospheric air microbiome composition, since sep-

aration processes in aerosolization, transport and

scavenging occur. The microbial composition of

arriving precipitation or clouds represents only a part

of the microbial air composition communities of the

cumulative sources of origin. Relative abundance and

composition of ice nucleation-active bacteria showed

a higher share of relative % reads of known ice

nucleation-active bacteria present in all wet phases

compared to air. Results propose a separation of IN-
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active reads with higher shares occurring in precipi-

tation. This study presents the first comparison of free

tropospheric bacterial and fungal abundance and

diversity in time series of air over several seasons in

contrast to various precipitation forms in the free

troposphere.

Keywords Free troposphere � 16SrRNA �

18SrRNA � ITS � Precipitation � Aerobiology

1 Introduction

Knowledge about and scientific interest in the com-

position and abundance of primary biological aerosols

(PBA) (e.g., airborne bacteria and fungi) is rapidly

increasing (180% increase in publications per year

from 2000 to 2018, search term: ‘‘airborne bacteria’’).

Most aerobiology studies are restricted to ground-

based sampling within the planetary boundary layer

(PBL) or focus on extreme events such as heat events

and dust storms (Fang et al. 2018; Jeon et al. 2011;

Maki et al. 2017; Gat et al. 2017; Fierer et al. 2008;

Bowers et al. 2013), civilization and health related

questions, like disease spread (Park et al. 2014; Adams

et al. 2015; Di Giulio et al. 2010; Kelley and Gilbert

2013; Hagan et al. 1995; Polymenakou 2012; Griffin

2007; Brown and Hovmøller 2002) or pollen events

(Burge 2002; Damialis et al. 2015; Ziello et al. 2012;

Clot 2003; Jäger 2000; Gioulekas et al. 2004; Sofiev

et al. 2013; Hamaoui-Laguel et al. 2015). Microbial

composition in air masses within the PBL is affected

by ground emissions and mixing of air masses

(Bowers et al. 2011; Carotenuto et al. 2017; Burrows

et al. 2009a, b). Within the PBL (upper boundary

around 100–1000 m above ground level, AGL),

vertical mixing of air masses over mountainous terrain

is driven by ground turbulence, thermal convection

and dynamic forcing with strong diurnal and seasonal

variations in elevation AGL and mixing force (Rotach

et al. 2015). Above the PBL, laminar flowing air

masses are stratified in the free troposphere (Wekker

et al. 2015).

Studies focusing on free tropospheric air microbial

communities often present data from single campaigns

or few flights (Schmale and Ross 2015; Techy et al.

2010; Jimenez-Sanchez et al. 2018; Smith et al. 2018;

Maki et al. 2017; Xia et al. 2013; Zweifel et al. 2012)

and have shown that microbes present in the free

troposphere might originate from long-range travel

(Maki et al. 2017; Smith and David 2012; Smith et al.

2011, 2012; Smith 2013; Brown and Hovmøller 2002;

Burrows et al. 2009a, b). Air masses above and below

PBL differ significantly in microbial composition.

Free tropospheric habitats tend to have more Firmi-

cutes (Smith et al. 2018; Smith 2013), Proteobacteria,

Burkholderiales (DeLeon-Rodriguez et al. 2013) and

extremophile yeasts, Saccharomycetes and

Microbotryomycetes (Els et al. 2019). While the

existence of either a stable (DeLeon-Rodriguez et al.

2013) or a highly variable (Zweifel et al. 2012)

extremophile free tropospheric PBA community is

disputed, generally few studies addressing the ques-

tion were mainly performed over marine and oceanic

regions (DeLeon-Rodriguez et al. 2013). Data on free

tropospheric continental background PBA composi-

tion and variation are even more sparse due to

numerous infrastructural challenges, like accessabil-

ity, need of aerial vehicles, suitable technologies for

sufficient air sampling volume and challenging mete-

orological conditions. Thus, insight into seasonal

variability and free-floating PBA composition com-

pared to cloud and precipitation composition in free

tropospheric conditions is limited.

Microorganisms are not only ubiquitous in dry air

masses, but also in clouds (Amato et al. 2005, 2017;

Joly et al. 2014; Evans et al. 2019; Fuzzi et al. 1997),

snow (Amato et al. 2007a, b; Honeyman et al. 2018;

Elster et al. 2007; Harding et al. 2011; Larose et al.

2010), hail (Temkiv et al. 2012; Vali 1971; Michaud

et al. 2014) and rain (Christner et al. 2008a, b;

Huffman et al. 2013). Their densities and diversity are

higher in wet air masses and precipitation than in clear

air due to source of moisture (Xia et al. 2013; Evans

et al. 2019). Aerosolized microorganisms can act as

cloud condensation nuclei (Bauer et al. 2003) and be

incorporated in clouds. Clouds likely offer a more

hospitable environment due to water availability and

nutrients (Delort et al. 2017; Deguillaume et al. 2008;

Bianco et al. 2016). Bacteria might be able to multiply

(Sattler et al. 2001) and degrade substances (Lallement

et al. 2018) in cloud doplets.

Microorganisms could even trigger their

aerosolization and precipitation voluntarily by ice

nucleation (IN) capacity as part of their life cycle,

which was observed to express in enhanced concen-

trations of PBA and biological IN-activity in snow and
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rain (Morris et al. 2014; Christner et al. 2008a, b;

Huffman et al. 2013; Pouzet et al. 2017; Stopelli et al.

2015).

A range of processes, such as aerosolisation

(Alsved et al. 2018), vapor to liquid phase change,

particle coalescence, in-cloud circulation, temperature

regime, cloud lifetime, cloud trajectories, nucleation

properties and local air composition at the site of

precipitation, effect on the microbial composition of

precipitation (Möhler et al. 2007).

Recent publications used snow (Cáliz et al. 2018;

Weil et al. 2017) or cloud sampling (Maki et al. 2017;

Jiaxian et al. 2019) as a proxy for free tropospheric air

microbial composition. However, the insights gained

from precipitation and cloud studies above PBL might

not directly depict the patterns in free tropospheric

microbial communities.

Before being collected on the ground, precipitation

travels through the PBL, where an inversion layer of

accumulated particles is concentrated at the upper

PBL (Brunet 2017). Scavenging impacts the microbial

composition of droplets that pick up local PBA, but

also release particles during transport and sedimenta-

tion (Jang et al. 2018; Huffman et al. 2013). Below-

cloud scavenging of aerosol particles by snow is a

known important mechanism of wet deposition (Para-

monov et al. 2011), with differing effectivity for

chemical components based on the forms of precip-

itation (Zhang et al. 2013; Zikova and Zdimal 2016).

Thus, the scavenging effect might also be selective for

PBA of certain properties (e.g., size, hygroscopicity,

density, sphericity and interface interactions) between

precipitation types and thus foster a selection for

specific PBA (Möhler et al. 2007).

This study presents the first comparison of free

tropospheric bacterial and fungal abundance and

diversity in time series of air over several seasons in

contrast to various precipitation forms in the free

troposphere. We further estimated the relative abun-

dance and composition of ice nucleation-active bac-

teria in order to investigate whether the separation

between air and precipitation forms in terms of ice

nuclei can be observed on the molecular level, as it is

observed on physical IN-effectivity.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study site

Samples were collected at the roof top terrace of

Mount Sonnblick Observatory (3106 m asl.), Austria

(47�301400N, 12�5702700E, Fig. 1a, b). This location is

operated as a meteorological observatory and is

member of Global Atmosphere Watch of the World

Meteorological Organisation (WMO). The site is

exhaust neutral, supplied by electricity from the valley

and equipped with an elevated air outlet to enable

undisturbed air measurements. The vegetation in the

valley consists of high alpine forest and shrubs that are

dominated by pine (Pinus cembra, Pinus mugo, Pinus

silvestris) and spruce (Picea abies, Picea montana).

The closest settlement is the village Rauris village,

which is 15 km away. The area within 100 km

perimeter around the Sonnblick Observatory is

sparsely populated.

In May, a complete snow cover was prevailing in

the valley and on the mountain with high fresh

snowfall (50–100 cm) before the sampling period, in

August no snow cover was present at the mountain site

or the valley, and in November and February a deep

snow cover was present at the mountain site as well as

at valley floor.

2.2 Air and precipitation sampling

A total of 17 snow, ten cloud samples, two rain and one

hail sample were collected (Table 1). In total, 48 air

samples comprising 288 m3 air were taken on four

sampling campaigns in the months of May (2 to 5 May

2017, 13 samples, 78 m3), August (3 to 6 August 2017,

11 samples, 66 m3), November (27 November to 1

December 2017, 12 samples, 72 m3) and February (20

to 23 February 2018, 13 samples, 78 m3) approxi-

mately every 4 h. We used a liquid impinger (Coriolis

l, bertin Technologies, Montigny-le-Bretonneux,

France) at a flow rate of 300L min-1 for 10 min

(i.e., 3 m3 each) into separate sterile vials filled with

15 mL 0.2 lm filtered, distilled water. Before each

sampling for sequencing, one run was taken as

decontamination purging. Two temporally close sam-

ples (i.e., within the same hour) of three cubic meters

each were pooled to account for low cell density in

high elevations. Sampling could not always be con-

ducted at the planned 4-hour interval, due to strong
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winds or precipitation events or too cold temperatures

which hampered the functionality of the sampling

device (compare Table 1).

Snow was sampled into sterile Nasco Whirl-Pak

(Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) after fresh snow fall with

a stainless steel shovel (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany).

Before each sampling, we rinsed the shovel three

times with 0.2 lm filtered milli-Q and turned it ten

times in the snow, like the type of snow we would then

sample, to precontaminate, usually this was conducted

around 2 m apart from the actual sampling site. Thus,

the idea of precontamination was to dispose non-site

microbes and cover the shovel with the microbes we

wanted to sample before the actual sampling. The

shovel was kept in a sterile Nasco Whirl-Pak (Roth,

Karlsruhe, Germany) for transport, to avoid contam-

ination, and was washed three times with HCl (15%)

and milli-Q before taken to the field. We did not use

EtOH, as this can leave remnants that can then

interfere with the aquatic chemistry measurements, we

also conducted with these samples. Only the upper-

most fresh snow layer was sampled.

In August, slush (melting snow and ice) was

sampled from the upper section of the Goldbergkees,

in approx. 500 m direct distance from the observatory

(see map Fig. 1c). Cloud water (i.e., supercooled

atmospherical liquid water droplets) was collected as

rime ice frozen to the railing and meteorological

devices on the roof terrace and tower and roof of the

observatory (see picture for sampling illustration and

locations in Fig. 1d) with a precontaminated stainless

steel shovel (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) into sterile

Nasco Whirl-Pak (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany). Rime

in direct contact with surfaces was not sampled. Rain

was sampled as wet deposition in a WADOS (wet and

dry only precipitation sampler, Kroneis GmbH,

Vienna, Austria) as a 24-h cumulative sample at

10:00 h the 5.8.2017 and 6.8.2017, respectively. Hail

was collected directly into sterile Nasco Whirl-Pak

(Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) during a strong thunder-

storm event on the 5.8.2017 (20:00 h).

Fig. 1 a Location of mount Sonnblick in Austria, b location of
the sampler on the roof terrace of the observatory, c location of
August snow (slush) sample points, source:www.salzburg.gv.at/

sagisonline, d rime ice (supercooled atmospherical liquid water
droplets frozen on surfaces) sampling from roof and railing
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2.3 DNA extraction and sequencing

Snow and cloud water were molten directly after

sampling at room temperature (20 �C), and 1L of

molten sample was filtered though a 0.2 lm

polycarbonate filter (47 mm, Isopore, Merck, Darm-

stadt, Germany) as soon as liquid, and then stored

frozen at - 20 �C until DNA extraction. The air

samples, collected in 15 mL solution of sterile

distilled water, were stored at - 20 �C, until filtered

Table 1 Sampling dates and times of analyzed air samples and precipitation, times indicated in UTC ? 1 (summer and winter time),
samples were taken within one hour around indicated time

May

02.05.2017 T1

13:00 h

T2

19:00 h

Snow

03.05.2017 T3

07:00 h

T4

11:00 h

T5

15:00 h

T6

19:00 h

T7

23:00 h

Cloud

04.05.2017 T8

07:00 h

T9

11:00 h

T10

15:00 h

T11

19:00 h

T12

23:00 h

Cloud tower I, II

Cloud terrace

05.05.2017 T13

07:00 h

Snow

August

03.08.2017 T1

19:00

04.08.2017 T2

07:00 h

T3

11:00 h

T4

15:00 h

05.08.2017 T5

07:00 h

T6

13:00 h

T7

15:00 h

T8

19:00 h

Slush snow I, II

06.08.2017 T9

07:00 h

T10

11:00 h

T11

15:00 h

Rain, hail

November

27.11.2017 T1

19:00 h

T2

23:00 h

Rain

28.11.2017 T3

07:00 h

T4

11:00

T5

15:00 h

T6

19:00 h

Snow

29.11.2017 T7

11:00 h

T8

15:00 h

Cloud, snow

30.11.2017 T9

07:00 h

T10

11:00 h

T11

19:00

Cloud I, II, Snow

01.12.2017 T12

07:00 h

Snow

February

20.02.2018 T1

16:00 h

T2

19:00 h

Cloud, snow I, II

21.02.2018 T4

07:00 h

T5

11:00 h

T6

15:00 h

T7

19:00 h

Snow I, II, III

Cloud,

22.02.2018 T8

07:00 h

T9

11:00 h

T10

15:00 h

T11

19:00 h

Snow I, II, III, IV

Cloud

23.02.2018 T12

07:00 h

T13

11:00 h
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on a 0.2 lm polycarbonate filter (47 mm, Isopore,

Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). DNA was extracted

from the filters using DNeasy Power Water extraction

kit (QIAGEN, Venlo, Netherlands) following the

protocol provided with the kit, as this kit was stated

to yield good results for aerobiological studies (Dom-

mergue et al. 2019). Amplification, library prep

(MiSeq Illumina sequencing, 2 9 250 bp, Nextera

XT Library Preparation Kit, Illumina, San Diego,

USA) and sequencing were done with the Environ-

mental Microbial Genomics group at the Laboratoire

Ampère (ECL Lyon, University of Lyon, France).

Community diversity was targeted: the V3-V4 region

of the bacterial 16S rRNA SSU gene was amplified

using 341F/785R (S-D-Bact-0341-b-S-17/S-D-Bact-

0785-a-A-21, Klindworth et al. 2013) primers, and the

fungal internal transcribed spacer (ITS) regions were

amplified with primer pair 5.8S_Fung/ITS4 targeting

the ITS2 region (Taylor et al. 2016).

Raw sequences were submitted to NCBI BioProject

database under Project ID PRJNA516816

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/516816).

2.4 Bioinformatics and statistics

For 16S sequences, the base quality of the reads 1 and

reads 2 was controlled using the functions fastx_qual-

ity_stats and fastq_quality_boxplot_graph of the

FASTX-Toolkit (http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_

toolkit/). PANDAseq (Masella et al. 2012) was used to

assemble the read 1 and the read 2 using the RDP algo-

rithm, a minimum and maximum length of the resulting

sequence of 410 bp and500 bp, respectively, aminimum

and maximum overlap length of 20 bp and 100 bp,

respectively. The resulting sequences were stripped out

from the primers and annotated at the genus or family

level byRDPClassifier (Wang et al. 2007) using theRDP

16S rRNA database and an assignment confidence cutoff

of 0.6. This signifies that 60%ofK-merswillmatch at the

genus level. Singletons were removed.

For ITS sequences, forward and reverse reads were

merged using vsearch (Rognes et al. 2016). Sequences

were quality filtered and assembled in QIIME pipeline

(Caporaso et al. 2010). Chimeras were removed using

UCHIME (Edgar et al. 2011) with closed reference

and de-novo approach. OTUs (operational taxonomic

units) were assembled at 97% similarity using vsearch

clustering algorithm at default settings (Rognes et al.

2016) and blasted against UNITE 7.2 database

(Kõljalg et al. 2013). Singletons were removed.

Fungal OTUs were merged on genus level (i.e., 603

genera) for all analyses apart from alpha diversity, to

account for species length polymorphisms in fungal

ITS regions below genus level (Gomes et al. 2002).

Negative control bacterial genera resp. fungal

OTUs from the kit and the sampling liquid were

subtracted for all samples (see online supplementary

material Table S10 and Fig. S1 for sequence statistics

and rarefaction curves). Statistical analyses were done

in R (R Core Team 2015) using the phyloseq

(McMurdie and Holmes 2013), vegan (Oksanen

et al. 2018) and ggplot (Wickham 2009) packages.

The alpha diversity Chao1 richness index S1 was

calculated as follows:

S1 ¼ Sobs þ
F2
1

2F2

where Sobs is the number of species in the sample, F1 is

the number of singletons, and F2 is the number of

doubletons.

The alpha diversity Shannon evenness-Index H0

was calculated as follows:

H0
¼

X

i

pi � ln pi mit pi ¼
ni

N

with pi being the relative abundance of a certain

species i of the total number of individuals N and ni
being the absolute number of individuals belonging to

one species.

The data set was run both rarefied and untreated,

which did not show differences in statistical analyses,

but removed rare genera. To include otherwise removed

genera and to present the data characteristics appropri-

ately, relative abundance analysis was carried out on

non-filtered data (Weiss et al. 2017). The fungal dataset

was third-root transformed. Bray–Curtis distances for

bacteria and fungi were calculated on datasets normal-

ized to relative abundance (Weiss et al. 2017) and

ordinated with non-metric multidimensional scaling

(NMDS). The samplesMay_T12, May_5,May_T6 and

May_T12 had to be excluded from the ITS analyses, as

they had too few reads to calculate NMDS.

Pairwise PERMANOVA was conducted using the

package ‘‘pairwiseAdonis’’ (Martinez Arbizu 2017);

Bonferroni p value correction was applied as default

for multiple corrections. Statistical parameters of

ANOSIM (999 permutations), ADONIS (999
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permutations), Kruskal–Wallis, Dunns PostHoc and

PERMANOVA analysis are reported in the online

supplementary data (Tables S5–S9).

SIMPER (Similarity Percentage), describing the

species contribution of Bray–Curtis distance between

two groups, was calculated in vegan (supplementary

Tables S12–S18).

Obtained air and precipitation samples were blasted

(blast version 2.7.1) against a nucleotide database of

organisms containing the ice nucleation protein

(search for ‘‘ice nucleation protein’’), created from

ncbi (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), with a threshold of 97%

similarity. The obtained reads were filtered for mat-

ches longer than 400 base pairs and merged on genus

level.

2.5 Microbial enumeration

2.5.1 16S rRNA gene qPCR

The bacterial cell concentration was approximated by

the number of 16S rRNA gene copies per cubic meter

of air. The V3 region of the 16S rRNA gene was

quantified using the Quantifast 2X SYBR Green dye

(QIAGEN Venlo, Netherlands) and the following

primer sequences: Eub 338f 50-ACTCCTACGG-

GAGGCAGCAG-30 as the forward primer and Eub

518r 50-ATTACCGCGGCTGCTGG-30 as the reverse

primer (Øvreås and Torsvik 1998) on a Rotor-Gene

3000 machine (QIAGEN, Venlo, Netherlands). The

reaction mixture of 20 ll contained 10 ll of SYBR

master mix, 2 ll of DNA and RNAse-free water to

complete the final 20 ll volume. The qPCR two-step

program consisted of an initial step at 95 �C for 2 min

for enzyme activation and then 35 cycles of 5 s at

95 �C and 20 s at 60 �C hybridization and elongation.

A final step was added to obtain a denaturation from

55 �C to 95 �C with increments of 1 �C s-1. The

amplicon length was around 200 bp. PCR products

obtained fromDNA from a pure culture of Escherichia

coli were cloned in a plasmid (pCRtm2.1-TOPO�-

vector, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, USA) and used as a

standard quantification with the Broad-Range Qubit

Fluorometric Quantification (Thermo Fisher Scien-

tific, Waltham, USA). Non-template controls were

subtracted.

2.5.2 18S rRNA gene qPCR

The fungal cell concentration was approximated by

the number of 18S rRNA gene copies per cubic meter

of air. The region located at the end of the SSU 18S

rRNA gene, near the ITS1 region, was quantified using

the Quantifast 2X SYBRGreen dye (QIAGEN, Venlo,

Netherlands) and the following primer sequences: FR1

50-AICCATTCAATCGGTAIT-30 as the forward pri-

mer and FF390 50-CGATAACGAACGAGACCT-30

as the reverse primer (Chemidlin Prévost-Bouré et al.

2011) on a Rotor-Gene 3000 machine (QIAGEN,

Venlo, Netherlands). The reaction mixture of 20 ll

contained 10 ll of SYBR master mix, 2 ll of DNA

and RNAse-free water to complete the final 20 ll

volume. The qPCR two-step program consisted of an

initial step at 95 �C for 5 min for enzyme activation

and then 35 cycles of 15 s at 95 �C and 30 s at 60 �C

hybridization and elongation. A final step was added to

obtain a denaturation from 55 �C to 95 �C with

increments of 1 �C s-1. The amplicon length was

around 390 bp. PCR products obtained from DNA

from a soil sample were cloned in a plasmid (pCRt-

m2.1-TOPO�vector, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, USA) and

used as a standard quantification with the Broad-

Range Qubit Fluorometric Quantification (Thermo

Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA). Non-template

controls were subtracted.

2.6 Meteorology

Meteorological and aerosol data were obtained from

the Sonnblick Observatory repository. An aerosol

backscatter profile from VAISALA CL51 ceilometer

located at Kolm-Saigurn (the base ofMount Sonnblick

at 1500 m asl.), and PBL heights were obtained from

ZAMG (Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie und Geody-

namik, Vienna). The mixing layer heights were

calculated according to Lotteraner and Piringer

(2016) (see online supplementary information

Figs. S3–S6). The lagrangian model FLEXPART

(Stohl et al. 2002) was used in backward mode to

detect the most probable source regions for microor-

ganisms which may have been transported with long-

range air flows. The model output fields depict the

regions with high source–receptor sensitivity due to

the prevailing three-dimensional flow fields predicted

by the ECMWF model for 120-h backcalculation (see

online supplementary material Fig. S6 for model
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output). Mixing layer height calculation and FLEX-

PART backward calculation are described in the

supplementary information of Els et al. (2019).

3 Results

3.1 Meteorology

Atmospheric temperatures were lowest during Febru-

ary and highest in August, with highest mean relative

humidity in May (compare Table 2, compare Supple-

ment Figure S3 for respective meteorological condi-

tions at each sampling time).

Based on backward dispersion modeling results, air

masses originated from different regions during each

of the seasonal sampling campaigns (Supplement

Figure S6). Samples collected in May were free

tropospheric air mainly of maritime origin transported

from the Atlantic over France to the Alpine region.

Some transport from the Mediterranean region may

have influenced the first sample collected on May 2,

2017. In August, the main source regions were

identified as the Mediterranean Sea and North Africa

and at the end of the sampling period, additional

contributions from air masses traveling over Western

Europe and the eastern Atlantic were observed. In

November, the free tropospheric air was tracked back

to the British Island and Iceland, even up to the

northern Polar region. The sampling on November 11,

2017, was influenced by air that had been transported

over Northern Spain, the Riviera and the Po Valley. In

February, the air masses reaching the observatory

during the sampling days had been influenced by flow

from most of Europe and the Mediterranean area.

In the first days of May 2017, the core of a low-

pressure system was centered over the Eastern Alpine

region, resulting in cloudy conditions and strong snow

fall in the morning of May 2, 2017 as well as in the

night of May 4 to 5, 2017. In August, intermittent

precipitation was observed during the sampling peri-

ods T1, T5 and T13 (Table 1). On August 3 to 6, 2017,

a series of frontal passages dominated the meteoro-

logical conditions at Sonnblick Observatory. Heavy

precipitation, thunderstorms and hail occurred during

sampling, and mean wind speeds were lowest as

compared to the other measurement periods.

For the period between November 27 and 30, 2017,

weak pressure gradients dominated the weatherT
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conditions in the Alpine area, resulting in low

temperatures. In February, no precipitation was

observed. While low-pressure gradients prevailed

during the first day of this period, a cyclone over the

Mediterranean caused an increase in wind speeds up to

14.8 ms-1 at the Sonnblick Observatory on February

21, 2018.

Samples collected in May, November and February

were entirely in the free troposphere (Supplement

Figure S4). A deep convective boundary layer reached

above the mountain top on August 3 and 4, 2017, and

the mixing heights determined from the ceilometer

measurements indicated that the boundary layer air

remained below the observatory on August 5 and 6,

2017.

Stable stratification of the valley boundary layer,

characterized by low mixing heights, prevented sig-

nificant transport of valley air to the mountain top in

February and November. Mixing heights were low

during these periods, most of the time below 400 m

AGL (compare Supplement Figures S4 and S5).

3.2 Seasonality of bacterial and fungal

communities

3.2.1 Abundance

The median of 16S rRNA gene abundance per m3 air

was highest in November (1.14 9 106 m-3 air) and

lowest in February (2.67 9 105 m-3air), with the

biggest range (Coefficient of Variation CV: 2.47) and

highest (1.67 9 107 m-3air) and lowest values

(1.18 9 105 m-3air) in May. The smallest variation

coefficient was found in August (0.58). Dunn pairwise

comparison revealed significant difference for all

groups except between May and February

(p = 0.054) and May and August (p = 0.44) (Fig. 2a).

The highest median and absolute maximum, but

lowest variation of 18S rRNA gene abundance per m3

air was found in November (median: 5.1 9

104 m-3air, max: 9.98 9 104 m-3air, CV: 0.65), the

lowest median and absolute value, but highest varia-

tion in May (median: 1.0 9 102 m-3air, min:

6.13 9 100 m-3air, CV: 2.45). Dunns pairwise com-

parison revealed significant difference between all

groups but February and August (p = 0.069) (Fig. 2a).

The lowest median of the 16S to 18S rRNA gene

ratio was found in November (3.86 9 101 16S:18S

m-3air). May had the highest median ratio

(4.02 9 103 16S:18S m-3air) and maximum value

(2.28 9 105 16S:18S m-3air), but also highest vari-

ation (2.31). The lowest ratio and variation coefficient

was found in August (9.74 9 100 16S:18 m-3air, CV:

0.72). Dunns pairwise comparison revealed significant

differences between all but August and February

(p = 0.14) (Fig. 2a). The seasonal abundance of 16S

rRNA genes, 18S rRNA genes and their ratio was

significantly different (Kruskal–Wallis p\ 0.001).

3.2.2 Alpha diversity

Bacterial and fungal read counts per sample ranged

from 13478 to 41882 and 568 to 34638, respectively,

after quality filtering. The whole dataset comprised

1590 bacterial genera and 2573 fungal OTUs, which

accounted for 963 bacterial genera and 1912 fungal

OTUs (resp. 603 fungal genera) after removal of

blanks.

The overall median and mean of bacterial Chao1

(describing richness, Fig. 2b) were 48, with the lowest

median in August (40.75) and the highest in November

(70.06), and the lowest value in August (19.33) and the

highest in February (160.00). November differed

significantly from May (p = 0.023) and August

(p = 0.0368), whereas in February significant differ-

ences to August were detected (p = 0.0368, Kruskal–

Wallis p = 0.03). The highest variation was found in

May (0.61) and the lowest in November (0.34).

The overall median of Shannon (describing even-

ness, Fig. 2b) alpha diversity index for bacteria was

2.37 and the mean 2.31, ranging from 1.99 (February)

to 2.61 (May). The lowest value was found in

November (0.25) and the highest in May (3.26).

Variation was highest in November (0.39) and lowest

in August (0.11). Shannon diversity differed signifi-

cantly in February from all other months (Feb-May

p = 0.0006, Feb-Aug p = 0.0008, Feb-Nov p =

0.0247, Kruskal–Wallis p\ 0.001).

The highest fungal richness (median (48.5) and

maximum value (81)) was observed in August, while

the lowest value was recorded for May (median (3)

and absolute value (1), variability (0.36)). Variability

was highest in February (0.81). All values were

significantly different from each other (Kruskal–

Wallis p\ 0.001) apart from November and February

(Dunns p = 0.3053).

The highest fungal evenness (Shannon) median

(2.89) and absolute value (3.65) was recorded in
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August, and the lowest median occurred in May (0.32)

and in November (0.05).

November and February did not differ significantly

(p = 0.4647), but all other groups did (Kruskal–Wallis

p\ 0.001). Variability was highest in May (1.10) and

lowest in August (0.15).

3.2.3 Beta diversity

Seasonal air bacterial communities were significantly

different (ADONIS p = 0.001, R2 = 0.166, ANOSIM

p = 0.001, R = 0.114). They differed significantly

between February and May (PERMANOVA adj.p =

0.006), February and August (PERMANOVA adj.p =

0.006), May and November (PERMANOVA adj.p =

0.006) and August and November (PERMANOVA

adj.p = 0.006). February samples were the most

variable and distinct as compared to the other com-

munities. The February and November (winter) and

May and August (summer) bacterial communities did

not differ significantly. On phylum level, winter

samples were most abundant in Firmicutes (Nov:

78.4%, Feb: 48.1%), whereas summer samples were

abundant in Proteobacteria (May: 54.3%, Aug 49.4%),

Bacteroidetes, Acidobacteria and Planctomycetes

(Fig. 3c).

The highest value of unique air bacterial genera was

reached in May, the lowest in August.

61 genera, i.e., 11% of the total bacterial genera,

were common to all seasons (Fig. 3b). The most

abundant of these common bacteria belonged to the

genera Geobacillus (Bacilli), Aminobacter (Alphapro-

teobacteria) and Schlesneria (Planctomycetia) (see

online supplement Tables S1 and S2).

Of all bacterial air genera, 54% were unique to one

of the seasons. The most abundant genera only

occurring in May and August were GP2 (Acidobac-

teria), Domibacillus (Bacilli) and Paludibacter (Bac-

teroidia). Most abundant unique genera in winter

samples were Bifidobacterium (Actinobacterium),

Vulcaniibacterium (Gammaproteobacteria) and Po-

laribacter (Flavobacteria). SIMPER analysis (see

supplement Tables S12 and S13) revealedGeobacillus

abundance in February and November as the driver of

differences between summer and winter samples.

Further, high abundances in Microbacterium, Tume-

bacillus in winter and presence of Aminobacter,

Bosea, Burkholderia and Schlesneria in summer

differentiated samples.

Air fungal seasonal communities also significantly

differed (ADONIS p = 0.001, R2 = 0.3075, ANOSIM

p = 0.001, R = 0.5225). All seasons differed from

each other (PERMANOVA p.adj = 0.006, respec-

tively); however, NMDS of Bray–Curtis distance

(Fig. 3a) revealed that May samples were most

dispersed, while August samples were most similar

Fig. 2 a Abundance of
16S, 18S and 16S to 18S
ratio m-3 air per season,
b alpha diversity measures
Chao1 and Shannon for
bacteria and fungi
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and February and November samples had the highest

overlap.

August samples were dominated Agaricomycetes,

Lecarnomycetes and Leotiomycetes, while May fun-

gal communities were characterized by Euro-

tiomycetes, Saccharomycetes, Tremellomycetes and

Wallemiomycetes. Winter samples had a high amount

of unidentified organisms, November was character-

ized by high abundance in Sordarimycetes (23.2%)

and Tremellomycetes (12.1%), while February fea-

tured many Agaricomycetes (34.6%).

Only 3% of the identified fungal air genera were

common in all seasons. The most abundant were

unidentified Ascomycota, unidentified Agari-

comycetes, Formitopsis (Agaricomycetes), Aspergil-

lus (Eurotiomycetes) and Trichaptum

(Agaricomycetes). The highest share of unique genera

was found in August (53.9% of all identified fungal

genera), with Teloschistaceae (Lecarnomycetes),

Gymnopus (Agaricomycetes) and Resupinatus (Agari-

comycetes) and range of Agaricomycetes identified as

the most abundant. February contained the second

most fungal genera detected in air (31.7% of all fungal

genera detected), with Exidia (Agaricomycetes),

Talaromycetes (Eurotiomycetes) and Taphrina

(Taphrinomycetes) as most abundant unique genera

(supplementary. Table S2). SIMPER analysis (sup-

plement Table S16) revealed Phanerochaete, Formi-

topsis, Aspergillus and Wallemia as driving fungal

genera distinguishing May samples from all other

seasons. August had characteristically high abun-

dances of Sacrogyne, Acarospora and Formitopsis,

while Mycena, Saccharomyces, Extremus were char-

acteristic in February, and Exophilia, Filobasidium for

November.

3.3 Abundance and diversity of bacterial

and fungal communities in air

and precipitation

3.3.1 Comparison of abundance in air

and precipitation

The median of 16S rRNA gene abundance m-3air

(5.23 9 105) is within one order of magnitude of the

abundance per mL cloud (1.17 9 105 mL-1) or snow

(2.66 9 105 mL-1). Rain water (2.29 9 107 mL-1)

and hail (1.88 9 107 mL-1) showed two orders of

magnitude higher values (Fig. 4).

Minimum values of 16S rRNA genes mL-1 in

precipitation were reached in snow

(1.87 9 102 mL-1); maximal concentration of 16S

rRNA genes was present in rain (4.28 9 107 mL-1).

Variation was lowest in cloud (0.94) and higher in

snow (1.67), but highest in air (2.18).

Air and precipitation 16S rRNA gene abundances

were significantly different (Kruskal–Wallis

p = 0.001), with cloud and air (p.adj. = 0.0012) and

cloud and rain (p.adj. = 0.0004) differing strongly.

Further hail vs. rain and snow vs. air, cloud, hail and

rain differed in unadjusted testing.

The median of 18S rRNA gene abundance m-3air

(3.01 9 103 m-3air) was lower than in cloud

(8.55 9 104 mL-1) and snow (2.02 9 104 mL-1),

much higher in hail (1.46 9 107 mL-1) and lower in

rain (7.72 9 102 mL-1).

16S to 18S ratio (Kruskal–Wallis p\ 0.001) dif-

fered in air and cloud (p.adj = 0.0001), snow and air

(p.adj. = 0.0002), and rain and snow (p.adj. =

0.0161). The highest median 16S:18S ratio occurred

in rain (3.18 9 104), and a higher 16S:18S ratio in air

(2.29 9 102) than in cloud (1.15 9 100), snow

(2.81 9 101) and hail.

18S rRNA gene abundance in precipitation (Krus-

kal–Wallis p = 0.01) differed only in snow and air

(p.adj. = 0.0375), but further in air and cloud, cloud

and rain, hail and rain and rain and snow in unadjusted

testing (supplement Tables S5, S8, S9).

3.3.2 Alpha diversity in air and precipitation

Chao1 for bacteria differed in air and cloud (p.adj. =

0.0027), air and snow (p.adj. = 0.0000), rain and

snow (p.adj. = 0.0038) and cloud and rain (p.adj. =

0.0254) as well as overall (Kruskal–Wallis

p\ 0.001).

Bacterial Shannon evenness (Kruskal–Wallis

p\ 0.001) differed in air and cloud (p.adj. = 0.0535),

air and snow (p.adj. = 0.0000), hail and snow

(p.adj. = 0.0464).

Fungal Chao1 (Kruskal–Wallis p\ 0.001) differed

in cloud and air (p.adj. = 0.0000) and air and snow

(p.adj. = 0.0000), further in cloud and rain, hail and

rain and rain and snow in unadjusted testing. Fungal

Shannon (Kruskal–Wallis p\ 0.001) differed as well

in air and cloud (p.adj. = 0.0090) and snow and air

(p.adj. = 0.0001) and further in rain and cloud and rain

and snow in unadjusted testing.
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Fig. 3 aNMDS on Bray–Curtis distance on genus for bacteria and fungi for air composition by season, bVenn diagram of unique and
common bacterial and fungal genera by season, c relative abundance (%) of top 10 most abundant bacterial phyla and fungal classes
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3.3.3 Beta Diversity in air and precipitation

NMDS (Fig. 5a) revealed a strong clustering of

bacterial communities of precipitation, with rain and

one May cloud sample being most distinct. The

February bacterial air samples are the most distinct

from precipitation.

August fungal samples cluster closest together in

air samples and closest to precipitation. Fungal

precipitation samples cluster more densely than any

season for air, apart from August rain samples and one

May cloud sample, which are more distinct. Fungal

February and November air samples strongly overlap,

while May samples are most scattered.

Bacterial air samples are significantly different

from precipitation samples (ADONIS R2 = 0.1118,

p = 0.001, ANOSIM R = 0.3004, p = 0.001). Air and

snow resp. cloud bacterial communities were signif-

icantly different (air–snow, air–cloud: PERMANOVA

p.adj = 0.01), whereas air and rain did not differ

significantly (PERMANOVA p.adj = 0.84), but hail

did in unadjusted testing (PERMANOVA unadj.p =

0.022, p.adj = 0.22). Snow was significantly different

from rain (PERMANOVA unadj.p = 0.025).

Fig. 4 a 16S rRNA genes, 18S rRNA genes and 16S:18S ratio m-3air and mL-1 precipitation, b alpha diversity indices in air and
precipitation for bacteria and fungi
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Also fungal air communities differed significantly

from precipitation (ADONIS R2 = 0.1076, p = 0.008,

ANOSIM R = 0.0697, p = 0.001). Air and snow resp.

cloud fungal communities differed significantly (air–

snow, air–cloud: PERMANOVA p.adj = 0.01). Fungi

in air and rain differed in single testing (PERMA-

NOVA unadj.p = 0.046, adj.p = 0.46). Snow and rain

fungi were significantly different (PERMANOVA

adj.p = 0.04).

When compared pairwise for each season, bacteria

in air were most similar to snow, rain and hail in

August (PERMANOVA air–snow p adj. = 0.096, air–

rain p adj. = 0.156, air–hail p adj. = 0.552) and snow

and cloud in May (PERMANOVA air–snow

p adj. = 0.054, air–cloud p adj. = 0.048). Cloud,

snow, rain and hail were never significantly different,

when compared against each other within one season.

In the total dataset, rain and snow showed the biggest

difference (PERMAOVA p non-adj. = 0.025).

Snow and cloud in cold seasons (November and

February) appear similar in bacterial composition,

with Acidobacteria (3.2–6.2%), Actinobacteria

(18.6–40.7%), Bacteriodetes (5.5–22.0%) and

Cyanobacteria (13.4–20.8%) being abundant, whereas

air is dominated by Firmicutes (48.1%- 78.4%).

Proteobacteria make up a comparable share in air,

cloud and snow in winter (11.2–27.2%). In May, air

and cloud are more similar with high abundances in

Proteobacteria (54.3% in air, 51.1% in cloud), while

May snow features high abundances of Actinobacteria

(53.8%) and Firmicutes (19.0%), while cloud and

snow in May feature Cyanobacteria (7.8% in snow,

8.6% in cloud) that are very low in May air (0.9%,

Fig. 6).

Air in August features also high numbers of

Proteobacteria (49.4%) that are even higher in hail

(88.8%). August snow is dominated by Bacteriodetes

(47.4%), Proteobacteria (27.1%) and Actinobacteria

(20.1%), with Firmicutes lacking, and the lowest

abundances of Planctomycetes (0.6%), Chloroflexi

(0.01%) and Cyanobacteria (2.7%) compared to snow

from the other seasons.

Fungi show a similar pattern, with rain and snow

being most different in the overall dataset (PERMA-

NOVA p.adj. = 0.04) and precipitation never signif-

icantly differing within season comparison. Highest

similarity occurred between air and snow in May

(PERMANOVA p adj. = 1.0), but also all precipita-

tions in August and did not differ significantly to air

(PERMANOVA snow p adj. = 0.102, rain

p adj. = 0.066, hail p adj. = 0.468). Further, air and

cloud in February were only significantly different in

unadjusted testing (PERMANOVA p non-adj. =

0.028, p adj. = 0.084).

In fungi, the composition of cloud and snow is

similar in winter samples, but different to air. In

November, air is dominated by unidentified (35.5%),

Sordariomycetes (23.2%) and Eurotiomycetes

(14.1%). In February, air is dominated by Agari-

comycetes (34.6%) and unidentified (39.9%). Clouds

and snow in winter were dominated by Leotiomycetes

(9.8% cloud, 16.8% snow) and Agaricomycetes in

November (27.4% snow, 26.2% cloud), Doth-

ideomycetes (9.9–35.8%), Eurotiomycetes

(15.8–23.9%), Lecarnomycetes (9.2–26.5%), further

unidentified (9.4–26.8%, Fig. 6).

In May, air featured in Wallemiomycetes (11.1%)

and Saccharomycetes (10.4) that rarely occurred in

any other air or precipitation sample and May cloud

samples featured Tremellomycetes (36.4%) and Doth-

ideomycetes (9.8%).

Snow in both summer samples was high in

unidentified organisms. Rain and air featured high

abundance of Agariomycetes (59.9% in air, 55.5% in

rain) in August. Rain was further rich in Sordari-

omycetes (37.2%), while hail was abundant in Doth-

ideomycetes (36.5%) and Leotiomycetes (31.6%).

11.8% of bacterial genera and 9.7% of fungal

genera were only found in the 288 m3 of sampled air

and not in any of the precipitation samples (Fig. 5b).

The share of common bacterial genera (12.4%) and

fungal genera (11.6%) was similar. The ratios of

unique and common bacterial and fungal genera

between precipitation types display a comparable

picture, with the biggest %-differences in shared

genera between cloud, snow and air in bacteria

(21.7%) compared to 13.3% in fungal genera, unique

cloud fungi (15%) compared to unique cloud bacteria

(9.1%), and bacteria shared between cloud and snow

(18.2%) compared to fungi in cloud and snow

(21.5%).

Most abundant in all sample types were Geobacil-

lus (Firmicutes), Aminobacter (Proteobacteria) and

Herpetrichiellaceae (Eurotiomycetes), Fomitopsis

(Agaricomycetes) and

Hypholoma (Agaricomycetes) (Supplementary

Tables S3 and S4).
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SIMPER analysis (supp Tables S1, S14, S15, S17,

S18) revealed that the genera mostly driving differ-

ences between air and snow are Geobacillus and

Aminobacter that are more abundant in air, and

Chlorophyta, Nakamurella and Ferruginibacter that

are more abundant in snow, on phylum level Firmi-

cutes were dominant in air compared to Actinobacte-

ria, Bacteriodetes and Cyanobacteria in snow.

The difference between cloud and air was driven by

Geobacilli, Bosea and Aminobacter that were more

abundant in air and Janthinobacterium and Chloro-

phyta that were more abundant in clouds, on phylum

level Firmicutes were much more abundant in air,

whereas Actinobacteria and Cyanobacteria were more

abundant in clouds.

In rain,Gp1 andDehalospirillum,Nakamurella and

Aquisphaera were more abundant than in air, and

Actinobacteria and Acidobacteria were more abun-

dant at the phylum level in rain than in the air.

In hail, Janthiobacterium, Cytophagales and

Subtercola drove differences with air, and Proteobac-

teria was the dominant phylum as compared to

Firmicutes, Actinobacteria and Planctomycetes for

air samples.

Fig. 5 a NMDS of Bray–Curtis distance of air and precipitation, b Venn diagram of common and unique bacterial and fungal genera
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Most abundant unique fungal genera in air were

Stereaceae (Agaricomycetes), Curvularia (Doth-

ideomycetes) and Corticium (Agaricomycetes), while

most abundant unique genera in snow comprised

Phaeosclera (Dothideomycetes) Lactiflus (Agari-

comycetes) and Phaerophyscia (Lecarnomycetes),

and Phaeomycocentrospora (Dothideomycetes), Bys-

soloma (Lecarnomycetes) and Rhodosporidiobolus

(Microbotryomycetes) in clouds.

For fungi, SIMPER analysis was conducted on

class level, as too many unidentified taxa occurred on

lower levels. Agaricomycetes were abundant in air

compared to snow and cloud, whereas Eurotiomycetes

and Dothideomycetes were more abundant in snow

and cloud. Lecarnomycetes in snow and Tremel-

lomycetes in cloud also drove differences with air.

Agaricomycetes and Sordariomycetes were more

abundant in rain than in air, while Eurotiomycetes,

Tremellomycetes and Lecarnomycetes drove the dif-

ference of air to rain. In hail, the biggest difference to

air was dominated by the presence of Agaricomycetes,

Eurotiomycetes and Sordariomycetes in air together

with Dothideomycetes, Leotiomycetes and Artho-

niomycetes in hail.

3.4 Ice nucleation-active bacteria

In total, there were 53 genera containing the ice

nucleation protein (INP) detected in the dataset. In air

samples, the relative abundance of INP reads of the

total reads per sample was lowest in November

(1.56%) and highest in August (5.28%), but with high

variation. In clouds, relative abundance of IN varied

strongly between seasons displaying the highest value

in the dataset (15.82%), whereas in May accounted for

only 2.25% and in February 4.16%. In snow the mean

IN abundance varied between 5.22% in May and

11.51% in August. Hail ranged at 7.04% and rain

between 0 and 11% (Fig. 7a). The composition

relative abundance of the most abundant INP-con-

taining bacteria showed a similar pattern than the

composition of most abundant phyla (discussed in

Chapter 3.3, Fig. 6), with snow and cloud being

similar in February and November, and more similar-

ity of air and cloud in May, and high variability in

August. (Fig. 7b)

NMDS (Fig. 8a) reveals that cloud and air have a

higher overlap, than snow and air, with cloud at the

interface between air and snow. The two rain samples

are different in IN-composition. Hail clusters with

snow and cloud. Most of the 53 identified genera

containing the ice nucleation protein, present in the

dataset, were associated with snow. The occurrence of

ice nucleation-active reads is more similar in the

frozen water samples (hail, snow) to the clouds, than

air. However, the Venn diagram (Fig. 8b) reveals, that

the most genera are shared between all of the samples

Fig. 6 Top 10 a bacterial
phyla and b fungal classes
for air and precipitation by
season
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or air, snow and cloud, but by NMDS, indicating, that

they are more abundant in snow and cloud.

The genera associated with higher abundance in air

were Corynebacterium, Pantoea, Enterobacteria,

Micrococcus, Caulobacter, Paenibacillus, Acidovo-

rax. Xanthomonas and Erwinia were unique to air.

4 Discussion

4.1 Seasonal differences in air community

composition

Seasonal variation and temporal vicinity of sample

composition have been observed for near-surface

airborne bacterial and fungal communities (Bowers

et al. 2013; Fahlgren et al. 2010; Franzetti et al. 2011;

Pickersgill et al. 2017), and even above PBL for

bacteria (Bowers et al. 2012). These observations are

consistent with our data, which showed that there was

no stable free troposphere air microbial community

during the year of sampling at Mount Sonnblick,

although a core microbiome could be identified

consisting of 61 (11% of all air genera) bacterial and

8 fungal genera (3% of all fungal air genera). Many of

these have previously been identified as indicator

species for above PBL air compared to below PBL air

(Els et al. 2019). Air mass origin was different for the

four sampling periods. Differential source regions and

transport have been shown to influence microbial

composition of the atmosphere (DeLeon-Rodriguez

et al. 2013; Innocente et al. 2017). Zweifel et al. (2012)

also suggested annual variation, succession of species

in airborne communities or random variation as

explanatory mechanisms. One mechanism that might

impact microbial composition in air communities is

thermal convection and air mass mixing in the

boundary layer. The lowest amount of unique bacterial

genera was found in August, but the highest number of

unique genera was found in May. In August the

thermal convection and mixing was most active, with

the highest mean boundary layer elevation and vari-

ation of the sampling dates (748 ± 667 m AGL). The

height of PBL-mixing even reached up to the obser-

vatory for a short moment (between T3 and T4,

compare supplement data Fig. S4), thus it is likely that

Fig. 7 a Relative
abundance (%) of IN-active
bacteria of the total number
of 16S reads, b relative
abundance of 10 most
abundant IN-active genera
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more mixing took place. August was also the time of

strong precipitation events, highest humidity and

highest temperature, thus highest thermodynamic

capacity of air (Hänel 1976). In May, the PBL did

not reach the sampling height, but PBL dynamics were

more pronounced than in winter, due to higher

temperatures and thus higher thermal convection

processes.

4.2 Seasonal changes in microbial abundance

16S and 18S rRNA gene abundances lie within

reported ranges of free tropospheric air and have been

discussed in Els et al. (2019). 16S rRNA gene

abundance showed highest variability in May, and

highest 16S:18S ratio, indicating a filtering of fungi.

High bacterial loads in spring and fall were previously

reported at high elevations sites (Bowers et al. 2012).

The overall 18S rRNA gene abundance was highest in

November together with the lowest 16S:18S ratio.

Fungal occurrences are strongly coupled to seasons

and meteorological factors, depending on their life-

style and sporulation strategy, and usually show high

variations in air and cloud water (Pickersgill et al.

2017; Amato et al. 2007a, b). In May the valley was

completely covered by fresh snow (50 cm before

sampling), and in November, the first snowfall on

vegetation in the valley occurred on the day before

sampling at the end of the growing season. Hence,

when soils were dry, and particles are not bound

strongly, together with less dense canopy and bare

fields, aerosolization might be effectuated. One pos-

sibility for the high fungal abundance despite ongoing

snowfall might be the impeded scavenging by snow

crystals due to fungal hydrophobins. These proteins

occur uniquely in mycelial fungi such as Ascomycetes

or Basidiomycetes (Wösten 2001), which have been

detected in the respective samples. Hydrophobins are

crucial in a specific life stage of those fungi to grow

aerial hyphae (Wösten et al. 1999). In August the

fungal diversity was highest, as fungal sporulation is

most active in summer, also thermal mixing is

Fig. 8 a NMDS on Bray–
Curtis distance of ice-
nucleating communities
contained in air, cloud,
snow, rain and hail, b Venn
diagram of common and
unique genera, containing
the ice nucleation protein
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stronger, thus more spores were likely transported

higher up in the atmosphere and injected to the free

troposphere.

4.3 Different seasonal dispersal patterns

for bacterial and fungal communities

Bacterial and fungal communities exhibited different

patterns in changes in community structure throughout

the year. Bacterial community structure differed

significantly between summer and winter. Summer

samples were dominated by ubiquitous, terrestrial

associated genera like Paludibacter (Bacteriodetes), a

gram-negative non-spore former involved in NH4
?

oxidation (Zhang et al. 2018), Domibacillus (Firmi-

cutes), a gram-positive, spore-forming, aerobic, non-

motile, rod-shaped organism isolated from deep-sea

sediment (Sun and Sun 2016), ocean sediment

(Sharma et al. 2014), mangrove sediment soil and

macroalgae (Verma et al. 2017) and GP1 (Acidobac-

teria), found in alpine grassland on the Tibetian

Plateau (Yuan et al. 2014). Winter samples were more

characterized by extremophile but omnipresent bac-

teria like Bifidobacterium (Actinobacteria) that can

withstand a high range of pH (from 8 to 2) (Charteris

et al. 1998), Vulcaniibacterium, a thermotolerant

Gammaproteobacteria isolated from a geothermally

heated soil (Yu et al. 2013), and Polaribacter (Bac-

teriodetes), which has been found in several arctic

habitats (Cuthbertson et al. 2017; Harding et al. 2011;

Collins et al. 2010). Differences in the winter to the

summer microbiome (in SIMPER analysis) were

driven by changes in abundance in Firmicutes such

as Geobacillus and Tumebacillus. Geobacillus is a

known thermo-resistant, spore-forming, ubiquitous

Firmicute (Zeigler 2014). Tumebacillus (aerobic,

spore-forming, gram-positive, rod-shaped,

chemolithoautotroph) has been found in high Arctic

Canadian permafrost (Steven et al. 2008) and was

identified as one of the most abundant lineages in

Australian dry lake aerosols (Munday et al. 2016) and

heavy-haze days in Beijing, China (Yan et al. 2018).

Firmicutes are recurrently characterized as highly

abundant in free tropospheric air masses and long-

range transport air masses (Smith et al. 2011, 2012;

David et al. 2018; Els et al. 2019) and were enhanced

in free tropospheric fall samples (Bowers et al. 2012).

They are known to withstand hostile, even extrater-

restrial conditions, like heat, cold, radiation or

chemicals, by forming resistant endospores and are

found in all investigated environments (Setlow 2006;

Driks and Eichenberger 2016; Nicholson et al. 2000).

Fungi displayed a high seasonal variability with a

range of different genera and phyla dominating the

fungal composition at the different seasons. Sporula-

tion strategy, dissemination adaption and lifestyle-

dependent patterns are critical aspects for airborne

fungal occurrence (Pickersgill et al. 2017). 53.9% of

all fungal genera were unique to August air masses.

These samples were dominated by a large group of

lichenized fungi (Miadlikowska et al. 2014) and the

largest non-lichenous fungal group Leotiomycetes

(Wang et al. 2006), whereas xerophilic and psy-

chrophilic Eurotiomycetes (Geiser et al. 2006), highly

resistant, yeast forming Saccharomycetes (Mühlhau-

sen and Kollmar 2014), yeast forming Tremel-

lomycetes (Liu et al. 2015) and xerophilic

Wallemiomycetes (Zalar et al. 2005) were dominant

in May. Tremellomycetes were also abundant in

November, together with plant pathogenic, endo-

phytic, saprophytic, epiphytic and lichenolous Sor-

dariomycetes (Maharachchikumbura et al. 2016). In

February, a time when potentially low sporulation

happens, air abundant Agaricomycetes dominated.

High wind speed in February yielded the second

highest number of genera occurring in one season

(31.7%) and the communities were dominated by

Agaricomycetes, which is ground and plant associated

and known to form propagules being dispersed by the

air and mainly connected to wet deposition (Hibbett

et al. 2014; Prasher 2015). Additionally, compared to

the other phyla, they are characterized by a relative

small aerodynamic diameter which enables the spores

to avoid faster sedimentation by dry deposition (Woo

et al. 2018) and usually contribute a big share of

airborne fungi (Pickersgill et al. 2017; Fröhlich-

Nowoisky et al. 2012). However, it has to be taken

in to account that the choosen molecular primer and

amplification method can result in an over- or

underrepresentation of certain fungal classes (e.g.,

here highly abundant Agaricomycetes) or phyla

(Blaalid et al. 2013).

4.4 Comparison of community structure

and abundance in air and precipitation

Microorganisms precipitated with snow, hail or rain or

being transported by clouds differ in their species
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composition from free tropospheric air masses and do

not mirror the air community structure. They are

distinct in composition, 16S:18S ratio, abundance and

diversity from free-floating PBA. Clouds and snow

generally had the highest diversity in both bacterial

and fungal datasets, with atmosphere and rain being

the least diverse.

Cloud bacterial communities were dominated by

Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria and Bacteriodetes,

which has also been observed in several cloud water

studies from China, France, southern Africa and the

USA (Jiaxian et al. 2019; Amato et al. 2017; Kourtev

et al. 2011; Zhu et al. 2018; Evans et al. 2019). Fifteen

of overall identified fungal genera were unique to

clouds, whereas only 9% of bacterial genera were

unique to clouds. The most abundant unique fungal

cloud genera were Phaeomycocentrospora (Doth-

ideomycetes), a large cosmopolitan genus of plant-

pathogenic leaf and fruit fungi (Crous et al. 2013).

Further abundant unique cloud genera were Bys-

soloma (Lecarnomycetes), a lichen with pantropical

spread and scattered temperate localities that was only

recently first described in Sweden (Hermansson and

Thor 2004), and Rhodosporidiobolus (Microbotry-

omycetes), which was found in arctic air and is

associated with elevated phospholipase and hemolytic

activity (Kirtsideli et al. 2017). Microbotrymycetes

contain a range of psychrophilic yeasts. Thus, for

those abundant unique cloud genera, their likely

source and part of their dissemination strategy are

long-range transport.

In air as compared to snow, cloud, hail and rain

especially differences in Bray–Curtis distance were

driven on genus level byGeobacillus (Firmicutes) and

Aminobacter (Alphaproteobacteria), an organism

found in various terrestrial environments (McDonald

et al. 2005) that supports legume nodulation (Maynaud

et al. 2012) and is capable of herbicide degradation

(Schultz-Jensen et al. 2014). A further driving organ-

ism was Bosea (Alphaproteobacteria) an amoeba-

resisting bacteria which is associated with hospital

water supply and intensive care ventilator-acquired

pneumonia (Khamis et al. 2003; La Scola et al. 2003)

and rhizosphere (Ahern et al. 2007). On phylum level,

air was especially enhanced in Firmicutes. Hail was

the only precipitation form not yielding significant

differences to air at the respective season in unadjusted

testing for bacteria and fungi in our dataset.

The bacterial abundance of fresh deposited snow,

graupel or rain accounted for approximately

1 9 104 mL-1 or higher in various samples (Amato

et al. 2007a, b; Bauer et al. 2002; Carpenter et al. 2000;

Sattler et al. 2001; Segawa et al. 2005) and 103–

104 m-3 for bacterial density in air at remote sites

(Bauer et al. 2002; Burrows et al. 2009a, b). This

implies a higher density of microbes in precipitation at

a range of 1:106. PBA are more abundant in clouds

than in the free atmosphere, and despite harsh

conditions in clouds they might be more life-support-

ing due to the presence of water (Delort et al. 2017;

Bauer et al. 2002). Clouds can highly vary in PBA

abundance, with clouds formed during extreme events

like desert dust uplift, containing higher than expected

abundances (of 105 m-3 bacteria like particles) (Maki

et al. 2017). Further, the median of 16S to 18S ratio

was lowest in clouds, suggesting a higher capacity of

cloud doplets to hold fungi in clouds in comparison

with air, snow or rain. The result of lowest ratio of

bacteria to fungi in clouds is in accordance with Bauer

et al. (2002), whose counts result in a bacteria-to-fungi

ratio of 4.4 for clouds, 5 for snow and 16.4 for air.

Bacteria could provide a surface area for the conden-

sation of water vapor on the surface of aerosolized

particulate matter (Jiaxian et al. 2019). In rain,

16S:18S ratio was highest, suggesting a separation

mechanism for fungal spores before rain forms.

Rain was high in 16S rRNA gene abundance but

low in 18S abundance and in bacterial and fungal

diversity. Air and rain were not significantly different

in total bacterial air dataset, but in unadjusted testing

in August dataset, fungi were significantly different in

the total dataset.

Rain was the only precipitation form that yielded a

significant difference when compared with another

precipitation form in the total dataset, but it was not

significant within the August dataset. However, the

snow here was likely more influenced by melting,

aging and aerial deposition. Rain was different to

bacterial diversity in snow (unadjusted) and more

significantly to fungi in snow.

Hail had the lowest 16S: 18S ratio, which might be

due to the formation from cloud droplets that have also

low 16S:18S ratio, where spores might possibly get

stuck to ice surface during sudden freezing.
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4.5 Seasonal effects related to temperature

A significant separation of air masses and precipitation

samples was observed, and differences varied between

seasons. In the winter seasons (November and Febru-

ary), the composition was similar in cloud and snow,

but different to air, whereas in May bacterial compo-

sition of cloud and air was more similar, but

pronouncedly different from snow. In May, the

community of fungi in clouds featured high numbers

of cold-adapted yeast and lichenous Tremellomycetes

(Liu et al. 2015; Thomas-Hall et al. 2010) and plant-

pathogenic Dothideomycetes (Schoch et al. 2009;

Hane et al. 2007) that were less abundant in air or

snow. These results indicate that cold environmental

conditions lead to comparable bacterial and fungal

composition of snow and cloud, but different compo-

sition of air, while in the warmer conditions of May,

air and cloud water were more similar in bacterial

composition. Here we found the highest number of

shared genera of cloud and air in one season (8.6%)

and highest total number of unique cloud genera

(20.7%) and outstandingly high amount of unique

fungi in May cloud (63.6%), with snow more different

and a distinct fungal cloud composition. This indicates

that warmer water vapor (but still negative ambient

temperature in May around - 6.9 �C) might have

higher momentum and exchange or even promote a

distinct composition by its living conditions. Also the

composition of ice nucleation-active bacteria was

similar in air and cloud inMay with higher abundances

of Pseudomonas, than in the other seasons, that can

efficiently nucleate ice at a temperature of - 7 �C or

lower (Maki et al. 1974).

Bacteria in air were more similar to precipitation in

August (especially hail and air) than in the other

months. This could be due to higher temperatures and

humidity, facilitating more thermodynamic momen-

tum leading to exchange and incorporation of humid

air into cloud formation, similar life conditions in

humid air and fast, on-site precipitation rather that

distant transport.

August snow was lacking Firmicutes and had a low

abundance of Chloroflexi, Planctomycetes and

Cyanobacteria compared to snow from the other

seasons. Here melting and accumulation processes

might have played a role, as the snowpack was

percolated with melt and rain water, and sediment

form the molten snow pack and dry deposition was

accumulated on the surface.

August fungal air samples were the closest to

precipitation fungal samples. This might be due to the

high abundance of fungi in August, but further also the

higher humidity during this time, as fungal species

actively discharge spores via liquid jets into the air,

preferentially under humid conditions (Pringle et al.

2005; Elbert et al. 2007) and fungal variability being

associated with humidity and rain frequency (Bowers

et al. 2013). Fungal composition was shown to be

significantly different in wet and dry deposition,

suggesting taxon and size specific involvement in

cloud condensation and precipitation (Woo et al.

2018).

4.6 Selection processes and potential drivers

The differences observed in community structure and

abundance among the different sample types might be

related to physical processes such as scavenging. In

general, scavenging depends on the aerodynamic

diameter, particle density but also chemical composi-

tion. Microbial cells can show hydrophilic or

hydrophobic membranes which can alter their depo-

sition substantially (Maria and Russell 2005). Cell

surface hydrophobicity is often found in gram-nega-

tive bacteria (Krasowska and Sigler 2014). Rain or

snow precipitation removes below-cloud aerosol par-

ticles and is a key process in aerosol chemical

transport (Zhang et al. 2013). The scavenging coeffi-

cients or removal rates of particles are complex

functions (Slinn 1983), but theoretical and experi-

mental studies have shown that snow is a more

efficient scavenger of particles than rain because of its

larger surface area (Franz and Eisenreich 1998). The

relative scavenging efficiency between snow and rain

depends on particle sizes and precipitation intensity

(Wang et al. 2014). For ultrafine and fine particles, the

snow scavenging coefficient is predicted to be * 10

times larger than the rain scavenging coefficient at low

precipitation rates (Wang et al. 2014). For rain,

scavenging efficiency decreases with increasing par-

ticle size (Ardon-Dryer et al. 2015).

Clouds, fog and rain seem to represent media,

where biological activity is significant due to the

protection from desiccation and the potential use of

chemical compounds in the aqueous solution (Deguil-

laume et al. 2008). Some bacteria can act as cloud
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condensation nuclei and produce biosurfactants that

increase droplet size and cloud lifetime, counteract

desiccation and allow water scavenging and thus

facilitate widespread dispersal (Ahern et al. 2007).

PBA originate from surface aerosolization and thus

represent lager potential sources than precipitation.

Stricter selective processes are occurring for PBA to

reach clouds, survive and be precipitated.

Rain does not scavenge too many organisms, as the

residence time in the atmosphere is lower in rain.

Raindrops have a smaller surface and are potentially

less active in atmosphere interactions. Snow, in

contrast, acts more like a sponge.

Hail is a unique form of precipitation that allows

direct characterization of particles present during

atmospheric ice nucleation, as the nucleation event is

captured in the hail stone embryo (Michaud et al.

2014). The embryo is then caught by updraught and

cycling in a storm cloud while accreting supercooled

water during hailstone formation and thus represents a

vertical intersection of cloud microbial composition

(Knight and Knight 2001; Michaud et al. 2014). Šantl-

Temkiv et al. (2013) observe an enrichment in plant-

associated bacterial groups (Gammaproteobacteria,

Sphingobacteria, Methylobacteria). Hail is one of the

most extreme environments to live (Šantl-Temkiv

et al. 2013).

4.7 INP-containing bacteria are selected

for precipitation

Another mechanism that might explain variation in

community structure is the capacity of certain organ-

isms to carry out ice nucleation (IN). IN-particles

active at C - 10 �C deplete twice as rapidly in

precipitating clouds than other particles at this size

(Stopelli et al. 2015).

There was a higher share of relative % reads of

known ice nucleation-active bacteria present in all wet

phases compared to air. Within the wet phases, snow

had the hightest mean % reads, whereas clouds

showed a big variation thereof. It seems that a

separation of IN-active reads occurred with higher

shares occurring in precipitation.

Regarding seasonality, within air masses, the

highest share of IN-active reads was reached in

August, when also strongest precipitation occurred

and samples were taken during rain events. IN-

occurrence has been reported to increase during and

after rain events (Huffman et al. 2013).

August precipitation was characterized by short but

strong showers (compare supplement data Fig. S3)

which have been observed to be significantly

enhanced in IN in the first period of high intensity

rain and hail, compared to continuous-type rain (Vali

1971). Ice nucleation-active bacteria were found to be

relatively more abundant in rain than in air at the same

site (Stephanie and Waturangi 2011). Christner et al.

(2008a, b) report cumulative ice nuclei over several

seasons to reach higher maximum values in rain

(Louisiana rain 8–230 IN L-1, Alberta rain 20–600 IN

L-1) compared to snow (mid-latitude snow 3–150 IN

L-1). Cloud IN varied between 1 and 200 mL-1 at

- 10 �C at Puy de Dome (Joly et al. 2014), thus

ranging one order of magnitude higher than in rain or

snow.

Christner et al. (2008a, b) estimated 0.4% of DNA-

containing cells in mid-latitude snowfall being IN-

active at - 7 �C to - 4 �C, whereas in cloud water,

estimates range between 0% and 1.5% IN-active

bacteria at- 10 �C of total bacteria (Joly et al. 2014).

In air, numbers were reported as 0.001% (Garcia et al.

2012; Xia et al. 2013) and showed significantly higher

numbers in foggy air than in clear air (Bowers et al.

2009; Xia et al. 2013). Petters and Wright (2015)

describe a variation in IN-concentration between rain,

cloud water, hail and snow of up to five orders of

magnitude.

Abundant rainfall was reported to drive near-

surface air IN-concentration with a positive correla-

tion of rain intensity and IN-concentration, while

strong snow fall had an attenuating effect on IN-

concentration (Conen et al. 2017).

In comparison, the values we estimate here based

on relative abundance of reads of INP containing

bacteria yield substantially higher numbers of IN-

bacteria in air, cloud and precipitation. This could

impact terrestrial biodiversity, with microbes landing

in new environments faster (Morris et al. 2014), as our

results imply, when precipitating.

The observed separation for community composi-

tion between air, snow, cloud and wet precipitation

was also observed for IN-active bacteria, with clouds

seeming like a mediator between air and snow in IN-

composition. Only a few genera were unique to one

sample type, the discrimination by NMDS was due to

changes in relative abundance between sample types,
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which indicated an accumulation of most INP-con-

taining bacteria in the wet phases, and only single

species associated with air. Erwinia and Xanthomonas

were unique in air in this dataset, though they are

usually abundant in the environment, but also absent

in other water-based IN-surveys (Du et al. 2017).

Zweifel et al. (2012) found Erwinia and Pantoea in

low frequencies, but recurringly in free tropospheric

air samples.

The microbes present in clouds, snow and rain

survived long-range transport, ice nucleation and cold

cloud processes. Thus, it is likely that wet or snow

deposited microbes will outperform their dry depos-

ited counterparts in numbers and adaptions. As clouds

often form far from the place where they precipitate

and biological nucleators are frequently involved,

their microbial composition is different from the

present surface air microbiome.

4.8 Precipitation is no proxy for free troposphere

air communities

Cáliz et al. (2018), who recently used snow as a proxy

for air mass composition in the free troposphere,

identified ‘‘airborne’’ Chytridiomycota as abundant in

spring snow. The overall relative abundance of

Chytridiomycota in all air samples was 0.01%,

compared to 2.49% in snow and 6.15% in rain but

only 0.13% in hail and 0.22% in clouds in our dataset,

indicating scavenging snow and rain precipitation.

Bacteriodetes, a phylum identified by Cáliz et al.

(2018) as abundant in snow, was identified as the one

of three phyla driving most differences between air

and snow (5.67% air, 18.40% snow). While there is no

doubt that microorganisms are aerosolized, incorpo-

rated in snow and then deposited (Harding et al. 2011),

based on our dataset, selection at the phylum level

occurs. Cyanobacteria were high in snow and cloud

compared to air. They often contain a hygroscopic

mucilaginous covering, that effects in density reduc-

tion and dynamic streamlining (Reynolds 2007), but

might also absorb atmospheric moisture, why they

become heavy and drop down (Sharma and Singh

2010). Air bacterial composition was found to be more

similar to soil, decaying material, lichen and plant

surface assemblages than to snow in a survey in

Greenland, where snow featured higher abundances of

Beta- and Gammaproteobacteria and Bacteriodetes,

while air was richer in Alphaproteobacteria,

Cyanobacteria, Acidobacteria and Planctomycetes

(Šantl-Temkiv et al. 2018).

Fog is known to have enriched concentrations of

bacteria and yeast CFUs up to two orders of magnitude

compared to clear air conditions, but no changes for

mold CFUs (Fuzzi et al. 1997). Moreover, air samples

derive from restricted altitudes, whereas the cloud

samples can be addressed as a composite of this

respective height including a thought black box from

above. The composition of cloud chemistry and

metabolically adapted cloud PBA community varies

depending on the cloud origin (Deguillaume et al.

2014; Amato et al. 2017).

Evans et al. (2019) found that Shannon alpha

diversity was greater in fog than clear conditions. Fog

was more shaped by local sources than clear air, but

also contained more remote marine signatures, indi-

cating good conditions for long-range travel in clouds

(Evans et al. 2019).

SIMPER analysis identified Janthinobacterium

(Betaproteobacteria) and Chlorophyta (Chloroplast)

as genera driving the difference between air and cloud

and especially abundant in hail. Janthinobacterium in

cloud water was found negatively correlated with SO2,

O3, and particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) and

positively correlated with K? and Mg2? (Jiaxian et al.

2019), which main sources are soil dust in big cloud

droplets (Zhu et al. 2018). Janthinobacterium has

antifungal properties (Rubio et al. 2018) and was

found in high mountain lakes and Antarctica (Ahern

et al. 2007) and alpine cryoconite, and is known for its

psychrotolerant properties (Kim et al. 2012). It does fit

the continental background location of Mount Sonn-

blick, where low concentrations of aerosol pollution

markers (like SO2 or high PM) would be expected

(Deguillaume et al. 2014).

Chlorophyta (i.e., microalgae) have previously

been found in cloud samples (Urbano et al. 2011).

The reason for that might also be the higher retention

capacity in droplets than in air for bigger size PBA.

The aerosolization of chlorophyta is especially corre-

lated with relative humidity, but also with tempera-

ture, sunshine and wind speed (Sharma and Singh

2010).
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5 Conclusion

Significant differences were found in air microbial

composition during different seasons, with pro-

nounced summer and winter distinction in bacteria

and strong discrepancies between all sampling events

for fungi.

The season, thus temperature and humidity condi-

tions, impact on free tropospheric microbial air

composition and abundance, and should be kept in

mind when interpreting single flight results. The

differentiation between seasons was stronger pro-

nounced in air than in precipitation, with rain being

most different and variable of precipitation types,

indicating distinct forces driving microbial fate in the

air.

Microorganisms precipitated with snow, hail or rain

or being transported by clouds differ in their species

composition from free tropospheric air masses and do

not mirror the air community structure. They are more

diverse, potentially more viable due to the availability

of water and as shown in this paper, distinct in

composition, 16S:18S ratio and abundance from free-

floating PBA.

Hence, snow or cloud samples are no suitable prox-

ies for free tropospheric air microbiome composition,

as used by several studies, due to the findings that

separation processes in aerosolization, transport and

scavenging occur. The microbial composition of

arriving precipitation or clouds represents only a part

of the microbial air communities of the cumulative

sources of origin.

Air can travel thousands of kilometers, but it is even

more important to consider what is migrating in clouds

and wet air masses, respectively, as the precipitation of

PBA is more likely than sedimentation from clear air

masses. Thus, precipitation might even have a bigger

impact in ecosystem input due to higher microbe

density when considering the ratio of cell numbers in

precipitation compared to air being 1:106.

To understand global connectivity of bioaerosols,

microbial migration and inoculation sources, a micro-

bial air sampling network would be necessary, where

precipitation cannot be used as a proxy but rather has

to go alongside with air analyses.

With ongoing change in global water circulation,

water availability and precipitation patterns this might

have implications for microbial dispersal to ecosys-

tems. Further, more continuous aerobiological

monitoring in the free troposphere will be needed to

understand interacting factors and feedbacks.
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